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Journal of
Heat Transfer Editorial

Editor’s Farewell Note

It has been an honor and a privilege for me to serve as the
Editor for the ASME Journal of Heat Transfer over the last five
years. Though it has been challenging and time consuming, I have
felt fortunate in following in the footsteps of the previous Editors,
who are among the leading figures in the heat transfer community.
The journal has grown substantially over the past decade, going
from quarterly publication to monthly and becoming one of the
largest and best known journals published by ASME. It has also
become a preeminent venue for publication in the field of heat
transfer, with a considerable international presence. This is seen in
more than 60% of the submissions coming from abroad and the
large number of Associate Editors from outside the USA.

The journal has a very strong reputation for high quality papers
in a wide variety of areas in which heat transfer plays a dominant
role. Uniformity of standards is ensured by the Associate Editors,
who are assigned papers on the basis of their expertise rather than
the country in which they are located. It has been a pleasure to
work with some of the most active and dedicated researchers in
the field as Associate Editors. They have worked hard to uphold
the prestige of the journal by interacting with experts in different
areas as reviewers. It is largely because of their effort that the
journal has grown in stature in recent years. In 2008, the impact
factor of the journal stood at 1.421, with a 5-year impact factor of
1.634 and a half life of greater than 10. Though the impact factor
has fluctuated through the years, it cannot be denied that the jour-
nal, with an acceptance rate of around 35%, is a widely respected
publication, which presents the best in traditional and emerging
areas in the field of heat transfer.

The journal has also focused on the publication of a number of
special volumes in areas like micro/nanoscale heat transfer, mate-
rials processing, bio heat transfer, computational heat transfer, mi-
crochannels, and boiling, in order to present the state of the art in
these important areas and indicate current trends and future needs.
These volumes have also expanded the reach of the journal by
bringing in researchers from outside the heat transfer community.
The Editorial Board has always felt that heat transfer arises in
many important areas of thermal sciences, such as energy, envi-
ronment, manufacturing, bio systems, and nanomaterials, that are
often not considered as part of heat transfer. It has thus been our
effort to bring researchers and engineers interested in such fields
to the journal, both as contributors and as readers.

Because of the importance of heat transfer in practical and in-
dustrial processes and systems, the Editorial Board developed
plans for a new journal, which would focus on thermal sciences
and bridge the gap between long-term fundamental research and
practical use of this information. These efforts resulted in the

ASME Journal of Thermal Science and Engineering Applications.
Though I served as the proposer and then briefly as Editor of this
journal, it is now a well-established independent journal which
attracts applied papers in different areas of thermal science and
engineering. It is expected and hoped that this journal will play an
important role in attracting industrial researchers and engineers to
thermal science and engineering and provide impetus to applied
research in this field.

My assistant, Shefali Patel, has been instrumental in the success
of the journal through her constant and careful monitoring of the
papers, correspondence with authors, Associate Editors and
ASME staff, preparation of the reports on the journal, and taking
care of many other routine and non-routine matters, such as selec-
tion of best reviewers, maintenance of reviewer lists and appoint-
ment of Associate Editors. I am greatly indebted to her for her
dedicated and outstanding service to the journal. I am also grateful
for the excellent support provided by ASME publication staff,
particularly Philip DiVietro, Colin McAteer, Judith Sierant, and
Beth Darchi. They were always willing to help if problems or
urgent issues arose. I could always turn to them for their guidance
and support for new ideas and plans for the journal. Certainly, the
expansion of the journal, development of the new journal, publi-
cation of a wide variety of special volumes, and improvements in
the web system would not have been possible without their sup-
port and encouragement. I would also like to thank the Executive
Committee of the Heat Transfer Division for their continuous sup-
port and guidance and the previous Editor, Vijay Dhir, for his
initial guidance to get me started. I learned a lot about the journal
from Ray Viskanta and Jack Howell, with whom I served as As-
sociate Editor, and this experience has been valuable in my ser-
vice as editor.

On October 1, 2010, Professor Terry Simon of the University of
Minnesota will take over as the Editor. Terry has served in the past
as an Associate Editor of JHT and is an active researcher and
member of the heat transfer community. I am fully confident that
Terry, along with the dedicated group of Associate Editors, will
continue to uphold the excellent reputation and prestige of the
Journal.

Best wishes to all our readers and contributors.

Yogesh Jaluria
Editor

2005–2010
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T. J. Bright

Z. M. Zhang1

e-mail: zhuomin.zhang@me.gatech.edu

George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical
Engineering,

Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, GA 30332

Entropy Generation in Thin Films
Evaluated From Phonon Radiative
Transport
One of the approaches for micro/nanoscale heat transfer in semiconductors and dielec-
tric materials is to use the Boltzmann transport equation, which reduces to the equation
of phonon radiative transfer under the relaxation time approximation. Transfer and gen-
eration of entropy are processes inherently associated with thermal energy transport, yet
little has been done to analyze entropy generation in solids at length scales comparable
with or smaller than the mean free path of heat carriers. This work extends the concept
of radiation entropy in a participating medium to phonon radiation, thus, providing a
method to evaluate entropy generation at both large and small length scales. The con-
ventional formula for entropy generation in heat diffusion can be derived under the local
equilibrium assumption. Furthermore, the phonon brightness temperature is introduced
to describe the nature of nonequilibrium heat conduction. A diamond film is used as a
numerical example to illustrate the distribution of entropy generation at the walls and
inside the film at low temperatures. A fundamental knowledge of the entropy generation
processes provides a thermodynamic understanding of heat transport in solid microstruc-
tures; this is particularly important for the performance evaluation of thermal systems
and microdevices. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001913�

Keywords: conduction, entropy, phonon radiative transfer, thermodynamics, thin film

1 Introduction
As electronic and thermal devices continue to decrease in size,

energy dissipation, or heat generation becomes more spatially
concentrated. Device reliability is affected by the peak tempera-
ture of operation. Thermal transport in small structures exhibits
different behavior that conventional models do not adequately de-
scribe �1�. Such small structures, specifically thin dielectric films,
are usually present in microelectronic circuits and energy conver-
sion devices where heat is generated �2�. The heat flux and tem-
perature distribution become important design considerations.
Furthermore, in order to improve the thermodynamic performance
of a device or system, sources of entropy generation should be
eliminated or minimized.

Phonon transport in crystalline insulators and semiconductors
has been extensively investigated. Casimir �3� used phonon radia-
tion to study thermal transport in crystals at low temperatures
when the mean free path is larger than the crystal dimensions and
in the case when internal scattering is negligible. This regime is
often called the Casimir limit at low temperatures when the en-
ergy transfer by elastic waves is governed by the T4-law just like
the Stefan–Boltzmann law of thermal radiation. Little �4� consid-
ered the reflection and transmission coefficients of phonon radia-
tion at the interface of dissimilar materials to derive the acoustic
mismatch model for thermal boundary resistance. Callaway �5�
modeled the lattice thermal conductivity based on the Boltzmann
transport equation �BTE�, considering different scattering mecha-
nisms. More recently, phonon radiation and BTE have been ex-
tensively studied by many groups �6–16�. Modeling phonon trans-
port allows engineers to estimate peak temperatures and heat
fluxes for maximum performance.

The BTE reduces to the equation of phonon radiative transport
�EPRT� �8�, under the relaxation time approximation, which is

valid when the distribution function is not too far from equilib-
rium such that the collision term can be approximated as linear.
The EPRT utilizes similarities between the phonon and the photon
to take advantage of a large body of research previously done on
thermal radiation and to apply it to the conduction of heat via
phonons in an electrically nonconducting medium. The EPRT
does not contain a term similar to the in- and out-scattering of
photons �or simply photon scattering� and hence is relatively
easier to solve.

Despite numerous studies on the phonon radiative transfer,
there seems to be a lack of research dealing with the entropy
generation associated with phonon radiation. Second law analysis
can offer a thermodynamic understanding of the irreversible pro-
cess during nonequilibrium heat transfer. This can help improve
the thermodynamic efficiency and performance of energy conver-
sion and generation systems. For this reason, second law analysis
has been extensively studied in conventional thermal systems in-
volving conduction, fluid flow, and thermal radiation transfer
�17–19�. The study of entropy generation in microfluidics has be-
come an active area of research �18,20�. While entropy generation
associated with heat diffusion is well known �17�, the conven-
tional control volume analysis is only for large scales when diffu-
sion is the dominant process of heat conduction. The entropy of
radiation has been used to derive Planck’s law of thermal radiation
and can model the entropy generation in radiative transfer both at
the boundaries and in participating medium �21–23�. The knowl-
edge of entropy transfer and generation processes in phonon ra-
diation helps understand the irreversibility associated with lattice
conduction from the microscale to the macroscale.

As an initial step in second law analysis of phonon heat con-
duction, the present work develops a model for entropy analysis
based on the BTE under the relaxation time approximation and
steady-state conditions. The 1D phonon radiative transport be-
tween two constant-temperature thermal reservoirs �black walls�,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, is considered to develop fundamental ar-
guments that could be extended to multiple dimensions. The
boundaries or surfaces of the medium are treated as infinite ther-
mal reservoirs and are referred to throughout this work as walls

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received June 5, 2009; final manuscript received
April 5, 2010; published online July 27, 2010. Assoc. Editor: Kenneth Goodson.
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due to the arbitrary choice of vertical orientation. It extends the
analogy between photons and phonons to understand the process
of entropy generation at different length scales. Furthermore, a
phonon brightness temperature, which is independent of fre-
quency and direction, is defined to depict the nonequilibrium na-
ture of microscale heat conduction.

2 Phonon Radiative Transfer
The 1D BTE under the relaxation time approximation can be

expresses as follows �1,8,24�:

� f

�t
+ vx

� f

�x
=

f0 − f

�
�1�

by neglecting the acceleration term. Here, vx is the x-component
of the velocity, f is the actual distribution function �in terms of
frequency� and is usually anisotropic at a given x and t, f0 is the
equilibrium distribution function, and � is the relaxation time that
is in general a function of frequency and phonon velocity. For
phonons, the equilibrium distribution function is given by the
Bose–Einstein statistics that is a function of temperature and fre-
quency but not the direction �i.e., isotropic�.

Based on the energy flux, the phonon intensity can be defined
that is consistent with the intensity as defined in the case of ther-
mal radiation. The intensity of a phonon gas in a given direction at
a single frequency is �1�

I���,�,�� = �
P

vg��fD��� �2�

where � is Planck’s constant divided by 2�, the density of states
D��� is defined such that D���d� represents the number of vibra-
tion modes between � and �+d� per unit volume per unit solid
angle, and vg,p is the group velocity in the direction defined by the
zenith angle � and azimuthal angle �. Since the energy of a single
phonon is ��, Eq. �2� represents the rate of heat transfer per unit
projected area, per solid angle, and per unit frequency interval,
just as in the case of photon radiation. Based on this definition of
phonon intensity, the heat flux in the x direction can be evaluated
from the phonon intensity. For 1D heat transfer in the x direction,
the phonon intensity can be assumed to be independent of azi-
muthal angle, giving

qx� =�
0

�

q��d� = 2��
0

��
−1

1

I���,���d�d� �3�

where �=cos��� is the direction cosine relative to the x direction
�see Fig. 1� and q�� is the spectral heat flux. The phonon equilib-

rium intensity can be derived from the Bose–Einstein distribution
function �1�. Assume that the phonon dispersion is linear and an
average acoustic speed �i.e., the sound velocity� va can be used for
all three polarizations. Then, the �isotropic� equilibrium intensity
becomes

I�
0 ��,T� =

3��3

8�3va
2�e��/kBT − 1�

�4�

Note that emission of phonons from a black wall has the inten-
sity equal to the equilibrium intensity defined by Eq. �4�. Substi-
tuting Eq. �2� into Eq. �1� and noting that vx=va cos �, one obtains
the EPRT at a steady state �8�

�
dI�

dx
=

I�
0 ��,T�� − I�

va�
�5�

Equation �5� resembles the radiative transfer equation �RTE� for
electromagnetic radiation in an absorbing and emitting medium
with no scattering. Under the relaxation time approximation, scat-
tering of phonons by crystalline defects and other phonons is
analogous to the emission and absorption processes in the conven-
tional RTE. The actual phonon scattering processes may involve
the reservoir modes �optical phonons�, scattering on defects, and
the three-phonon scattering �acoustic phonons� that can result in
the creation or annihilation of phonons �1,24�. Unlike RTE for a
gas medium, T��x� in Eq. �5� is an effective temperature of the
medium. Rigorously speaking, a thermodynamic temperature can-
not be defined in the medium unless the thickness of the film L is
much greater than the phonon mean free path 	=va�. The Knud-
sen number given by Kn=	 /L is a parameter that characterizes
the acoustic thickness of the medium. A large Kn implies the
acoustically thin limit known as Casimir’s limit �3�, whereas a
very small Kn implies the diffusion limit where Fourier’s law can
be applied. Only in the acoustically thick limit, the effective tem-
perature T��x� converges to the local equilibrium temperature in
the conventional sense. A further assumption is made such that the
relaxation time is independent of the frequency, i.e., the gray-
medium assumption since the inverse of the mean free path is
analogous to the absorption coefficient in photon radiative trans-
fer.

Radiative equilibrium is the condition �25,26�

� · q� = 0 �6�

which corresponds to the case where there are no sources or sinks
in the medium. In the case of steady-state conduction, Eq. �6�
holds for phonon transport. For the 1D case, it implies that

�qx�

�x
= 2��

0

��
−1

1
�I���,��

�x
�d�d� = 0 �7�

Integrating Eq. �5� over the frequency and direction cosine and
applying Eq. �7�, one obtains the following relation for a gray
medium �i.e., the relaxation time is independent of frequency�:

�
0

�D

I�
0 d� =

1

2�
0

�D�
−1

1

I�d�d� �8�

where the upper limit is replaced by the Debye cut-off frequency
�D, which is related to the Debye temperature by 
D=��D /kB
�1,24�. While Eq. �6� is applicable to steady states only, it was
shown that Eq. �8� is also applicable to transient EPRT �9�. Fur-
thermore, when the medium temperature is much lower than 
D,
the total equilibrium intensity can be expressed as

I0�T� =�
0

�D

I�
0 d� �

�SB� T4

�
�9�

where �SB� =�2kB
4 /40�3va

2 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant for
phonons �1,8�. Using the total intensity defined as I=�0

�DI�d�, Eq.
�8� can be simplified to the following:

Fig. 1 Schematic showing directional intensity distribution at
a single frequency inside a medium between two black walls at
temperatures T1 and T2. The intensity at a vertical plane inside
of the medium „dashed line… is shown qualitatively for T2>T1 in
the acoustically thin limit. Each wall acts as a thermal reservoir,
thus, heat is transported as a radiation process inside the
medium.
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I0 =
1

2�
−1

1

Id� �10�

Hence, for a gray medium, one can integrate Eq. �5� over all
frequencies and substitute Eq. �10� for I0�T�� to obtain

�
�I

�x
=

1

		1

2�
−1

1

Id� − I
 �11�

When the boundary conditions are prescribed, Eq. �11� can be
solved for I using standard techniques for radiative transfer analy-
sis, such as the discrete ordinates method and the Monte Carlo
method �25,26�. Once I is found, I0 can be calculated from Eq.
�10� and then the effective temperature T��x� throughout the me-
dium can be determined using Eq. �9� from I0. For black walls, the
local intensities toward the right and left hemispheres can be ex-
pressed, respectively, as follows �1�:

I�
+�x,�,�� = I�

0 ��,T1�exp	−
x

	�



+�
0

x

I�
0 ��,T�����exp	−

x − �

	�

 d�

	�
, for �  0

�12a�

I�
−�x,�,�� = I�

0 ��,T2�exp	L − x

	�



−�
x

L

I�
0 ��,T�����exp	 x − �

	�

 d�

	�
, for � � 0

�12b�

3 The Criteria of Local Equilibrium
In some early studies �8,9�, a more restrictive assumption was

used such that phonon radiative equilibrium exists at every fre-
quency so that

I�
0 =

1

2�
−1

1

I�d� �13�

which is equivalent of saying that

�q��

�x
= 2��

−1

1
�I���,��

�x
�d� = 0 �14�

From the derivation in the preceding section, Eqs. �13� and �14�
are not needed in order to solve EPRT. Even for a gray medium,
Eqs. �13� and �14� are not satisfied unless the medium is acousti-
cally thick. Zhang �1� mentioned that Eq. �13� is equivalent to the
local equilibrium assumption but without any proof. In the follow-
ing, the local equilibrium conditions are discussed and shown to
be consistent with Eq. �13� or �14�.

Under the relaxation time approximation, the local equilibrium
assumption states that

� f

�x
=

� f0

�x
=

� f0

�T

dT

dx
or

�I�

�x
=

�I�
0

�x
=

�I�
0

�T

dT

dx
�15�

To the first-order approximation, the intensity can be expressed
as follows �23,24�:

I� � I�
0 − �	

�I�
0

�T

�T

�x
�16�

where T is used instead of T� to signify that local equilibrium has
been established. For Eq. �16� to be a good approximation, the
implicit assumptions are Kn�1, i.e., the medium is acoustically
thick and, in addition �T /�x�T /	, which requires that the tem-

perature of the medium should not change abruptly over a mean
free path �	�. Under these assumptions, the Fourier law can be
derived such that

qx� = − k
dT

dx
= −

dT

dx�0

�D 4�

3
	

�I�
0

�T
d� �17�

where the thermal conductivity k is given by the frequency inte-
gral. It should be noted that the assertion that the hyperbolic heat
equation can be derived from BTE or EPRT by keeping the tran-
sient term in Eq. �1�, is misleading as pointed out by the present
authors recently �27�.

If both sides of Eq. �16� are integrated over the direction cosine,
the result will be the same as Eq. �13�, suggesting that local equi-
librium is a sufficient condition of Eq. �13�. Furthermore, using
Eq. �12�, the spatial derivative of q�� can be expressed as �1�

�q��

�x
=

4�

	
I�
0 ��,T��x�� −

2�

	
�

0

L

I�
0 ��,T�����E1	 �x − ��

	

d�

	

−
2�

	
I�
0 ��,T1�E2	 x

	

 −

2�

	
I�
0 ��,T2�E2	L − x

	

 �18�

where Em�x�=�0
1�m−2e−x/�d� is the mth exponential integral. The

last two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. �18� originated from
the wall emission. It can be seen that, in general, �q�� /�x�0 un-
less L�	 and x is not too close to the wall, i.e., in the acousti-
cally thick limit. Therefore, Eq. �13� or �14� can be viewed as the
local equilibrium condition that should not be imposed in solving
EPRT for thin films.

Consider a thin film in Casimir’s limit where ballistic phonon
transport dominates between two black walls. One may view pho-
non radiation as being emitted from two black walls with no scat-
tering and little absorption/emission inside of the medium. Figure
2 shows the equilibrium intensity distributions evaluated at the
wall temperatures along with the exact equilibrium intensity dis-
tribution I�

0 �� ,T�� evaluated using the effective temperature T�

�85.4 K inside the medium. The average speed of sound is taken
as that of diamond, i.e., va=12288 m /s �8�. At low temperatures,
the dispersion relation of diamond is essentially linear �28�, thus,
the proceeding analysis and approximations are reasonable. The
intensity integration over the direction cosine is the same as the
algebraic average Iavg��� of the intensities of the two walls. The
two curves do not overlap except at a single finite frequency. In

Fig. 2 Phonon intensity at different frequencies correspond-
ing to two black walls at temperatures T1=50 K and T2
=100 K in the ballistic limit. The equilibrium temperature of the
medium is denoted by T�

„which is 85.4 K in this case… and Iavg
is the average intensity of the two wall distributions.
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general, I�
0 �T�� Iavg at lower frequencies and I�

0 �T��� Iavg at
higher frequencies. If Iavg��� were taken as the equilibrium distri-
bution, a frequency-dependent effective temperature would be ob-
tained. It is worth noting that the results presented in Refs. �8,9�
are correct, despite of the excessive assumption in the form of Eq.
�13� made in those studies.

4 Phonon Radiative Entropy and Brightness
Temperature

When comparing photon and phonon radiation, it is important
to keep in mind the physical differences between the two pro-
cesses. Phonon emission and absorption should not be interpreted
literally as in thermal radiation when the radiative energy is re-
leased and absorbed by the medium at its local �equilibrium� tem-
perature. Rather, they are associated with the complex phonon
scattering mechanisms as mentioned previously. In EPRT, the
phonon radiation process is analogous to photon radiation with
absorption and emission but without scattering, as prescribed by
Eq. �5�. As suggested by Prasher �29�, a phonon scattering phase
function may be introduced to derive a more general EPRT that
includes the in-scattering term just like the conventional RTE for
thermal radiation. For anisotropic scattering, however, the gener-
alized EPRT reduces to Eq. �5�.

Despite the differences, it is convenient to think of phonon
radiation as also having a local medium, which emits phonons
according to the equilibrium distribution at the effective tempera-
ture �T��. Under the relaxation time approximation, the distribu-
tion function is not too far from equilibrium and the medium
temperature is thus obtained by the equilibrium intensity �I0�. Fur-
thermore, such a medium can also absorb phonon radiation. While
the total emitted and absorbed energy must be the same, as re-
quired by the radiative equilibrium condition, the absorbed and
emitted energy in any particular frequency are in general not equal
to each other, unless Eq. �14� is satisfied. One should keep in mind
that in actuality all phonons are governed by the nonequilibrium
distribution function �f� or intensity �I�� that is determined by
solving the BTE or EPRT. While the state-of-the-art understand-
ing of phonon transport in nanostructures is based on molecular
dynamics simulation, anharmonic lattice dynamics, as well as the
solution of BTE that involves nonlinear dispersion relations
�16,30,31�, the preceding analysis captures the basic transport pro-
cess under conditions that are not too far away from equilibrium
and helps establish a simple model for entropy analysis to be
described in the following. This entropy model may be extended
in the future to the study of transient and multidimensional pro-
cesses, as well as those far from equilibrium and involving non-
linear dispersion relations.

The process of entropy generation due to phonon transport is
caused largely by the redistribution of the phonon radiative inten-
sity over the spectrum. If a medium is at a constant temperature
�no heat transfer�, then phonon transport still takes place but the
phonon “emission” and “absorption” both correspond to the equi-
librium distribution. This results in no entropy generation since
the phonon intensity cannot be redistributed across the spectrum.
If there is a temperature gradient in the medium �i.e., temperature
difference between the two walls�, phonons emitted from one side
will have a different intensity spectrum than those from the other.
Temperature gradients result in a gradual spectral shift of the pho-
non intensity, toward longer wavelength in the direction of de-
creasing temperature, across the medium.

The entropy of thermal radiation has been extensively studied
�21–23�. It is convenient in the analysis of radiative entropy gen-
eration to introduce a frequency-dependent temperature, known as
the brightness temperature, and an entropy intensity, which is
analogous to radiation intensity but in terms of the flow of entropy
rather than energy. The brightness temperature is the temperature
of an equilibrium distribution, which has the same intensity as the

nonequilibrium distribution at a given frequency in a given direc-
tion. The inverse of the brightness temperature can be found by
�1�

1

T���,��
=

kB

��
ln	1 + x

x

 �19�

where x=8�3va
2I� / ����3� and � is the number of phonon modes

that is taken to be 3 �two transverse and one lateral mode� in the
present study. The entropy intensity is defined based on the pho-
non radiation intensity as �1,23�

L� =
�kB�2

8�3va
2 ��1 + x�ln�1 + x� − x ln�x�� �20�

Furthermore, the phonon entropy intensity and the brightness
temperature are related by the definition of thermodynamic tem-
perature as follows:

1

T���,��
= 	 �L�

�I�



�

�21�

The 1D entropy generation rate per unit volume in radiation
transfer in a participating medium is given by �22,23�,

sgen� = 2��
0

��
−1

1
I�
0 − I�

	
	 1

T�

−
1

T�
d�d� �22�

which can be used to evaluate the entropy generation in the me-
dium for phonon radiation. Due to the temperature jump at the
boundaries, there will also be entropy generation at the wall,
which can be written as �1,22,23�

sgen,w� = 2��
0

�D�
0

1 � Iin,� − Iout,�

Tw
− �Lin,� − Lout,���d�d�

�23�

where Tw is the wall temperature and, for the right wall, � should
be replaced by −� to make it positive. The term with �Iin,�
− Iout,�� /Tw is net heat flux from the medium to the wall by pho-
non radiation and the term with �Lin,�−Lout,�� is the net entropy
flux from the medium to the wall. Note that the entropy generation
inside of the wall in a real system may depend on the acoustical
properties of the boundaries and may not be well described by a
black wall model. In the present study, only the entropy genera-
tion between the walls and the medium and inside the medium are
considered since each wall is assumed to be at a uniform tempera-
ture �i.e., as a thermal reservoir�.

Under the local equilibrium assumption, T��x� in Eq. �22� can
be replaced by T�x� and one can use the first-order expansion to
approximate T� in the following:

T��I�� � T�I�
0 � +

�T

�I�
0 �I� − I�

0 � �24�

In writing Eq. �24�, the local equilibrium condition given of Eq.
�15� was used. Substituting Eqs. �16� and �24� into Eq. �22� and
under the assumption that �T /�x�T /L, one obtains

sgen� = − 	 1

T

dT

dx

2�

0

�

	
4�

3

dI�
0

dx
d� �25�

Compared with Eq. �17� for the heat flux in the diffusion limit,
Eq. �25� can be expressed as

sgen� =
qx� � T

T2 �26�

which is the classical expression of entropy generation during heat
conduction �17� as well as thermal radiation in the optically thick
limit �19�.
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Equations �22� and �23� are general case of entropy generation
and can be evaluated after the EPRT solution is obtained and the
intensity is known. The total entropy generation due to heat trans-
fer across the film under the radiation model can be found by
adding the wall entropy generation and the generation inside of
the medium. Under the local equilibrium assumption, the entropy
generation due to phonon radiation can be approximated with the
entropy generation model derived based on heat diffusion from
control volume analysis. Liu and Chu �32� studied entropy gen-
eration using numerical techniques to solve the radiative transfer
equation and showed that a medium must be optically thick for
the diffusion model to correctly predict the entropy generation.

5 Results and Discussion
The techniques for solving the radiative transfer equation in a

participating medium are numerous �25,26�. In the present study,
the discrete ordinates method is employed except when the Kn is
very small. For a 1D thin medium a solution with 16 discrete
directions is used with weights and abscissas corresponding to the
standard Gaussian quadrature technique. The temperature solution
is obtained directly using linear algebra techniques to get an exact
solution to the system of equations. For Kn�0.001, the system of
equations given by the discrete ordinates becomes very inefficient
and time consuming to solve exactly due to the need for higher
numerical precision. A diffusion approximation �33� is used in-
stead to solve the temperature distribution inside of the medium,
coupled with the jump boundary condition at the walls, in order to
satisfy the condition of a continuous heat flux at the wall and
throughout the medium. The jump boundary condition can be ex-
pressed as �25,33�

�I0�T1� − �I0�T��0�� = 	 1

�1
−

1

2

qx� �27a�

�I0�T��L�� − �I0�T2� = 	 1

�2
−

1

2

qx� �27b�

where �1 and �2 are the emissivities of the walls and both are
equal to 1 �blackbody�. Equations �27a� and �27b� can be itera-
tively solved with the Rosseland diffusion equation �25�

qx� = −
16	

3
�SB� T3dT

dx
�28�

when Kn is extremely small. To the first-order approximation,
Eqs. �27� and �28� can give a T4 temperature distribution inside
the medium with a temperature jump at each boundary. The ap-
plication of Eq. �28� implies that the thermal conductivity is pro-
portional to T3. This is reasonable since at low temperatures, pho-
non specific heat is proportional to T3 and the scattering rate is
governed by defect scattering that is independent of temperature.

Figure 3 shows several solutions for the effective temperature
inside of a medium for different Kn plotted in terms of the dimen-
sionless position �=x /L. Solutions of the EPRT using the discrete
ordinates method �exact� are compared with the diffusion approxi-
mation with temperature jump at the boundaries. When Kn
=0.001, the two methods give essentially the same results. As Kn
increases, deviation becomes larger, suggesting that the diffusion
approximation is not applicable.

The spectral intensity can be calculated for different Kn based
on the exact solution. For diamond, the relaxation time is inde-
pendent of temperature at low temperatures and the mean free
path is calculated to be 	=1.343 �m from Ref. �8�. The Debye
temperature of diamond of 1860 K is much higher than the tem-
peratures considered here. The average speed of sound is va
=12288 m /s as mentioned before. These parameters are used to
obtain all the numerical results in the following.

The intensity distribution is shown in Fig. 4 for Kn=1 with
T1=10 K and T2=50 K at three locations inside the medium and
two frequencies. Since the mean free path is equal to the film

thickness, approximately 37% of the phonon radiation will be
preserved from one wall to the other in the direction normal to the
walls. The calculated temperatures in the medium are T���=0�
=36.6 K, T���=0.5�=42.1 K, and T���=1�=46.0 K. There is a
larger temperature jump near the lower-temperature wall. Note
that the phonon intensity for �0 in Fig. 4�a� is very small but
not zero. The dotted circles represent the phonon equilibrium in-
tensity �or emitted intensity� I�

0 �T��, which is isotropic and in-
creases from the left to the right. It should be noted that the
change of I�

0 �T�� is more prominent at higher frequencies than at
lower frequencies. This is because the distribution function is
more sensitive to temperature change at higher frequencies. The
dashed curve is the actual intensity I����, which is always larger
in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere since T2T1
and heat transfer is from right to the left. Note that I���=0� for
cos �0 is the emitted intensity from the left wall and I���=1�
for cos ��0 is the emitted intensity from the right wall. It is
interesting to compare the area inside the I���� and I�

0 �T�� curve.
At high frequencies, �−1

1 I�
0 �T��d���−1

1 I�d� so the area sur-
rounded by I���� is bigger as can be seen from the upper three
figures. At lower frequencies, the opposite is true as can be seen
from the lower figures in Fig. 4. Clearly, Eq. �13� is not satisfied
for Kn=1 since the condition of local equilibrium is not met.

In Fig. 5, the intensity distribution at the center of the medium
for different Kn is plotted at a single frequency for T1=10 K and
T2=50 K. Note that the phonon intensity for �0 in Fig. 5�a� is
nonzero but much smaller than that for ��0. As the thickness of
the medium increases, the nonequilibrium and equilibrium distri-
butions appear to overlap in all directions, suggesting that the
classical definition of temperature in heat conduction becomes
reasonable in the diffusion limit. However, a small difference be-
tween the two distributions is always present since I���� must be
anisotropic for the heat transfer to occur. Although the difference
between I���� and I�

0 �T�� may be very small at the same location,
integration over all frequencies can yield a significant amount of
heat transfer in the diffusion limit. Both Figs. 4 and 5 reveal some
properties unique to the 1D heat transfer problem. For instance,
the symmetry over the horizontal line is due to the fact that the
transport properties are independent of �. At the same location
and frequency, I��180 deg� is the largest and I��0 deg� is the
smallest. The actual medium thickness is defined according to
L /cos �. Hence, in the x direction, the effect of ballistic transport
is the strongest. The curves of I���� and I�

0 �T�� cross over each

Fig. 3 Temperature distribution inside of medium between two
black walls as given by the EPRT „solid… and the diffusion ap-
proximation „dashed… for various Kn.
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other at �=90 deg and at �=270 deg �i.e., when �=0�. In es-
sence, the medium along the vertical direction is infinitely thick
�i.e., diffusion limit�.

Figure 6 shows the brightness temperature at the center of the
medium at two different frequencies under the same conditions as
in Fig. 5. The higher-frequency curve always bounds the lower-
frequency curve for the same Kn. The difference in the brightness
temperature at different frequencies is the largest in the direction
�=0. For smaller Kn as shown in Fig. 6�c�, the brightness tem-
perature converges to the medium temperature at every frequency
and the curves almost overlap to a circle. It should be emphasized
that these curves cannot be perfect circles for heat transfer to
occur.

Figure 7 plots the phonon brightness temperature as a function
of frequency for Kn=1 at the center of the medium with several
direction cosine values. The other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 6. At any given frequency, the brightness temperature in-
creases as � varies from 0 deg to 180 deg ��=1 to �1�. When
�=0, the brightness temperature is not a function of frequency
and is equal to the effective medium temperature of the medium
T�. Furthermore, at any given � that is not equal to zero, the
brightness temperature increases with increasing frequency. The
increase in brightness temperature with frequency is consistent
with the plot shown in Fig. 2. As seen from Fig. 2, the higher the
frequency the larger the relative difference between the average

local intensity Iavg and the equilibrium intensity I�
0 . At lower fre-

quencies, Iavg becomes smaller than I�
0 . From thermodynamic

point of view, this suggests that more phonons at higher frequen-
cies are absorbed than emitted while at the same time more
phonons at lower frequencies are emitted than absorbed. The ab-
sorption of higher-frequency phonons and emission of lower-
frequency phonons is an irreversible process that is associated
with entropy generation. Recall that the phonon absorption and
emission processes are associated with the complex scattering
mechanisms. It should be noted that, for gray medium, the absorp-
tion coefficient �which is inverse of the mean free path� is inde-
pendent of frequency. Since the intensity is calculated from Eq.
�12�, the coupled absorption and emission processes result in the
brightness temperatures at lower frequencies being closer to the
medium temperature when ��0. On the other hand, for �0,
the brightness temperatures at higher frequencies are closer to the
medium temperature. Since the effective thickness is L / ���, in the
direction normal to the wall, the effect of frequency on the bright-
ness temperature is expected to be the largest. However, the varia-
tion of brightness temperature for ��0 is not as large as for �
0. It turns out that the lower-temperature side has a more promi-
nent impact on the brightness temperature distribution, especially
when �=1.

In classical heat conduction, entropy flux can be expressed as

Fig. 4 Phonon intensity I� „red dashed… and I�
0
„T�

… „black dotted… distributions inside a medium with Kn=1 when
T1=10 K and T2=50 K, at three different locations and two different frequencies, i.e., �1=4Ã1013 rad/s and
�2=1Ã1011 rad/s. The unit of intensity is J/ „m2 sr rad….
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sx��x� =
qx�

T��x�
�29�

which is not applicable inside the medium under the radiation
model unless the medium is acoustically thick. From the entropy
intensity evaluated from Eq. �20�, the entropy flux inside the me-
dium can be expressed as

sx��x� = 2��
0

�D�
−1

1

L���,���d�d� �30�

The total entropy generation rate per unit area over the thick-
ness L for heat conduction between two thermal reservoirs at T1
and T2 is

stot� = qx�	 1

T1
−

1

T2

 �31�

which is applicable for all thicknesses. Figure 8 shows the nor-
malized entropy flux calculated from Eq. �30� for T1=10 K and
T2=50 K. At the walls, sw1� =qx� /T1 and sw2� =qx� /T2. The increase
in the entropy flux from right to left is caused by irreversibility
inside the medium due to phonon radiative transfer. In fact, the
integration of Eq. �22� from x1 to x2 is the same as the subtraction
of the entropy flux, Eq. �30� at these two locations. Furthermore,
there is an entropy flux jump at the wall that represents the en-
tropy generation by the wall as predicted by Eq. �23�. The entropy
generation is more significant toward lower temperatures. Further-
more, the entropy generation at the lower-temperature wall is
much greater than at the higher-temperature wall. Even with Kn
=0.001 when the distance is 1000 times the mean free path, the
entropy generation at the left wall is nearly 10% compared with
the overall entropy generation.

Fig. 5 Phonon intensity I� „red dashed… and I�
0
„T�

… „black dot-
ted… distributions at the center of the medium: „a… Kn=100, „b…
Kn=1, and „c… Kn=0.01. The unit of intensity is J/ „m2 sr rad…,
the wall temperatures are T1=10 K and T2=50 K, and the an-
gular frequency is set to �=1.7Ã1013 rad/s.

Fig. 6 Polar plots of the brightness temperature T�„� ,�… at
two frequencies, at the center of the medium, for „a… Kn=100,
„b… Kn=1, and „c… Kn=0.01. The wall temperatures are
T1=10 K and T2=50 K.
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Table 1 compares the entropy generation for different Kn at the
walls and inside the medium. If the classical expression, Eq. �26�,
is used to calculate the medium entropy generation, there will be
a large error when Kn is large. Even when Kn is relatively small,
e.g., Kn=0.1, the difference can be as large as 15%. Note that one
could simply use the entropy flux, Eq. �29�, to calculate the con-
duction entropy generation inside the medium by

sgen,m� = qx�� 1

T��0�
−

1

T��L� �32�

It is difficult to generalize the results presented in the table to
different wall temperatures as they are presented as dimensional
values. However, the same general trend is expected regardless of
the wall temperatures. The general trend is a decrease in the dif-
ference between the radiation model and the conduction model as
thickness of the medium is increased. Increasing medium thick-
ness also results in the majority of entropy generation occurring
inside of the medium and a decrease in the relative contribution of
wall entropy generation. For all numerical integrations, a conver-
gence criterion was used such that the relative difference between
two iterations �rel�10−5 by mesh refinement. In the case of very
small Kn �less than 0.001�, the numerical calculation is based on
the diffusion model with jump boundary conditions. In addition,
the heat flux decreases as the thickness increases, thus, reducing
the numerical accuracy. Hence, the differences between the diffu-
sion model and the radiation model in bottom two rows in Table 1
are presumably due to numerical error.

6 Conclusions
Entropy transfer and generation in heat conduction are studied

based on phonon radiation. An analytical expression of entropy
generation inside of a medium is presented according to the pho-
non radiative entropy and brightness temperature, a concept that
has been used for a long time in electromagnetic thermal radia-
tion. Furthermore, the entropy generation mechanism during pho-
non transport is elucidated as due to the “absorption” of high
frequency phonons and “emission” of lower-frequency phonons,
arising from the actual phonon scattering processes. Numerical
results show that the relative disagreement between the exact so-
lution based on phonon radiation and the diffusion approximation
for entropy generation inside the medium can be as high as 15%
for Knudsen number as small as 0.1. Even when Kn=0.001, the
entropy generation at the lower-temperature wall can account for
10% of the overall entropy generation. This work also offers in-
sight on the local equilibrium conditions and the proper definition
of phonon radiative equilibrium. The fundamental understanding
gained in the present study will benefit the thermodynamic analy-
sis of phonon transport in microscale energy conversion devices.
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Nomenclature
DP � density of state, s / �rad sr m3�

f � phonon distribution function, s / �rad sr m3�

Fig. 7 Brightness temperature for different direction cosine in
center of medium with Kn=1 as a function of frequency

Fig. 8 Normalized entropy flux at different locations across
the medium for different Kn. Note the jump at the walls corre-
sponding to wall entropy generation.

Table 1 Calculated entropy generation rate per unit area „W/K m2
… between two black walls at

temperatures T1=10 K and T2=50 K for various Kn for diamond. The relative difference in the
medium entropy generation between the diffusion model and the radiation model is compared.
The percentage of entropy generation by the walls is also shown.

Kn
Medium

�radiation� Left wall Right wall
Percentage of

walls �%� Total
Medium

�diffusion�
Relative

difference �%�

1000 1.612�104 2.320�107 2.036�106 99.98 2.524�107 6.754�103 58
100 1.177�105 2.297�107 1.934�106 99.50 2.503�107 6.496�104 45
10 6.285�105 2.109�107 1.415�106 97.26 2.314�107 4.695�105 25
1 1.491�106 1.211�107 3.511�105 89.33 1.395�107 1.230�106 17

0.1 8.723�105 2.080�106 1.188�104 70.58 2.964�106 7.447�105 15
0.01 2.037�105 1.272�105 1.416�102 38.46 3.311�105 1.933�105 5.1
0.001 3.015�104 3.389�103 1.443�100 10.11 3.354�104 3.013�104 0.07
0.0001 3.323�103 4.359�101 1.445�10−2 1.30 3.367�103 3.315�103 0.26
0.00001 3.365�102 4.501�10−1 1.444�10−4 0.13 3.369�102 3.351�102 0.40
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f0 � equilibrium distribution function, s / �rad sr m3�
� � Planck’s constant divided by 2�
I� � spectral intensity of phonon radiation,

J / �m2 rad sr�
I � total intensity, W / �m2 sr�

I�
0 � equilibrium spectral intensity, J / �m2 rad sr�
k � thermal conductivity, W / �m K�

kB � Boltzmann constant
L � distance between walls, m

L� � entropy intensity, J / �K m2 rad sr�
q� � heat flux vector, W /m2

qx� � heat flux in the x direction, W /m2

q�� � spectral heat flux, J / �rad m2�
sgen� � volumetric entropy generation, W / �K m3�

sgen,w� � entropy generation at the wall per unit area,
W / �K m2�

stot� � combined wall and medium entropy generation
per unit area, W / �K m2�

T � temperature, K
T� � effective temperature of medium, K
T� � brightness temperature, K
va � speed of sound, m/s

vp or vg � phase or group velocity, m/s
x � coordinate, m

Greek Symbols

D � Debye temperature, K

� � polar angle, deg
� � dimensionless position, x /L

	 � mean free path, m
� � azimuthal angle, deg
� � direction cosine

�SB� � phonon Stefan–Boltzmann constant
� � relaxation time, s
� � angular frequency, rad/s

�D � Debye cut-off frequency, rad/s

Subscripts
1 or 2 � left or right wall

m � medium
w � wall
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Optimal Thin-Film Topology
Design for Specified Temperature
Profiles in Resistive Heaters
In this paper, we optimized the topology of a thin-film resistive heater as well as the
electrical potential of the electrodes on the boundaries. The objective was to minimize the
difference between the actual and prescribed temperature profiles. The thin-film thickness
was represented by 100 design variables, and the electrical potential at each electrode
were also design variables. The topology optimization problem (inverse problem) has
been solved with two methods, i.e., with a genetic algorithm (GA) and with a conjugate
gradient method using adjoint and sensitivity problems (CGA). The genetic algorithm
used here was modified in order to prevent nonconvergence due to the nonuniqueness of
topology representation. The conjugate gradient method used in inverse conduction was
extended to cope with our electrothermal problem. The GA and CGA methods started
with random topologies and random electrical potential values at electrodes. Both the
CGA and GA succeeded in finding optimal thin-film thickness distributions and electrode
potential values, even with 100 topology design variables. For most cases, the maximum
discrepancy between the optimized and prescribed temperature profiles was under 0.5°C,
relative to temperature profiles of the order of 70°C. The CGA method was faster to
converge, but was more complex to implement and sometimes led to local minima. The
GA was easier to implement and was more unlikely to lead to a local minimum, but was
much slower to converge. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001935�

Keywords: inverse conduction, thin-film, topology optimization, uniform temperature,
resistive heater, conjugate gradient, genetic algorithm

1 Introduction
One of the main challenges in the domain of heat transfer is to

optimize the heat flux distribution and the temperature field in a
system. This holds true in several applications, where one wants
to minimize entropy generation, minimize global cost, minimize
thermal resistance, etc. �1�. In line with this challenge, an inter-
esting problem arises with thin-film used as resistive heaters.
Thin-film resistive heaters are used, for example, in tunable Bragg
gratings/optical fibers �2–5�; the temperature is adjusted by Joule
heating in the film so as to tune the optical properties, which are
functions of the temperature. Other applications of thin-film mi-
croheaters include various sensors and microboilers �see, e.g.,
Refs. �6,7��. In Ref. �8�, a finite element model predicts the ther-
mal field of a microheater. An analytical thermal model of thin-
film resistive heater has been proposed by Kozlov �9� but applies
only to the geometry considered. In addition to applying the ap-
propriate control on these films �i.e., optimizing the potential ap-
plied at the electrodes�, the topology �shape, geometry� of the film
is to be designed �i.e., optimized� to reach a desired heat-
generation field or a desired temperature profile. This topology
optimization problem is an inverse problem.

To solve the problem described above, we have to find the
thin-film distribution whose temperature profile corresponds to the
desired one. We propose two algorithms that gradually change the
film topology until an acceptable temperature profile is achieved.
Up to now, topological optimizations have shown to be effective
in performing specific thermal objectives. In Refs. �10,11�, the
shape of a medium is allowed to morph toward an optimal geom-

etry in order to reach the desired outer surface temperature. In
Ref. �12�, minimal hot-spot temperature is achieved with an evo-
lutionary algorithm by gradually morphing the topology of a do-
main made of two different materials. Heat conductive elements
can be progressively removed for optimizing heat flux �13,14� and
for reducing the temperature �15�. In Ref. �16�, holes are gradually
inserted through a material in the context of a steady-state heat
conduction problem. Heat evacuation is maximized by locally
varying thermal conductivity within a heat-generating body in
Refs. �17,18�. Shape and topology optimization for thermal man-
agement has also attracted interest in microelectromechanical sys-
tems. Reference �19� suggests a multiple material topology opti-
mization to achieve an electrothermal-compliant device to
accomplish maximal local displacement. In Ref. �20�, a topologi-
cal optimization is performed in order to obtain specific ther-
moelastic properties profile in a domain. Time-dependent nonuni-
form temperature distribution of compliant mechanisms are
obtained in Ref. �21� by topology optimization using a sensitivity
analysis.

2 Objectives of the Paper
The typical geometry of the system considered here is shown in

Fig. 1. It consists in a rectangular glass plate on which a thin film
of chromium is deposited. The thermal properties of these mate-
rials are presented in Table 1, along with the geometrical features
considered. An electrical current circulates in the film between
electrodes, leading to heat generation �Joule heating� within the
film. The thickness of the film can be adjusted by successive
depositions. In any case, it is much smaller than that of the glass.
Heat travels by conduction in the x-y plane and escapes from the
top and bottom surfaces due to convection and radiation. The
objective of the system is to provide a specified temperature pro-
file within the dashed surface in Fig. 1.

In this paper we aim at minimizing the discrepancy between a

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-
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prescribed temperature profile in the glass �p�x ,y� and the actual
temperature profile ��x ,y�. We characterized this deviation by the
following objective function that is to be minimized:

F� =�
�p

� ���x,y� − �p�x,y��2dxdy �1�

where �=T−T�. Since the region for which the temperature is
prescribed does not necessarily correspond to the whole domain,
the integral of Eq. �1� is performed only in the subregion �p of
interest �see Fig. 1�. In our work, this domain of interest lies
between xL �left boundary� and xR �right boundary� for the abscis-
sas, and yB �bottom boundary� and yT �top boundary� for the or-
dinates. In the other regions of the system �i.e., outside �p�, the
temperature profile can take any value. The design variables avail-
able for minimizing F� are first the potential values �i for each
free electrode. Furthermore, the topology of the chromium film
�i.e., distribution of chromium thickness� can be varied. Modify-
ing these parameters will affect the local heat generation, leading
to different temperature profiles.

Two different strategies for the optimization of the topology of
chromium will be benchmarked and compared in this paper. The
first one is the conjugate gradient with adjoint problem �CGA�. In
view of the large number of design variable used in this paper, this
technique distinguishes from other gradient based methods be-
cause it alleviates the need for the computation of the sensitivity
matrix �22�. Typically, CGA has the advantage to yield fast re-
sults. However, it could converge to local minima. The second
optimization technique that we use in this paper is the genetic
algorithm �GA�. Despite the existence of other evolutionary opti-
mizers �e.g., Particle Swarm, Predator-Prey�, we chose to use GA
because this method has attracted more and more attention in heat
transfer �23�. Typically, this technique is robust, easy to imple-
ment, and leads to global extremum, but it has the disadvantage to
require a large number of objective function evaluations, which is
numerically costly.

3 Temperature Profile Calculation
In general, the 3D conduction equation could be solved for

determining the temperature profile in the entire structure in Fig.

1. Here, we rely on a simplified 2D model. A z-averaged tempera-
ture profile in the x-y plane will be estimated in the glass plate.
The chromium layer will be disregarded for the temperature cal-
culation because its thickness is much smaller than that of glass.
This simplified model, similar to the one presented in Ref. �9�,
follows from the following observations:

�i� The temperature is essentially z-independent in the chro-
mium layer. Furthermore, the x-y plane thermal resistance
of the chromium film is large compared with the other
thermal resistances involved in the problem due to its
nanoscaled thickness. For instance, the glass-to-chromium
x-y plane conduction resistance ratio is at most of the or-
der of 10−2. In fact, because film in-plane effective con-
ductivity decreases as the film thickness decreases �9�, this
thermal resistance ratio represents an upper bound value.
Therefore, the presence of the chromium film will be ac-
counted for via a heat flux boundary condition for the
temperature calculation. How to evaluate this heat flux is
the object of Sec. 4.

�ii� In the glass plate, the thermal conduction resistance asso-
ciated with conduction in the z-direction is of the order of
6�10−4 m2 K W−1, and the resistance associated with
convection scales as 1 /h�10−1 m2 K W−1. Therefore, in
the glass layer, the z-variations in the temperature are
small compared with the glass-to-air temperature differ-
ence. Therefore, z-variations in the temperature profile
will be neglected.

A heat loss term with a global heat transfer coefficient U is
introduced in the conduction equation for taking into account the
heat leaks from the top and bottom. This modified conduction
equation is used for determining the temperature profile in the
domain in Fig. 1

�2�

�x2 +
�2�

�y2 +
q��x,y� − U�

tgkg
= 0 in � �2�

where tg is the glass layer thickness, � is the entire domain, and U
is the global heat loss coefficient accounting for losses from the
top and bottom

U = htop + hbottom �3�

The heat transfer coefficients htop and hbottom account for both
convection and radiation. We assumed U=15 W /m2 K, which
corresponds to a typical natural convection condition. Other val-
ues could be considered in the future. The heat flux q��x ,y� comes
from the local Joule heating in the chromium film. Adiabatic
boundary conditions are applied on every side faces of �. This
means that the only escape route for heat is via the top or bottom.

4 Calculation of the Heat Flux
The heat generation in the chromium layer depends on the film

thickness topology, as well as on the voltage applied on the elec-
trodes. We define the local film thickness as t�x ,y�=n�x ,y�� tc,
where tc is the typical thickness of a single chromium film �see
Table 1� and n�x ,y� is the local number of deposition. To evaluate
the heat flux q��x ,y� generated by the chromium film, one solves
the electrical potential equation in the area of Fig. 1 filled with
chromium

�

�x
�n�x,y�tc�c

��

�x
� +

�

�y
�n�x,y�tc�c

��

�y
� = 0 �4�

where �c is the chromium electrical conductivity. We neglected
the z-variation in the potential in the thickness of the film, and we
assumed that the electrical conductivity of glass is nil. The local
generation of heat in the chromium thin-film follows from

Fig. 1 The geometrical features of the resistive heating
system

Table 1 Thermal properties and geometrical parameters

kg 1.1 W m−1 K−1

kc 67 W m−1 K−1

htop 10 W m−2 K−1

hbottom 5 W m−2 K−1

tg 1 mm
tc 0.1 �m
�c 7.741�106 � m
Lx 0.1 m
Ly 0.1 m
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q��x,y� =
	j	2

�c
�5�

where the current density is given by

j = − �c � � �6�
The local volumetric heat generation in the film �Eq. �5�� is related
to the heat flux applied on the glass plate by

q��x,y� = q��x,y� � t�x,y� �7�
No-current flow boundary conditions are applied everywhere on
the � domain, except at the electrode positions where potentials
�i are specified. Since only potential differences matter here, one
or more electrodes may be set to ground �zero potential�. The
potentials at the other electrodes are adapted �i.e., optimized� to
match the prescribed temperature distribution as will be described
later

5 Numerical Model and Validation
A finite volume code is implemented for solving Eqs. �2� and

�4�. As both equations are similar, the approach for solving these
equations is the same. The domain is discretized with quadrilateral
cells, and Eqs. �2� and �4� are integrated on the resulting control
volumes. Harmonic means are considered for determining the
equivalent properties at the faces of the control volumes. The
resulting set of algebraic equations is solved line-by-line with a
TDMA procedure in MATLAB. For a given material distribution,
convergence of ��x ,y� is declared when

max�
�it−1�x,y� − �it�x,y�
�
max�
�it−1�x,y�
�

� 10−7 �8�

The same convergence criteria is applied for ��x ,y�. More strin-
gent convergence criteria were tested and did not change signifi-
cantly the temperature and potential profiles. In order to validate
the code, we compared several results with those obtained with
the commercial software �24�. Results showed temperature and
potential value differences smaller than 0.1% in all cases, which
validates our finite volume code.

Mesh independence was tested exhaustively. The temperature
profile � and potential field � were calculated for a given mesh
density. Then, the mesh density was doubled until further grid
doubling resulted in a variation in � smaller than 0.05%. For most
calculations, a grid of 160�160 was shown to be sufficient for
mesh independence.

6 Optimization Procedure
Sections 3–5 described how to calculate the potential and tem-

perature profiles required for estimating the objective function F�

�Eq. �1�� when the design variables �i.e., film topology n�x ,y� and
applied voltages �i on electrodes� are given. Here, we present the
optimization procedure that has been used to minimize F�.

The first thing to note is that specifying the required tempera-
ture profile �p�x ,y� yields directly the required heat flux qp��x ,y�.
This is because when �p�x ,y� is known, the second derivatives of
�p are also known in Eq. �2�. Therefore, the required heat flux to
achieve �p can be deduced from Eq. �2�. The problem of minimiz-
ing F� can be translated into the problem of minimizing Fq

Fq =�
�p

� �q��x,y� − qp��x,y��2dxdy �9�

The advantage of this formulation is that now only Eq. �4� needs
to be solved in the optimization process.

There are two types of design variables in this problem. The
first is the potentials �i at the electrodes, and the second is the
chromium thickness topology itself, specified here by n�x ,y�. The
optimization approaches for determining �i and n�x ,y� are differ-
ent; hence, there are two optimization levels. An “outer” algo-

rithm optimizes the topology, while an “inner” algorithm opti-
mizes the electrode potentials for each individual topology used in
the outer algorithm. The problem of optimizing the topology
�outer optimization algorithm� is an inverse design problem,
which we solved by two different methods �i.e., GA and CGA�,
the efficiency of which will be compared later.

Finally, note that for a given design, the temperature profile
��x ,y� may remain unchanged if the topology n�x ,y� is multiply-
ing by a factor f while the free-electrode potentials �i are divided
by a factor f1/2. This property will be used later in the text.

6.1 Determination of the Optimal Potential. The adjust-
ment of the electrode potentials to minimize F� or Fq for a fixed
film topology can be performed quite straightforwardly thanks to
the properties of bilinear functions, as described in Ref. �25�. As
this boundary control problem has been described in details in
Ref. �25�, we only recall here the main ideas leading to its solu-
tion. Since the heat generation is quadratic in �, the heat-
generation field can be expressed as a combination of “fundamen-
tal” fields and of bilinear functions. Therefore, it is not necessary
to recalculate the heat generation every time the potential at the
electrodes are changed during the optimization process. This al-
lows for a quick identification of the electrode potentials �i that
minimize F� or Fq with a typical steepest descent method.

6.2 Representation of a Topology. A strategy has been
adopted to model a continuous chromium thickness distribution.
First, the domain is divided in Nx sections along the x-axis and in
Ny sections along the y-axis, so that the domain looks like a
checkerboard �see Fig. 2�. This is the topology mesh and it is
coarser than the finite volume mesh. At each topology nodes
�identified by indices m=1,2 , . . . ,M�, the n�xm ,ym� values �noted
nm for compactness� are defined as design variables. Then, within
each rectangular subsection, n�x ,y� is completely determined by a
two-dimensional Lagrange interpolation �26� using the four sur-
rounding nm values. For example, in Fig. 2, the spatial variation in
n�x ,y� in the rectangular section delimited by nodes m
= �3,4 ,9 ,10� is determined by Lagrange interpolations using the
specified values n3, n4, n9, and n10, and so on for the rest of the
domain. Note that for a Nx�Ny topology mesh, there are M
= �Nx+1�� �Ny+1� topology nodes. With the Lagrange linear in-
terpolants, one can express the topology of the entire domain � as

n�x,y� = 
m

nm	m�x,y� �10�

where 	m�x ,y� is the n�x ,y� field when nm is set to 1 and the rest
of the design variables are set to 0.

6.3 Topology Determination by GAs. One of the two ap-
proaches that we considered for solving the inverse conduction
problem and determine the topology is GAs. We determined the
optimal topology �optimal film thickness at topological nodes, see
Sec. 6.2� by minimizing Fq �Eq. �9��. The design variables are
represented by real numbers and their admissible range is nm

Fig. 2 Example of topology mesh and finite volume mesh
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� �0.01,1� for m=1,2 , . . . ,M. The GA starts by generating ran-
domly a population of 50 designs. For each, the performance is
evaluated �Eq. �9��, which requires solving Eq. �4�. Note that the
potential values �i at the free electrodes are optimized straightfor-
wardly for each individual �see Sec. 6.1� so that potentials are not
included formally as design variables for the GA. Then, individu-
als are selected and matched by couples for crossovers, with larger
probabilities of being selected for the best designs.

Just before crossovers, for each couple, the topology of one of
the two individual �say individual “a”� is scaled relative to the
other �say individual “b”�. That is, its design variables na,m are
multiplied by a factor f that minimized the squared difference of
topology between individuals a and b

f =

�
�

� na�x,y� � nb�x,y�dxdy

�
�

� na�x,y�2dxdy

�11�

This strategy is used to prevent the crossover of similar individual
represented by the thickness of different orders of magnitude �see
the equivalence property stated at the beginning of Sec. 6�. Note
that this artificial change in topology before crossover preserves
the fitness-values F� and Fq of the concerned individuals because
the electrodes potentials �i may be multiplied by f−1/2 at the same
time.

Mutation is applied on the offspring �rate=0.03�, and a new
generation of designs is created from the offspring and from the
seven best designs of the initial population, which are ensured to
propagate �elitism�. The process is repeated until the decrease in
the objective function is smaller than 1% for 100 successive gen-
erations or when an individual has reached an accuracy of 0.5°C
�i.e., the maximal temperature difference between the actual and
prescribed fields is less than 0.5°C�. This temperature verification
requires solving Eq. �2�, and it is performed only for the best
individual of each generation. The abovementioned steps are il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. Note that the GA being a heuristic process,
different runs with the same settings might lead to different re-
sults.

6.4 Topology Determination by the CGA. The second ap-
proach on which we relied to determine the optimal topology is
the conjugate gradient method with adjoint problem �CGA�. The
idea is to calculate the gradient of the objective function Fq with
regard to the M design variables nm, and then to change these
design variables using previous gradient directions, similar to the
steepest descent method. These two steps are repeated until a
minimum is found. Note that the use of finite differences or sen-
sibility analysis for the calculation of the gradient would require
as many numerical simulations as there are design variables �M
design variables�, which would be time-consuming. However, we
rely on an adjoint problem that allows to calculate the gradient
components with only one numerical simulation �22�. The adjoint
problem is defined by differential equations where the dependant
variable is a Lagrange multiplier field 
�x ,y�. In this paper, we
developed a CGA adapted to our multifields problem. The main
steps of the CGA are summarized in Fig. 4, and the mathematical
development are given in the Appendix. It is worth to note that the
gradient calculated with the help of the efficient Lagrangian mul-
tiplier method has been compared several times with the finite
difference gradient �numerically costly�. They have shown to cor-
roborate with very high accuracy.

7 Optimization of Topology and Potential With One
Free Electrode

To assess the efficiency of the two topology optimization meth-
ods �inverse problems� proposed in this paper �i.e., CGA and GA�,
three prescribed temperature profiles were considered, and are

shown in the left-hand side in Fig. 5. These temperature profiles
come from predefined topologies n�x ,y� and electrodes potentials
values �i �see right-hand side in Fig. 5�. Hence, we know that a
solution exists for these three inverse problems. Note that for
these three cases, �p is the entire domain. To begin, we consid-
ered topologies with only two electrodes �thick black lines in the
figures�, one set to the ground and the other for which the poten-
tial is optimized as explored in Ref. �25�. There are M =81 nodes
�design variables� to describe the topology. The position of the
nodes is illustrated by white circles in the figures. The first pre-
scribed topology �Fig. 5�b�� is a film with uniform thickness, i.e.,
nm=1 for all m. The corresponding temperature profile �Fig. 5�a��
is also uniform, and the electrode potential was adjusted in order
to reach a temperature of 70°C. The second prescribed topology
�Fig. 5�d�� looks like a uniform topology with two symmetric
holes, and nm values lie between 0.43 and 1. The electrode poten-
tial was adjusted arbitrarily to achieve a temperature profile of the
order of 70°C �Fig. 5�c��. Observe from this example that a tem-
perature profile does not necessarily look like the thin-film topol-
ogy. The third prescribed topology �Fig. 5�f�� is a diagonal path-
way between the two electrodes, and nm values lie between 0.01
and 1. The electrode potential was adjusted arbitrarily to achieve a

Fig. 3 The main steps of the genetic algorithm method
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temperature profile of the order of 70°C �Fig. 5�e��. The three
prescribed profiles in Fig. 5 will be used as a benchmark for the
CGA and GA.

In the right-hand side in Fig. 6, we present the optimized topol-
ogy obtained with the CGA �as described in Sec. 6 and Appendix�
using the prescribed temperature fields �p�x ,y� previously shown
in Fig. 5. These optimized topologies are scaled against the pre-
scribed topologies to facilitate the comparison between them.
Also, the temperature discrepancy between the optimized and pre-
scribed temperature are shown in the left-hand side in Fig. 6. For
the three problems, the initial guess was a random topology, i.e.,
the initial nm values were chosen randomly, so that no bias is
introduced in the optimization process. In Fig. 6�b�, we see that

the optimized topology related to the prescribed uniform tempera-
ture field �see �Fig. 5�a�� is relatively different from the known
topology shown in Fig. 5�b�. Nonetheless, the resulting tempera-
ture discrepancy in Fig. 6�a� are less than 0.5°C. In Fig. 6�d�, we
see that the CGA was successful in finding the overall topology
�two holes� related to the prescribed temperature field in Fig. 5�c�.
Refining further the topology was not necessary to reach a maxi-
mum temperature discrepancy of 0.5°C �see Fig. 6�c��. In Fig.
6�f�, we see that the CGA found a topology in good agreement
with the specified topology �Fig. 5�f��. A maximum discrepancy of
1.22°C between the optimized and prescribed temperature is ob-
served in Fig. 6�e�. In fact, the CGA failed to reach a precision of
0.5°C because it fell in a local minimum during the optimization
process. For the three cases mentioned above, the optimized po-
tential values are in good agreement compared with the specified
ones �less than 0.5% of discrepancy�.

In Fig. 7, we present the optimized topology and the tempera-
ture discrepancy obtained with the GA �as described in Sec. 6�,
again using the prescribed temperature fields shown in Fig. 5.
Recall that the initial populations were random so that no bias is
introduced in the optimization process. In Fig. 7�a�, we see that
the GA was successful in achieving temperature discrepancy
smaller than 0.5°C for the uniform temperature case. Nonethe-
less, the optimized topology �Fig. 7�b�� is relatively different from
the known topology, as with the CGA. In Fig. 7�d�, the GA found
the correct overall pattern of topology �two holes� related to the
prescribed temperature field of Fig. 5�c�. Moreover, it resulted in a
maximum temperature discrepancy of 0.5°C �Fig. 7�c��. In Fig.
7�f�, we see that the GA found a topology in good agreement with
the specified diagonal topology from Fig. 5�f�. Also, contrary to
the CGA, the GA was successful in finding a temperature discrep-
ancy smaller than 0.5°C. In fact, GAs are not as likely to fall in

Fig. 4 The main steps of the conjugate gradient method with
adjoint problem
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local minimum because of their probabilistic approach. For the
three cases mentioned above, the optimized electrode potentials
corresponded to the prescribed ones with high accuracy �discrep-
ancy smaller than 1%�.

In Table 2, we present the numerical cost of each problem for
both the CGA and GA in terms of number of numerical simula-
tions. For the GA, this is simply the number of topology tested
during all the generations. For the CGA, the total numbers of
numerical simulations is the sum of the direct problem simula-
tions, adjoint problem simulations, sensitivity simulations, and it-
erative line search simulations during each iteration �see Fig. 4
and Appendix for details�. We also present the number of itera-
tions for the CGA �Nit� and the number of generations for the GA
�Ngen�. For the prescribed temperature of Figs. 5�a�, 5�c�, and 5�e�,
the CGA supplants the GA in terms of number of numerical simu-
lations �the GA is 6.42 to 470.26 times slower than the CGA,
depending on the problem�. Note that for the prescribed tempera-
ture in Fig. 5�e�, the CGA’s number of iterations increases drasti-
cally �4213 simulations�. This is because for this specific case, the
CGA “hits” the topology constraint �i.e., nm�0.01� during the
optimization process; hence, the step-size at each iteration is
found iteratively instead of analytically �see Appendix�, which
requires many more numerical simulations. Nonetheless, for this
prescribed temperature, the GA algorithm requires still more nu-
merical simulations �4213 against 27054 simulations�.

To summarize this section, we could conclude that gradient
based algorithms �here represented by CGA� are well suited for
topology multiphysics problem. It converged extremely fast to a
minimum, despite the large number of design variables. However,
we observed that it may fall in a local minima. On the other hand,
the GA showed robustness in finding global minima. In Sec. 8, we

verify how these algorithms behave when many electrodes poten-
tial are to be optimized on the boundary of the domain.

8 Optimal Topology With Many Electrodes
We present in Fig. 8�a� a prescribed temperature resulting from

a known topology shown in Fig. 8�b�. This topology is made of
two distinct pathways, and the potentials at the electrodes were
arbitrarily chosen so that the temperature profile be of the order of
30°C. Here, the zone of interest �p is different from the entire
domain �, so that the complete mathematical development per-
formed in the Appendix may be used. There are 100 topology
points �M =100 design variables� to describe the topology. Their
positions are illustrated by white circles in the figures.

The topology shown in Fig. 8�b� has a special feature. The fact
that the two electrical pathways are distinct �disconnected� implies
that the potential values of the electrodes in the upper side will not
influence the electrical field in the lower side pathway, and vice-
versa. Hence, the ground value of the potential for the electrode in
the upper side could be arbitrarily different from the ground value
of the potential for the electrodes in the lower side. In view of this
fact, we chose not to set any electrode to a ground value, and the
potentials at the four electrodes are considered as design variables.

Based on the result of Sec. 7 �the CGA algorithm is better than
the GA in terms of optimization time�, we used only the CGA in
this section. We started the CGA with a random topology. The
optimized topology is shown in Fig. 8�d�. The CGA found an
overall topology pattern very similar to the original one. Visible
differences compared with the original topology are found on each
side of the two film pathway �Fig. 8�d��. In fact, the CGA finished
his optimization process in a local minimum. In Fig. 8�c�, we see
that the discrepancies between optimal and specified temperature
are small in the center �minimum value of 0.11°C� but increase
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near the boundary of the zone of interest �up to 14.82°C�. For the
optimal electrodes potentials values, we must focus our attention
on the difference of potential values for each pair of electrodes,
because none of them was set to ground in this optimization. The
discrepancies are of the order of 8% �5.36 V and 5.32 V compared
with 4.95 V�, and these are due to the error on the optimal topol-
ogy. The total number of simulations is shown in Table 2, and the
CGA stopped when the objective function did not diminished, i.e.,
after 198 iterations.

9 Conclusions
In this paper, we optimized the topology of a thin-film resistive

heater and the electrical potential on the boundaries. The objective
was to minimize the difference between the required and the ac-
tual temperature profiles. The topology optimization problem �in-
verse problem� has been solved with two methods, i.e., with a
genetic algorithm and with a conjugate gradient method using
adjoint and sensitivity problems. Overall, both methods led to
excellent and similar results. The CGA method was faster to con-
verge, but was more complex to implement and sometimes led to
local minima. The GA was easier to implement and was more
unlikely to lead to a local minima, but was much slower to con-
verge.

Further work could combine the best features of the CGA and
of the GA using a hybrid optimization algorithm or other optimi-
zation approaches. The model could also be refined by including
3D and transient effects. The effect of the heat loss coefficient
may be investigated. Another optimization opportunity is the po-
sitions of the electrodes that could be varied to improve further
the results. The electrical potential could also vary continuously
along electrodes �27�.

Finally, it is worth to note that the ideas developed in this paper
could be extended to other topological problems governed by
similar equations. For example, one could design the permeability
distribution of a porous medium �28–30� and choose the pressure
on the boundaries to achieve a certain distribution of local mass
flow or cooling rate, which would be useful in design problems
related to irrigation, cooling of electronic, etc.
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Nomenclature
F� � objective function on specified temperature

�K2 m2�
Fq � objective function on specified heat flux

�W2 m−4 m2�
f � scaling topology factor

H � height �m�
h � heat transfer coefficient �W m−2 K−1�
j � current density �A m−2�
k � thermal conductivity �W m−1 K−1�
L � length �m�

M � number of topology nodes
m � topology node index

Ngen � number of generations in the genetic algorithm
Nit � number of iterations in the conjugate gradient

algorithm
Nsimul � number of simulations

Nx, Ny � number of topology sections
n � number of film depositions

q� � heat flux �W m−2�
q� � volumetric heat generation in thin film

�W m−3�
s � normal coordinate at boundary �m�
T � temperature �K�

T� � ambient temperature, �K�
t � thickness �m�

U � global heat transfer coefficient �W m−2 K−1�
x ,y ,z � Cartesian coordinates �m�

Greek Symbols
 � delta Dirac function
� � temperature difference �K�
� � electrical conductivity �A m−1 V−1�
� � electrical potential �V�

	m � x-y field associated with node m
� � entire domain

�p � prescribed temperature domain

Subscripts
a ,b � indices of scaled individuals before crossover

Table 2 Optimization data for each approach

�p

CGA GA

�opt Nit Nsimul �opt Ngen Nsimul

Fig. 5�a� Fig. 6�a� 11 44 Fig. 7�a� 465 20045
Fig. 5�c� Fig. 6�c� 19 76 Fig. 7�c� 830 35740
Fig. 5�e� Fig. 6�e� 320 4213 Fig. 7�e� 628 27054
Fig. 8�a� Fig. 8�c� 198 1627
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Fig. 8 Optimized topology and potentials with the CGA
method for four electrodes
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B � bottom boundary of the prescribed zone
T � top boundary of the prescribed zone
L � left boundary of the prescribed zone
m � node index
R � right boundary of the prescribed zone
c � chromium layer �film�
g � glass layer �substrate�
i � electrode index
p � prescribed

Superscripts
k � CGA iteration
it � numerical iteration

Appendix: Equations of the CGA Approach
The superscript k designates the iteration in the conjugate gra-

dient method.

1. Prescribed heat flux from prescribed temperature

qp� = − tgkg� �2�p

�x2 +
�2�p

�y2 � + U�p �A1�

2. Direct problem

�

�x
�nktc�c

��k

�x
� +

�

�y
�nktc�c

��k

�y
� = 0

nktc�c

��k

�s
= 0 at nonelectrode boundaries

�0 = 0 at ground-electrode boundaries

�k = �i
k at free-electrode boundaries

�Optimized for each topology, see Sec. 6.3�
�A2�

3. Adjoint problem

�

�x
�nk�
k

�x
� +

�

�y
�nk�
k

�x
� = 0 in � \ �p �A3�

and

�

�x
�nk�
k

�x
� +

�

�y
�nk�
k

�x
�

= −
�

�x
�4�qP� − q�k�nk� ftf

��k

�x
�

−
�

�y
�4�qP� − q�k�nk� ftf

��k

�y
�

+ 4�qP� − q�k�nk� ftf

��k

�y
�y − yT�

− 4�qP� − q�k�nk� ftf

��k

�y
�y − yB�

+ 4�qP� − q�k�nk� ftf

��k

�x
�x − xR�

− 4�qP� − q�k�nk� ftf

��k

�x
�x − xL� in �P �A4�

The boundary conditions are


k = 0 at electrode boundaries

nk�
k

�s
= 0 elsewhere

4. Gradient components

�Fq
k

�nm
=�

�p

� 	m�− 2�qp�
k − q�k�� ftf�� ��k

�x
�2

+ � ��k

�y
�2��dxdy +�

�

� 	m��y − Ly�
k��k

�y

− �y�
k��k

�y
�dxdy +�

�

� 	m�−
��k

�x

�
k

�x

−
��k

�y

�
k

�y
�dxdy �A5�

for m=1,2 , . . . ,M
5. Descent direction

dk = �Fq
k + �kdk−1 �A6�

�k =

�
�

� �Fq
k · ��Fq

k − �Fq
k−1�dxdy

�
�

� �Fq
k−1 · �Fq

k−1dxdy

�Polak – Ribiere�

�A7�

For the first iteration �k=1�, the direction is set equal to the
gradient ��1=0�, which correspond to the steepest descent
method.

6. Step-size
The optimal step-size �k is found by minimizing Fq in the

marching direction dk

min Fq��k� = min�
�

� �qp�
k − �q�k + �k�q�k��2dxdy

�A8�

where �q�k is the directional derivative of the heat flux field
q�k resulting from a change in the M design variables. The
minimization of Eq. �A8� is solved by equaling the deriva-
tive of Fq��k� to zero, which leads to

�k =

�
�

� �qp�
k − q��qkdxdy

�
�

� �q�k�q�kdxdy

�A9�

7. Sensitivity problem
The directional derivative �q�k in Eq. �A9� is obtained

using the limiting process on Eq. �7�:

�q�k = �ctc�2nk� ��k

�x

���k

�x
+

��k

�y

���k

�y
� + �nk�� ��k

�x
�2

+ � ��k

�y
�2�� �A10�

The directional derivative ��k of the potential fields that
appears in Eq. �A10� is obtained using the limiting process
on Eq. �4�

�

�x
�nk���k

�x
� +

�

�y
�nk���k

�y
� = −

�

�x
��nk��k

�x
�

−
�

�y
��nk���k

�y
�

��k = 0 at electrode boundaries
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n
���k

�s
= 0 elsewhere on boundaries �A11�

The change in the topological field �nk results from a
change �nm

k of the M design variables nm
k . The change in the

topological values is stated to be equal to the descent direc-
tion

�nm
k = dm

k for m = 1,2, . . . ,M �A12�

and �nk in Eq. �A11� is defined as �from Eq. �10��

�nk�x,y� = 
m=1

M

�nm
k 	m�x,y� �A13�

8. Topology update
Once �k and dm

k are found, the topology is updated

nm
k+1 = nm

k − �kdm
k for m = 1,2, . . . ,M �A14�

9. Constraint verification
If at least one of the component nm

k+1 is lower than 0.01
�design constraint�, the step-size �k is considered inaccurate
�to prevent negative thickness�. A line-search along the di-
rection dk is then performed numerically �interior-reflective
Newton algorithm in MATLAB� to find the optimal �k �mini-
mal Fq��k��. Each component nm

k+1 that would fall under
0.01 are kept at 0.01. Once the optimal �k is found, Eq.
�A14� is used again while respecting the constraint, i.e.,
keeping nm

k+1 values over 0.01. Finally, the iteration is up-
dated, k=k+1.

10. Stoping criterion
The algorithm continues until discrepancy between the

actual and prescribed temperature fields is less than 0.5°C,
or when there is a stagnation of the objective function.
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Revisit of Laminar Film
Condensation Boundary Layer
Theory for Solution of Mixed
Convection Condensation With or
Without Noncondensables
This work presents a unique and unified formulation to solve the laminar film condensa-
tion two-phase boundary layer equations for the free, mixed, and forced convection
regimes in the absence or presence of noncondensables. This solution explores the vast
space of mixed convection across the four cornerstones of laminar film condensation
boundary layer theory, two established by Koh for pure vapor condensation in the free or
forced convection regimes and the other two established by Sparrow corresponding to
condensation with noncondensables. This formulation solves the space of mixed convec-
tion completely with Koh and Sparrow’s solutions shown to be merely four specific cases
of the current solution. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001929�

Keywords: mixed convection, film condensation, noncondensables

1 A Revisit of Laminar Film Condensation Boundary
Layer Theory

The laminar film condensation boundary layer theory was es-
tablished to study pure vapor condensation in the free convection
regime by Sparrow and Gregg �1� and Koh et al. �2� and in the
forced convection regime by Koh �3�. The theory was further
extended to analyze condensation in the presence of noncondens-
able gases by Sparrow in the free convection regime �4� and the
forced convection regime �5�. These pioneering studies set up the
four cornerstones supporting the mixed convection space for lami-
nar film condensation in the absence or presence of noncondens-
ables. A recent review by Tamm et al. �6� describes in detail the
assumptions used in the similarity solution of the laminar film
condensation boundary layer equations. Though major advance-
ment has been made in the past to partially fill the vacancy in this
mixed convection space, there is no piece of work that fill this gap
completely in the sense that the solution space for mixed convec-
tion is enveloped by the four well-established cornerstones. This
work tries to fill this gap completely by introducing a unified
formulation of the two-phase boundary layer to study condensa-
tion in the free, mixed, or forced regimes in the absence or pres-
ence of noncondensables and to obtain the solution space envel-
oped by the known results of Koh et al. �2�, Koh �3�, Sparrow and
Lin �4�, and Sparrow et al. �5�.

When vapor, which may contain a noncondensable gas and
whose bulk velocity is not necessarily restricted to zero, is con-
densed along a cooled vertical plate �Fig. 1�, a two-phase laminar
boundary layer may exist with the inner boundary consisting of
the liquid phase and the outer boundary consisting of the gas
phase. In the liquid phase, the condensate film is driven by the
gravity force and the interfacial shear force. The interfacial shear
force is due to the relative motion of vapor with regard to liquid.
If the vapor bulk velocity is zero, the motion of vapor is induced
by the motion of liquid for pure vapor condensation in the free

convection regime �2� or by natural convection caused by tem-
perature and concentration differences in the gas boundary layer
for condensation with noncondensables in the free convection re-
gime �4�. On the other hand, if the vapor bulk velocity is not
restricted to zero, the interfacial shear force is also due to the
forced convection bulk flow �3,5�.

The mass, momentum, energy, and species conservation prin-
ciples for steady laminar flow of the liquid and gas phases can be
written in the Fig. 1 coordinate system as follows, respectively
�2,4�:

�uL

�x
+

��L

�y
= 0

uL

�uL

�x
+ �L

�uL

�y
= g + �L

�2uL

�y2

uL

�TL

�x
+ �L

�TL

�y
= �L

�2TL

�y2 �1�

�uG

�x
+

��G

�y
= 0

uG

�uG

�x
+ �G

�uG

�y
= ��W − W��g + �G

�2uG

�y2

uG

�W

�x
+ �G

�W

�y
= D

�2W

�y2 �2�

It is assumed that the liquid phase density is much larger than the
gas phase density. For the gas phase, the energy equation is ne-
glected because sensible heat transfer is considered to be rela-
tively small compared to condensation heat transfer; the first term
on the right hand side of the momentum equation is due to buoy-
ancy force resulting from concentration difference �4�.
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2 Mathematical Formulation for Mixed Convection
Condensation

A mixed convection number is introduced herein to indicate the
relative importance of forced convection �u�

2 � over free convec-
tion �gx�:

� =
1

1 + �u�
2 /�gx��1/4 �3�

When the vapor-gas flow with a finite bulk velocity is condensed
along a vertical flat plate, its motion can be characterized by the
relative importance of forced convection �u�

2 � over free convec-
tion �gx�. At the leading edge of the plate, forced convection
dominates over free convection u�

2 �gx; therefore, �→0. At the
far field of the plate, free convection dominates over forced con-
vection gx�u�

2 ; therefore, �→1. In between is the mixed convec-
tion regime: 0���1.

2.1 Transformation of Conservation Equations. Upon in-
troducing the pseudosimilarity variables, 	L=cLy / �x1/4�� and 	G

=cG�y−
�x�� / �x1/4��, for the liquid and gas phases, respectively,
and the stream functions, �L=4�LcLx3/4F�	L ,�� /� and �G

=4�GcGx3/4f�	G ,�� /�, for the liquid and gas phases, respectively,
the velocity components in the �x ,y� coordinate system are trans-
formed herein into the �� ,	� coordinate system using the chain
rule for derivatives for the liquid and gas phases, respectively as

uL =
��L

�y
= 4�LcL

2x1/2F�/�2

�L = −
��L

�x
= −

4�LcL

x1/4�
�2 + �

4
F + xF�

�	L

�x
+ x

d�

dx

�F

��
�

�uL

�y
= 4�LcL

3x1/4F�/�3 �4�

uG =
��G

�y
= 4�GcG

2 x1/2f�/�2

�G = −
��G

�x
= −

4�GcG

x1/4�
�2 + �

4
f + xf�

�	G

�x
+ x

d�

dx

� f

��
�

�uG

�y
= 4�GcG

3 x1/4f�/�3 �5�

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to the pseu-
dosimilarity variables, 	L and 	G.

Upon introducing a dimensionless temperature, �= �TL

−Ti� / �Tw−Ti�, the liquid phase momentum and energy conserva-
tion equations are derived herein in the �� ,	L� coordinate system
using the transformed velocity components as

F� + �2 + ��FF� − 2��F��2 + �4 = ��1 − ���F�
�F�

��
− F�

�F

��
�

�6�

�� + �2 + ��PrLF�� = PrL��1 − ���F�
��

��
− ��

�F

��
� �7�

Upon introducing a transformed variable for the gas mass fraction,
=W−W�, the gas phase momentum and species conservation
equations are derived herein in the �� ,	G� coordinate system us-
ing the transformed velocity components as

f� + �2 + ��f f� − 2��f��2 + �4 = ��1 − ��� f�
� f�

��
− f�

� f

��
� �8�

� + �2 + ��Scf� = Sc��1 − ��� f�
�

��
− �

� f

��
� �9�

2.2 Transformation of Interfacial Closure Equations. The
transformed velocity components in Eq. �4� for the liquid phase
and in Eq. �5� for the gas phase are evaluated at the interface y
=
�x� to derive herein the closure equations for balance of mass,
continuity of velocity, balance of tangential shear, balance of en-
ergy, and interface impermeable to noncondensables.

Continuity of velocity. The longitudinal gas and liquid velocities
at the interface must equal for the nonslip condition: �u�G,i
= �u�L,i. Using the transformed velocity components, it is immedi-
ately recognized that

f i� = ���−1/2Fi� �10�
Balance of mass. The vapor transferred to the interface must be

equal to the liquid transferred from the interface to the condensate
film: ����−ud
 /dx��G,i= ����−ud
 /dx��L,i. Using 
=	L,ix

1/4� /cL
and the transformed velocity components, mass balance written in
the new coordinate system is derived herein as

�2 + ��f i + ��1 − ��� � f

��
�

i

= � �L�L

�G�G
�1/2

���−1/4��2 + ��Fi + ��1 − ��

�� �F

��
�

i
� �11�

Balance of tangential shear. The balance of tangential shear can
be written as ���u /�y�G,i= ���u /�y�L,i. Upon substituting the
transformed velocity components, it is obtained herein that

f i� = � �L�L

�G�G
�1/2

���−3/4Fi� �12�

Balance of energy. When the gas sensible heat transfer can be
neglected, the latent heat of condensation is balanced by the over-
all heat transfer from the interface to the condensate film: ����
−ud
 /dx��L,ihfg=kL��T /�y�L,i, which in the new coordinate sys-
tem is derived herein as

cpL�Ti − Tw�
PrLhfg

= −

�2 + ��Fi + ��1 − ��� �F

��
�

i

�i�
�13�

Interface impermeable to noncondensables. At the interface, the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the physical and coordinate system
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convective mass flow must be balanced by the diffusive mass flow
for the noncondensable gas: ��g��G−uGd
 /dx��i= ��GD�W /�y�i,
or in terms of the transformed variables it is derived herein that

i� = − �i + W��Sc��2 + ��f i + ��1 − ��� � f

��
�

i
� �14�

2.3 Transformation of Boundary Closure Equations. The
liquid longitudinal and transverse velocities are zero at the wall:
uL,w=�L,w=0, and the liquid temperature is the given wall tem-
perature: TL,w=Tw. In terms of the transformed variables, the
boundary conditions at the wall �	L=0� are expressed herein by

F	L=0� = 0 �15�

F	L=0 = − ��1 − ��� �F

��
�

	L=0

/�2 + �� �16�

�	L=0 = 1 �17�

By the definition of the transformed variable, �= �TL−Ti� / �Tw

−Ti�, the liquid temperature at the two-phase interface �	L=	L,i�
in terms of the transformed variable is simply

�	L=	L,i
= 0 �18�

Upon substituting the given gas bulk velocity uG=u� into the
transformed velocity and the given noncondensable gas mass frac-
tion W=W� into the definition of the transformed mass fraction
=W−W�, it is obtained herein that

f	G=�� = ���−1/2�1 − ��2/2 �19�

	G=� = 0 �20�

3 Solution for Condensation in the Free, Forced,
Mixed Convection Regimes With or Without Noncon-
densables

Condensation with or without noncondensables can be studied
by varying the mixed convection number � continuously from 0 to
1 and by varying the condensable gas mass fraction W� continu-
ously from 0 to 1 to completely explore the space of mixed con-
vection. The two limiting cases for condensation without noncon-
densables �W�=0� in the free convection regime ��=1� and the
forced convection regime ��=0� were solved by Koh et al. �2� and
Koh �3�. The other two limiting cases for condensation with non-
condensables �W��0� in the free convection regime ��=1� and
the forced convection regime ��=0� were solved by Sparrow and
Lin �4� and Sparrow et al. �5�. This section first discusses the
solutions for these four limiting cases using the current formula-
tion in light of the known solutions in the pioneering work and
then presents the solution for the gap in between.

3.1 Limiting Case for Condensation Without Noncondens-
ables in Free Convection Regime. This limiting case corre-
sponds to W�=0 and �=1 solved by Koh et al. �2�. As W�=0, the
gas phase species conservation equation �Eq. �9�� need not be
considered. As �=1, the right hand sides of the transformed equa-
tions �Eqs. �6�–�8�� reduce to zero, and it is immediately recog-
nized that the current reduced transformed equations are identical
to their counterparts in the work of Koh et al. �Eqs. 14, 15, and 19
in Ref. �2��. Keeping in mind that this is a factor of �1/4 difference
in the definition of cG between the present work and that of Koh et
al. �2�, it is not difficult to confirm that the nine closure equations
�Eqs. �10�–�13� and Eqs. �15�–�19�� are also identical to their
counterparts in the work of Koh et al.: Eqs. �21�, �23�, �25�, and
�26�, 29, 30, 28, and 32 in Ref. �2�, respectively, when �→1 and
�v��L. Therefore, the current boundary layer formulation is dem-

onstrated to have the limit solution for free convection without
noncondensables identical to that in the work of Koh et al. �2�.

3.2 Limiting Case for Condensation Without Noncondens-
ables in Forced Convection Regime. This limiting case corre-
sponds to W�=0 and �=0 solved by Koh �3�. As �=0, the liquid
momentum equation �Eq. �6�� reduces to

F� + 2FF� = 0 �21�
At first glance, Eq. �21� looks different from its counterpart in
Koh’s work �Eq. 1 of Ref. �3��. Actually, they are equivalent if the
difference in the respective scaling factors for the similarity vari-
able �	L� and the dimensionless stream function �F� used in car-
rying out the transformation of the conservation equation is care-
fully taken into account. The assumption �v��L is used in the
following proof.

From the definition of �, it follows that �= �gx /u�
2 �1/4�1−��,

which is substituted into the definition of 	L to obtain 	L

=cLy / �x1/4�gx /u�
2 �1/4�1−���, or 	L= �y /x�	u�x /�L / �	2�1−���.

From the definition of the similarity variable used by Koh, when
�→0 it is obtained that

	L = 	L,Koh/	2 �22�

where 	L,Koh denotes the similarity variable used by Koh �3�.
Upon substituting �= �gx /u�

2 �1/4�1−�� into the definition of �L,
the liquid phase stream function is expressed as �L

=2	2	�Lu�xF / �1−��. From the definition of the stream function
used by Koh and equating the stream functions �L=�L,Koh, it fol-
lows that when �→0,

F = FKoh/�2	2� �23�

where �L,Koh and FKoh denote, respectively, the stream function
and the dimensionless stream function used by Koh �3�.

Substituting 	L in Eq. �22� and F in Eq. �23� into F�
=dF /d	L, it leads to F�= �dFKoh /d	L,Koh� /2=FKoh� /2. Similarly,
it can be shown that F�=FKoh� /	2 and F�=FKoh� . Upon substitut-
ing F ,F� ,F� into the transformed liquid momentum equation �Eq.
�21��, it follows that FKoh� +FKohFKoh� /2=0, which is exactly the
formulation used in Koh’s work for forced convection �Eq. 1 of
Ref. �3��. In a similar way, it can also be shown that the other
transformed conservation equations are equivalent to their coun-
terparts in Koh’s work �3�. Therefore, the current boundary layer
formulation is shown to have the limit solution for forced convec-
tion identical to that in Koh’s work �3�.

3.3 Limiting Case for Condensation With Noncondens-
ables in Free Convection Regime. This limiting case corre-
sponds to W��0 and �=1 solved by Sparrow and Lin �4�. Herein,
it is proved that as �→1, if the current formulation neglects iner-
tia force and energy convection in the liquid conservation equa-
tions, the current formulation coincides with the work of Sparrow
and Lin �4� on condensation with noncondensables in the free
convection regime. It is worth pointing out that although Sparrow
and Lin �4� did not consider these terms, the present work will
take them into account in the numerical solution presented later.

First, regarding the transformed gas phase equations �Eqs. �8�
and �9��, it is immediately recognized that when �→1, they are
identical to their counterparts in the work of Sparrow and Lin
�Eqs. 13 and 14 of Ref. �4��. Next, the transformed liquid phase
equations �Eqs. �6� and �7�� can reduce to F�+1=0, ��=0 if �
→1, and the inertia force term �2+��FF�−2��F��2 is omitted for
the momentum equation and the energy convection term �2
+��PrLF�� is omitted for the energy equation. The reduced liquid
conservation equations are equivalent to those treated by Nusselt,
whose solutions were used in the work of Sparrow and Lin �Eqs.
2–5 of Ref. �4��. It is rather lengthy but not difficult to show that
when �→1 the closure equations for solving the transformed
equations in the current work are also identical to their counter-
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parts in the work of Sparrow and Lin �4�. Therefore, it has been
proved that the current boundary layer formulation has the limit
solution for free convection identical to the work of Sparrow and
Lin �4�, which will also be confirmed later by presenting the com-
parison of numerical results.

3.4 Limiting Case for Condensation With Noncondens-
ables in Forced Convection Regime. This limiting case corre-
sponds to W��0 and �=0 solved by Sparrow et al. �5�. Herein, it
is proved that as �→0, if the current formulation neglects inertia
force and energy convection in the liquid conservation equations,
the current formulation coincides with the work of Sparrow et al.
�5� on condensation with noncondensables in the forced convec-
tion regime. It is worth pointing out that although Sparrow et al.
�5� did not consider these terms, the current work will take them
into account in the numerical solution presented later.

As �→0, the transformed gas phase momentum equation �Eq.
�8�� is simplified to

f� + 2f f� = 0 �24�
At first glance, the current transformed equations look different
from their counterparts in the work of Sparrow et al. �Eq. 14 of
Ref. �5��. Actually, they are equivalent if the difference in the
respective scaling factors for the similarity variable �	G� and the
dimensionless stream function �f� used in carrying out the respec-
tive transformation of the conservation equations is carefully
taken into account.

From the definition of �, it follows that �= �gx /u�
2 �1/4�1−��,

which is substituted into the definition of 	G to get 	G=cG�y
−
�x�� / �x1/4�gx /u�

2 �1/4�1−��� or 	G=�1/4�y−
�x��	u� / ��Gx� /
�	2�1−���. From the definition of the similarity variable used by
Sparrow et al. �5�, it follows that when �→0, 	G

= ��1/4 /	2�	G,Sp, where 	G,Sp denotes the similarity variable used
by Sparrow. Upon substituting �= �gx /u�

2 �1/4�1−�� into the defi-
nition of �G, it follows that �G=2	2�1/4	u��Gxf / �1−��. From
the definition of the stream function used by Sparrow, it follows
that when �→0, �G=�G,Sp→ f = fSp / �2	2�1/4�, where �G,Sp and
fSp denote, respectively, the stream function and the dimensionless
stream function used by Sparrow et al. �5�. Since f�=df /d	G, it
leads to f�= �dfSp /d	G,Sp� / �2�1/2�= fSp� / �2�1/2�. Similarly, it can
be shown that f�= fSp� / �	2�3/4� and f�= fSp� /�. Upon substituting
f , f� , f� into the transformed momentum equation �Eq. �24��, it
follows that �fSp� + fSpfSp� /2� /�=0 or fSp� + fSpfSp� /2=0, which is
exactly the one used in Sparrow’s work for forced convection �Eq.
14 of Ref. �5��. In a similar way, it can also be shown that the
transformed species conservation equation �Eq. �9�� is equivalent
to its counterpart in the work of Sparrow et al. �Eq. 29 of Ref.
�5��.

Next, regarding the transformed liquid conservation equations,
it should be recalled that in the work of Sparrow et al. �5� the
inertia force term �2+��FF�−2��F��2 was omitted for the mo-
mentum equation and the energy convection term �2+��PrLF��
was omitted for the energy equation. When these terms are ne-
glected and keeping in mind that �→0, the current transformed
liquid conservation equations �Eqs. �6� and �7�� reduce to F�
=0, ��=0, which are equivalent to those used in the work of
Sparrow et al. �Eq. 2 of Ref. �5��. It can be shown without diffi-
culty that the current closure equations for �→0 are equivalent to
their counterparts in the work of Sparrow et al. �5�, but the lengthy
demonstration is omitted herein for brevity. Therefore, it has been
proved that the current boundary layer formulation also has the
limit solution for forced convection identical to that in the work of
Sparrow et al. �5�, which will also be confirmed later by present-
ing the comparison of numerical results.

3.5 Solution for the Entire Mixed Convection Regime.
When �→0 or �→1, the right hand sides of the current trans-

formed equations �Eqs. �6�–�9�� reduce to 0, which are equivalent
to a system of ten first order ordinary differential equations �ODE�
involving ten unknown variables �which include three for the third
order ODE about F, two for the second order ODE about �, three
for the third order ODE about f , and two for the second order
ODE about �. In addition to these ten unknown variables, there is
one unknown variable, 	L,i, in the closure equations. On the other
hand, there are altogether 11 closure equations: Eqs. �10�–�20�.
Therefore, the system prescribed by Eqs. �6�–�9� is definite.

When 0���1, the solution of the current transformed equa-
tions becomes more complicated due to additional unknown vari-
ables emerging from the right hand sides of Eqs. �6�–�9� about the
first order differentiation with respect to � : �F /�� ,�� /
�� ,�f /�� ,� /��. But they can be solved using the local nonsimi-
larity method �7�. The main idea of the local nonsimilarity method
is to reduce a set of partial differential equations to a set of ODEs
that is easier to solve. When introducing new variables �R
=�F /��, S=�� /��, r=�f /��, and s=� /��� and differentiating
both sides of Eqs. �6�–�9� with respect to the mixed convection
number �, the resulting equations become ordinary differential
equations if the truncation errors due to the terms involving dif-
ferentiation with respect to � with orders equal and greater than 2
are neglected �the second level approximation�. Higher level of
accuracy can be achieved by continuing this process to retain the
terms involving the second order differentiation with respect to �
while truncating the terms with differentiation orders equal and
greater than 3 �the third level approximation�.

When carrying out the local nonsimilarity method in this way
for the second level approximation, the ordinary differential equa-
tions about R ,S are derived herein from differentiating both sides
of Eqs. �6� and �7� with respect to � and truncated the terms
involving differentiation with respect to � with orders equal and
greater than 2 to obtain

R� + �2 + ��FR� + ��1 − ��RR� − �1 + 2��F�R� − ��1 − ���R��2 + �3

− ��F�R + FF� − 2�F��2 + 4�3 = 0

S�/PrL + �2 + ��FS� + ��1 − ��RS� − �1 − 2��F�S − ��1 − ��R�S

+ �3 − ����R + F�� = 0 �25�

The ordinary differential equations about r ,s are derived herein
from Eqs. �8� and �9� in a similar way as

r� + �2 + ��fr� + ��1 − ��rr� − �1 + 2��f�r� − ��1 − ���r��2 + �3

− ��f�r + f f� − 2�f��2 + 4�3 + �4s = 0

s�/Sc + �2 + ��fs� + ��1 − ��rs� − �1 − 2��f�s − ��1 − ��r�s + �3

− ���r + f� = 0 �26�

When W� ,T� ,u� ,Tw are prescribed for the condensation process
along the vertical plate, the heat transfer characteristics and the
thermal-dynamic as well as transport properties should be deter-
mined. The current formulation assumed constant property, but
the variable property effect can be captured satisfactorily using the
reference temperature and mass fraction to evaluate the fluid prop-
erties �8�. With the reference property method, the constant prop-
erty boundary layer formulation was shown to be able to predict
results virtually identical to those predicted by the variable prop-
erty boundary layer formulation �8�. Therefore, the current solu-
tion employs the reference property method to account for the
variable property effect.

Now, the iterative steps for solving the basic equations �Eqs.
�6�–�9�� and the auxiliary equations �Eqs. �25� and �26�� with the
aim to determine the noncondensable gas mass fraction at the
interface are presented herein for the given mixed convection
number �.

�i� Assume a guess value each for 	L,i and Fi�, which will be
iteratively updated.
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�ii� With the assumed Fi�, only two additional closure equa-
tions are needed to solve the liquid phase momentum
equation �Eq. �6��—these are Eqs. �15� and �16�; two clo-
sure equations are needed to solve the liquid phase energy
equation �Eq. �7��—these are Eqs. �17� and �18�; three
closure equations are needed to solve the gas phase mo-
mentum equation �Eq. �8��—these are Eqs. �11�, �12�, and
�19�; two closure equations are needed to solve the gas
phase species equation �Eq. �9��—these are Eqs. �14� and
�20�; the closure equations for the auxiliary equations
�Eqs. �25� and �26�� can be derived from differentiating
both sides of the closure equations for the basic equations
with respect to the mixed convection number �; a routine
ODE solver is applied to all these ordinary differential
equations.

�iii� Once the equations are solved, the respective temporary
value is known for f i� and Fi�, which can be used by one
remaining closure equation �Eq. �10�� to update Fi�.

�iv� In a similar way, another remaining closure equation �Eq.
�13�� is used to update 	L,i by making use of the respective
temporary value for the involved variables.

�v� Repeat the above steps until both 	L,i and Fi� converge.
�vi� As the iterative algorithm converges, the transformed vari-

ables �F ,� , f ,� have been solved. The noncondensable
gas mass fraction at the interface Wi is obtained from the
converged solution of i=Wi−W�. The liquid temperature
gradient at the wall �w� among others is also a result of the
solution.

4 Results
When the noncondensable gas mass fraction at the interface Wi

has been solved, the interface temperature Ti can also be resolved
using the vapor saturation temperature corresponding to the vapor
partial pressure. The heat transfer rate at the wall can therefore be
calculated with Ti:

q = kL� �T

dy
�

w

= kL�Ti − Tw��w�
cL

x1/4�
�27�

Letting subscript 0 denote the condensation of pure vapor, the heat
transfer degradation effect of the noncondensable gas can there-
fore be expressed with

q

q0
=

kL

kL,0

Ti − Tw

T� − Tw

�w�

�w,0�
	�L,0

�L
�28�

where q0 is calculated by letting W�→0. Figure 2 shows the
current solution for the heat transfer degradation effect �q /q0� of
air as a noncondensable gas on steam condensation in the full
spectrum of the mixed convection regime �0���1�. The analyti-
cal results in Fig. 2 are for the steam bulk temperature T�

=100°C, with T�−Tw varying from 5°C to 20°C and the air bulk
mass fraction W� varying from 0.005 to 0.1. In Fig. 2, the two
limiting cases of mixed convection are compared with the known
solutions reported by Sparrow et al. �5� for free convection ��
→1� or forced convection ��→0�. Without surprise, the current
solutions for the two limiting cases of mixed convection coincide
with results in the pioneering work because it has been proved
that the current generic boundary layer formulation is reduced to
two specific formulations in the pioneering work for the two lim-
iting cases. There is some minor difference in the comparison
though, which may result from several terms �inertia force and
energy convection� neglected by the pioneering work but ac-
counted for by the current work, as discussed in Sec. 3.

Next, attention is shifted to the results for the mixed convection
regime �0���1� in Fig. 2. The full spectrum of the mixed con-
vection regime can be investigated by starting from observation of
a stagnant bulk flow u�=0 ��→1�. As the bulk velocity increases
�� becomes progressingly away from 1�, the bulk flow blows away

more noncondensable gases accumulating near the interface, re-
sulting in an elevated condensation driving force. Therefore, the
noncondensable gas heat transfer degradation effect becomes less
prominent when the mixed convection flow behaves more closely
to the forced convection flow �� becomes progressingly close to
0�.

Although a slight vapor flow imposed on free convection con-
densation in the absence of noncondensable gases has little effect
because the imposed vapor flow is coupled to the liquid flow by
interfacial shear, which is insignificant for a slowly moving vapor
flow, it is found that a slight gas flow imposed on free convection
condensation in the presence of noncondensable gases can drasti-
cally affect the mass transfer boundary. The reason may be that
the coupling between hydrodynamics and convective mass diffu-
sion in the gas mass transfer boundary depends strongly on the
motion of the gas flow. Therefore, while the effect of a slowly
moving bulk flow may be neglected on pure vapor condensation,
its effect on condensation with noncondensable gases must be
accounted for since the imposed flow can drastically decrease the
accumulation of gas at the two-phase interface.

5 Conclusions
The laminar film condensation boundary layer theory was re-

visited and extended to the entire mixed convection regime for
condensation with or without noncondensables. The two-phase
boundary layer equations were reformulated so that the solution
space for mixed convection enveloped by the known results in the
pioneering work can be explored completely using a mixed con-
vection number and the noncondensable gas mass fraction, and
the known solutions in the pioneering work were shown to be
merely four specific cases of the current formulation. In this sense,
this work solves an essential problem in laminar film condensa-
tion.

Fig. 2 Noncondensable gas effect in the entire mixed convec-
tion regime
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Nomenclature
cG � �g� / �4�G

2 ��1/4, constant, m−3/4

cL � �g / �4�L
2��1/4, constant m−3/4

cpL � liquid specific heat, J kg−1 K−1

D � gas mass diffusivity, m2 s−1

f � gas dimensionless stream function
F � liquid dimensionless stream function
g � gravity constant, m s−2

hfg � latent heat, J kg−1

kL � liquid thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

M � molecular weight, kg mol−1

PrL � liquid Prandtl number
q � heat transfer rate, W m−2

Sc � gas Schmidt number
T � temperature, K
u � longitudinal velocity, m s−1

� � transverse velocity, m s−1

x � longitudinal coordinate, m
y � transverse coordinate, m

W � gas mass fraction

Greek Symbols
�L � liquid thermal diffusivity, m2 s−1

� � �Mg−Mv� / �Mg− �Mg−Mv�W��, volumetric
expansion coefficient


 � liquid film thickness, m
 � W−W�

	 � pseudosimilarity variable
� � absolute viscosity, kg s−1 m−1

� � kinematic viscosity, m2 s−1

� � �TL−Ti� / �Tw−Ti�
� � mixed convection number

� � density, kg m−3

� � stream function

Subscripts
0 � pure vapor
g � noncondensable gas
G � gas phase
i � two-phase interface

L � liquid phase
v � vapor
w � wall
� � gas bulk
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Forced Flow of Vapor Condensing
Over a Horizontal Plate „Problem
of Cess and Koh…: Steady and
Unsteady Solutions of the Full 2D
Problem
Accurate steady and unsteady numerical solutions of the full 2D governing equations—
which model the forced film condensation flow of saturated vapor over a semi-infinite
horizontal plate (the problem of Cess and Koh)—are obtained over a range of flow
parameters. The results presented here are used to better understand the limitations of
the well-known similarity solutions given by Koh. It is found that steady/quasisteady
filmwise solution exists only if the inlet speed is above a certain threshold value. Above
this threshold speed, steady/quasisteady film condensation solutions exist and their film
thickness variations are approximately the same as the similarity solution given by Koh.
However, these steady solutions differ from the Koh solution regarding pressure varia-
tions and associated effects in the leading part of the plate. Besides results based on the
solutions of the full steady governing equations, this paper also presents unsteady solu-
tions that characterize the steady solutions’ attainability, stability (response to initial
disturbances), and their response to ever-present minuscule noise on the condensing-
surface. For this shear-driven flow, the paper finds that if the uniform vapor speed is
above a threshold value, an unsteady solution that begins with any reasonable initial-
guess is attracted in time to a steady solution. This long time limiting solution is the
same—within computational errors—as the solution of the steady problem. The reported
unsteady solutions that yield the steady solution in the long time limit also yield “attrac-
tion rates” for nonlinear stability analysis of the steady solutions. The attraction rates
are found to diminish gradually with increasing distance from the leading edge and with
decreasing inlet vapor speed. These steady solutions are generally found to be stable to
initial disturbances on the interface as well as in any flow variable in the interior of the
flow domain. The results for low vapor speeds below the threshold value indicate that the
unsteady solutions exhibit nonexistence of any steady limit of filmwise flow in the aft
portion of the solution. Even when a steady solution exists, the flow attainability is also
shown to be difficult (because of waviness and other sensitivities) at large downstream
distances. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001636�

Keywords: film condensation, phase-change heat transfer, two-phase flows, stability,
instability, interfacial waves

1 Introduction

1.1 The Cess and Koh Problem and Related Similarity
Solutions. The problem studied by Cess �1� and Koh �2� deals
with forced flow of saturated vapor �with a uniform upstream
speed U�� that approaches a semi-infinite horizontal plate and
starts experiencing filmwise condensation over the plate �see Fig.
1�. The central interest of this paper is to solve the steady and
unsteady governing equations for the full two dimensional version
of this problem, compare the steady solutions with the relevant
classical similarity solutions offered by Cess �1� and Koh �2�, and
to improve our understanding of the feasibility of the filmwise
condensation assumption underlying the Cess �1� and Koh �2�
solutions. The results of Koh �2� have been pivotal to the studies
that rely on �e.g., Ref. �3�� or use �e.g., Ref. �4�� this solution to
predict or estimate the features of shear-driven external condens-

ing flows. The ordinary differential equations associated with the
solution of Koh �2�, which are numerically solved, result from a
boundary layer and constant pressure approximation of an as-
sumed filmwise condensation behavior and a “similarity” solution
formulation of the resulting model equations. This solution’s ap-
proach is very similar to other similarity solutions �5,6� for
gravity-driven condensing flows that are well-cited in literature.
One reason why this similarity solution for the shear-driven con-
densate case �2� has not been experimentally verified is, perhaps,
significant differences exist between shear-driven and gravity-
driven flows with regard to ease of attainment of filmwise or
annular condensation and another reason is the difficulty in imple-
menting a suitable experiment that meets the requirements of the
theory �1,2�. This is in contrast with the similarity solutions �5,6�
for filmwise condensation over a plate under conditions of
gravity-driven condensate motion. The gravity-driven cases’ simi-
larity solutions are in good agreement with the Nusselt solution
�7� and, also, known to be experimentally feasible and in reason-
able agreement with related experiments �8�. With regard to ease
of achieving filmwise or annular condensation, similar differences
are known to exist between gravity-driven and shear-driven inter-
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nal condensing flows. The experiments involving gravity-driven
internal condensing flows inside a vertical tube �see Refs. �9,10�,
etc.� or large hydraulic diameter slightly inclined �downward�
channels demonstrate easy attainment of a rather robust quasi-
steady wavy annular �or film condensation� flows but annular or
filmwise shear-driven internal condensing flows in millimeter- to
micron-scale horizontal tubes and channels are more difficult to
achieve and show �11–14� more complex vapor-liquid morpholo-
gies �such as steady or intermittent injection annular, mist, slug/
plug, bubbly, etc.�.

1.2 Steady and Unsteady Results Presented in This Paper.
The computationally obtained steady solutions of the problem
studied by Cess �1� and Koh �2� and their comparison with the
well-known analytical results of Koh �2� have been discussed in
this paper. It is shown here that, for a certain range of vapor
speeds and vapor-to-wall temperature differences, Koh’s analyti-
cal solution �2� of this external condensing flow problem agrees
well with the reported computational solution’s steady film thick-
ness predictions. However, the reported simulations differ from
the Koh solution �2� in pressure and associated variables’ variation
near the leading edge of the plate. While the analytical solution of
Koh �2� assumes that the pressure stays constant even in the inte-
rior of the flow, the steady solutions presented in this paper show
that there are significant pressure variations near the leading edge
part of the plate and though the resulting pressure differences are
miniscule in value relative to the far-field pressure p�, they are
very important for determining the dynamics of the flow and in
determining the feasibility of maintaining filmwise condensation
at low vapor speeds. It is found that the leading edge pressure
gradients become large as the vapor speed U� becomes suffi-
ciently small.

The unsteady solutions reported in this paper help assess attain-
ability of the steady solutions. This is done here by looking at
limiting solutions �as t→�� of the unsteady problem obtained for
different initial-guesses. Additionally, important assessments of
stability through unsteady response �to initial disturbances as well
as to ever-present bottom wall noises� of these flows are obtained
and discussed. The effort to obtain and analyze unsteady solutions
results in introduction and quantification of the following features

of the steady solutions: �i� “attraction rate” values that measure
the attainability of the steady solutions from different initial-
guesses, �ii� response of the steady solutions to initial distur-
bances, and �iii� noise-sensitivity of the steady solutions to ever-
present minuscule noise and, as a result, expected waviness levels
on the steady solutions.

For the range of vapor speeds �0.2–20 m/s� considered for in-
vestigation of filmwise condensation of typical nonmetallic vapors
�R113, FC-72, etc.�, when an arbitrary initial-guess �at t=0� is
used to obtain an unsteady solution in the idealized case of no
condensing-surface vibrations �no matter how minuscule�, it is
shown that the unsteady solutions tend to a smooth wave free
long-term steady solution. The limiting steady solution, when ob-
tained this way as opposed to obtaining it as a steady solution of
the steady governing equations, is termed a steady “attractor.”
This unsteady attraction process is studied and attraction rates to
the limiting steady solution are defined. Though the reported at-
traction rates associated with attainability of a steady solution may
appear to be a new idea, it is related to the well-known idea of
“decay rates” in linearized stability analyses that assume exponen-
tial time evolution of initial disturbances. Thus increased mono-
tonic �i.e., nonoscillatory� attraction rates reported here correlate
with the idea of stronger decay rates �i.e., larger, real, and negative
coefficients multiplying time in the exponential decay assumption
in linear stability analyses�. That is, large attraction rates mean
both attainability and stronger stability of the steady solution. The
attraction rates are used here because, in the present nonlinear
context, they are both more general and computationally easier to
obtain than decay rates in the linear context. It is found that this
attraction rate when plotted as a function of time for any given
point on the steady solution �which is close to Koh solution
�2�—at least as far as steady film thickness values are concerned�
may, in general, depend on the steady solution of the system �that
is, the underlying partial differential equations under no-noise
conditions� as well as the starting initial conditions. However, we
show here that a proper segment of the time-history associated
with the rate of change in film thickness yields a definition of
attraction rate, which is more or less independent of the choice of
initial-guess. This properly chosen measure of attraction rate is

Fig. 1 The figure shows a schematic for a typical finite computational do-
main for a film condensation flow over a horizontal plate due to a forced
uniform vapor flow at the left inlet
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shown to diminish with increasing distance from the leading edge
and also with decreasing speed U�. As a result, it is found that the
assumed filmwise steady condensation is difficult to achieve at
very low freestream speeds and, for freestream speeds that are
sufficiently large, attainment difficulty is predicted for large
downstream distances.

For example, unsteady results find that at low vapor speeds
�U��U�

��0.2 m /s for the case discussed here�, a long-term
steady limit is not reached and hence a filmwise steady solution or
a steady attractor does not exist. This result is further supported by
the fact that the steady attractor �for U��0.2 m /s in the example
considered here� exhibits an approach to near zero mechanical
energy availability for viscous dissipation in the interior of any
chosen control volume.

For sufficiently fast vapor speeds, since the attraction rate di-
minishes with downstream distance, one expects sensitivity to the
effects of transverse gravity �see Ref. �9� for similar effects for
condensation inside a horizontal channel�, to unintended varia-
tions in the far-field uniform pressure p�, and to ever-present mi-
nuscule noise on the condensing-surface. Considering limitations
imposed by our computational approach and the scope of the pa-
per, this paper limits itself to demonstrating increasing down-
stream waviness associated with persistent but minuscule
condensing-surface noise. It is shown that when an arbitrary
initial-guess �at t=0� is used to obtain an unsteady solution �for
t�0� in the presence of minuscule noise on the condensing-
surface �defined later in the paper through a representative Fourier
component�, the underlying long-term solution’s diminishing at-
traction rates with distance cause the noise-induced interfacial
waves to grow with the distance from the leading edge. A measure
of spatial growth, as well as its growth rate with distance, is re-
ported in this paper.

1.3 Trustworthiness of the Employed Computational Tool.
The computational tool employed to solve the Koh problem �2� in
this paper has been successfully used to solve internal as well as
external condensing flow problems reported in Refs. �15–20�. The
steady and unsteady simulation results and stability results for the
classical Nusselt problem �7,21� by the tools employed in this
paper have been already reported elsewhere in Ref. �16�. The
agreement of steady computational results in Ref. �16� with the
Nusselt solution �7�, as well as successful comparison of compu-
tational results in Refs. �15–20� for internal condensing flows with
relevant semi-analytical �9,15� and experimental results �9,15�,
further strengthen the confidence in the results reported here.

2 Governing Equations and Formulation for the Com-
putational Problem

The liquid and vapor phases in the flow �e.g., see Fig. 1� are
denoted by a subscript I: I=1 for liquid and I=2 for vapor. As
shown in Fig. 1, the far upstream speed of the forced vapor flow is
a uniform U�. The fluid properties �density �, viscosity �, specific
heat Cp, and thermal conductivity k� with subscript I are assumed
to take their representative constant values for each phase �I=1 or
2�. Let TI be the temperature field �K�, pI be the pressure field
�N /m2�, Ts�p� be the saturation temperature of the vapor �K� as a
function of local pressure p, � be the film thickness �m�, ṁ be the
local interfacial mass-flux �kg / �s m2��, Tw �x� be a known tem-
perature variation �here, often, Tw �x�=const=Tw �0��Ts�p�� of
the cooled bottom plate �K�, and vI=uIêx+vIêy be the velocity
field �m/s�. It is assumed here that �T�Ts�p��−Tw�0� is always
sufficiently large to allow film condensation at all x, including the
x�0 zone. For common metallic condensing-surfaces and non-
metallic �refrigerant� vapors, if �T is larger than 1–2°C and other
surface-energy conditions are supportive, annular/stratified or film
condensation can be assumed/realized and conditions for its at-
tainment can be theoretically/experimentally assessed.

As shown in Fig. 1, instead of the original infinite domain �x
�0 and y�0�, solutions for this problem are to be computation-
ally obtained over a finite domain �0�x�Xe and 0�y�Ye�. For
convenience, the characteristic length for this problem is chosen
to be Ye, where Ye can be chosen to be a known numerical mul-
tiple of the well-known physical value of steady film thickness for
an altogether different problem—the one associated with a verti-
cal inclination of the plate �gravity-driven condensate� and for
U�=0—viz., the Nusselt problem �see Refs. �7,16��. That is, Ye
�c1 ·�N�Xe�, where c1=47 for most of the cases considered here
and �N�Xe� is the Nusselt film thickness at x=Xe. An equivalent
alternative is Ye��c2 ·�1� / ��1 ·hfg�0.5, where c2=1.133	105 for
most of the cases considered here. These choices make Ye an a
priori known number that is sufficiently large to capture all the
relevant vapor flow domains of interest here. Though other
choices of intrinsic characteristic length Ye are also possible �e.g.,
Ye=�1 / ��1 ·U�� or Ye=�1

3/4k1
1/4�T−1/2Cp1

−3/4�1
−1�, the earlier

two choices suffice here. Furthermore, as discussed in Sec. 5,
either of the two choices of Ye is a posteriori verified to be effec-
tive by showing that the numerically obtained values of the flows’
physical variables are independent of different choices of the
number for Ye. The above choices of Ye for characteristic length
and U� for characteristic speed are used for defining the nondi-
mensional variables whose computationally obtained values are
reported in this paper. As needed, these values can easily be re-
lated to the results obtained from other commonly used choices of
characteristic length and speed. Let gy be gravitational accelera-
tion acting along the y axis �gravity along the x direction is zero
for this horizontal flow�, p� be the pressure of the far-field vapor
at y�Ye, �T�Ts�p��−Tw�0� be the representative controlling
temperature difference between the vapor and the bottom plate,
and hfg be the heat of vaporization at saturation temperature Ts�p�.
With t representing the physical time, a new list of fundamental
nondimensional variables is introduced through the following
definitions:

�x,y,
,uI,ṁ	 � 
 x

Ye
,

y

Ye
,

�

Ye
,

uI

U�

,
ṁ

�1U�
�

�1�

�vI,�I,�I,t	 � 
 vI

U�

,
TI

�T
,
pI − p�

�IU�
2 ,

t

�Ye/U���
In what follows, all governing equations are presented in their
more general unsteady forms.

2.1 Interior Equations. The nondimensional differential
forms of mass, momentum �x- and y-components�, and energy
equations for flow in the interior of either of the phases are well-
known and are given in Eqs. �A1�–�A4� of the Appendix. The
simplified forms that are used in obtaining the Koh formulation
�2� and its solution are given by Eqs. �A1� and �A6� of the Ap-
pendix.

2.2 Interface Conditions. The nearly exact physical variable
forms of general interface conditions �22� for condensing flows,
with some approximations, are used here and, in the form used
here, they are given in Eqs. �A1�–�A9� of Ref. �18�. Utilizing a
superscript, i for values of the flow variables at the interface given
by H�y−��x , t �=0, the nondimensional forms of the interface
conditions are given in Eqs. �2�–�8�. The Koh formulation �2� uses
simplified versions of Eqs. �2�–�7� given below and they are, re-
spectively, given as Eqs. �A7�–�A11� of the Appendix.

• The nondimensional form of the requirement of continuity
of tangential component of velocities �Eq. �A2� of Ref. �18��
becomes

u2
i = u1

i − 
x�v2
i − v1

i � �2�

where 
x��
 /�x.
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• The nondimensional form of the normal component of mo-
mentum balance at the interface �Eq. �A3� of Ref. �18��
becomes

�1
i =

�2

�1
�2

i −
1

We
� 
xx

�1 + 
x
2�3/2 + ṁ2��1

�2
− 1 �3�

where We−1� /�1U�
2Ye and  is the surface tension with

=�T� being a function of interfacial temperature T.
Though surface tension term is included here, over the range
of computational investigations reported here, the presence
or absence of the second and third terms on the right side of
Eq. �3� was found to have none to negligible impact on
simulation results reported here. Because of near constancy
of interfacial saturation temperature �as interfacial pressure
variations are not strong enough to change it�, and resulting
absence of Marangoni effects �see Eq. �4��, the surface ten-
sion variation effect also shows no qualitative impact on the
unsteady solutions reported here.

• The tangential component of momentum balance at the in-
terface �Eq. �A4� of Ref. �18�� becomes

� �u1

�y
� i

=
�2

�1
� �u2

�y
� i

+ �t� �4�

The resulting term �t� used here is defined by Eq. �A5� of
the Appendix.

• The nondimensional forms ṁLK and ṁVK of the nonzero
physical values of interfacial mass-fluxes ṁLK and ṁVK �de-
fined in Eq. �A5� of Ref. �18�� impose kinematic constraints
on the interfacial values of the liquid and vapor velocity
fields and are given by

ṁLK � �u1
i ��
/�x� − �v1

i − �
/�t��/�1 + ��
/�x�2 and
�5�

ṁVK � ��2/�1��u2
i ��
/�x� − �v2

i − �
/�t��/�1 + ��
/�x�2

• The nondimensional form ṁenergy of the nonzero physical
values of interfacial mass-flux ṁenergy �as given by Eq. �A6�
of Ref. �18�� represents the constraint imposed on mass-flux
by the balance equation for the net energy transfer across the
interface, and is given by

ṁenergy � Ja/�Re1 Pr1����1/�n�i − �k2/k1� � �2/�n�i	 �6�

where Ja�Cp1�T /h0
fg and h0

fg�hfg�Ts�p����hfg�Ts�p2
i ��.

• The interfacial mass balance requires that the net mass-flux
�in kg /m2 /s� at a point on the interface, as given by Eq.
�A7� of Ref. �18�, be single-valued regardless of which
physical process is used to obtain it. The nondimensional
form of this requirement becomes

ṁLK = ṁVK = ṁenergy � ṁ �7�

It should be noted that negligible interfacial thermal resis-
tance and equilibrium thermodynamics on either side of the
interface are assumed to hold at all values of x downstream
of the origin �i.e., second or third computational cell on-
wards�. Hence, as in Koh solution �2� and as per discussions
in the Appendix of Ref. �18� �see Eq. �A8� of Ref. �18��, no
nonequilibrium thermodynamic model for the interfacial
mass-flux ṁ is needed to obtain a solution.

• The nondimensional thermodynamic restriction on interfa-
cial temperatures �as given by Eq. �A8� in Ref. �18�� be-
comes

�1
i � �2

i = Ts�p2
i �/�T � �s��2

i � �8�

Within the vapor domain, for any of the typical refrigerants
�such as R113 considered here�, typical changes in absolute
pressure relative to the inlet pressure are small but sufficient
to affect vapor motion, though, at the same time, they are
too small to affect saturation temperature values even for the

largest adverse pressure gradient zone in the leading edge.
This allows the approximation �s��2

i ���s�0� to be a valid
one.

2.3 Boundary-Conditions. Since the vapor flow is nearly
uniform at locations at large y, appropriate boundary-conditions
are prescribed along lines OA �x=0�, AB �y=Ye or y=1�, and BC
�x=Xe or x=xe=Xe /Ye� in Fig. 1. Assuming onset of condensation
at x=0 �i.e., � �0, t �=0�, the boundary-conditions are as follows.

Inlet. At the inlet x=0, we have

u2�0,y,t � = U�, � v2/�x�x=0 = 0 on OA in Fig. 1 �9�

Pressure is not prescribed across the inlet boundary but is pre-
scribed to be the far-field pressure p� at the top corner reference
location �point A with x=0 and y=OA in Fig. 1� on the inlet
boundary. Pressures within the entire domain, including the inlet
values p2 �0,y , t �, are calculated as part of the solution of the
problem being considered. However, outside and above the con-
trol volume, one expects the far-field pressures to be p2−p�

���2 ·U�
2� ·�2 �0,y , t�=0 for y�OA �see Fig. 1� or y�1. For

temperature, one also iteratively imposes the condition T2
�0,y , t �=Tsat �p2�0,y , t ��—which is, in principle, a nonconstant
prescription of vapor temperature at the inlet.

It should be noted that prescription of pressure at reference
location �point A in Fig. 1� does not make inlet boundary-
condition one of the pressure-inlet. It remains a boundary where
the x-component of vapor velocity u2 is uniform but the
y-component of vapor velocity v2 is given the requisite freedom
through the condition �v2 /�x �x=0=0.

Top. On the top boundary, where y=OA �see Fig. 1� or y=1, the
pressure is p� and shear stress is nearly zero. This leads to stan-
dard far-field boundary modeling condition

�2�x,1,t� = 0 and � u2/�y��x,1,t� = 0 on AB in Fig. 1

�10�
The temperature at the top boundary is also considered to be one
of saturated vapor, i.e., T2�x ,Ye , t �=Tsat�p��. Therefore, according
to Eq. �1�, �2�x ,1 , t�=Tsat�p�� /�T. If the temperature at the top
boundary is allowed some superheat �5–10°C�, a nonzero thick-
ness for the temperature boundary layer develops near the inter-
face. For saturated vapor flow conditions considered here, this
thermal boundary-layer thickness is not present. Even if the
boundary layer has nonzero thickness because of the presence of
vapor superheat, a nonzero superheat has no impact on the re-
ported results for most vapors �we have computationally verified
this and the physical reasons are discussed later�.

Exit. As far as exit condition is concerned, none is needed for
temperature. For the Koh problem �2�, and the steady solution, the
exit pressure remains externally unspecified and, as a result, it
remains close to the far-field pressure p� if the exit is sufficiently
far from the inlet. This is not only the original assumption of Koh
formulation �2� but is also the assumption for most parabolic ex-
ternal flow problems �such as single phase flow over a flat plate,
etc.�. For this modeling, either of the two formulations �A� or �B�
below is used.

�A� The pressure is prescribed to be the uniform steady pres-
sure p� �i.e., nondimensional pressure �2 of zero� along
some of the vapor phase at the exit section �along BD� in
Fig. 1� that is close to the top boundary. Thus the best way
to faithfully reproduce the above assumption for pressure
at the exit is

�2�xe,y,t� � 0 and � �v2

�x
�

�xe,y,t�
� 0 �11�

whenever Xe and y are sufficiently large �i.e., y is on D�B
in Fig. 1�. For smaller y values �i.e., y on CD� in Fig. 1
where the point D� at x=Xe can be taken to be any point
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that is sufficiently close to the interface�, no boundary-
condition is prescribed except for the “outflow” boundary-
condition. The outflow condition is simply that the mass
flow across CD�—which specifically includes the liquid
portion 0�y���Xe , t �—is such that it satisfies the overall
mass balance for a control volume formed by the bounding
surfaces x=0, x=Xe, y=0, and y=Ye.

�B� The pressure is left unspecified along the entire �or most�
vapor phase at the exit section �along BC in Fig. 1�. Be-
cause uniform pressure p� is already prescribed along the
top �AB in Fig. 1�, only an outflow condition at the exit
section is enforced to preserve an overall mass balance for
the entire control volume �see OABC in Fig. 1�. This for-
mulation is adequate as the resulting computational solu-
tion obtained under this formulation also satisfies the req-
uisite �2�xe ,y , t��0 condition. This steady or unsteady
solution obtained under �B� is found to be nearly identical
�within computational convergence bounds� to the solution
under �A� above. So, from here and henceforth, unless
otherwise stated, this exit formulation �B� is used to
closely follow the original intent of the Koh formulation
�2�—that is to assume that the uniform far-field pressure
�=p�� condition holds for the exit section if it is suffi-
ciently far from the inlet and, as a result, at these locations
no significant adjustments in cross-sectional kinetic energy
takes place.

Condensing-surface. At the condensing-surface �y=0�, we have

u1�x,0,t� = v1�x,0,t� = 0 and �1�x,0,t� = �w � Tw/�T
�12�

Preliminary remarks about the steady formulation and solution.
For the steady problem, all variables are considered time indepen-
dent and all time derivatives are dropped. The temperature varia-
tions in the vapor field were computed but the variations were
found to be, as is well-known, quite insignificant for zero �or
small� superheat. Therefore, for all practical purposes, vapor can
be assumed to be at uniform saturation temperature—i.e.,
�2�x ,y , t���s�0� at all locations in the vapor domain. This is rea-
sonable because the effects of superheat �Tsup �in the typical
5–10°C range� are verifiably negligible because of the typically
small values of vapor Jakob number �Ja2�Cp2 ·�Tsup /hfg� and
thermal conductivity ratio k2 /k1 �see Eq. �6�� that are encountered
for most nonmetallic vapor flow conditions of interest here.

Preliminary remarks about the unsteady formulation. The gov-
erning equations and the interface conditions given above are
valid under the continuum assumption and, therefore, they cannot
model and incorporate various intermolecular forces that are im-
portant in determining the time evolution of very thin �10–100
nm� condensate film thickness 
�x , t�. As a result, for solving un-
steady problems, t=0 cannot be chosen to be the time when satu-
rated vapor first comes in contact with and condenses on the dry
subcooled �Tw�x��Ts�p��� horizontal condensing-surface. With
the above modeling limitations, the strategy for obtaining un-
steady solutions is to start at a time �t=0� for which one either has
a sufficiently thick steady solution of the continuum equations
�where all the governing equations clearly apply� or one has any
reasonable, but sufficiently thick, initial-guess. Then, from there,
one can obtain the unique large time �t→�� smooth or wavy
�steady/quasisteady� condensate flow solution/behavior—if one
exists—with the help of the unsteady continuum equations. The
reported computational results verify the fact that the large times
�or long-term� unsteady solutions are independent of the choice of
initial condition and thus represent �also see Ref. �9�� steady or
unsteady features of the limiting steady solution for this flow.

Initial conditions for the unsteady formulation. In the context of
the above discussion, if ��x ,y , t� is any variable �such as uI, vI,

�I, �I, etc.�, the initial values of � and film thickness 
�x , t� are
given as

��x,y,0� = �steady�x,y� or �initial-guess�x,y� and
�13�


�x,0� = 
steady�x� or 
initial-guess�x�

where �initial-guess and/or 
initial-guess are reasonable initial-guesses
and �steady and/or 
steady are the solutions of the governing equa-
tions obtained by dropping all time dependencies in Eqs. �2�–�12�.

An inspection of all the nondimensional governing equations,
interface conditions, and boundary-conditions reveals the fact that
the computational solutions given here are affected by the follow-
ing set of seven independent nondimensional parameters:


Re1,Ja,Fry
−1,

�2

�1
,
�2

�1
,Pr1,We� �14�

where Fry
−1=U�

2 /gyYe and Re1��1U�Ye /�1. As we see later, for
the downstream distances considered in this paper, the role of Fry

−1

is insignificant. The role of surface tension, through We, is also
found to be insignificant for the cases considered here.

3 Koh’s Formulation for a Similarity Solution of the
Steady Problem

The formulation for this problem �see Ref. �1� or Ref. �2�� is
posed by governing Eqs. �A1� and �A6� of the Appendix along
with the interface and boundary-conditions given in Eqs.
�A7�–�A12� of the Appendix. The similarity formulation is sought
after rewriting Eqs. �A1� and �A6� following an introduction of
certain assumed forms of velocity and temperature functions in
terms of two new similarity variables �� for the liquid phase and
� for the vapor phase� that replace x and y. These “new” similarity
variables are defined as

��x,y� � y�U�

�1x
, ��x,y� � �y − ��x���U�

�2x
�15�

The physical variables of velocity and temperature are sought as
functions �viz., f1, f2, g1, and g2� of the variables introduced
above. The defining relations for these physical variables �see Ref.
�2�� are

pI�x,y� = p� = const �I = 1 or 2� ,

�16�

��x� � �Koh�x� � �
��1x

U�

, u1�x,y� � U�f1����

u2�x,y� � U�f2����, T1�x,y� − Tw � �T · g1��� ,

�17�
T2�x,y� − Tw � �T · g2���

Equations �15�–�17� transform governing equations �A1� and
�A6�, and interface/boundary-conditions �A7�–�A12� given in the
Appendix for the Koh formulation �2� to �also see Ref. �2�� a set
of ordinary differential equations �ODEs� over the liquid �0��
��
� and vapor �0����� domains with proper boundary-
conditions at �=0, �=�
, �=0, and �→�. This ODE
formulation—unlike the formulation in Sec. 2—is always such
that a unique steady solution exists and can be numerically ob-
tained by a suitable method �e.g., fourth order Runge–Kutta
method combined with a shooting technique that can satisfy all
the boundary-conditions�. Thus, the steady Koh formulation
�which is always well-posed and solvable for plates of large finite
length� cannot, by itself, assess attainability issues for these solu-
tions. The solution obtained by Koh’s method, based on the results
presented here, are found to represent a meaningful approximate
solution, when a solution exists, either as a steady solution of the
steady version of the formulation in Sec. 2 or as the long-term
steady limit of the unsteady formulation in Sec. 2.
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4 Computational Approach
A detailed description of the 2D steady/unsteady computational

approach utilized in this paper is given in Sec. 3 of Ref. �18�. A
brief description of all essential features of computational ap-
proach is also available in Sec. 3 of Ref. �19�. Since this paper
investigates an external flow problem, unlike the internal flows
discussed in Refs. 18 and 19, the imposition of the top and exit
boundaries for this external flow is different from the internal flow
situations but is the same as the one given by us in Ref. �16� for
the external flow Nusselt problem �7�. The difference is primarily
another use of the earlier established �14� �-p method toward
prescribing stress boundary-conditions—i.e., pressure �with �
=normal derivative of the tangential velocity component=0� on
the top �AB in Fig. 1� and side �BD� in Fig. 1� boundaries. The �-p
method was originally developed �see Ref. �18�� for prescribing �
�tangential velocity gradient in the normal direction� and p �pres-
sure� at the interface.

5 Computational Results Obtained for Steady Solu-
tions

5.1 Results Obtained for the Full Steady Problem and
Comparison With Koh Solution. Even though refrigerant R113’s
properties were used to run most of the computational simulations
presented in this paper, similar results are expected, in principle,
for any nonmetallic pure vapor flowing over a flat plate.

The Koh formulation �2� discussed in Sec. 3 is best represented
by solution of the steady problem under unspecified exit condi-
tions �see Eq. �11�� as described in Sec. 2. After establishing near
equivalence of solutions obtained by imposing exit conditions un-
der formulations �A� and �B� of Sec. 2, formulation �B� is used
here to obtain the computational solutions of the steady problem
and to discuss their comparisons with the corresponding Koh so-
lutions �2�. For a representative R113 flow case, specified by suf-
ficiently fast U�=2 m /s, xe=45, �T=5°C, and gy =0, the results
obtained from steady solution are shown in Figs. 2–6. Figure 2
compares, for a representative case, nondimensional film thick-
ness values predicted by computational solution of the complete
steady version of the formulation described in Sec. 2 with the

numerical solution of the Koh formulation �2� described in Sec. 3.
It is seen that the computationally obtained values of film thick-

ness are in good agreement with the classical similarity solution as
the underlying boundary-layer approximations for the Koh formu-
lation �2� are approximately valid. For the case in Fig. 2, compari-
sons of vapor and liquid u-velocity profiles and liquid and vapor
temperature profiles as obtained from the two different solution
approaches were found to agree with each other �not shown here
for brevity�.

Thus film thickness, velocity profiles, and the temperature pro-
files from our simulations are in good agreement with Koh’s ap-
proximate solution. This establishes that, for the ranges of vapor
speeds investigated here, the solution obtained from Koh’s simi-
larity formulation �see summary in Sec. 3� yields film thickness,
velocity, and temperature profiles with reasonable accuracy �e.g.,
both the formulations yield, as expected, linear velocity and tem-
perature profiles in the liquid domain for the laminar condensate
flow�.

For the case in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows the nondimensional pres-
sure variation �2�x ,y� for 0�x�45 in the vapor domain along
the x direction at y=0.8 �note that, for the corresponding case in
Fig. 2, 
�xe��0.8 and, therefore, y=0.8 is entirely in the vapor�.
The Koh formulation �2� in Sec. 3 neglects the pressure gradient
terms in the governing momentum equations but, as seen from
Fig. 3, there is a zone 0�x�x� near the leading edge, up to
which there exists a significant adverse pressure gradient that is
needed to slow the vapor down by the amount that is consistent
with the slow motion of the adjacent condensate and mass transfer
across its interface. After this length x� �= x� /Ye�, pressure gra-
dient d�2 /dx reduces nearly to zero value and Koh’s �2� assump-
tion of uniform pressure is valid. The pressure gradient in this
frontal zone �0�x�x�� is very significant in determining the va-
por and condensate dynamics for this horizontal condensing flow
problem. As the vapor speed reduces, this pressure gradient is
found to increase. For the same case, the nondimensional pressure
profiles �values of �2�y� for y�
�x� and values of �1�1�y� /�2 for
0�y�
�x�� across the plate at different cross sections are shown
in Fig. 4. The pressure discontinuities across the interface in Fig.

Fig. 2 For flow of R113 vapor with U�=2 m/s, �T=5°C, p�=1 atm, xe=45, gy=0, and
Ye=0.004 m, this figure compares nondimensional film thickness „�… values for the
steady solution „obtained from solving the steady governing equations… with those ob-
tained from Koh’s similarity solution †2‡
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4 arise from the last two terms on the right side of Eq. �3� and are
found to be inconsequential because of their smallness. The cross-
sectional pressure rise seen in Fig. 4 over the same frontal part is
needed to provide the necessary centripetal acceleration for bend-
ing some of the streamlines �see Fig. 5� toward the condensate. As
seen from Fig. 3, the pressure variations over the locations x
�x� are insignificant as �2 �x ,y=0.8��0. In the computational
results obtained from the formulation described in Sec. 2, this
bending of streamlines is assisted by pressure variations along and

across the vapor domain as well as the variations in interfacial
velocities �see, e.g., u1

i variations in Fig. 6�. Unlike this solution
of the full formulation, in the similarity solution obtained from the
formulation summarized in Sec. 3, the pressure and interfacial
velocity variations are not present and the bending of the stream-
line is kinematically enforced by an assumed constant value of
pressure, constant value of interfacial velocity �u1

i�u2
i� indepen-

dent of x, and condensate thickness values constrained by Eq.
�16�. Though, in the frontal portion of the plate, the computational

Fig. 3 For the steady solution of Fig. 2, this figure shows, at a fixed y=0.8 location,
computationally obtained variation of nondimensional pressure �2 with nondimensional
distance x

Fig. 4 For the steady solution of Fig. 2, Fig. 4 shows computationally obtained
y-directional variation of nondimensional pressure � across different cross sections
along the domain. The pressure in vapor domain above condensate film is represented
by �2 and pressure in liquid domain below the interface is represented by „�1 /�2…�1.
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solution of the full problem significantly differs in its pressure
predictions from the Koh solution �2� obtained under the assump-
tion of constant pressure, the two solutions differ by less than 1%
in the important heat transfer rate controlling values of film thick-
ness variation. This agreement �within 1–2%� for film thickness
variations was found to be valid over a range of flow parameters
�2	105�Rex�6	107, 0.02�Ja�0.12, 0.0052� ��2 /�1�
�0.00526, 0.020� ��2 /�1��0.0212, and 7�Pr1�7.5� investi-
gated by us.

The differences in the pressure fields cause the differences be-
tween the simulation and the Koh solution in the converged values
of the vertical and horizontal components of condensate velocities
at the interface, viz., v1

i=v1�x ,
�x�� �not shown� and in u1
i

=u1�x ,
�x�� shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6 shows a mismatch between
the horizontal components of interfacial velocities as obtained by

computational solution of the full steady problem and those ob-
tained by the Koh similarity solution �2�. This mismatch occurs
over a leading edge zone �0�x�x�� that is the same for which
there is significant variation in vapor pressure field �see Fig. 3�.

The streamline pattern �Fig. 5� obtained from computations has
been compared with the streamline pattern �not shown� obtained
from the Koh solution �2� for the same case. Both of the patterns
were found to be very similar to each other. It is seen that the
streamlines bend at the interface and that this bending reduces at
the interface as one moves further downstream in the x direction.

It is also found that, over the relatively short distances and
vapor speeds considered in this paper, the transverse component
of gravity insignificantly affects the film thickness values and ve-
locity profiles of the steady solution. The transverse component of
gravity does, however, affect the condensate pressure profiles in
the y direction and we also know—from the results given �9� for
internal condensing flows in horizontal channels—that the trans-
verse component of gravity does affect the flow at sufficiently
long downstream distances once condensate thickness is “suffi-
ciently” large. This version of our simulation tool for this external
flow problem is not able to go far enough downstream to detect
the phenomena we have observed, in Ref. �9�, for internal flows in
horizontal channels.

The above discussions for U�=2 m /s describe a region 0�x
�x��� 20� for which the pressure variations in the vapor phase
�Figs. 3 and 4� and interfacial speed u1

i �Fig. 6� differ from the
Koh solution �2� and yet the film thickness variations in Fig. 2 are
close to the Koh solution �2� for all x�2 and not just x�20. If U�

is reduced, it is found that the value of x� decreases, film thickness
values increase, and the physical values of interfacial shear Si

��1��u1 /�y� �i also decrease as per Koh �2� predictions.

5.2 Numerical Accuracy and Regularities of the Computa-
tionally Obtained Solutions. The computational procedure for
obtaining steady and unsteady solutions as described above was
verified for accuracy and consistency with regard to different
choices of the number of grid points as well as different choices of
the characteristic length Ye appearing in Fig. 1 and in the defini-
tion of nondimensional parameters listed in Eq. �14�.

Fig. 5 The figure shows the streamline pattern for the case in
Fig. 2. The pattern is obtained from the reported simulation
technique. The contour on the background represents the mag-
nitude of uI velocities.

Fig. 6 For the steady solution of Fig. 2, this figure compares nondimensional values of
x-directional liquid velocities at the interface „u1

i
… as obtained from the similarity solu-

tion †2‡ with those obtained from the computational solution
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We only show here the grid independence for the steady solu-
tion scheme employed here though similar grid independence has
also been established for the reported unsteady solution scheme.
In Fig. 7, film thickness variations for the same flow situation are
computationally obtained for two different grids and two different
choices of Ye values. In Fig. 7, Ye=0.004 m is used for “Grid 1”
and Ye=0.008 m is used for “Grid 2.” Furthermore, for Grid 1
and Grid 2, the numbers of grid points represented by ni	nj
values �see Ref. �18�� are, respectively, given as 30	50 and 35
	70. Although Fig. 7 only shows the nearly equal values of the
two equivalent nondimensional film thickness values, similar
proximity of the two solutions was confirmed for velocity, tem-
perature, and relative pressure profiles as well. From computa-
tional point of view, it should be observed that shear-driven hori-
zontal condensing flows, as opposed to gravity-driven flows
�15–20�, require more iterations to converge.

5.3 Other Comments/Results. Since the computational cases
deal with high vapor velocities �U�=0.2–20 m /s�, it is natural to
ask whether the Koh �2� assumption of laminar nature of the
vapor flow holds for the near interface region. Since the near
interface vapor flow is qualitatively similar to a boundary-layer
flow with suction, it can be assumed that the transition to turbu-
lence criteria for such boundary-layer flows—as given by Eq.
�17.10� of Ref. �23�—will yield reasonable estimates for deter-
mining whether or not the vapor boundary-layer flow in the Koh
problem �2� is laminar or turbulent. The computationally obtained
vapor boundary-layer �momentum� thickness �v values in the Koh
solution, as well as the values obtained from the computational
solution, were used to verify that Eq. �17.10� of Ref. �23�, viz.,
�2U��v�x� /�2�70,000, holds for all cases considered here. That
is, these vapor flows, because of the suction effects, appear to be
strongly laminar at all x locations considered here. However, such
vapor-phase boundary-layer stability arguments based on vapor
suction rates, may miss “stability” or “noise-sensitivity” of the
associated condensate motion and this must be separately assessed
in determining attainability and waviness of these flows.

6 Computational Results Obtained From Unsteady
Solutions

6.1 Unsteady Simulation Results That Indicate the Do-
main and Attraction Rates of the Steady Solution. The un-
steady computational solution based investigations cover speeds
U� in a range of 0.2 m /s�U��20 m /s �for the reported R113
and similar vapors� and, for temperature difference �T, a range of
3–15°C is covered. For this range, it is found that, if the unsteady
solution was started at t=0 from a reasonable initial-guess for

�x ,0�, it would always seek a long-term time independent steady
solution. The long-term �t→�� steady solution of the unsteady
governing equations is found to be computationally equal �within
3–5% of computational error� to the steady solution obtained by
solving the steady governing equations. This long-term �t→��
steady solution obtained this way is termed an attractor because
unsteady solutions starting at different initial-guesses are attracted
to it.

Though these solutions in Fig. 8 show the existence of a steady
attractor, we observe that the phenomenon of attraction in Fig. 8
shows a different attraction rate to the steady solution at different
downstream locations. The example shown in Fig. 8 is for R113
vapor at U�=1.7 m /s and �T=5°C. In Fig. 8, the unsteady so-
lution is started at t=0 with an initial-guess of 
�x ,0� that is about
16% below the final attracting steady solution. A similar attracting
behavior, though not shown here, exists if the initial-guess was
somewhat above the long-term steady solution. It is seen from
Fig. 8 that the attraction to the steady solution takes progressively
longer times for locations that are farther and farther downstream
of the inlet. The steady solution attractor in Fig. 8 is said to have
a “strength,” which diminishes with x. Here, by strength, one
means the rate of steadily falling values of �� /�t as indicated by
representative slopes of “�� /�t versus t” curves for different val-
ues of x �these slopes are indicated by representative line seg-
ments AB, A�B�, etc., in Fig. 9�. As shown in Fig. 9, for the
no-noise unsteady simulation results at x=0.12 m, initial-guess at
any x has a delay time �D1 over which the attraction speed
�� /�t �init does not change much. Following this, over time dura-
tion �eff, there is a nearly constant representative deceleration rate
��2� /�t2�rep��no-noise� �termed attraction rates and measured by the
slopes of lines AB, A�B�, etc.�. This deceleration rate is needed to
impede the attracting solution so it can reach a nearly steady
��� /�t �0� behavior over a subsequent time duration �D2.

Figure 10 shows �� /�t versus t curves at x=30 for three dif-
ferent vapor speeds. For all the speeds compared in Fig. 10, ini-
tially guessed 
�x ,0� values were approximately 16% below their
corresponding long-term steady solutions. In Fig. 10, it can be
seen that the attraction rate ��2� /�t2�rep��no-noise� increases with in-
creasing speed U� and, through Fig. 9, it can be seen that the
attraction rate decreases with downstream distance.

Figure 11 shows, at x=23 and U�=2 m /s, �� /�t versus t
curves for different initial-guesses. It is shown in this figure that
the attraction rates obtained over the time segment �Rep are, in-
deed, more or less independent of initial conditions and thus rep-
resent the inherent character of the attracting steady solution. This
justifies the use of the magnitude of deceleration rates—given by
the approximate slopes of the line segments AB, A�B�, etc.—as
attraction rates.

The above described trends were established for R113 flows for
a range of vapor speeds 0.2 m /s�U��20 m /s, a range of tem-
perature differences 3°C��T�15°C, and a range of domain
lengths 0�Xe�0.4 m.

6.2 Stability of the “Steady Attractors”/Steady Solutions
to Initial Interfacial Disturbances. The long-term steady limit of
the unsteady solution was found to exist �and be the same as the
steady solution of the steady problem� for this horizontal external
flow problem if the inlet speed U� was above a certain threshold

Fig. 7 For flow of R113 vapor with U�=2 m/s, �T=5°C, p�

=1 atm, xe=50, and gy=0, this figure compares nondimen-
sional values of film thickness � obtained from simulations for
the same steady conditions under two different choices of
grids „niÃnj… and domain heights Ye. Grid 1 corresponds to the
grid size of 30Ã50 with Ye1=0.004 m and Grid 2 corresponds
to the grid size of 35Ã70 with Ye2=0.008 m. Nondimensional
values of � and x for Grid 2 are converted and compared in
terms of Grid 1 „by multiplying them by Ye2 /Ye1….
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value �about 0.2 m/s for the example case discussed here�. These
solutions were tested for their response to the initial disturbances
on the interface. Different vapor speeds ranging from 0.2 m/s to
25 m/s were tested for interfacial disturbances of different nondi-
mensional wavelengths ranging from 5 to 30. Over the down-
stream distances investigated here, these external flows of vapor
were found to be quite stable to the forward moving disturbances

on the interface—whether or not transverse gravitational field was
present. A representative example of this stable response to inter-
facial disturbances is shown in Fig. 12 where—even in the ab-
sence of the transverse component of gravity—the large initial
disturbances die out for the inlet vapor speed of U�=3 m /s and
�T=5°C. Computations show very stable response to these dis-
turbances and all of these disturbances die out as the waves move
downstream. The response to imposed disturbances in the initial
�t=0� values of velocities �not shown here� was found to be simi-
lar to the ones in Fig. 12. However, the unsteady solutions, as
expected, showed longer persistence �i.e., smaller decay rates� in
the weakly attracting �i.e., smaller attraction rates� downstream
portions of the flow. Recall that this paper has chosen the measure
of attraction rates over decay rates because �a� they are computa-
tionally easier to obtain, �b� they are physically meaningful even
in the nonlinear context �i.e., without the requirement of modeling
time behavior by an exponential function of time�, and �c� they
also relate to physical attainability of steady flows. The response
of the solution to disturbances when transverse downward com-
ponent of gravity is present was also found to be equally stable
because of the thinness of the film over the distances our compu-
tations could be implemented.

The above described response is different from the response
�16� for the gravity-driven external flow problem of Nusselt �7�,
where the gradually speeding condensate allows disturbances on
the interface to grow only after a certain critical distance x and
only for wavelengths ���cr, where �cr is a certain critical
wavelength. For gravity-driven flows, it was this inertial in-
stability associated with speeding condensate that marked the
transition from smooth laminar to wavy laminar flows. This
typically happened when the condensate Reynolds number Re


��4�0
��1u1�x ,y� ·dy /�1�—which represents the size of inertia to

viscous forces associated with fluctuations �a quantity which in-
creases with x�—was computationally found to be higher than
some critical value in the range of 20�Re
�40. In contrast, the
above described stable response for the Koh problem involved a
much more weakly increasing Re
 values with Re
�10.

Therefore the reasons for this external flow showing very
strong and stable response to initial disturbances are as follows.

Fig. 8 For flow of R113 vapor with U�=1.7 m/s, �T=5°C, and gy=0, this
figure shows nondimensional film thickness values at different nondimen-
sional times given by the unsteady solution of the problem. An initial-guess
given at time t=0 „about 16% below the final long-term solution… is seen to
get attracted to the long-term steady solution at different rates. The mark-
ings, at different times, demarcate the zones that have “nearly” converged
to the steady solution from the zones that have not.

Fig. 9 For flow of R113 with U�=1.7 m/s, �T=5°C, and gy
=0, this figure shows different rates of attraction versus
time—as indicated by different representative deceleration
rates—for different x values along the length of the plate. The
value of the initial attraction rate �� /�t „x ,0…Æ�� /�t �init, as
well as the strength of the attractors „as marked by the repre-
sentative magnitude of deceleration rates associated with the
slopes of the lines AB, A�B�, etc.…, decreases with increasing x.
The initial-guess of �„x ,0… for the unsteady solution was 16%
below the long-term steady solution.
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• The condensate flow is slow because it is not driven by
gravity, and hence, the mechanism for the wave evolution
on the interface is very different as compared with the
gravity-driven flows in which the liquid condensate acceler-
ates.

• The well defined far-field pressure prescription of p� �along
AB and BD� in Fig. 1� and the process of condensation
�mass transfer at the interface� make the flow more stable as
compared with the known Kelvin–Helmholtz instability �see
Refs. �24,25�� for adiabatic �air water type� flows, which do
not involve gas-phase suction or mass transfer into the liq-
uid phase. As shown in Fig. 12, this well-known dynamic
instability for adiabatic flows is truly suppressed. This sup-
pression of Kelvin–Helmholtz instability for the interface is
over and above the earlier described issue of delayed tran-
sition to turbulence in the vapor boundary layer due to vapor
suction effects.

Despite the fact that, in the presence of nonzero interfacial
mass-flux, these flows show no instabilities over the distances
considered, one still expects that at larger downstream distances,
the flow will undergo transition to waviness whether or not trans-
verse gravity is present.

6.3 Sensitivity of “Attractors”/Steady Solutions to Persis-
tent Condensing-Surface Noise. Irrespective of their stability to
initial disturbances superposed on the interface, the stable solu-
tions obtained for this external condensing flow over a horizontal
plate are found to be sensitive to small and persistent condensing-
surface noise of standing wave types—whose single representa-
tive Fourier component is modeled, as shown in Fig. 13. While
response of condensing flows to these types of noise has been
considered for internal condensing flows in Refs. �18,19� and also
for an external condensing flow �16�, this paper reports, for the

first time, a quantitative analysis of the resulting wave forms
along with a quantitative measurement of the resulting noise-
sensitivity. The ever-present miniscule condensing-surface noise
is assumed to have a standing wave pattern in transverse displace-
ment of the plate �of the type indicated in Fig. 13� with a repre-
sentative Fourier component of the form

Dw�x,t � = Dmax sin
2�x

�p
· cos 2�fpt �18�

where �p��� ·Ye� is a physical wavelength �� 0.02 m�, fp

��f ·U� /Ye� is a physical frequency �0–15 Hz�, and Dmax is a
physical amplitude �0–5 �m� with which the condensing-surface
is likely to vibrate under typical ever-present noise conditions that
are neither seen nor heard. The flow sees this noise through the
following boundary-condition for the vertical component of liquid
velocity at the bottom wall location �y=0�:

v1�x,0,t � = vmax sin�2�x/�p� · sin�2�fpt � �19�

Since, v1�x ,0 , t �=�Dw�x , t � /�t , it follows that the amplitude
vmax���w ·U�� in Eq. �19� above is related to Dmax in Eq. �18� by

vmax = − 2�Dmaxfp �20�

It has been established—by postprocessing the details of the
resulting wave forms—that the response of the interface is of the
form

��x,t � − ��x�steady = �a�x�sin��2�x/�p� + �0�t ��

· cos��2�fpt � + �0�x��	 �21�

where a�x� is the x-dependent amplitude of the resulting standing
wave pattern on the interface. Thus, waves on the interface, in
response to the bottom wall noise, do have the same spatial wave-
length �p and temporal frequency fp as that of the displacement

Fig. 10 For flow of R113 with �T=5°C, gy=0, and x=30, the figure shows
different rates of attraction versus time—as indicated by different represen-
tative magnitudes of deceleration rates associated with the slopes of the
lines AB, A�B�, etc.—at different vapor speeds. The initial-guess of �„x ,0…
for the unsteady solution was 16% below the long-term steady solution. The
figure demonstrates higher rates of attraction for higher speeds.
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noise component Dw�x , t � experienced by the condensing-surface.
However, the phases of the interfacial waves slightly differ from
that of the condensing-surface’s transverse displacement wave.
The spatial phase difference is time dependent and is denoted by
�0�t � and the temporal phase difference is location dependent and
is denoted by �0�x�. Figure 14 shows the unsteady interface at

different times in response to the representative condensing-
surface noise. For the cases considered in this paper, over a wide
range of different affecting parameters, it is found that the ampli-
tude a�x� of these interfacial waves increases with x and can be
determined. However, spatial phase difference function �0�t � is a
sufficiently weak function of time and the temporal phase differ-
ence �0�x� is a sufficiently weak function of space that they can-
not be determined, with sufficient precision, with the help of the
simulation tool employed here. The spatially growing noise-
induced waves are expected to be related to Re
 values—which
represent both the cross-sectional liquid mass-flux and the effects
of local interfacial mass-flux ṁ. The noise-sensitive values of the
amplitudes a�x���a�x� /Ye� of these interfacial waves were com-
putationally obtained for different flow cases for a range of dif-
ferent nondimensional parameters, viz., wavelength ����p /Ye�,
bottom wall velocity amplitude �w��vmax /U��, and frequency
f�f �1 /Tw� fp ·Ye /U��. The amplitude a�x� values were mea-
sured by looking at several peak values of computationally ob-
tained 
�x , t�−
�x�steady signals in the space-time domain. After
obtaining the values of a�x� at different x locations, for different
flow cases involving different Dmax values, linear curves—as in
Fig. 15—were found to be adequate fits to the data of a�x� over
the range of distances considered. This linear relation can be ex-
pressed as

a�x�/Dmax = c1x + c2 �22�

where c1 and c2 are, respectively, found to be 120.9 �m−1� and
3.00 for R113 flow parameters indicated in the inset of Fig. 15.

6.4 Nonattainability of Steady Film Flows at Lower Vapor
Speeds. The computational results presented earlier in this paper
were mainly for R113 vapor flows at speeds 10 m /s�U�

Fig. 11 This figure shows computationally obtained curves depicting the rate of change
in film thickness at x=23 when the unsteady solutions approach the same long-term
steady attractor from three different initial-guesses for flow of R113 vapor at U�

=2 m/s, gy=0, and �T=5°C. The three initial-guesses 1, 2, and 3 are, respectively, 2%,
5%, and 7% away from the unique long-term steady attractor. The subsequent time du-
ration „marked �Rep… over which a nearly constant deceleration rate „�2� /�t2

… exists is
marked by nearly equal constant decelerating slopes of lines AB, A�B�, and A�B� on
curves X, Y, and Z. This shows that for a given vapor speed, the above characterized
attraction rates over �Rep are associated with the long-term steady solutions rather than
the values of the initial-guesses.

Fig. 12 For flow of R113 vapor with U�=3 m/s, xe=50, �T
=5°C, and gy=0, this figure shows the stable response of the
long-term steady solution to the rather large initial disturbance
given at time t=0. The nondimensional disturbance is given as
�„x ,0…=�steady„x… †1+εo��„x ,0…‡, where ��„x ,0…Æsin„2�x /�o…,
εo=0.35, and �o=5. The disturbance dies out, almost com-
pletely, by the time t=1500.
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�0.2 m /s. As one approaches the lower vapor speeds �U�

�0.2 m /s� in Fig. 16, unsteady solutions show nonexistence of a
steady long-term �t→�� limit that exists for U��0.2 m /s. One
is tempted to say that the steady solution for U��0.2 m /s loses
stability as speed U� is lowered further but the situation is differ-

ent because one does not find, at least computationally, a steady
solution for U��0.2 m /s. Since one does not have a steady so-
lution in this range, one cannot say that the steady solution for
U��0.2 m /s has lost its stability. This nonexistence of a steady
limit is a gradual phenomenon, which is depicted in Fig. 16. The

Fig. 13 This figure depicts the definition of the type of miniscule ever-
present noise given to the condensing-surface to investigate the sensitivity
of condensing flows to persistent disturbances. The inset shows the dis-
placement profile of the condensing-surface at two out-of-phase instants
associated with a mode of the standing wave.

Fig. 14 For R113 vapor with U�=3 m/s, xe=48, �T=5°C, and gy=0, this figure shows
unsteady response of the flow to the typical condensing-surface noise with �„Æ�p /Ye…

=10, Tw„ÆU� / „fp ·Ye……=240, and εw„Ævmax/U�…=3Ã10−6. The noise given to the
condensing-surface is represented as v1„x ,0 , t…=vmax sin„2�x /�p… ·sin„2�fpt…, where
v1„x ,0 , t… is condensing-surface velocity. The figure shows nondimensional film thick-
ness �„x , t… plotted versus x at two different nondimensional times t=140 and t=260. The
steady film thickness values �„x…steady are shown as an initial solution at time t=0.
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signs of nonexistence of a steady limit is especially apparent in
the aft portion of the flow for vapor speed U�=0.08 m /s. This is
different than noise-sensitive steady limits discussed earlier for
higher speeds �also see U�=0.2 m /s in Fig. 16, which exhibits
existence of a steady limit�. This fact is more apparent through

Fig. 17, which plots long-term physical values of rate of change in
film thickness ��� /�t � at a fixed x location �x=30�. It can be seen
that as vapor speed reduces below some critical value �below 0.2
m/s�, the rate of change in film thickness starts increasing indicat-
ing above its effectively zero value �which is defined in Fig. 17,

Fig. 15 For different ranges of non-dimensional condensing-surface noise parameters,
namely: time period Tw=Tb, wavelength �, and condensing-surface velocity vibration
amplitude εb=εw, and different vapor speeds U�; this figure plots computationally ob-
tained nondimensional a /Dmax values „amplitude of interfacial waves divided by ampli-
tude of bottom wall displacement waves… against dimensional values of x„=x ·Ye…. The
range of R113 vapor „with gy=0… flows considered here is described in the inset.

Fig. 16 The figure plots two different sets „for U�=0.2 m/s and U�=0.08 m/s… of long-term film
thickness values �„x , t… with x at large nondimensional times t=22 s and 34 s. The flows are of R113
vapor at �T=5°C and initial conditions „not shown… for each of these cases were the Koh similarity
solution †2‡. For U�<0.2 m/s, the aft portions of these curves suggest nonexistence of limt\� �„x , t….
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within computational errors, to be 1.5	10−7�. This sustained un-
steadiness at such low vapor speeds implies nonattainment of any
limiting steady solution of the film condensation type, and one
expects an eventual long time behavior that involves a more com-
plex liquid-vapor morphology.

It is known that, as vapor speed reduces, the available shear
stress for driving the thin liquid film reduces and, also, more ki-
netic energy of the vapor is deflected away from the condensate
�the upward bending streamlines in Fig. 5 cover more of the lead-
ing edge and pressure gradients near the leading edge—as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4—become sharper�. The gradualness of the loss of
the above described steady limit �i.e., existence of steady filmwise
solution� is further demonstrated by insufficient availability of
mechanical energy �i.e., near zero values of viscous dissipation
rates in Fig. 18�.

When we plot, in Fig. 18, the viscous dissipation rate � �see Eq.
�A13� in the Appendix� at which energy is dissipated in the inte-
rior of the vapor and the liquid phases inside any representative
control volume for which long-term steady solutions exist, it is
observed that, as vapor speed decreases �and approaches values
below U�=0.2–0.3 m /s�, the dissipative energy asymptotically
approaches negligible or near zero values. Figure 18 shows nor-
malized dissipative energies �� /�ref� as obtained by steady as well
as long-term steady solutions of this problem in a representative
control volume defined by 0�x�40 and 0�y�0.5. Even though
the energy dissipated in any control volume depends on its size, it
was observed that the normalized values follow exactly the same
trend irrespective of the size of the control volume. Here the nor-
malizing dissipation rate �ref is the value of � for the chosen
control volume at speed U�=3 m /s. In Fig. 18, the value of
�ref=3.48	10−2 W for U�=3 m /s and a control volume defined
by 0�x�40 and 0�y�0.5. For vapor speeds between 1 m /s
�U��3 m /s, the thick line in Fig. 18 shows � /�ref values as
obtained from the steady solutions while the dotted line in Fig. 18
shows � /�ref values obtained from long-term steady limits of un-
steady solutions for 0.2 m /s�U��3 m /s. There were some al-
gorithmic issues in the steady solver for 0.2 m /s�U��1 m /s
whose improvements were not considered necessary and therefore
were not included for results in Fig. 18. It should be noted that the
integral theorem on expended mechanical power �see Chap. 15,
Ref. �26�� or the integral form of mechanical energy equation �see
Eq. �5.4.13� of Ref. �27�� says that a steady solution exists if and
only if � /�ref�0, and this condition is hard to satisfy in Fig. 18
for 0 m /s�U��0.2 m /s because the energy for U�=0, where
the theorem is violated, is effectively equivalent to the energy at
U�=0.2 m /s. This fact that energy available to dissipate at U�

�0.2 m /s �say, U�=0.08 m /s� is effectively the zero value as-
sociated with U�=0 should lead to a response that is also some-
what similar to what is expected at U�=0 and fixed �T. Clearly,
for U�=0 and fixed �T, one expects a rising unsteady film type
solution, which is similar to what is being found in Fig. 17. How-
ever, the flow for 0�U��0.2 m /s also has an option to come to
a new quasisteady flow under a more complex liquid/vapor
morphology.

Because of the mutually supportive nature of the above de-
scribed independent facts, one can reliably state that filmwise
steady condensation solution for this problem is not possible for
effectively zero inlet speeds that correspond to a certain finite
range of values of the type 0�U��U�

�. This result states that
Koh solution �2� for 0�U��U�

� is not valid.

6.5 Additional Sensitivity of These Shear-Driven Flows.
The above described steady solution, under uniform far-field pres-
sure �p=p�� assumption, shows stability for U��U�

� with pos-
sible attainability issues �for nonzero transverse gravity� and in-
creasing waviness issues only after a sufficiently large
downstream distance x. Note that shear-driven film condensation
flows are extremely sensitive because, unlike gravity-driven
flows, the liquid condensate motion is driven by vapor motion and
it takes minuscule pressure differences to change vapor motion.
Therefore any difficulty in experimentally achieving far-field uni-
form pressure �p=p�� condition—particularly near the down-
stream zones of far-field locations—will additionally limit the at-
tainability of steady filmwise condensation for this problem.
Furthermore, besides the fact that similar sensitivity is found for
shear-driven internal condensing flows �as described in the Intro-
duction�, the role of various boundary-conditions was also dis-
cussed, for finite horizontal plates, by Prasad and Jaluria �28�. It
should be further noted that these “structural” sensitivities and
instabilities associated with shear-driven annular or film conden-
sation flows are not present for the gravity-driven condensing
flows �7,16�.

Fig. 17 The figure plots long-term steadiness measure ��� /�t �
„estimated at x=40… with freestream speed U�. The flows are of
R113 vapor at �T=5°C. The values of ��� /�t � for U�

>0.2 m/s is considered effectively zero within computational
error. This suggests existence of a long time steady solution.
However, the rising positive values of ��� /�t � for U�<0.2 m/s
suggest nonexistence of a long time steady solution.

Fig. 18 For flow of R113 vapor with �T=5°C, Xe=0.2 m, and
gy=0, this figure plots normalized viscous dissipation rates
	 /	ref „see Eq. „A13… in the Appendix for the definition of 	…
obtained from steady and unsteady „long-term… steady solu-
tions in a representative control volume given by 0<x<40 and
0<y<0.5. As the vapor speed U� reduces below 0.2 m/s, dissi-
pation rates can be seen becoming effectively equal to the zero
value associated with U�=0.
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7 Conclusions
For the ranges of the flow parameters investigated, the Koh

solution �2� for film thickness is found to be reasonably accurate
for horizontal condensing flows over a flat plate under conditions
of sufficiently fast vapor speeds and nearly uniform far-field pres-
sure p�. Over this range, it is found that there is some departure
from the Koh solution �2� in the frontal portion of the plate with
regard to the values of interfacial velocities and pressure varia-
tions in the liquid and vapor domains. The gradients in pressure
become sharper as vapor speed reduces and such dynamics cannot
be captured using the analytical solution of Koh �2�.

The results show that the presence or absence of transverse
component of gravity does not change the steady solution by
much if only a certain length from the leading edge �lengths in-
vestigated here� is considered. Over this length only changes in
the hydrostatic pressure variations, resulting from presence or ab-
sence of gravitational component of pressure, are observed in the
liquid film.

For the ranges of the flow parameters investigated here for
R113, unsteady solutions predicted that there exists a long-term
�t→�� steady solution �attractor� for this external condensing
flow problem. A measure termed attraction rate is introduced for
the reported “nonlinear” stability analysis. This value decreases
with increasing distance and increases with increasing vapor
speeds. The qualitative and quantitative variations in the strength
of the attractor are presented for the cases of U��0.2 m /s. Un-
steady results, along with several supporting results, find that at
low vapor speeds �0�U��U�

��0.2 m /s� a filmwise steady so-
lution does not exist.

It is established here that the steady solutions for sufficiently
fast external flows and up to certain downstream distances are
sensitive to persistent noise leading to increasing wave amplitudes
with distance. However, the smooth underlying steady solutions
for these cases are stable to the momentary initial disturbances �of
various wavelengths and amplitudes� on the interface.

The computational results and physics indicate that the stable
attracting solutions for this condensing flow over a horizontal
plate are not only expected to become very sensitive, at large
downstream distances, to persistent but minuscule condensing-
surface noise but, also, perhaps to presence of transverse gravity
and any experimental difficulties in maintaining uniform pressure
conditions in the far-field downstream regions.
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Nomenclature
Cp � specific heat, J/�kg K�

Dmax � displacement amplitude of waves on the
condensing-surface, m

f � nondimensional frequency fp of bottom wall
vibrations given by 1 /Tb� fp ·Ye /U�

fp � physical value of frequency of bottom wall
vibrations, Hz

Fr � Froude number U�
2 /gYe

Ja � Jakob number given by Cp1�T /hfg
hfg � latent heat, J/kg

k � thermal conductivity, W/�m K�
ṁ � nondimensional value of interfacial mass-flux,

ṁ� ṁ / ��1 ·U��
ṁ � physical value of interfacial mass-flux,

kg / �m2 s�
ni � representative number of grid points in the x

direction for simulations
nj � representative number of grid points in the y

direction for simulations
p � pressure, N /m2

p� � pressure far field, N /m2

PrI � Prandtl number �ICpI /kI
Re
 � film Reynolds number, 4�1u1avg�x���x� /�1
Tw � nondimensional time period of condensing-

surface vibrations
T � temperature, K
t � physical value of time, s

U�
� � lower threshold of vapor speed U� given by

simulations for filmwise condensation, m/s
U� � far upstream vapor speed, m/s

�u ,v� � values of x- and y-components of velocity, m/s
�u ,v� � nondimensional values of u and v, �u ,v�

��u /U�,v /U��
vmax � physical value of the amplitude of a standing

velocity wave associated with condensing-
surface noise, m/s

We � Weber number, �1U�
2Ye /

xe � nondimensional value of domain length, Xe /Ye
x� � distance from the leading edge beyond which

pressure gradient in liquid or vapor domain is
nearly equal to zero, m

x� � nondimensional value of x� ,x� /Ye
Xe � physical value of domain length �distance from

leading edge BC in Fig. 1�, m
xe � nondimensional value of domain length, Xe /Ye
x � physical value of distance along x direction, m

�x ,y , t� � nondimensional values of
�x ,y , t ���x /Ye ,y /Ye , �t ·U� /Ye�� in the com-
putational and problem formulation context

Ye � characteristics length �OA in Fig. 1�, m
y � physical value of distance along y direction, m

�T � temperature difference between the vapor and
the condensing-surface, °C

� � rate of energy dissipation inside a flow do-
main, W

Greek Symbols
�I � nondimensional pressure, pI / ��I ·U�

2�
� � nondimensional temperature, T /�T
� � density, kg /m3

� � viscosity, Pa s
� � physical value of condensate film thickness, m

 � nondimensional value of condensate thickness,

� /Ye
� � kinematic viscosity � /�, m2 /s
 � surface tension, N/m
� � nondimensional wavelength for the bottom

wall vibrations ��=�p /Ye�
�p � physical/dimensional value of wavelength for

the bottom wall vibrations, m
�o � nondimensional wavelength for the initial dis-

turbance 
��x ,0� on the interface

� � nondimensional value of disturbance on the

interface

Subscripts
I � it takes a value of 1 for liquid phase and 2 for

vapor phase
s � saturation condition

w � condensing-surface

Superscripts
i � value of a variable at an interface location

Appendix
The differential forms of mass, momentum �x- and

y-components�, and energy equations in terms of nondimensional
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variables for flows in the interior of either of the phases �I=1 or 2�
for this external flow are given as

�uI

�x
+

�vI

�y
= 0 �A1�

�uI

�t
+ uI

�uI

�x
+ vI

�uI

�y
= − � ��I

�x
 +

1

ReI
� �2uI

�x2 +
�2uI

�y2  �A2�

�vI

�t
+ uI

�vI

�x
+ vI

�vI

�y
= − � ��I

�y
 + Fry

−1 +
1

ReI
� �2vI

�x2 +
�2vI

�y2 
�A3�

��I

�t
+ uI

��I

�x
+ vI

��I

�y
�

1

ReI PrI
� �2�I

�x2 +
�2�I

�y2  �A4�

where Re1��1U�Ye /�1, Pr1��1Cp1 /k1, and Fry
−1�gyYe /U�

2.
The term �t� on the right side of Eq. �4� is given by

�t� = 
��2

�1

�v2

�x
� i

− � �v1

�x
� i� +

2
x

�1 − 
x
2�
� �u1

�x
� i

− � �v1

�y
� i�

−
2
x

�1 − 
x
2�

�2

�1

� ��2

�x
� i

− � �v2

�y
� i� +

Ma���2/�x�i�
�1 + 
x

2
�A5�

where Ma��2U�c1d1 /�1 is a Marangoni number, c1�dTs /dp,
and d1�−d /dT.

Under the assumptions of uniform pressure throughout the flow,
steadiness �� /�t=0�, horizontalness �gx=0�, and boundary-layer
approximations �� /�x�� /�y and vI�uI� associated with thin
condensate flow; the Koh formulation �2� effectively replaces Eqs.
�A2�–�A4� with

uI

�uI

�x
+ vI

�uI

�y
�

1

ReI

�2uI

�y2

−
��1

�y
+ Fry

−1 � 0 �A6�

uI

��I

�x
+ vI

��I

�y
�

1

ReI PrI
� �2�I

�y2 
In addition to the above, the Koh formulation �2� also assumes
negligible interfacial slope approximation �
��x�2�1� and, as a
result, interface conditions given by Eqs. �2�–�6� in Sec. 2 are
simplified and, respectively, replaced with

u2
i = u1

i �A7�

�1
i =

�2

�1
�2

i �A8�

� �u1

�y
� i

=
�2

�1
� �u2

�y
� i

�A9�

ṁLK � �u1
i �d
/dx� − v1

i �
�A10�

ṁVK � ��2/�1��u2
i �d
/dx� − v2

i �

ṁenergy � Ja/�Re1 Pr1����1/�y�i − �k2/k1� � �2/�y�i	 �A11�

The remaining interface conditions given by Eqs. �7� and �8� in
Sec. 2 continue to hold as they need no further approximations.
Furthermore, for the Koh formulation �2�, no top or exit condition
regarding pressure is necessary. Instead, the inlet and the far-field
conditions, respectively, become

u2�0,y� = U� and lim
y→�

u2�x,y� = U� �A12�

Total integral viscous dissipation rate ��=�1+�2� inside any
control volume is obtained from power law theorem �26� or the
integral form of mechanical energy equation �see Ref. �27�� for
individual liquid and vapor domains and then adding them to-
gether. For any control-volume “CVf-total” of the type OABD in
Fig. 1, if one denotes the liquid-vapor interface by �, the bound-
ing surface by “CSf-total,” unit normal on the bounding surface
by n, it results in the following expression:

� =�
Csf-total

− prel�n · V�da +�
�

� ṁ

�1
−

ṁ

�2
�prelda

− 0.5�
Csf-total

��V�2�n · V�da − 0.5�
�

ṁ��V2
i �2 − �V1

i �2�da

�A13�

where prel� p−p� is the relative value of absolute pressure p
=pI �I=1 or 2� with respect to the far-field pressure p�.
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Effect of Upstream Shear on Flow
and Heat „Mass… Transfer Over a
Flat Plate—Part I: Velocity
Measurements
A parametric study investigates the effects of wall shear on a two-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer. A belt translating along the direction of the flow imparts the shear.
Velocity measurements are performed at 12 streamwise locations with four surface-to-
freestream velocity ratios (0, 0.38, 0.52, and 0.65) and a momentum-based Reynolds
number between 770 and 1776. The velocity data indicate that the location of the “virtual
origin” of the turbulent boundary layer “moves” downstream toward the trailing edge of
the belt with increasing surface velocity. The highest belt velocity ratio (0.65) results in
the removal of the “inner” region of the boundary layer. Measurements of the streamwise
turbulent kinetic energy show an inner scaling at locations upstream and downstream of
the belt, and the formation of a new self-similar structure on the moving surface itself.
Good agreement is observed for the variation in the shape factor �H� and the skin friction
coefficient �cf� with the previous studies. The distribution of the energy spectrum down-
stream of the belt indicates peak values concentrated around 1 kHz for the stationary belt
case in the near wall region �30�y��50�. However, with increasing belt velocity, this
central peak plateaus over a wide frequency range (0.9–4 kHz).
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4001608�

Keywords: turbulent flow, wall shear, Clauser technique, boundary layer, scaling laws

1 Introduction
The two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer �2DTBL� on a

stationary flat surface can be divided into an “inner” and an
“outer” region. The outer edge of the “inner-outer” overlap region
corresponds approximately to y /�99�0.2 �1�. The production of
the Reynolds stresses and turbulent kinetic energy is limited to the
inner region. Hence, the study and control of this region is perti-
nent to reducing separation and drag on aerodynamic structures.

Favre �2� demonstrated delayed separation on an airfoil blade
running an endless belt on its upper surface. However, no bound-
ary layer measurements were reported. Sakiadis �3� studied the
boundary layer on a continuous moving surface using a one-
seventh power law for the velocity profile. The experimental and
analytical studies of Tsou et al. �4� compared the velocity and
thermal boundary layer profiles over a rotating cylinder for lami-
nar and turbulent flows. Similar velocity measurements using a
hotwire with a rotating cylinder �5� showed that the outer region
of the boundary layer was unaffected by the wall shear. Delayed
separation and drag reduction were reported in a number of stud-
ies involving rotating cylinders at the leading edges of bluff bod-
ies and aerofoils �6–8�.

In a study closely related to the present work, Hamelin and
Alving �1� were the first to explore the effects of an outer only
region of the boundary layer on the turbulence characteristics.
Hotwire measurements using boundary layer and cross-wire
probes were conducted for a fixed belt-freestream ratio of uw /u�

=0.61, at which the inner region was completely removed. Only a
few locations downstream of the belt were probed. These experi-
mental results were later used to verify a number of turbulence

models �9�, which includes the algebraic, one-equation eddy vis-
cosity transport, k−�, and k−� SST models. The mean flow char-
acteristics were well predicted using these models, and it was
inferred that the turbulent outer layer on the moving belt could be
considered fully developed at a distance of 100�o downstream
from the leading edge, where �o is the boundary layer thickness at
the start of the perturbation �belt�. Brungart et al. �10� conducted
similar experiments with uw=u� and observed that the velocity
defect in the boundary layer decreased with downstream position
�over the belt� and appeared to asymptotically approach a shear-
free turbulent layer profile.

In most previous studies, velocity measurements have been
concentrated at locations upstream and on the moving surface
itself, and not on the downstream stationary region. This paper
presents a comprehensive investigation on the aerodynamic ef-
fects of a belt moving in the direction of the flow for four surface-
to-freestream velocity ratios. This article is primarily a fundamen-
tal study. However, the transition from a moving to a fixed surface
can be thought of as a suddenly stopped continuous moving sur-
face, which finds many applications in the processing industry. In
addition, it depicts the use of a moving wall as an active boundary
layer control mechanism. The companion paper �Part II� studies
the heat �mass� transfer downstream of the moving surface using
the heat/mass transfer analogy.

2 Experimental Apparatus and Measurement Tech-
nique

The moving wall apparatus �Fig. 1�a��, previously used by
Srinivasan and Goldstein �11�, is placed in a suction type wind
tunnel, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. It consists of a rubber belt, translat-
ing over three cylindrical rollers. Barely any vibration was noticed
using a high-speed camera for the range of the belt velocities
concerned �0–10 m/s�. The motor speed is controlled by an Alti-
var, Palatine, IL, ATV drive controller, and the belt speed is mea-
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sured using a handheld digital tachometer �Electromatic Equip-
ment, Cedarhurst, NY, DT-105A�. As shown in Fig. 1�b�, a 1.4
mm diameter trip wire initiates the turbulent boundary layer.

The boundary layer hot-wire probe �TSI 1218-T1.5� was used
to measure the mean and fluctuating components of the stream-
wise velocity �u�. The sensing portion of this probe consists of a
platinum coated tungsten wire of diameter 3.8 �m with an active
sensing length of 1.27 mm �l /d=333�. It was run in a constant
temperature �CTA� mode with the operating temperature fixed at
250°C and the reference temperature set at 25°C. Signal from the
hot wire was transmitted by a RG58A/U cable to a two-channel
IFA-100 �intelligent flow analyzer� anemometer �from TSI, Shor-
eview, MN�. Each channel of the anemometer is equipped with a
signal conditioner �TSI 157� for amplifying and filtering the raw
signal. The amplified output was read into a high-speed dual-
channel Keithley-194 voltage meter, which routed it to a Linux

workstation through a general purpose interface bus �GPIB�. An
oscilloscope �BK precision model 477� was used to monitor the
output signal from the anemometer. The hot-wire probe is previ-
ously calibrated against a pitot probe by varying the freestream
velocity in the wind tunnel in the range 3–20 m/s. The calibration
is dependent on the flow temperature, and the anemometer output
voltage was normalized to 25°C, by multiplying it with the cor-
rection factor �250−25� / �250−T��. The hot-wire probe is at-
tached to a five-axis moving mechanism �12� and is traversed
across the boundary layer to obtain the velocity profile. The un-
certainty in the velocity measurements is primarily dependent on
the location of the probe �an uncertainty of 0.1 mm in locating the
wall�.

3 Results and Discussion
Velocity measurements were carried out using the boundary

layer probe at 12 streamwise locations, distributed upstream, on,
and downstream of the moving belt �Table 1�. Here, the stream-
wise distances are measured with respect to the location of the
leading edge of the sublimation plate �x=0� used for the mass
transfer measurements. US denotes upstream, B denotes on, and
DS denotes a location downstream of the belt. With a constant
freestream velocity u�=15.4 m /s measured at position 7, the belt
was run at uw=0 m /s, 6, 8 m/s, and 10 m/s, leading to the veloc-
ity ratios r�uw /u��=0, 0.38, 0.52 and 0.65, respectively. Based on
the review by Fernholz and Finley �13�, a lower limit of Re�2

for
having a logarithmic profile in the turbulent boundary layer is of
the order of 350. In the current study, the value of Re�2

at location
1 �US� is 770 for r=0. Freestream turbulence levels are in the
range 0.3–0.4%. Multiple runs are conducted to verify the repeat-
ability of the results.

4 Velocity Profiles

4.1 Case 1—Stationary Belt. For the stationary belt, the
variation in u� with x and the velocity profiles at locations 1–12
are shown in Fig. 2�a�. The freestream velocity increases from
14.65 m/s �position 1� to 15.6 m/s �position 12� over a streamwise
distance of 558 mm, and Re�2

changes from 770 to 1776. The
boundary layer thickness ��o� at position 1 is 8.2 mm. The Clauser
technique was used to fit the data to the law of the wall as formu-
lated by Gersten and Herwig �14� �Eq. �1�� in the range of 5
�y+�200.

u+ =
1

�
�1

3
ln

�y+ + 1
���y+�2 − �y+ + 1

+
1
�3
�arctan

2�y+ − 1
�3

+
	

6 	

+

1

4

ln�1 + 
B1y

+4� �1�

with 
=0.41, A=6.1�10−4, B1=1.43�10−3, and �= �A+B1�1/3

=0.127. It should be noted that Eq. �1� reduces to the more famil-
iar logarithmic law of the wall

u+ =
1



ln y+ + B2 �2�

with 
=0.41 and B2=5.0, for y+→�. Figure 2�b� shows the data
fit along with the Van Driest formulation of the buffer region for

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental apparatus

Table 1 Streamwise locations for velocity measurements

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

x �mm� �376.7 �351.3 �275.1 �198.9 �46.5 �33.8 �8.4 93.2 144.0 156.7 169.4 182.1
Position US B B B B DS DS DS DS DS DS DS
Symbol � � � � � � �
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the stationary belt. For much of the boundary layer, a 1 /n power
law profile could be assumed, which gives

u

u�

= � y

�
	�1/n�

�3�

Subsequently, the displacements and momentum thicknesses are
�1 /�=1 / �n+1� and �2 /�=n / ��n+1��n+2��, and

u/u�  �y/�1��1/n� �4a�

 �y/�2��1/n� �4b�

The value of “n” is determined from the slope of the linear portion
of the variation in the nondimensional velocity �u /u�� versus the
nondimensional distance from the wall �y /�1 or y /�2� in a log-
log scale, as shown in Fig. 3�a�.

In this study, the same methodology as applied by Hamelin and
Alving �1� is used to determine the wall velocity, which would
completely remove the inner turbulence-producing region of the
boundary layer. At location 1 �x=−376.7 mm, Fig. 2�b��, the
slope of the velocity profile at y /�99=0.2 is determined from the
power law profile �n=5.5�. Its projection on the x-axis gives a
wall velocity of uw,c=8.85 m /s as this “limiting” velocity to re-
move the inner region.

4.2 Cases 2, 3, and 4—Belt Velocity (uw=6 m Õs, 8 m/s,
and 10 m/s). A parametric study was conducted for three belt
velocities, with two lower and one higher than uw,c to study the
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transition of the velocity boundary layer, on, and more impor-
tantly, downstream of the moving belt to confirm that self-
similarity had been restored.

With an increase in the belt speed, the velocity difference �u
−uw� in the boundary layer is reduced. Velocity profiles for uw

=6 m /s are shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. In Fig. 4�a�, the value
of the friction velocity on the belt is determined as if a stationary
boundary is present �u+= �u /u�,p��. A least-square fit of the data
with Eq. �1� in the logarithmic region 100�y+�200 �y+

= �yu�,p /���, gives the “pseudo inner-scaled” friction velocity
�u�,p�. However, the true scaling of the inner region should be in
the reference frame of the moving surface. This is shown in Fig.
4�b�. Here, for velocity measurements on the moving wall
�symbols—� and �, Table 1�, the least-square technique is used
to obtain the “true inner-scaled” friction velocity �u�,t� by fitting
the nondimensional velocity u++= �u−uw /u�,t� in the buffer region
�5�y+�20, y+=yu�,t /�, Eq. �1��. It should be noted that the ve-
locity profiles upstream �position 1� and downstream of the belt
�positions 6–12� are the same in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. The corre-
sponding velocity plots for the highest belt-freestream ratio �Figs.
5�a� and 5�b�� show increased velocity defect compared with the 6
m/s case.

The flow downstream of the belt is strongly affected by the
moving belt. Velocity profiles until position 7, 30.3 mm down-

stream of the belt, carry the signature of the upstream wall shear.
The velocity profile is restored to the logarithmic law of the wall
only to y+�100 �y+ based on u�,t� at this streamwise location. The
deviation of the velocity profile from the logarithmic law beyond
y+�100 is most pronounced at the highest belt velocity, as evi-
dent in Fig. 5�b� �symbols—� and ��. The law of the wall is
eventually restored at the streamwise location x=93.2 mm �posi-
tion 8�.

Based on these measurements, the value of the exponent n for
the new power law profile of the relaxed two-dimensional turbu-
lent boundary layer is determined as the mean slope of the linear
portion of the log�u /u�� versus log�y /�1� plot �Fig. 3�a�� at posi-
tions 8–12 �Table 1�. The importance of selecting these five loca-
tions for characterizing the relaxed flow is later verified from the
turbulence kinetic energy measurements. With an increase in the
belt speed, an increase in the value of n is observed, which is a
direct consequence of a reduction in the boundary layer thickness
�n=5.5 for r=0 and n=6.2 for r=0.65�.

5 Determining Virtual Origin

5.1 Case 1—Stationary Belt. The virtual origin of the
boundary layer is defined as the location where the turbulent
boundary layer would have started in the absence of preceding
laminar and transition regions. The analytical integration of the
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Fig. 4 Universal velocity profiles based on pseudo and true
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boundary layer momentum equation using a power law velocity
profile shows that the displacement ��1� and momentum thick-
nesses ��2� increase along the streamwise direction proportional to
X�n+1�/�n+3�. Here, X is the streamwise distance measured from the
start of the boundary layer. Therefore, X=x−xo, where xo is the
distance of the virtual origin from x=0. Therefore, a plot of
�i

�n+3�/�n+1� versus X demonstrates a linear variation, which can be
extrapolated to obtain the location of the virtual origin �X=0�. As
shown in Fig. 3�b�, the virtual origin for the stationary belt is
located at a distance 736 mm upstream of the naphthalene plate.

5.2 Cases 2, 3, and 4 (uw=6 m Õs, 8 m/s, and 10 m/s). With
an increase in the belt velocity, the virtual origin would be ex-
pected to “move” toward the trailing edge of the belt. For the
special case, when the wall velocity is equal to the freestream
�uwall=u��, a uniform velocity profile is expected far downstream
on the moving belt. As shown in Fig. 3�d�, for uw=10 m /s, the
virtual origin has moved considerably downstream. It should be
noted that in this case, the virtual origin is determined by extrapo-
lating �i

�n+3�/�n+1� at positions 8–12 �from the analysis in Sec. 5.1�.
The ‘movement’ of the virtual origin downstream toward the trail-
ing edge of the belt with increasing belt velocity is tabulated in
Table 2.

6 Shape Factor and Skin Friction Coefficient
The variation in the shape factor H=�1 /�2 and the skin friction

coefficient cf �=u�
2 / �2u�

2 �� are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 along with a
comparison with the previous data from the review paper of Fern-
holz and Finley �13�. It should be noted that data from this paper
are for a zero pressure gradient boundary layer. On the moving
belt, considerably reduced values of H are observed due to the
reduction in �1 on the belt itself. For uw=u�, the shape factor far
downstream on the moving belt would be approximately zero. The
skin friction coefficient �cf� on the moving belt is reduced by as
much as 88% for the highest velocity ratio �r=0.65�.

7 Scaling Parameters

7.1 Case 1—Stationary Belt. As has been noted in many
studies, the easiest turbulent parameter that can be measured in
two-dimensional turbulent flows is the streamwise turbulent inten-
sity ��u�2 /u��, the square of which is the nondimensional stream-
wise turbulent kinetic energy �STKE�. For the stationary belt, the
variation in this parameter across the boundary layer is shown in
Fig. 8�a�. Except for the variation in the STKE near the leading
and trailing edges of the belt, an inner scaling is observed for the
entire range of the Reynolds number �Re�2

�. Here, the main idea
of the scaling technique is that a similarity formulation can be
obtained for the variation in the STKE versus y+ for all Re�2
�15,16�. The similarity formulation describes Reynolds number
effects on the variation in the STKE. This scaling has been shown
to depend on the parameter Re� �Re�=�u� /��, which is the Kar-
man number �Eq. 2 in Ref. �15��. Therefore, the similarity formu-
lation is in a way dependent on uw.

Peak values of the STKE, which is a qualitative measure of the
largest eddies in the boundary layer, are observed near y+=15.
The fact that the peak remains unchanged for all Re�2

suggests
that the scale of the largest eddies is independent of Re�2

. In the
current study, a similarity in the wall units is observed until y+

�80. This is much lower in comparison with a value of y+

�200, until which a similarity is observed in case of the mean
velocity profiles �Fig. 2�b��. It has previously been suggested that
this higher decrease in the STKE is a result of the suppression of
all but the largest scales in the turbulent boundary layer with
decreasing Reynolds number �17�.

7.2 Case 2 „uw=6 m Õs…. Figure 8�b� shows the variation in
the STKE for uw=6 m /s. It should be noted that the true value of
the friction velocity �from u++= �u−uw /u�,t�� is used to define the
wall units �y+= �yu�,t /���. Except for positions 2–7 �Table 1�, an
inner scaling and associated peaks �near y+=15� is observed in the
variation in the STKE, similar to the stationary belt case. On the
moving belt �positions 2–5�, reduced values of the energy levels
are observed. This suggests smaller scales of the corresponding
eddies. It is also evident that as the turbulent boundary layer de-
velops on the moving surface, a “newer” scaling in the inner
region gradually begins to develop �positions 3–5�. Immediately
downstream of the moving belt �position 6, “�,” the STKE profile
falls in between the profiles on the moving belt and those far
downstream. The energy levels in the “buffer” �y+�50� and
“wake” �y+�400� regions are restored immediately. However, in
the region 60�y+�300, which is essentially the logarithmic por-

Table 2 Movement of the virtual origin

Ratio �uw /u��
xo

�mm�

0 �736
0.38 �458
0.52 �448
0.65 �313
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tion of the turbulent boundary layer, greatly reduced values of the
STKE are observed for some distance downstream of the belt.
This signifies smaller scales associated with the logarithmic re-
gion, even as the stationary wall and the freestream boundary
conditions restore the turbulent characteristics of the flow almost
immediately.

As the flow relaxes downstream, this energy defect is reduced,
and the kinetic energy profile approaches that of an undisturbed
boundary layer. It is evident that the profile similarity is observed
for positions 8–12. This verifies the usage of the velocity profiles
at these streamwise positions to determine the value of n to get the
effective origin of the turbulent boundary layer with the moving
belt.

7.3 Case 3 „uw=8 m Õs…. At a higher belt velocity, the turbu-
lence levels on the belt are even further reduced as compared with
the 6 m/s case. As shown in Fig. 8�c�, the formation of the newer
inner scaling for the boundary layer on the moving surface is
more pronounced. As before, at the location immediately down-
stream of the trailing edge �position 6, ��, the TKE levels in the
buffer and wake regions are restored. However, the energy deficit
is spread over a much wider part of the logarithmic region in this
case �40�y+�300� compared with uw=6 m /s.

7.4 Case 4 „uw=10 m Õs…. At uw=10 m /s, the belt motion
eventually “removes” the inner �turbulence-producing� region of
the boundary layer. Figure 8�d� indicates that the energy levels
above the moving surface are substantially lower than all the pre-
vious cases. The profiles of the kinetic energy on the moving
surface itself �positions 3–5� appear as scaled-down prototypes of
the profiles for an unperturbed boundary layer. The peaks disap-
pear, as found earlier by Hamelin and Alving �1�. At position 6,
only the wake region of the boundary layer STKE levels are re-
stored. The energy defect in this case does not remain limited to
the logarithmic region, but penetrates well into the buffer region.
The gradual restoration of the STKE further downstream location
�position 7� is observed. As before, the profile similarity is re-
stored only at positions 8–12.

8 Spectral Measurements
The variation in the energy spectrum in the boundary layer for

the stationary belt is shown in Fig. 9�a�. The streamwise positions
for these variations are tabulated in Table 3. The four locations
within the boundary layer at each streamwise position are selec-
tively chosen to lie in each of the following ranges of y+: �0,100�,
�100,200�, �200,300�, and �300,400�. In these plots, the u�2 power
spectral density �PSD� �m2 /s� is premultiplied with the frequency
�Hz�. Therefore, the area within a section of the spectrum gives
the energy content within that range of frequencies. The energy
spectra are distributed around 1 kHz for the stationary belt test.
Figures 9�b�–9�d� show the distribution of the energy spectra for
uw=6 m /s, 8 m/s, and 10 m/s, respectively. With increasing belt
velocity, this central peak plateaus over a wider frequency range
�0.9–4 kHz�, and a local minimum in the energy level seems to be
more prominent �Fig. 9�d��. This is more conspicuous in the dis-
tribution at y+=118 �lying in the logarithmic region� for the 10
m/s belt speed. This corroborates the findings related to the relax-
ation of the STKE from the moving to the stationary boundary
�Fig. 8�d��, where the logarithmic region responds the slowest as
the flow transitions over the stationary surface.

9 Conclusions
A series of velocity measurements have been conducted to bet-

ter understand the relaxation of a turbulent boundary layer down-
stream of a moving belt. The key features are as follows:

1. A reduction in the peak values of the TKE on the moving
belt, which is more pronounced with increasing belt
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Fig. 8 Nondimensionalized streamwise TKE
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velocity. Development of a new inner scaling on the moving
surface is evident.

2. The almost immediate restoration of the wake region of the
boundary layer on the stationary surface. This is followed by
a restoration of the “viscous sublayer” region to its undis-
turbed values. Velocity and TKE profiles in the logarithmic
region �100�y+�500� relaxes back to the undisturbed tur-
bulent layer values last.

3. The “movement” of the “virtual origin” of the boundary
layer downstream is important while comparing results from
the mass transfer measurements studies, which are described
in the companion paper.

Nomenclature
cf � skin friction coefficient
H � shape factor, �1 /�2
n � power law exponent
r � velocity ratio, uw /u�

Rex � distance-based Reynolds number, Rex= �uin�x
−xo� /��

Re�2 � momentum-based Reynolds number, Re�2
= �uin�2 /��

Re� � Karman number, Re�= ��u� /��
T� � freestream temperature
u � velocity along the x-direction

u� � fluctuating x-velocity component
u+ � nondimensional velocity, u /u�

u++ � nondimensional velocity, �u−uw� /u�,t
uin � freestream velocity at position 7
uw � belt velocity

uw,c � limiting belt velocity
u� � friction velocity, u�=��w /�

u�,p � pseudo friction velocity on the moving belt,
u�,p=��w,p /�

u�,t � true friction velocity on moving belt, u�,t

=��w,t /�
u�2 � streamwise kinetic energy
u� � freestream velocity
x � distance measured from the leading edge of the

mass transfer plate
xo � distance of the virtual origin from the leading

edge of the mass transfer plate
y+ � wall coordinates, y+=yu� /�
y � direction normal to the belt
z � spanwise direction

Greek Symbols
�o � boundary layer thickness at the start of

perturbation

� � boundary layer thickness at u=u�

�99 � boundary layer thickness at u=0.99u�

�1 � displacement thickness
�2 � momentum thickness
� � kinematic viscosity
� � density of air

�w � wall shear stress without belt motion
�w,p � pseudo shear stress on the moving belt
�w,t � true shear stress on the moving belt

� � kinematic viscosity
Constants
A ,B1 ,B2 ,� ,
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Table 3 Location of the spectral data

x
�mm�

y+ range, case 1 y+ range, case 2

�0,100� �100,200� �200,300� �300,400� �0,100� �100,200� �200,300� �300,400�

�376.7 23 126 224 293 33 127 212 352
�198.9 19 123 255 300 71 127 198 339

�46.5 28 138 204 314 44 144 215 340
144.0 22 135 223 310 47 110 223 314

y+ range, case 3 y+ range, case 4
�376.7 36 125 223 387 35 125 224 389
�198.9 49 126 226 350 47 130 232 353

�46.5 44 140 217 342 41 131 221 345
144.0 34 116 231 322 39 118 234 327
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Effect of Upstream Shear on Flow
and Heat „Mass… Transfer Over a
Flat Plate—Part II: Mass Transfer
Measurements
Mass transfer measurements on a flat plate downstream of a belt moving in the same
direction of the freestream study the effect of the upstream shear on the heat (mass)
transfer for four belt-freestream velocity ratios. With an increase in this ratio, the “vir-
tual origin” of the turbulent boundary layer “moves” downstream toward the trailing
edge of the belt. This is verified from the variation of the Stanton number versus the
Reynolds number plots. As the “inner” region of the boundary layer is removed for a belt
speed of uw�10 m /s (freestream velocity uin�15.4 m /s), a corresponding local mini-
mum in the variation of the Stanton number is observed. Downstream of this minimum,
the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer are restored and the data fall back on
the empirical variation of Stanton with Reynolds number. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001609�

Keywords: heat/mass transfer analogy, naphthalene sublimation, turbulent flow, wall
motion, boundary layer, constant temperature, constant concentration

1 Introduction
The heat transfer characteristics of a translating heated surface

in quiescent conditions have been studied over the years. These
studies have generally been limited to experimental or analytical
studies on the surface itself and not downstream of it. Most of
these studies are associated with manufacturing processes such as
stretching, rolling, and extrusion.

Erickson et al. �1� presented analytical solutions for the thermal
boundary layer on a moving continuous sheet using the Karman–
Pohlhausen integral method. One of the earliest measurements of
the heat transfer associated with a moving surface in turbulent
flow conditions was by Tsou et al. �2�. In this study, the experi-
mental conditions closely approximated a uniform surface tem-
perature condition. The authors noted that the analytically derived
temperature profiles, which were for a uniform heat flux condi-
tion, were very close to the measured profiles. They concluded
that in turbulent flow conditions, the temperature profiles were
relatively insensitive to the thermal boundary condition. Local
skin friction coefficient and Nusselt number were independently
obtained by Abdelhafez �3� and Chappidi and Gunnerson �4� us-
ing similarity and integral methods, and good agreement between
these solutions were reported. Sparrow and Abraham �5� studied
the streamwise variation of temperature on a moving sheet in the
presence of a coflowing fluid. They reported a number of univer-
sal solutions for laminar flow conditions. Cortell �6� carried out a
numerical solution for the momentum and heat transfer on a mov-
ing sheet for both constant and power-law surface temperature.

Recently, simulations involving rotating cylinders placed on a
bluff body have shown promise in controlling drag forces as re-
lated to moving vehicles �7�. Part I of this paper �8� investigates
the aerodynamic effects of a belt translating “along” the
freestream flow. The belt can remove the “inner” region of the
boundary layer, when translating at a high velocity thereby reduc-
ing turbulence production. The study of the heat transfer down-
stream of a belt represents a fundamental problem. It demonstrates

the effects of the addition of momentum at the wall boundary. The
objective of the present study is to investigate the variation of the
Sherwood number on a flat plate placed downstream of a surface
moving in the direction of the flow. Mass transfer experiments
using the naphthalene sublimation technique have been con-
ducted. The heat transfer variation is subsequently obtained using
the heat/mass transfer analogy.

2 Heat/Mass Transfer Analogy
The heat/mass transfer analogy is applicable in incompressible

constant property flows, where temperature and concentration
�nonreacting species� are passive scalars and have no bearing on
the fluid dynamics �9,10�. The transport equations for the nondi-
mensional thermal and mass concentration in a turbulent boundary
layer are given by �11�

D�

D�
=

1

Rex Pr

�

� x̂i
��1 +

�

�

Pr

Prt
� ��

� x̂i
� heat transfer �1a�

D�

D�
=

1

Rex Sc

�

� x̂i
��1 +

�

�

Sc

Sct
� ��

� x̂i
� mass transfer �1b�

A review of the mass transfer analogy and the experimental tech-
nique is given in Goldstein and Cho �11�. A mass transfer study is
often more convenient as compared with a heat transfer experi-
ment, as errors associated with wall conduction and radiation are
not present with mass transfer. However, as pointed out by Eckert
et al. �12�, the boundary conditions should be equivalent for the
analogy to be valid. For the heat/mass transfer analogy considered
in this study, the similarity variables are as follows: heat transfer:
Rex ,Pr,Tw=const, model shape and mass transfer: Rex ,Sc,cw
=const, model shape.

3 Naphthalene Sublimation Technique
The naphthalene sublimation procedure has been extensively

used in the Heat Transfer Laboratory at the University of Minne-
sota to measure local mass transfer coefficients on various surface
geometries, including circular cylinders in crossflow and in tur-
bine cascade passages. The procedure has five steps: �1� The test
surface is cast with naphthalene; �2� the surface profile is mea-
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sured using a linear variable differential transformer �LVDT�
probe; 3� the mold is placed in the wind tunnel under desired flow
conditions for approximately 40 min. The average sublimation
depth during this period ��40 �m� is of a much larger value than
the natural convection ��1.5 �m�; �4� the surface profile of the
mass transfer plate is measured again using the LVDT probe. The
sublimation depth of naphthalene during the experiment is ob-
tained from the difference in LVDT measurements before and
after the run; �5� finally, the local mass transfer coefficients on the
surface of the plate are determined from

hm =
ṁ

�v,w − �v,	
=

�s
y/
�

�v,w
�2�

Subsequently, the mass transfer Stanton number �Stm� at each x
location is obtained from

Stm =
hm

uin
�3�

where uin is the freestream velocity near the leading edge of the
mass transfer plate �position 7 in Table 1, Part I�. The uncertainty
in the value of Stm is calculated using the method outlined by
Kline and McClintock �13� for single sample experiments. The
result is expressed as

�St

St
= ����s

�s
�2

+ ���v,w

�v,w
�2

+ ��
y


y
�2

+ ��
�


�
�2	1/2

�4�

and is approximately 5%. Note that much of this is the bias error
due to uncertainty in the properties of naphthalene �3.8% uncer-
tainty in the vapor density of naphthalene�.

Table 1 Measurement conditions for mass transfer
experiments

Run
uw

�m/s�
uin

�m/s�
xo

�mm�

1 0 15.7 �736
2, 3 6 15.4 �458

4, 5, 6 8 15.8 �448
7, 8, 9 10 15.8 �313

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1 Mass transfer experimental setup
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4 Experimental Setup
The mass transfer experiments are conducted in a suction wind

tunnel as described in Part I. The position of the mass transfer
plate is shown in Fig. 1�a�.

5 XYZ Table for Surface Profile Measurement
The two-axis sublimation surface profile measurement system

�14� consists of a motor controller �NF-90�, a linear signal condi-
tioner �Schaevitz/Measurement Specialties, Hampton, VA, CAS-
025�, a linear variable differential transformer depth gauge
�Schaevitz/Measurement Specialties, Hampton, VA, PCA-220-
010 LVDT�, two stepper motors �Superior Electric Co., Farming-
ton, CT, SLO-SYN MN-63�, two single axis unislides �Velmex
Inc., Bloomfield, NY, and Design Components Inc., Palatine, IL�,
and a Keithley 2000 multimeter. The entire system is controlled
by an IBM Linux computer. The working principle behind the
profile measurement is that the voltage response from the LVDT
gauge is directly proportional to its displacement. A schematic of
the measurement table is shown in Fig. 1�b�.

The LVDT is mounted on a single axis unislide that moves it in
the x-direction and the other unislide moves the table in the
z-direction. The two unislides are individually driven by the two
synchronous stepper motors, which are controlled by the motor
controller through the Linux terminal. The signal conditioner is
used to convert the ac voltage output from the LVDT to dc voltage
as well as amplify the signal. The LVDT depth gauge has a reso-
lution of 25.4 nm with a linear range of 0.5 mm. With the average
sublimation depth being approximately 60 �m during an experi-
ment, the system has adequate resolution to measure the profile
very precisely.

6 LVDT Calibration
The LVDT probe is calibrated against a set of precision gage

blocks. The variation of the voltage with displacement is shown in
Fig. 2�a�. For this probe, a voltage reading of 1 V corresponds to
a displacement of 18.968 �m. The total error consists of the sum-
mation of the random error �scatter� and the deviation of the data
from the linear fit. The standard deviation of the data from the
linear fit is 0.1 �m. This is also equal to the total error for this
calibration set as the scatter in the data is less by an order of 2.

7 Mock Sublimation Test
Figure 2�b� shows the results from a mock sublimation test. In

this test, a square aluminum plate is scanned by the LVDT probe,
removed from the XYZ-table, then returned to the XYZ-table and
scanned a second time. The active naphthalene surface is replaced
by a passive surface in this case. Ideal results from this mock test
would be identically zero difference. However, the scatter in the
LVDT voltage gives a mean displacement of 65 nm having a
standard deviation of 114 nm. The results from the LVDT calibra-
tion and the mock sublimation test verify the accuracy of the
measurement probe. The total errors are two orders of magnitudes
less the displacements in an experimental run.

7.1 Natural Convection Correction. In addition to the sub-
limation during exposure in the wind tunnel, sublimation occurs
due to natural convection in between and during the XYZ-table
measurements. The rate of natural convection loss is estimated by
measuring the depth change over 6 h at intervals of 2 h. Subse-
quently, the depth change in an experimental run is corrected for
the time the naphthalene surface is exposed to ambient conditions.

8 Results and Discussion
The mass transfer experiments are performed in conjunction

with the velocity measurements presented in Part I. The measure-
ment conditions for the parallel motion of the rubber belt are
tabulated in Table 1.

8.1 Run 1: Stationary Belt. The distribution of the mass
transfer Stanton number on the flat plate for the stationary belt is
shown in Fig. 3�a�. Here, Rex is defined as Rex= �uin
x−xo
� /�,
where xo is the location of the “virtual origin” of the turbulent
boundary layer from the leading edge of the mass transfer plate
�x=0� and uin is the freestream velocity at position 7. The experi-
mental results are compared with the empirical relations from
Kays and Crawford �15� �Eq. �5a�� and Eckert and Drake �16�
�Eq. �5b��, by replacing the Prandtl with the Schmidt number.
However, it should be kept in mind that these relations are for a
1 /n=1 /7 power-law velocity profile, whereas in the current study
n varies between 5.4–5.6 for the stationary belt case. As a com-
parison, the analytical solution for the variation of the Stm with
Rex is determined for n=5.6 �Eq. �5c�� and is plotted against the
other values.

Stm = 0.0287 Rex
−0.2 Pr−0.4�1 − �xo/x�9/10�−1/9 �5a�

Stm = 0.0297
Rex

−0.2

1 + 1.48 Re−0.1 Pr−1/6�Pr − 1�
�1 − �xo/x�9/10�−1/9

�5b�

Stm = 0.041 Rex
−0.22 Pr−0.4�1 − �xo/x�0.866�−1/7.7 �5c�

Except near the leading and trailing edges of the mass transfer
plate, the measured values of Stm show good agreement with the
empirical solutions as well as for n=5.6.
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Fig. 2 LVDT calibration and mock test
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The spanwise variation of Stm over the surface plate is shown in
Fig. 3�b�. Here L and W are the measures of the length and width
of the mass transfer plate �Fig. 1�a��. Note that x /L=0 represents
a transverse plane at the leading edge of the plate and x /L=1
represents the trailing edge of the plate. Similarly, the nondimen-
sional transverse location varies from z /W=0 to �1. These plots
give an estimate of the uniformity of the mass transfer distribution
on the surface of the plate during the experimental conditions.

8.2 Runs 2 and 3 „uw=6 m Õs…. With the belt moving in the
direction of the freestream, the displacement and momentum
thicknesses on and downstream of the belt are reduced. Table 1
lists the measurement conditions for this case. Figure 4�a� shows
the variation of the Stm with Rex. The total distance from the
virtual origin �xo=−458 mm, see Table 1� is used to calculate the
Reynolds number. The results are in good agreement with previ-
ous correlations. Subsequently, the experimental data are com-
pared with the same relations using the virtual origin for the sta-
tionary case �xo=−736 mm�. As observed in Fig. 4�b�, the values
of Stm in the latter case are overpredicted by approximately 6%.

8.3 Runs 7–9 „uw=10 m Õs…. At the highest belt-freestream
velocity ratio used �resulting in the removal of the inner region of
the turbulent boundary layer�, the virtual origin �xo=−313 mm�
moves even closer to the trailing edge of the moving surface. The
variation of Stm with Rex �Runs 7–9� are shown in Fig. 5�a�.
Figure 5�b� shows the same data using the virtual origin for the
stationary belt �xo=−736 mm�. In this case, the overprediction is
as much as 12%. Note the local minimum in the variation of Stm
with Rex. This is probably due to lower turbulence production in
the boundary layer associated with the removal of the “inner re-
gion.” This local minimum is not observed for the other velocity
ratios. This result tends to confirm the methodology for determin-
ing the “limiting” velocity �uw,c� of the belt as described in Part I.
With the freestream velocity at 15.7 m/s the value of uw,c was
obtained to be 8.85 m/s. Further downstream, the variation of Stm
readjusts with the flow. Figure 6 shows the spanwise variation of
Stm at various downsream positions on the mass transfer plate.
There is a clear nonuniformity near the leading edge of the naph-
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Fig. 3 Distribution of Stanton number „run 1…
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thalene plate, which may be due to slight irregularities in the
moving belt surface, and diminishes further downstream.

9 Conclusions
Mass transfer experiments have been conducted to study the

heat �mass� transfer variation, downstream of a moving belt using
the heat/mass transfer analogy for four belt-freestream velocity
ratios. With an increase in the surface velocity, the virtual origin
of the turbulent boundary layer “moves” toward the trailing edge
of the belt. This requires using a modified virtual origin for the
boundary layer �a function of the velocity ratio, r� to compare well
with mass transfer predictions. A high belt speed �uw=10 m /s�
removes the inner region of the turbulent layer as reported in Part
I. It results in the reduction in the turbulence production over the
belt itself and also at streamwise locations immediately down-
stream. This manifests itself as a local minimum in the streamwise
distribution of Stm.

Nomenclature
x̂i�i=1,2 ,3� � dimensionless spatial coordinates

cw � local wall concentration
Dnaph � mass diffusion coefficient, m2 /s

hm � convective mass transfer coefficient, m/s
ṁ � mass transfer rate during experiment, kg /m2 s
Pr � Prandtl number, Pr=� /�

Prt � turbulent Prandtl number, Prt=� /�H
Rex � distance-based Reynolds number, Rex= �uin
x

−xo
� /�
Sc � Schmidt number, Sc=� /Dnaph
Sct � turbulent Schmidt number, Sct=� /�M
St � Stanton number, St=Nu /Rex Pr=h /�cpuin

Stm � mass transfer Stanton number, Stm=Sh /Rex Sc
=hm /uin

Tw � local wall temperature, °C
T	 � freestream temperature, °C
uw � belt velocity, m/s
uin � freestream velocity at position 7, Part I, m/s

x � streamwise direction, m
xo � distance of virtual origin from leading edge of

mass transfer plate, m
y � direction away from wall
z � spanwise direction

Greek Symbols

� � time duration of data run

y � local sublimation depth
� � turbulent momentum diffusivity

�H � turbulent thermal diffusivity
�M � turbulent mass diffusivity

� � kinematic viscosity
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Fig. 4 Effect of modified virtual origin on the variation of Stan-
ton number „runs 4–6…
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Fig. 5 Effect of modified virtual origin on the variation of Stan-
ton number „runs 7–9…
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� � dimensionless mass fraction ���−�	� / ��w

−�	��
�v,w � naphthalene vapor density on the surface

�s � density of solid naphthalene
�v,	 � naphthalene vapor density at freestream

� � dimensionless temperature difference
��T−T	� / �Tw−T	��

� � time
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Second-Law Thermodynamic
Comparison and Maximal
Velocity Ratio Design of
Shell-and-Tube Heat Exchangers
With Continuous Helical Baffles
Shell-and-tube heat exchangers (STHXs) have been widely used in many industrial pro-
cesses. In the present paper, flow and heat transfer characteristics of the shell-and-tube
heat exchanger with continuous helical baffles (CH-STHX) and segmental baffles (SG-
STHX) were experimentally studied. In the experiments, these STHXs shared the same
tube bundle, shell geometrical structures, different baffle arrangement, and number of
heat exchange tubes. Experimental results suggested that the CH-STHX can increase the
heat transfer rate by 7–12% than the SG-STHX for the same mass flow rate although its
effective heat transfer area had 4% decrease. The heat transfer coefficient and pressure
drop of the CH-STHX also had 43–53% and 64–72% increase than those of the SG-
STHX, respectively. Based on second-law thermodynamic comparisons in which the qual-
ity of energy are evaluated by the entropy generation number and exergy losses, the
CH-STHX decreased the entropy generation number and exergy losses by 30% and 68%
on average than the SG-STHX for the same Reynolds number. The analysis from nondi-
mensional correlations for Nusselt number and friction factor also revealed that if the
maximal velocity ratio R�2.4, the heat transfer coefficient of CH-STHX was higher than
that of SG-STHX, and the corresponding friction factor ratio kept at constant
fo,CH / fo,SG�0.28. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001755�

Keywords: continuous helical baffles, segmental baffles, entropy generation number, ex-
ergy losses, second-law thermodynamic analysis, shell-and-tube heat exchangers

1 Introduction
Heat exchangers are widely used in chemical engineering pro-

cesses, power plants, environmental protection, oil refining engi-
neering, etc. Among different types of heat exchangers, shell-and-
tube heat exchangers �STHXs� are still commonly used due to
their simple manufacturing and adaptability operation conditions
�1,2�. In order to enhance heat transfer performance and compact-
ness of the STHXs, baffles have been used in the shell side to
increase fluid flow velocity, mixing, and turbulence �3�. In addi-
tion, baffles can provide supports for the tube bundles. Many dif-
ferent types of baffles have been invented with the development of
STHXs such as segmental baffles, deflecting baffles, disk-and-
doughnut baffles, overlapped helical baffles, rod baffles, etc.
�4–7�. The traditional segmental baffles have many problems,
which were described in Refs. �8,9�. On the other hand, helical
baffles �10� offer a possible alternative to the segmental baffles by
circumventing some problems of conventional segmental baffles.
Most of the early helical baffles are formed by overlapped fans, or
oval shaped plates, and named as discontinuous helical baffles.
These discontinuous helical baffles are normally arranged by a
central pole and the volume of the central pole is relatively small.
Fluid flows in the shell pass and rushes across the tube bundle in
a close helix manner. However, serious leakage are induced by the
triangle zones and they reduce the heat transfer coefficient of the

STHX greatly. Many studies �Nemcansky and co-workers �11,12�,
Kral et al. �13�, Wang et al. �14�, Zhang et al. �15�, and Zhang and
Wang �16�� have confirmed that STHXs with discontinuous heli-
cal baffles �DCH-STHXs� often have higher heat transfer coeffi-
cient per pressure drop than conventional STHXs with segmental
baffles. As a great improvement of discontinuous helical baffles,
Wang and co-workers �17–19� introduced a manufacturing tech-
nique for continuous helical baffles and found that the STHXs
with continuous helical baffles have better heat transfer perfor-
mance than the STHXs with segmental baffles and discontinuous
helical baffles. In our previous works, Peng et al. �20� carried out
an experimental investigation on heat exchanger with continuous
helical baffles. The results indicated that heat transfer coefficient
of the STHX with continuous helical baffles was nearly 10%
higher than that of the STHX with segmental baffles for the same
shell-side mass flow rate. Wang et al. �21� applied the genetic
algorithm to optimize correlations for STHXs with helical baffles
and segmental baffles. The whole heat exchanger models and pe-
riodic models were also used in numerical simulations to study the
flow and heat transfer performance of STHXs with continuous
helical baffles �Wang and co-workers �22–26��.

However, almost all the experimental and numerical studies on
continuous helical baffles mentioned above mainly focus on pres-
sure drop and heat transfer rate or heat transfer coefficient, which
are based on first-law thermodynamic analysis comparisons. Com-
pared with the first-law thermodynamic analysis comparisons, the
second-law thermodynamic analysis comparison, which are
mostly evaluated by the entropy generation and exergy losses,
concern the quality of energy. Many studies have been performed
on the second-law thermodynamic analysis of heat exchangers
�27–30�. Entropy generation in a counterflow heat exchanger has
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been analyzed in detail and expressions were derived in terms of
relevant nondimensional parameters by Sarangi and Chowdhury
�31�. Hesselgreaves �32� had a review of the various approaches
to second-law thermodynamic analysis. Yilmaz et al. �33� pre-
sented second-law based performance evaluation criterion to
evaluate performance of heat exchangers. Theoretical and experi-
mental results of the second-law thermodynamic analysis on the
heat transfer and flow of horizontal concentric tube heat ex-
changer were carried out by Naphon �34�. Recently, He et al. �35�
carried out experimental and second-law based thermodynamic
analysis on shell-and-tube heat exchangers with discontinuous he-
lical baffles. However, there is few literature available for design-
ing shell-and-tube heat exchangers with continuous helical baffles.

In the present paper, first, two different shell-and-tube heat ex-
changers with different baffles are designed and tested, second,
heat transfer rate, heat transfer coefficient, and pressure drop of
the STHXs based on first-law thermodynamic analysis are com-
pared with each other, third, entropy generation number and ex-
ergy losses comparisons of the two STHXs are presented, then
fourth, correlations of Nusselt number and friction factor versus
Reynolds number are established and compared with previous
studies, and, finally, maximal velocity ratio design method is pro-
posed for designing CH-STHX.

2 Configurations of Heat Exchangers
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the shell-and-tube heat ex-

changers with continuous helical baffles �CH-STHX�. In the shell
side of the CH-STHX, the center tube, the continuous helical
baffles, and the shell work together to form a continuous helix
flow channel. The continuous helical baffle circles are linking end
to end along the axial direction. In the tube side, the working fluid
has a two-passage-layout arrangement and the tube inlet and tube
outlet are designed on the same side of the shell. In the shell-and-
tube heat exchangers with segmental baffles �SG-STHX�, the con-
tinuous helical baffles are replaced by segmental baffles and there
is no central tube. Because no heat exchange tubes can be set in
the central tube, there are more heat exchange tubes in the SG-
STHX than those in the CH-STHX.

Figures 2 and 3 show the baffle layout and tube bundle of the
CH-STHX and SG-STHX, respectively. Detailed geometrical pa-
rameters of the present STHXs in the experiments are listed in
Table 1.

3 Experiment Setup and Data Reduction

3.1 Experimental Setup. The experiments are carried out on
an oil/water-water/water test stand. The experimental system con-
sists of two loops: the hot oil loop and the cooling water loop, as
shown in Fig. 4. The detailed descriptions of the two loops are
given as follows.

Hot oil loop: There is a filter loop existing in the hot oil loop �it
is not shown in Fig. 4� to clean the oil at the test-preparing stage

for preventing blockage of measure equipments. In the oil loop,
the oil is filled into the eclectic oil heater from the oil tank. Heated
oil is elicited by the oil pump, first, flows through the turbine flow
meter, then flows downstream through the shell side of the test
heat exchanger, and finally goes back into the oil heater.

Cooling water loop: Cold water in the water tank is elicited by
the water pump, water from the water pump partially turns back
into the water tank through the bypass channel and the others flow
through the turbine flow meter, flows into the tube side of test heat
exchanger, then flows into cooling tower, and finally goes back
into the water tank.

As shown in Fig. 4, ten parameters should be measured during
the experimental process: inlet and outlet temperatures of the hot
oil �shell side� to,in and to,out, inlet and outlet temperatures of the
cold water �tube-side� tw,in and tw,out, volumetric flow rates of both
sides Vo and Vw, pressure drops in the both sides �po and �pw,
and static pressure on the outlet of both sides po,out and pw,out. All
digital data obtained for the above parameters are collected by a
data acquisition system.

During the experiments, the water flow rate is set at a certain
value first through which the tube-side Reynolds number is higher
than 3000��2300� and then the Gnielinski’s correlations can be
effectively used to calculate the tube-side heat transfer coefficient.

Fig. 1 Schematic of continuous helical baffled STHX „CH-STHX…

Fig. 2 Baffle layout of heat exchangers
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The shell-side flow rates of the hot oil are adjusted by a valve
from 0.8 kg/s to 2.0 kg/s. For each case, the deviation of heat
transfer rate between the tube side and the shell side is controlled
less than 5%.

3.2 Data Reduction. The shell-side, tube-side, and total heat
transfer rates are defined by Eqs. �1�–�3�.

Qo =
Vo�o

3600
cp,o�to,in − to,out� �1�

Qw =
Vw�w

3600
cp,w�tw,out − tw,in� �2�

Qave =
Qo + Qw

2
�3�

The relative deviation of heat transfer rate between the shell
side and tube side is controlled by

� =
�Qo − Qw�

Qave
� 100% � 5% �4�

where Vo and Vw are the volumetric flow rates of oil and water
and cp,o and cp,w are the specific heats of oil and water. All the
thermodynamic and transport properties of oil and water are list in
Table 2, where tf,o and tf,w are the average temperatures of the

inlet and outlet in the shell side and the tube side.
The overall heat transfer coefficient U can be determined by

U =
Qave

A�tm
�5�

where the heat transfer area A is the total effective outside tube
area and �tm is the logarithmic-mean temperature difference,
which can be determined by

A = Nt�doLt �6�

�tm = F�tc �7�

where F is the correction factor and �tc is the counterflow log
mean temperature difference �36�.

�tc =
�to,in − tw,out� − �to,out − tw,in�

ln� to,in − tw,out

to,out − tw,in
� �8�

F =
�R�2 + 1

R� − 1

ln� 1 − P�

1 − P�R�
�

ln�2 − P��1 + R� − �R�2 + 1�

2 − P��1 + R� + �R�2 + 1�
� �9�

P� =
tw,out − tw,in

to,in − tw,in
R� =

to,in − to,out

tw,out − tw,in
�10�

The shell-side heat transfer coefficient ho is determined from
the overall heat transfer resistance relationship

1

ho
=

1

U
− Ro −

do

2	t
ln�do

di
� −

do

di

1

hw
−

do

di
Rw �11�

where do and di are the outside and inside diameters of the heat
exchange tubes, respectively, Ro and Rw are the fouling resis-
tances in the shell side and tube side, both of them are neglected
in the experiment because the test heat exchangers are new, 	t is
the thermal conductivity of the tube material, and hw is the tube-
side heat transfer coefficient, which is calculated by the semi-
empirical correlation of Gnielinski �37�.

Fig. 3 Heat exchanger tube arrangement

Table 1 Geometric parameters of CH-STHX and SG-STHX

Item Unit

Dimensions and description

SG-STHX CH-STHX

Shell parameters
Do /Di mm 219/210 219/210
Material - Carbon steel Carbon steel
Length of the shell �L� mm 2016 2016

Tube parameters
do /di mm 9.8/9.2 9.8/9.2
Material - Cu Cu
Effective length �Lt� mm 1598 1598
Number �Nt� - 182 174
Layout pattern deg 30 30
Tube pitch �Pt� mm 11.5 11.5

Baffle parameters
Cut ratio % 17 -
Helical angle �
� deg - 8.5
Thickness mm 2 2
Number �Nb� - 27 28
Baffles pitch �Pb� mm 50 48

Central tube
Dc mm - 45
Material - - Carbon steel
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hw = �	w

di
� �fw/8��Ret − 1000�Prt

1 + 12.7�fw/8�Prt
2/3 − 1�

	1 + � di

Lt
�2/3
 �12�

fw = �1.82 log10 Rew − 1.64�−2 �13�

Rew = uw,maxdi/�w �14�

After calculating the shell-side heat transfer coefficient ho, the
shell-side Nusselt number is computed by

Nuo = ho
do

	o
�15�

On the other hand, the flow friction characteristics can be pre-
sented by the friction factor fo, which is defined as

fo =
2�po

�ouo,max
2

do

Lt
�16�

where uo,max is the velocity at the minimum free flow area Ao,min.
For the CH-STHX

Ao,min = 0.5PhDi�1 −
do

Pt
��1 −

Dc

Di
� �17�

For the SG-STHX

Ao,min = PhDi�1 −
do

Pt
� �18�

uo,max =
Vo

3600Ao,min
�19�

In addition, the Reynolds numbers in the shell side is defined as

Reo =
uo,maxdo

�o
�20�

3.3 Experimental Uncertainty. The method presented by
Kline and McClintock �38� was used to calculate the experimental
uncertainty and this method was described in detail by Peng et al.
�20�. In the experiments, the relative uncertainties of temperature,
flow rate, heat transfer rate, and heat transfer coefficient calcu-
lated by the method mentioned above are less than 1.8%, 0.14%,
2.5%, and 3.7%, respectively.

4 Results and Discussion
In the experiments, the hot oil flows in the shell side and cold

water flows in the tube side. In order to have a comparison be-
tween the SG-STHX and CH-STHX under the same working con-
ditions, the hot oil inlet temperature is set at 45�0.5°C, the cold
water inlet temperature is set at 22�0.5°C, and the cold water
flow rate is set at 1.38 kg/s.

4.1 Data Validation. Because there is no experimental data
and experimental correlations for the heat transfer and pressure
drop on the CH-STHX, which has the same helical angle with the
test CH-STHX in the experiment, the verification of the measur-
ing system is conducted on the SG-STHX. The heat transfer co-
efficient and pressure drop obtained from the experiments are
compared with the data from the Bell–Delaware design method
�Bell �39–41��. From Fig. 5, it is found that the average deviations
in the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops are 9.4% and
12.6%, respectively. These results demonstrate that the measuring
system in the present experimental study is reliable.

4.2 Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop. The variation in the
heat transfer rate Q versus the shell-side mass flow rate mo is
shown in Fig. 6 for the test CH-STHX and SG-STHX. It is sug-
gested that the heat transfer rate increases with the increase in
mass flow rate in both the CH-STHX and SG-STHX. The con-
tinuous helical baffles enhance the transfer rates by 7–12% than

Fig. 4 Experimental loops

Table 2 Thermophysical properties of oil and water

Item Unit

Parameter value

Oil �320#� Water

cp J / �kg K� 853.436−0.631tf,o 1000.44−0.141tf,w
� m2 /s��10−6� 26.05−0.445tf,o+0.00277tf,o

2−5.893�10−6tf,o
3 1.789−0.060tf,w+0.00134tf,w

2−1.4�10−5tf,w
3

� kg /m3 2.159+2.677�10−3tf,o−2.304�10−6tf,o
2 4.211−2.12�10−3tf,w−3.0�10−6tf,w

2

	 W / �m K� 0.137−1.040�10−4tf,o−8.899�10−8tf,o
2 0.551+2.56�10−3tf,w−1.0�10−5tf,w

2
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the segmental baffles for the same mass flow rate. It can be no-
ticed from the geometrical parameters listed in Table 1 that the
CH-STHX has less heat exchange tubes, in other words, the CH-
STHX �with 174 tubes� has less effective heat transfer area than
the SG-STHX �with 182 tubes�. Therefore, as to the heat transfer
coefficient of the two STHXs, the CH-STHX increases it by 43–
53% in the test mass flow rate range. It confirms that the test
CH-STHX has better heat transfer performance than the SG-
STHX. The reasons for better heat transfer performance can be
explained as follows. First, the completely helical flow manner is
closer to “plug flow” and it can increase the temperature differ-
ence to drive heat transfer process. Second, the helical flow man-
ner avoids local “dead zones” and can make the heat transfer
process more evenly and in higher efficiency, in particular, the
baffle pitch of the continuous helical baffles is much smaller than
the segmental baffles. Finally, the minimal flow area of the CH-
STHX has been greatly decreased and the velocity, turbulence,
and mixing have been greatly increased.

The variation in the pressure drop �po versus shell-side mass
flow rate mo is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the pressure
drop increases with the increase in the mass flow rate in the shell
side in both the CH-STHX and SG-STHX. The pressure drops of
the two STHXs have linear relationships with the mass flow rates
and the CH-STHX has faster increase than the SG-STHX. The
CH-STHX increases the pressure drop by 64–72% in the test mass
flow rate range. It indicates that the test CH-STHX has worse

pressure drop performance than the SG-STHX. The possible rea-
son resulted in the worse pressure drop performance of CH-STHX
is that the baffle pitch of the continuous helical baffles is much
smaller than that of the segmental baffles.

4.3 Entropy Generation Number and Exergy Losses. In
order to evaluate the comprehensive performance of the two
STHXs, entropy generation number and exergy losses, which are
based on second-law thermodynamic analysis, are introduced. The
entropy generation rate for a heat exchanger is defined as �32–34�

Sseg� = �mocp,o�sln�To,out

To,in
� + �mwcp,w�tln�Tw,out

Tw,in
�

− �moR�sln� po,out

po,in
� − �mwR�tln� pw,out

pw,in
� �21�

where the first two terms on the right side represent the shell-side
and tube-side heat transfer irreversibility and the last two terms
represent the shell-side and tube-side pressure drop irreversibility.
What should be emphasized is that the pressure drops at the inlet
and outlet in both sides used here are the total pressure drops
initially, however, it is difficult to measure them and, therefore,
the static pressure drops at the inlet and outlet in both sides are
used instead in Eq. �21�.

The entropy generation number is defined as �32–34�

Ns =
Sseg�

�mcp�min
�mcp�min = min�mwcp,w,mocp,o� �22�

Exergy losses are the amount of work obtained at the end of the
reversible process. The relationship between the irreversible pro-
duction �exergy loss� and entropy generation can be expressed as

I� = TeSseg� �23�

The variation in the entropy generation number Ns and exergy
loss �I�� with the shell-side Reynolds number Reo is shown in Fig.
8. It can be seen that the entropy generation number of the SG-
STHX is obviously higher than that of the CH-STHX for the same
Reynolds number, which indicates that the SG-STHX has higher
irreversibility losses of the heat transfer and pressure drop. In
comparison, the CH-STHX decreases the entropy generation num-
ber by 30% on average than the SG-STHX. The total exergy
losses, including the temperature difference and pressure drop in
both sides, have similar trend as Ns with the Reynolds number and
the CH-STHX decreases the exergy losses by 68% on average.
From the results mentioned above, it can be concluded that the
test CH-STHX has better heat transfer quality than the SG-STHX.

Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental data with results from
Bell–Delaware design method

Fig. 6 Heat transfer rate and heat transfer coefficient versus
mass flow rate

Fig. 7 Pressure drop versus mass flow rate
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4.4 Correlations for Friction Factor and Nusselt Number.
The data on heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops for dif-
ferent mass flow rates obtained from the experiments are used to
fit correlations between the Nusselt numbers Nuo, friction factors
fo and Reynolds numbers Reo. The reduction results are fitted into
the following correlations:

Nuo Pro
−1/3 = c1 Reo

m1 �24�

fo = c2 Reo
m2 �25�

In order to have a comparison, the forms of the correlations are
the same with previous studies �20,21� and the exponent in the
fluid Prandtl number is fixed at 1/3, which was cited from Refs.
�42,43�. The constants c1, c2, m1, and m2 for the test CH-STHX
and SG-STHX are listed in Table 3.

Comparing with the experimental results and results from pre-
vious correlations fitted by Peng et al. �20� on SG-STHX, good
agreement can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 9, the biggest dif-
ference is less than 12%. On the other hand, the present experi-
mental results for CH-STHX are much higher than those in the
previous work �20�. What should be emphasized here is that the
helical angle in Peng et al. �20� is 
=9.5 deg while that in the
present work is 
=8.5 deg. Smaller helix angle means smaller
flow area, which can result in higher velocities, turbulence, and
better heat transfer performance. The experimental results also
indicate that the SG-STHX has better heat transfer performance
than the CH-STHX for the same Reynolds number. When com-
paring with the results for DCH-STHX by Zhang et al. �15�, the
results also indicated that the CH-STHX has higher Nusselt num-

ber than the DCH-STHX in the higher Reynolds number region.
As shown in Fig. 10, the friction factors obtained by previous

correlations �20� and the experimental results on both SG-STHX
and CH-STHX have similar changes with the increase in Rey-
nolds number and the experimental results are much higher than
the results from previous correlations �20�. The experimental re-
sults indicate that the SG-STHX has higher friction factors than
the CH-STHX and DCH-STHX for the same Reynolds number.
The higher friction factors of the SG-STHX results from sudden
contraction and expansion of the flow in the shell side and the
fluid impinging on the shell walls caused by segmental baffles. It
is also suggested that both the SG-STHX and CH-STHX have
higher friction factors than the previous correlations �20�. This is
perhaps because the effects of inlet and outlet sections are in-
cluded in the present study while those in Ref. �20� are excluded.

4.5 Maximal Velocity Ratio Design Method. In practical in-
dustries, the tube bundle of shell-and-tube heat exchangers some-
times need to be redesigned or replaced because of failure or
improvement in their heat transfer efficiency. How to design new
tube bundle and baffle arrangements to make the CH-STHX has
better performance than the original SG-STHX in the same shell
structure is very important for designers. From the correlations
mentioned above, it can be concluded that the maximal velocity in
the minimum flow area, which determines the Reynolds number,
can affect the heat transfer performance greatly. In order to en-
hance heat transfer performance of the CH-STHX, one effective
method is to increase the maximal velocity in the shell side for the

Fig. 8 Entropy generation number and exergy loss versus
Reynolds number

Table 3 Constants in Nusselt number and friction factor correlations

STHX c1 m1

RMSD
�%� Reynolds number Reference

SG 0.0124 1.009 0.23 580�Reo�1560 Present experiment
0.7170 0.0889 0.14 300�Reo�2000 Peng et al. �20�

CH 0.0001 1.602 0.42 1300�Reo�2690 Present experiment
0.6690 0.0450 0.18 1100�Reo�9000 Peng et al. �20�

c2 m2

RMSD
�%� Reynolds number

SG 5.982 0.303 0.27 580�Reo�1560 Present experiment
1.440 1.670 0.10 752�Reo�2000 Peng et al. �20�

CH 10.554 0.534 0.28 1300�Reo�2690 Present experiment
0.226 0.206 0.35 2757�Reo�9000 Peng et al. �20�a

aRMSD is the root mean square deviation.

Fig. 9 Nusselt number versus Reynolds number
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same mass flow rate. The maximal velocity ratio R is defined as
follows when the CH-STHX and the SG-STHX have the same
heat transfer coefficient in the shell side:

R =
uCH,max

uSG,max
�26�

where uCH,max and uSG,max are the maximal velocities in the mini-
mum flow area for helical baffled heat exchangers and segmental
baffled heat exchangers, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 11, the maximal velocity ratios decrease with
an increase in the heat transfer coefficient in the shell side. When
the maximal velocity ratios are above the line with circle points
�R�2.4�, the heat transfer coefficient of CH-STHX will be higher
than that of SG-STHX. On the other hand, the corresponding fric-
tion factor ratios between the CH-STHX and the SG-STHX keep
almost constant fo,CH / fo,SG=0.28 with the increase in heat transfer
coefficient in the shell side. Figure 12 shows the maximal velocity
ratio range obtained by the experimental data and the extrapolated
maximal velocity ratio range obtained by correlations.

In order to validate the maximal velocity ratio design method,
two other shell-and-tube heat exchangers with continuous helical
baffles and segmental baffles in smaller scale are designed and
tested. The geometrical parameters in detail are listed in Table 4.
As shown in Table 4, when the maximal velocity ratio is set at 2.6,
which is higher than 2.4, the shell-side heat transfer coefficient of

the test CH-STHX is 18% higher than that of the test SG-STHX.
In the meantime, the pressure drop cost of the CH-STHX has 20%
increases than that of the SG-STHX.

5 Conclusions
The performances of the STHXs with continuous helical baffles

and segmental baffles have been experimentally studied based on
second-law thermodynamic comparisons and the maximal veloc-
ity ratio design method is proposed for designing the continuous
helical baffled heat exchangers. The main conclusions can be
summarized as follows.

�1� For the same mass flow rate, the shell-side heat transfer
rate, heat transfer coefficient, and pressure drop of the CH-
STHX are higher than those of the SG-STHX by 7–12%,
43–53%, and 64–72%, respectively. The test CH-STHX
has better heat transfer performance.

�2� For the same Reynolds number, the entropy generation
number, and exergy losses of the CH-STHX decrease by
30% and 68% on average than the SG-STHX. The test
CH-STHX has better performance in reducing entropy gen-
eration and exergy losses.

�3� Correlations in the form of Nuo Pro
−1/3=c1 Reo

m1 and fo
=c2 Reo

m2 are developed for thermal design of similar
shell-and-tube heat exchangers with continuous helical
baffles and segmental baffles.

�4� If the maximal velocity ratio R�2.4, the heat transfer co-
efficient of CH-STHX is higher than that of the SG-STHX
and the corresponding friction factor ratio keeps at constant
fo,CH / fo,SG=0.28.
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Nomenclature
A � heat transfer area, m2

Amim � minimum transverse area, m2

c1, c2 � constants
cp � specific heat, J / �kg K�

D, Dc � diameter of shell and central tube, mm
Di � inner diameter of shell, mm
di � inner diameter heat exchange tube, mm
do � outer diameter heat exchange tube, mm
F � correction factor
f � friction factor
h � heat transfer coefficient, W / �m2 K�
I� � exergy loss, kW

Fig. 10 Friction factor versus Reynolds number

Fig. 11 Maximal velocity ratio versus heat transfer coefficient

Fig. 12 Reynolds number versus maximal velocity ratio
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L � shell length, mm
Lt � effective length of tubes, mm
m � mass flow rate, kg/s

m1, m2 � constants
Nu � Nusselt number
Nt � number of heat exchange tubes
Nb � number of baffles
Ns � entropy generation number
p � static pressure drop, kPa

P� � correction factor
Pb � distance between baffles, mm
Pr � Prandtl number
Pt � distance between tube, mm

�p � pressure drop, kPa
Q � heat transfer rate, W

Re � Reynolds number
Ro, Rw � fouling resistance, m2 K /W

R � ideal gas constant, J / �kg K�; maximal velocity
ratio

R� � correction factor
S�seg � entropy generation, kW/K

t � temperature, °C
tf � average fluid temperature, °C
T � temperature, K

�tm � log mean temperature difference, °C
�tc � log mean temperature difference for counter-

flow, °C
U � overall heat transfer coefficient, W / �m2 K�
u � velocity, m/s
V � volumetric flow rate, m3 /h

Greek Symbols

 � helix angle, deg
� � heat balance deviation
� � density, kg /m3

	 � thermal conductivity, W / �m K�
	t � thermal conductivity for tube material,

W / �m K�
� � kinematic viscosity, m2 /s

Subscripts
ave � average

b � baffle
CH � continuous helical baffles

e � environment
in � inlet

max � maximal
min � minimal

o � oil
out � outlet
SG � segmental baffles

w � water
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Exergy Analysis of Coil-Spring
Turbulators Inserted in the
Horizontal Concentric Tubes
In this study, to obtain definitive information about the effects of spring-type turbulators
located in the inner pipe of a concentric heat exchanger, the rates of exergy transfer
Nusselt number �Nue� and exergy loss �E�� were obtained. The results were parametrized
by the Reynolds number �2500�Re�12,000�, the outer diameter of the spring (Ds

�7.2 mm, 9.5 mm, 12 mm, and 13 mm), the number of the springs (n�4, 5, and 6), and
the incline angle of the spring (��0 deg, 7 deg, and 10 deg). It is found that increasing
those parameters results in a significant augmentation on exergy transfer comparative to
the results of a smooth empty tube. A new term, exergy transfer Nusselt number, is derived
in this paper. This term includes both irreversibility due to temperature gradient on the
heat transfer surface and irreversibility due to pressure loss of the system. Hence, it is
observed that optimum values of independent parameters for a constant surface tempera-
ture tube can be determined by this value. With regard to the maintained data, the
irreversibility of heat transfer and pressure loss increases with increasing Re. However,
at a certain value of Re, the increment rate of the irreversibility of heat transfer de-
creases, while the increment rate of the irreversibility of pressure loss increases. These
results will contribute to adjust the system parameters such as the pump power and other
independent parameters more easily. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001926�

Keywords: heat transfer enhancement, heat exchangers, spring turbulator, exergy
transfer

1 Introduction
The first law of thermodynamics deals with the quantity of

energy and asserts that energy cannot be created and destroyed.
The second law, however, deals with the quality of energy. More
specifically, it is concerned with the degradation of energy during
a process, entropy generation, and the lost opportunities to do
work �1�. Since the second law analysis of the heat exchangers
provides data for the users about the quality of energy, many
researchers investigate the exergy and entropy analysis of the heat
exchangers. The analysis is mostly done for turbulated heat ex-
changers �2–5�.

In order to augment heat transfer and increase the system effi-
ciency, turbulators with different geometries have been developed
and many experimental investigations have been conducted to de-
termine their thermodynamic characteristics. The coiled wire is
one of the common heat transfer enhancement devices.

The thermal performance of a coiled wire inserted in heat ex-
changers is previously investigated by some researchers based on
the first law of thermodynamics �6–11�, especially the variations
in Nusselt number and friction factor with regard to the parametric
values of the coiled wire; such as the pitch �6–9� and diameter of
the wire �7,9� and the length and segmentation of the coiled spring
�11�. The effects of the orientation angle, number, and diameter of
the coil springs inserted in a heat exchanger were also analyzed
experimentally in detail by Eren et al. �12�.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, despite the great number
of papers in literature, there is not much work that provides de-
tailed information on the second law analysis of coil-spring tur-
bulators. Prasad and Shen �13� studied the performance evaluation

of several wire-coil inserts using the exergy analysis method. It
was seen that the minimum exergy destruction criterion results in
a thermodynamically optimum choice. However, the heat transfer
improvement number and the exergy destruction number provide
realistic criteria for comparing the performance of augmentation
devices.

The properties of vortex flow �vortex�–acoustic coupling and
the relation between entropy generation and vortex characteristics
in a coiled wire inserted tube were investigated experimentally by
Yakut and Sahin �14�. It was observed that coiled wires were
thermodynamically advantageous �Ns�1� up to 13,000 Reynolds
number.

In present study, the exergy analysis of long coil springs in-
serted through a horizontal heat exchanger was performed in
terms of mean exergy transfer Nusselt number Nue, exergy trans-
fer Nusselt number due to pressure loss NuP, exergy transfer Nus-
selt number due to temperature differences NuT, and nondimen-
sional exergy transfer rate E�. The investigation includes the
effects of the numbers �n=4, 5, and 6�, the incline angles ��
=0 deg, 7 deg, and 10 deg�, and the outer diameters of the coil
springs �Ds=7.2 mm, 9.5 mm, 12 mm, and 13 mm� on the men-
tioned terms. Coils were used as turbulators in a heat exchanger
whose inner tube is heated by constant temperature water vapor
on all surfaces. The Reynolds number varied from 2500 to 12,000,
which means that turbulent flow is considered as the flow region.
The results obtained from the tube with a coil-spring insert are
compared with those without a coil-spring insert.

2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setups used in the heat transfer and pressure

loss experiments were explained in another study of the authors of
this paper �12�. A schematic view of the setup is presented in Fig.
1.

The heat exchanger is a classical-type concentric tube; the outer
surface of the inner tube is heated by the condensation of a stream
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of flowing water vapor. The inner and outer diameters of the inner
tube are, respectively, 60 mm and 62 mm, and the length of the
tube is 900 mm. As an outer tube, a 1 mm thick flat plate with
dimensions of 700�1200 mm2 is rolled to obtain a circular tube
with a diameter of 210 mm.

The outer surface of the inner tube was kept at a constant tem-
perature �100°C� by continuous contact with saturated water va-
por introduced and filled into the annular space between the inner
and outer tubes and discharged by a channel. The surface tempera-
tures were measured by T-type thermocouples located every 50
mm distance along the tube length. The mean local wall tempera-
ture was determined by means of calculations based on the read-
ings of the thermocouples. The inner and outer temperatures of air
were also measured at certain points inside the tube. The pressure
loss was maintained by an inclined manometer �12�.

Turbulators inserted in the horizontal concentric tube are coil
springs. Figure 2 shows detailed instructions about the coil
springs. In literature, coil diameter or wire diameter terms
�6–11,13,14� are generally used to define the diameter of the coil
wire, whereas in the present paper the diameter of the spring term
�Ds� defines the outer diameter of a spring pretending to be a rod,
as seen in Fig. 2�a�. Cross sections of the spring are presented
both from the front-side view and the left-side view in the figure.
In Fig. 2�b�, the incline angles of the springs are shown schemati-
cally �12�.

3 Formulation of Exergy Analysis
In a thermodynamic process, the loss of exergy is primarily due

to the associated irreversibility, which generates entropy. Most
convective heat transfer processes are characterized by two types
of exergy loss, i.e., loss due to fluid friction and loss due to heat
transfer across a finite temperature difference. The above two
inter-related phenomena are manifestations of thermodynamic ir-
reversibility, and the investigation of a process from this stand-
point is known as the second law analysis. However, there exists a
direct proportionality between the wasted power �the rate of avail-
able work lost� and the entropy generation rate. If engineering
systems and their components are to operate such that their lost

work is minimized, then the conceptual design of such systems
and components must comply with the minimization of entropy
generation �15–18�.

Fluid flow and heat transfer inside a circular duct for different
boundary conditions are fundamental areas of research in engi-
neering. Circular ducts appear in many engineering applications
as a single unit or in combination, such as in heat exchangers used
in power and process industries to transfer heat from one fluid
stream to another. Efficient utilization of energy is the primary
objective in the design of fluid flow and heat transfer processes.
The second law analysis is the gateway for optimization in ther-
mal equipments and systems, which makes good engineering
sense to focus on the irreversibility of fluid flow and heat transfer
processes.

Entropy generation or exergy destruction due to heat transfer
and fluid flow through a duct has been investigated by many re-
searchers, and nondimensional entropy generation number is al-
ways employed in the irreversibility examination of convective
heat transfer �19�. Consider a constant cross-sectional area circu-
lar duct of inner diameter Di and length L, as shown schematically
in Fig. 3. The wall temperature Tw remains constant. An incom-
pressible viscous fluid with mass flow rate G and inlet tempera-
ture Tfi enters the duct, and the exit temperature is Tfo. The con-
vective heat transfer occurred under steady state condition and the
fluid was thermally and hydrodynamically fully developed. The
average convective heat transfer coefficient h is constant. In addi-
tion, the physical properties of the fluid are assumed to be con-
stant within the range of temperatures considered in this study; the
axial heat conduction, viscous dissipation, and heat losses of the
duct are neglected.

Even though exergy is not conserved because of irreversibility
caused by temperature difference heat transfer and viscous flow
pressure drop, the aim of exergy change of working fluids is con-
sistent with that of exergy transfer. So, the assumption that the
exergy change rate of working fluids is equal to the exergy trans-
fer rate of the convective heat transfer process is accepted �see
Refs. �19,20� for more complete and detailed discussion�. In this
case, we can find the local exergy transfer coefficient and Nusselt
number as follows:

Fig. 1 Schematic view of whole setup
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hex = h�1 −
1

NTw1 − NTie
−4StX�

− fRe3 �Cp

8NTiNTw2Di

1

e−4StX�1 − �e−4StX�
�1�

Nuex =
hexDi

�
= Nu�1 −

1

NTw1 − NTie
−4StX�

− fRe3Pr
1

8NTiNTw2

1

e−4StX�1 − �e−4StX�
�2�

The nondimensional groups appear in Eqs. �1� and �2� and are
defined as follows:

NTi =
�Ti

To
�3a�

NTw1 =
Tw

To
�3b�

NTw2 =
Tw

�2/	2CpDi
2 �3c�

� =
�Ti

Tw
=

NTi

NTw1
�3d�

X =
x

Di
�3e�

The mean exergy transfer coefficient is defined as

heA�T =�
0

L

hex
Di�Tw − Tf�dx �4�

As known, exergy is called the amount of maximum work ob-
tained theoretically at the end of a reversible process in which
equilibrium with environment should be obtained. As for the ex-
ergy destroyed, it is related directly to the irreversible production
of entropy in a heat exchanger. By this definition, in order to
calculate exergy, the environmental conditions should be known
�18�. From Eqs. �1� and �4�, the convective exergy transfer coef-
ficient is related to the heat transfer across a finite temperature
difference and viscous flow of fluid, which is different from the
convective heat transfer coefficient. In other words, the convective

Fig. 2 Specifications of the springs: „a… dimensions of the springs and „b…
incline angle of the springs

Fig. 3 Description of exergy analysis method
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heat transfer coefficient is a function of both fluid’s thermophysi-
cal properties and temperature difference. On the other hand, the
convective exergy transfer coefficient is related not only to the
two mentioned functions, but also to the friction of the fluid. The
mean exergy transfer Nusselt number is

Nue =
heDi

�
= Nu +

Nu

NTi�e−4StNL − 1�
ln

1 − �e−4StNL

1 − �

−
fRe3Pr

8NTiNTw2e
−4StNL − 1

�− 4StNL + ln
1 − �

1 − �e−4StNL
� �5�

where

St = h/	VCp and NL = L/Di

Equation �5� can be rewritten and the exergy transfer Nusselt
number due to fluid friction NuP and those due to heat transfer
across a finite temperature difference NuT can be found:

Nue = NueT − NueP �6�

NueT = Nu + �1 +
1

NTi�e−4StNL − 1�
ln

1 − �e−4StNL

1 − �
	 �7�

NueP =
f Re3Pr

8NTiNTw2e
−4StNL − 1

�− 4StNL + ln
1 − �

1 − �e−4StNL
� �8�

4 Results and Discussion
In this section, the results of analysis will be presented by em-

phasizing the effects of design parametric values �diameter Ds,
number n, and incline angle � of the coil springs� on the exergy
transfer Nusselt number. The presentation begins with two sepa-
rate curve sets that are plotted to show the effects of the spring
diameter Ds on Nu and Nue in Fig. 4. The incline angle and the
number of the coil springs are constant at �=0 deg and n=6 in
this figure. Also, the results of the smooth empty tube are added in
the figures.

Four major results are apparently seen from the lines regarding
Ds=7.2 mm, 9.5 mm, 12 mm, and 13 mm.

�i� Increasing the diameter causes significant increases in

both Nusselt number Nu and exergy transfer Nusselt num-
ber Nue, If the attention is turned to Eq. �5�, it will be seen
that exergy transfer increases with increasing heat transfer
�Nu� but decreases with increasing friction factor �f�. Ac-
cording to the experimental data, increasing the spring di-
ameter �Ds� results in the enhancement of heat transfer. It
should be noticed that the pressure loss increases mean-
while. If Fig. 4 and Eq. �5� are hold under a microscope at
the same time, the effect of the increment level of heat
transfer is much more dominant than the effect of the in-
crement of friction loss on the exergy transfer. It is also
evident from Fig. 5 that NuT affects the exergy transfer
Nusselt number much more dominantly than NuP does.

�ii� Nu and Nue values for the turbulated tube are much higher
than the values for the smooth tube.

�iii� Nu and Nue monotonically increase with the increase in
Re.

�iv� There is no optimal Re to make Nue maximal.

It is now appropriate to compare the results of the NuT and
NuP. Both values increase with the increase in Re. For the case
when Re is higher than a certain value �up to 
8000�, the avail-
able energy loss caused by the viscous friction increases quickly.
However, considering the curves of NueP and NueT will show that
an increase in NueP is quite higher than an increase in NueT based
on Re. In this case, when Re is larger than a certain value, NueP
can become higher than NueT, and then Nue can be less than zero,
which has no significance in engineering.

Figure 6 demonstrates the effect of the number of the coil
springs �n� on Nue, NuT, and NuP for a fixed diameter and incline
angle �Ds=13 mm and �=0 deg�. As seen in the figure, Nue and
NuT have higher increments than those of the smooth pipe. Nue,
NuT, and NuP increase with increasing spring numbers n. The
effect of Re on Nue and NuT has a decreasing curve, while it has
an increasing trend for NuP. It is apparent that these trends are
similar for the incline angle of the springs � �Fig. 7�. Although
Nue is proportional to � and Ds, the quantities are different from
each other. The effect of both Ds and � on Nue becomes higher at
high Re values. Also, the effect of � on Nue is less than that of Ds.

In Fig. 7, it is seen that for Ds=13 mm, the exergy transfer

Fig. 4 Variations in Nu and Nue versus Re, with respect to coil diameters,
for n=6 and �=0 deg
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Nusselt numbers with �=0 deg are higher than those with �
=10 deg at low Reynolds numbers; however, the opposite trend is
found at high Reynolds numbers. For Ds=13 mm, the pressure
loss at �=0 deg is measured to be the lowest; hence, the exergy
transfer Nusselt number is high. Meanwhile, for the angle �
=10 deg, the pressure loss is measured to be the highest for all
tested ranges of Re. However, the temperature differences appar-
ently increase above a certain value of Re number �Re�7000�,
and the effects of temperature differences become stronger than
the effects of pressure loss at that range. It should be briefly noted

that the magnitudes of both Reynolds number and pressure loss
shape the destiny of the trend of the exergy transfer. Also, it is
evident that this kind of trend is not observed at the tests with
lower spring diameters.

Furthermore, it is clear in Figs. 7 and 8 that the curves have
similar changing trends, but the rate of change is not the same. For
instance, with the increase in Re from 2800 to 12,000, while Nue
increases up to approximately 3.7 times, NuP increases up to ap-
proximately 11 times. Besides, the higher Re is, the more obvious
the trend is.

Fig. 5 Variations in Nue, NuP, and NuT versus Re, with respect to coil diam-
eters, for n=6 and �=0 deg

Fig. 6 Variations in Nue, NuP, and NuT versus Re, with respect to coil num-
bers, for Ds=13 mm and �=0 deg
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Attention now will be turned to the nondimensional exergy
transfer rate E�. This term can be useful for the extensive knowl-
edge of the system. It is defined as

E� = ET − EP �9�

E� =
E

ṁCpT0

= NTi�1 − e−4StNL� − ln
1 − �e−4StNL

1 − �

+
f Re3Pr

8NTiNTw2
�− 4StNL + ln

1 − �

1 − �e−4StNL
� �10�

ET
� is the derived exergy transfer rate owing to temperature differ-

ence heat transfer and is equal to �19�

ET
� = NTi�1 − e−4StNL� − ln

1 − �e−4StNL

1 − �
�11�

EP
� is the lost exergy transfer rate owing to flow friction and is

defined as follows:

EP
� = −

f Re3Pr

8NTiNTw2
�− 4StNL + ln

1 − �

1 − �e−4StNL
� �12�

In light of the above equations, hex, he, Nue, E�, etc., may be less
than zero when the nondimensional parameters Re, Pr, Nw1, Nw2,
NL, etc., are beyond the change range, which has no significance
in engineering and gives rise to our attention to the fact that the
noteworthy parameters such as the process parameters and con-

Fig. 7 Variation in Nue versus Re, with respect to coil diameters and incline
angles, for n=6

Fig. 8 Variation in NuP versus Re, with respect to coil diameters and incline
angles, for n=6
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figuration must be within the limits permitted by exergy transfer
�19�.

Figure 9 reveals that the exergy transfer rate owing to tempera-
ture difference heat transfer �ET

�� decreases with the increase in
Re. This case can be explained by the fact that exergy transfer
increase is less than the increase in fluid’s thermal capacity.
Namely, when Re increases, ET

� decreases, but EP
� increases

quickly. In addition, when Re increases, the increasing trend of EP
�

and the effect of Ds on EP
� become apparent.

Figure 10 demonstrates the effect of the number of the springs
�n� on ET

� and EP
� . The lost exergy transfer rate owing to flow

friction �EP
� � is far smaller than the exergy transfer rate owing to

temperature difference heat transfer �ET
��. Although the EP

� is pro-

portional to Re, the ET
� is reversely proportional to Re. This situ-

ation is similar to the exergy transfer Nusselt number. As a result,
E� decreases with the increase in Re. If the Ds and � increase, the
E� will increase too, as seen in Fig. 11.

The effects of fluid flow �Reynolds number� and design param-
eters �spring number, diameter, and positioning� on heat transfer
are found based on the obtained data; i.e., Reynolds number �Re�,
48%; spring diameter �Ds�, 36%; spring number �n�, 12%; and
spring angle ���, 4%. The effects of all mentioned parameters on
the exergy transfer Nusselt number are quite different. The effects
of Reynolds number, spring diameter, spring number, and posi-
tioning angle are, respectively, 38%, 42%, 16%, and 8%. Two
conclusions can be claimed evidently from the percentages: �i� the

Fig. 9 Variations in EP
� and ET

� versus Re, with respect to coil diameters, for
n=6 and �=0 deg

Fig. 10 Variations in EP
� and ET

� versus Re, with respect to coil numbers, for
Ds=13 mm and �=0 deg
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most dominant parameter on heat transfer is Re, and �ii� the most
dominant parameter on exergy transfer Nusselt number is spring
diameter.

As mentioned before, exergy transfer consists of the irrevers-
ibility of the system. These irreversibilities are a kind of measure-
ment of heat transfer and pressure loss. According to the exergy
analysis of the present work, based on the spring diameter, maxi-
mum heat transfer occurs with the minimum pressure loss. In
other words, a coil-spring turbulated system should be designed
with first taking the Reynolds number and spring diameter into
account. Therefore, the relationship between the irreversibility and
the exergy transfer should be determined. Information is conveyed
in Fig. 12. The variation in exergy transfer Nusselt number Nue

with the entropy generation rate Ṡgen is presented in the figure.

Nue and Ṡgen include irreversibility both from pressure loss and

temperature differences. Entropy generation rate Ṡgen can be de-
fined as follows �18,21�:

Ṡgen = Q
�o

TiTo
+

32ṁf

	2
2Di
5

L

Tw
�13�

where �o is the temperature difference. It is evident that the trends

of Nue and Ṡgen are different from each other. For instance, Nue

accelerates up to a critical value of Ṡgen for the coil springs Ds
=12 and 13 mm. This critical value is 0.34 W/K for Ds=12 mm

Fig. 11 Variation in E� versus Re, with respect to coil diameters and incline
angles, for n=6

Fig. 12 Variation in Nue versus Ṡgen, with respect to coil diameters, for n
=6 and �=7 deg
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and 0.69 W/K for Ds=13 mm. The speed of increment of Nue
becomes slower and more discontinuous above this value.

5 Conclusions
The major difference between the concepts of energy and ex-

ergy is in the value of the utilization of a particular energy poten-
tial with respect to a selected reference level. The present method
thus permits an examination of exergy transfer characteristics in a
convective heat transfer process.

In the present work, the second law analysis of a turbulated heat
exchanger was performed. The results were presented with the
following terms: exergy transfer Nusselt number Nue, exergy
transfer Nusselt number due to pressure loss NuP, and exergy
transfer Nusselt number due to heat transfer caused by tempera-
ture difference NuT. The nondimensional exergy rate also pre-
sented both in terms of pressure loss and heat transfer. Major
results of the exergy analysis based on experimental data are as
follows:

• The diameter of the springs has a great effect on exergy
transfer Nusselt number. Increasing the diameter causes sig-
nificant increases in Nue, NuT, and NuP.

• For the smallest incline angle of the springs, �=0 deg, Nue,
NuT, and NuP have their lowest values, while for the largest
angle, �=10 deg, they have their highest values.

• Nue, NuT, and NuP increase with increasing spring numbers,
n, but the strength of the effect of n is not the same for each
of them.

• Nue increases with increasing Re.
• Increasing Re results in decreases in NuT but increases in

NuP. By the way, the total nondimensional exergy rate de-
creases with increasing Re.

• It appears that different pump powers will be needed for an
optimum value of design parameters Ds, n, and �.

• The analyses of first and second laws of thermodynamics
applied to the present problem are necessarily limited with a
constant surface temperature and a small range of Re
�2500�Re�12,000�, which reflects the absence of a wide
range of Re and different surface temperatures. The authors
would like to suggest it to be done.

Nomenclature
A � area �m2�

Cp � specific heat capacity at constant pressure
�J/kg K�

Di � inner diameter of the inner tube �mm�
Ds � outer diameter of the spring �m�
E � exergy transfer rate �W�

E� � nondimensional exergy transfer rate
f � friction factor
h � convective heat transfer coefficient �W/m K�

he � mean convective exergy transfer coefficient
�W /m2 K�

hex � local convective exergy transfer coefficient
�W /m2 K�

L � length of tube �m�
ṁ � mass flow rate �kg/s�
n � number of the springs

Nl � nondimensional tube length
NTiNTw1 ,NTw2 � nondimensional temperatures

Nu � Nusselt number
Nue � mean exergy transfer Nusselt number

Nuex � local exergy transfer Nusselt number
NuP � exergy transfer Nusselt number due to fluid

friction
NuT � exergy transfer Nusselt number due to heat

transfer across a finite temperature difference
Pr � Prandtl number

Q � heat transfer rate �W�
Re � Reynolds number
St � Stanton number

Ṡgen � entropy generation rate �W/K�
T � temperature �K�
X � nondimensional cross-section position, X=x /Di

Greek Symbols
	 � density of fluid �kg /m3�
� � nondimensional temperature notation
� � thermal conductivity �W/m K�
 � dynamic viscosity �kg/m s�

�o � temperature difference between wall and fluid
at x=L �K�

� � incline angle of the spring �deg�

Subscripts
e � exergy
f � fluid

gen � generated
i � inlet
o � outlet
P � pressure
T � temperature
w � wall
0 � environment
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Front Tracking Based
Macroscopic Calculations of
Columnar and Equiaxed
Solidification of a Binary Alloy
The paper explores the potential of a recently developed special front tracking method in
the identification of the interface between columnar and equiaxed structures formed
during a binary alloy solidification, driven by thermosolutal convection. The method,
based on theoretical and experimental dendrite tip kinetics, is capable of directly distin-
guishing between the columnar mush and the undercooled liquid/equiaxed region devel-
oping ahead of the dendrite tip curve. A new numerical model and its computational
algorithm are proposed, where the classical Eulerian volume averaged description of the
transport processes is coupled with the Lagrangian front tracking method on a fixed
control-volume grid. Having thus distinguished zones of different dendrite structures,
distinct simulation models are used within each of the zones, e.g., the Darcy’s porous
medium model in the stationary dendrite region, and a model of slurry with floating
dendrites in the equiaxed part of the mush. The calculated temperature and solute con-
centration fields are compared with the relevant results of the classical enthalpy-porosity
model, for an example problem of Pb-48 wt % Sn alloy solidification driven by diffusion
and thermosolutal convection. And a good match with both solutions is exhibited. A
preliminary validation study is also presented by comparing the available experimental
data with the model predictions. Possible reasons for some observed discrepancies be-
tween the calculations and the experimental findings are discussed. Finally, the proposed
front tracking approach is used to address the question of the impact of dendrites floating
in the liquid on the flow pattern and macrosegregation in the solidifying alloy.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4001362�

Keywords: solidification, front tracking, binary alloy

1 Introduction
Solidification of a binary alloy is a very complex multiscale

phenomenon where a two-phase solid-liquid region, referred to as
a mushy zone, develops. It consists of two different grain struc-
tures, i.e., columnar and equiaxed. Motionless columnar dendrites,
immersed in an interdendritic liquid, grow from cooled walls into
the melt in the direction opposite to the heat flow. This two-phase
mixture, which resembles a dynamically changing porous me-
dium, has strongly directional structure and anisotropic properties.
In front of columnar dendrite tips, in the undercooled liquid, equi-
axed grains can grow freely, forming a zone of crystals, which can
float in the liquid, impinge or drop down due to both density
differences of the solid and the liquid phases and thermosolutal
buoyancy forces. Equiaxed crystals forming in the undercooled
melt can block the advance of the columnar front—the phenom-
enon known as the columnar-to-equiaxed transition �CET�. Mac-
roscopic thermal and solutal convection in the liquid metal causes
a macrosegregation, which manifests itself by a nonhomogeneous
solute distribution of the solute in a mold.

Since all the multiscale phenomena accompanying binary alloy
solidification determine on a final casting product quality, numeri-
cal modeling of micro- and macroscopic structures, developing
during binary alloy solidification, has attracted researchers over
the last 3 decades. Their efforts have led to the development of
sophisticated computer simulation models of transport phenomena

accompanying the liquid-solid phase transition across the whole
spectrum of length scales. At the microscale, simulation of growth
of individual grains and of developing dendrite structures requires
precise modeling of a very complex local shape of the solid-liquid
interface. Two different categories of methods have been devel-
oped for this purpose, i.e., the ones, which track a sharp interface
between the liquid and solid phases on a microscopic discretiza-
tion grid �1� and the nontracking front methods, which assume a
diffusive nature of this boundary. Among the latter techniques, the
phase field method �2� is the most promising technique used for
numerical simulation of the growth of a single crystal or a small
group of crystals. For example, Badillo and Beckermann �3� used
the method for 2D simulation of the developing columnar and
equiaxed microstructure during the directional solidification of
Al−3 wt %Cu driven by solute diffusion. They analyzed the ef-
fects of the applied temperature gradient, pulling speed, nucle-
ation undercooling, and crystalline anisotropy strength on the
CET. A micromacroscopic approach to modeling different den-
dritic structures in the mush was presented by Gandin et al. �4�
and Dong and Lee �5�. They applied the cellular automaton �CA�
method for simulation of nucleation and growth of individual
crystals and the formation of grain microstructures. The CA
method is characterized by a set of algebraic and logical rules for
determining a future state of each microscopic cell, determined
from the previous state of these cells and their neighboring cells.
The KGT model of dendrite tip kinetics �6� was used in Ref. �4�,
whereas Dong and Lee �5� directly solved the solute conservation
equation, accounting for the equilibrium conditions at the solid/
liquid interface. The temperature field, needed in the nucleation
and solid growth models, was obtained by solving the macro-
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scopic heat conduction equation on a finite element grid �4� or a
finite difference grid �5�. The computational models based on the
CA approach are capable for reproducing most of the underlying
features of the developing microstructure, such as the growth of
columnar and equiaxed grains and the CET.

However, all microscopic simulation models, which involve
calculations on a very fine geometrical mesh, are computationally
intensive and, because of yet restricted computer facilities, they
are ineffective when applied to a whole casting domain, where a
great number of interacting elements exist. Therefore, at present,
pure microscopic simulations are far from industrial applications.

To resolve this problem, a macroscopic approach has been de-
veloped, where key calculations are performed on a macroscopic
scale �i.e., scale of a mold� and special microsegregation and po-
rous medium models are used to include information of the mi-
croscopic structure of the mushy zone in effective macroscopic
properties. Macroscopic conservation equations of mass, species,
momentum, and energy are obtained from the relevant micro-
scopic equations through the process of averaging. Three different
averaging techniques are commonly used here—i.e., a model
based on the mixture theory �7,8�, the volume averaging method
�9,10�, and the ensemble averaging method �11,12�. Two different
approaches are possible in the development of these averaged
models. In the first one, a two-phase �two-continuum� heteroge-
neous medium is replaced by two fictitious media �phases� with
continuously varying phase effective properties �a two-phase or
two-continuum approach, e.g., Ref. �10��.

In the second, a two-phase heterogeneous medium is substi-
tuted by a single fictitious counterpart with continuously varying
effective properties �a single-phase or single-continuum ap-
proach� �7,8�. In the single-continuum approach, to which the
further analysis is restricted, the latent heat effect is usually
treated by the general enthalpy formulation �13,14�, and Darcy’s
source term is added in the momentum equation to account for the
resistance encountered by the interdendritic liquid during its flow
in the mushy zone �7�.

Distinct grain morphology developing within the two-phase re-
gion causes some problems in macroscopic single-continuum
modeling of binary alloy solidification, since it requires both spe-
cial techniques to distinguish the columnar and equiaxed zones,
and the application of different simulation models in each of these
regions. In the commonly used enthalpy-porosity model �7,13,14�,
the interface between the columnar dendrites region, growing
from the cooled walls into the superheated melt and the equiaxed
grain region, developing in the undercooled and solute reach liq-
uid, is not directly tracked. These two different structures are dis-
tinguished by the inspection of the solid volume fraction—when it
exceeds some previously specified characteristic value, called a
coherency point, the region is treated as a stationary columnar
mush, or otherwise as an equiaxed zone, where a model of slurry
can be used. Some examples are given below.

Christenson et al. �15� developed a simplified model of the
mushy zone, based on the theory of mixtures, where the entire
two-phase region was treated as an isotropic porous medium—the
stiff solid structure immersed in the liquid was assumed stationary
regardless of local volume fraction values. The model was applied
to calculate the solidification of an aqueous solution of ammo-
nium chloride confined in a rectangular enclosure, and then the
numerical predictions were compared with the experimental data
reported by Christenson and Incropera �16�. The model satisfac-
torily simulates the basic transfer phenomena accompanying bi-
nary mixture solidification, but it underestimates both the solid
phase extent and the mushy zone size.

Three different models of transfer processes in the mushy zone
were analyzed by Voller et al. �13�. The first, called the mushy
fluid, describes the situation where the solid phase is fully dis-
persed in the liquid and grains move with the liquid velocity. The
columnar dendritic with dispersed microstructure model describes
the case where the solid phase is stationary and the solute is ide-

ally mixed in both phases, where the lever rule model of microd-
iffusion is valid. Finally, the model of columnar dendritic with
distinct microstructure occurs when the solid phase is motionless
and the solute microdiffusion is represented by the Scheil’s func-
tion. The predicted macrosegregation patterns were compared for
all these cases by solving the problem of the aqueous ammonium
chloride solidification in a rectangular cavity with one side cooled
and the others kept adiabatic. The latter two models provided
comparable pictures of the solute distribution in the cavity,
whereas the results of the mushy fluid model were completely
different. This highlights the importance of a precise modeling of
equiaxed grain behavior in the undercooled liquid.

Recently, Roux et al. �17� analyzed the simulation model, based
on the volume averaging method for a stationary matrix of colum-
nar dendrites, and compared the results obtained for three binary
alloys with the experimental data available in the respective lit-
erature. An extensive analysis of the Darcy and Brinkman porosity
models was carried out, but no slurry model was considered.

The simulation models, briefly discussed above, treat the solid
phase as a stationary porous medium, in which the interdendritic
fluid flow is modeled by Darcy’s source terms included in the
momentum equations. This approach is based on the assumption
that the solid in the mushy zone consists of columnar dendrites or
a solid skeleton formed immediately at the moment the solidifica-
tion starts. Thus, these models do not account for the movement of
equiaxed grains, which may have a substantial impact on: the
extent of the undercooled zone, inhomogeneous properties of the
solidified parts, and the actual structure of a casting.

Arnberg et al. �18� experimentally studied the effects of the
grain impingement and the creation of a stiff solid skeleton in the
slurry region of various metal alloys, and they determined the
corresponding coherency points for various aluminum alloys for
the solid volume fraction changing from 9% to 30%, depending
on the alloy, cooling conditions, etc.

Based on these experimental findings, Vreeman and Incropera
�19� developed a simple model of slurry, where the value of the
solid volume fraction, which separated packed and floating den-
drite zones, was estimated as 0.3 and it was assumed that the
velocity of the solid phase was the same as that of the mixture.
Specifying the characteristic dendrite diameter as 25 �m, the per-
meability of the packed bed of dendrites was estimated. However,
the model was not validated.

Mat and Ilegbusi �20� elaborated a hybrid model, where the
columnar mush was considered as an isotropic permeable matrix
of stationary dendrites and the remaining part of the mushy zone
was imitated by the slurry of floating equiaxed dendrites. Both
regions were separated by the surface of constant solid volume
fraction, where the coherency point was set at the upper limit of
the data of Arnberg et al. �18�, i.e., for the volume fraction equal
to 0.3. Above the coherency point, the solid phase was stationary
and Darcy’s isotropic porous medium model was applied, whereas
for the lower solid volume fraction, the melt was treated as a
power-law fluid. The results obtained were compared with both
the experimental data of Christenson and Incropera �16� and the
numerical predictions of Christenson et al. �15� and good agree-
ment was achieved.

All these models assume that when the solid volume fraction
exceeds the coherency point, the dendrite structure is columnar-
like, i.e., it is imitated by a porous medium model developed for
the columnar mushy zone, regardless of the morphology differ-
ences occurring between a real stationary solid skeleton of colum-
nar dendrites, growing from cooled walls into the melt, and the
equiaxed grains rising freely in the undercooled liquid, impinging
and mutually blocking their own movement.

To circumvent the problem, an actual position of the interface
between the columnar mush and the region of equiaxed crystals
needs to be known. Such information can be obtained by tracking
the columnar zone boundary, on the assumption that this border
can be represented by a curve or a surface drawn through the
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columnar dendrite tips. For this purpose, the special front tracking
method �FTM� on a fixed macroscopic control-volume grid was
recently developed and combined with macroscopic calculations
of mass, momentum, and energy transfer accompanying nonequi-
librium binary alloy solidification in microgravity conditions �21�,
and in the presence of thermal buoyancy forces �22,23�. Based on
the assumed dendrite tip kinetics, the advance, not of the strict
solid-liquid interface, but an envelope of columnar dendritic struc-
ture, ahead of which everything is liquid and behind which a
mushy zone exists, is modeled. Thus, the method allows a direct
identification of different dendrite zones and uses distinct simula-
tion models in each of these two different grain structures devel-
oping within the mush. The model was validated by comparison
with thermocouple measurements from a carefully instrumented
experiment of Al−7 wt %Si directional solidification, in which
natural convection is limited by design �23�. Moreover, using the
equiaxed index proposed by Browne �24�, as a metric for relative
tendency to form an undercooled-liquid/equiaxed zone �while ac-
tually modeling only columnar solidification�, it was shown that in
the case of thermal natural convection, the potential of forming
equiaxed grains in copper alloys solidifying in a convectively
cooled square cavity is roughly two times higher than that calcu-
lated for a pure conduction case �23�.

However, all FTM models of a binary alloy solidification, pre-
sented so far �i.e., in Refs. �21–24��, do not include the effect of
natural convection driven by solutal buoyancy forces—the phe-
nomenon, which, along with thermal natural convection, induces a
macroscopic compositional heterogeneity, known as macrosegre-
gation. Moreover, in all, it was assumed that no equiaxed grains
formed yet in the undercooled liquid region—the space just ahead
of the columnar front was treated as completely liquid, although
with temperatures lower than the equilibrium liquidus tempera-
ture.

Therefore, in this study, an account is given of the extension of
the FTM as applied to modeling of binary alloy solidification
controlled by both thermal and solutal buoyancy forces. The FTM
simulation is then further developed by implementing different
models of slurry to deal with the flow of the equiaxed mushy zone
and by direct coupling of the two flow models—that in the fixed
porous columnar solid with that in the particulate two-phase equi-
axed mush. Provisionally, as in Refs. �22,23�, the diffusion driven
dendrite tip kinetics is applied for the columnar front advance to
construct a surface separating the slurry and columnar dendrites
regions. The proposed model is further compared with the classi-
cal enthalpy-porosity approach �25� by solving an example prob-
lem of Pb-48 wt % Sn alloy solidification driven by conduction
and thermosolutal convection. A validation study of the front
tracking model is also presented using the available experimental
data �26�, and possible reasons of some observed discrepancy be-
tween the calculations and the experimental findings are dis-
cussed. Eventually, the proposed front tracking approach is used
to address the question of the impact of dendrites floating in the
melt on the flow pattern and macrosegregation in the solidifying
alloy.

2 Macroscopic Equations
Based on the volume averaging method Ni and Incropera �27�

developed a comprehensive model of transfer processes, occurring
in the part of the mushy zone where the solid phase is stationary.
Its conservation equations for the liquid-solid mixture mass, its
energy and species concentration are, respectively

� · ��V� = 0 �1�

�

�t
��h� + � · ��Vh� = � · � k

cS
� h�

+ � · � k

cS
� �hS − h�� − � · ���V − VS��hL − h�� �2�

�

�t
��C� + � · ��VC� = � · ��fLDL � C�

+ � · ��fLDL � �CL − C�� − � · ���V − VS��CL − C�� �3�

In the liquid and the slurry regions, the x-th and y-th momentum
equations, respectively, take the form

�

�t
��u� + � · ��Vu� = � · ��L � u� − � · ��LfS � uS�

+ � · ��SgS � uS� − � · ���fS

fL
��V − VS��u − uS�� −

�p

�x
�4�

�

�t
��v� + � · ��Vv� = � · ��L � v�

− � · ��LfS � vS� + � · ��SgS � vS�

− � · ���fS

fL
��V − VS��v − vS��

− gS�Sg��T,S�T − Tref� + �C,S�CS − Cref��

− gL�Lg��T,L�T − Tref� + �C,L�CL − Cref�� −
�p

�y
�5�

Alternatively, the x-th and y-th momentum equations, which are
valid in the rigid columnar mushy zone and in the completely
solid phase, have the following forms, respectively

�

�t
��u� + � · ��Vu� = � · ��L � u� − gL

�L

K
u

− � · ���fS

fL
�Vu� − gL

�p

�x
�6�

�

�t
��v� + � · ��Vv� = � · ��L � v� − gL

�L

K
v − � · ���fS

fL
�Vv�

− gL�Lg��T,L�T − Tref� + �C,L�CL − Cref�� − gL

�p

�y
�7�

In previous applications of the FTM �21–23�, a special form of the
energy conservation equation in the mushy zone was developed
on the basis of the known position of the tracked interface. Two
different source terms have been carefully defined to account for
both the advance of the solidification front and subsequent thick-
ening of dendrites within the columnar part of the control volume
�21,22�. Such modeling is, however, not applied in this study,
where the classical enthalpy formulation of the energy conserva-
tion �7,13,14� is preferred and the tracing of the columnar front
serves only to distinguish two different grain morphologies within
the mushy zone control-volume. Hence, the mixture total specific
enthalpy is defined by weighting the sum of the phase specific
enthalpies, i.e., h= fShS+ fLhL, and upon the commonly used as-
sumption of constant specific heats, the phase enthalpies are
hS=cST and hL=cLT+L. Incorporating them into the energy equa-
tion �Eq. �2�� gives

���cpT�
�t

+ � · ��cpVT� = � · �k � T�

+
�

�t
��fsL� + � · ��VsfsL� �8�

The above conservation equations must be supplemented with the
following closure relationships.

1. The mutual linking between temperature and species con-
centration in the liquid is approximated by the assumption of
the local thermodynamic equilibrium, and thus a phase dia-
gram can be used to couple both these unknowns through
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the liquidus line. Due to different solubility of the solute in
the solid and liquid phases, discontinuity of the concentra-
tion appears at the phase interface. According to the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium assumption, the phase concentrations
at the interface are related by the phase partition coefficient
�28,29�: �p=CS /CL.

2. Species concentration at the phase interface is different to
the average value in a bulk phase; both are related through a
model of microdiffusion. Two asymptotic cases are com-
monly used �29�. The first one is based on the lever rule
when a full mixing �very rapid solute diffusion� in both
phases is assumed. The second, known as Scheil’s model,
assumes ideal mixing in the liquid and no diffusion in the
solid phase. More general formulae, which couples the sol-
ute concentrations in the liquid phase and in the mixture and
assumes finite microdiffusion in the solid, may take the form
Ref. �14�

CL =
C − C0 + �1 − gS

0 + �gS
0�p�CL

0

1 − gS + �gS�p + �1 − ���p�gS − gS
0�

�9�

Parameter � depends on the intensity of microdiffusion in
the solid �known as back diffusion�. Its values lie between 0
and 1 that corresponds, respectively, to zero back diffusion
�Scheil’s assumption� and full diffusion �the lever rule�.
Coupling between solute concentration and temperature
fields via the above described supplementary relations is
based on the iterative algorithm proposed by Swaminathan
and Voller �14�.

3. In the momentum equations for the columnar mushy zone
�Eqs. �6� and �7��, a simple model of an isotropic porous
medium with the Darcy’s damping source term is applied.
But, bearing in mind the strong influence of the anisotropy
of a growing porous structure on a final solutal segregation
picture �30�, the secondary dendrite arm spacing is taken as
a characteristic dimension �25�. Then, the Darcy’s term reads

K =
�2

2�1 − gS�3

180gS
2

4. Inside the undercooled liquid, solid grains can nucleate,
grow, and can float by convection. Precise modeling of these
multiscale phenomena is difficult. In the simplified model
based on the solid-liquid mixture, an explicit relation be-
tween the phase velocities is required. Two cases are further
studied. In the first one, the solid phase is stationary, so the
phase velocities are given by VS=0 and VL=V / fL. In the
second case, the mushy region is divided into two different
regions by a curve joining the columnar dendrite tips. In
front of this interface, a slurry zone develops, where equi-
axed grains are freely floating. A simple relation between the
phase velocities, developed by Ni and Incropera �31� is ap-
plied here, where, for the same phase densities, phase ve-
locities are equal, VS=VL=V. Behind the dendrite tips curve,
in the columnar zone, the solid phase is stationary; VS=0
and VL=V / fL. Switching between these two cases is based
on the FTM identification of the temporal front position.
Details of the algorithm are described in a subsequent chap-
ter.

5. In the slurry zone, the solid grains interaction is modeled by
increasing the dynamic viscosity. This property is no longer
equal to the physical viscosity of a pure liquid �L, but is
given by the expression derived from the rheological analy-
sis �32,28�

�m = �1 −
gS

gSp
�−2.5gSp

�L

6. Since the proposed FTM model predictions will be further
verified by comparison with the solution of Ahmad et al.
�25�, the alloy properties, as well as boundary and initial
conditions, are taken from their paper.

3 Computational Model
The above conservation equations have been discretized on a

fixed control-volume grid. The developed computational proce-
dure is based on the staggered grid approach to avoid checker-
board pressure modes and on the power-law up-winding to elimi-
nate nonphysical spatial oscillations of the numerical solution
�33�. To separately calculate pressure and velocity fields, the pres-
sure correction method is used. Finally, the iterative segregated
solution strategy is applied, which follows the SIMPLE algorithm
�33�, where linearized directional momentum and energy equa-
tions are solved consecutively. For the fully implicit time march-
ing scheme used, the matching between temperature and concen-
tration fields is reached in an additional inner iterative loop �14�.
To account for different dendrite morphologies in the above de-
scribed macroscopic modeling of the mushy zone �Eqs. �1�–�9��,
the computational algorithm is further coupled with the front
tracking technique on a fixed control-volume grid, where it is
assumed that a local advance of the curve/surface embracing the
columnar mush results from assumed dendrite tip kinetics �21�. In
a consecutive iterative step, Eqs. �1�, �4�, �5�, and �8� are solved
within the distinguished columnar dendritic mush, whereas Eqs.
�1�–�3� and �8� are used to calculate pressure, velocity, tempera-
ture, and concentration fields in the undercooled liquid/equiaxed
region.

3.1 Front Tracking Technique on a Fixed Grid. The studied
FTM employs a Lagrangian representation of a moving curve of
columnar dendrite tips and Eulerian �fixed grid� calculations of
mass, momentum energy, and species conservation equations
�21–23�. To track the front between two different dendritic struc-
tures developing in the mushy zone, the idea originated by Shyy
�34� was adopted, where a set of mass-less marker particles, con-
nected by linear segments �Fig. 1�, is used to represent this inter-
face on a fixed control-volume grid. But unlike Ref. �34�, the front
tracking model is used here to treat the advance, not of the strict
solid-liquid interface at the scale of an individual dendrite; but an
envelope of dendritic structure ahead of which everything is un-
dercooled liquid or slurry of the liquid and moving equiaxed
grains. The columnar mushy zone exists behind this envelope. An
initial position of a marker is assumed in accordance with both the
initial state and thermal boundary conditions on the domain sur-
faces. At some time during solidification, the curve joining suc-
cessive markers represents the current interface �a continuous line
in Fig. 1�. From this position, a marker advances in a direction
perpendicular to the front, at the velocity specified by an assumed
dendrite tip kinetics, which is a function of a local undercooling,
determined from a current temperature field. New marker posi-
tions are calculated from the time interval �t and local velocities

Fig. 1 Tracking an internal interface via markers on a fixed
control-volume grid
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at the corresponding particle locations, and a new interface �dotted
line in Fig. 1� is obtained by the linear interpolation between each
pair of successive markers �34�. In the original work of Shyy �34�,
as well as in Refs. �21–23�, thus obtained interface and is treated
as a temporary one. In order to comply with the grid resolution,
one more step is performed. The points at which this set of linear
segments intersects the grid-lines become the new marker par-
ticles, and linear interpolation between these new markers posi-
tions �not shown in Fig. 1� creates a final representation of the
interface after �t. However, this geometrical dependence of the
front interpolation on a control-volume grid makes the tracking
algorithm complex and cumbersome for 3D extension. Therefore,
the grid independent method of Glimm et al. �35� was adopted in
this study, where the interface can also be represented by compu-
tational markers lying inside a control volume �Fig. 1�, and special
techniques are used to avoid marker particle rarefaction or accu-
mulation �36�.

Proper dendrite tip kinetics give rise to a fundamental issue in
this special front tracking technique that can result from enhanced
theoretical considerations �e.g., Refs. �37,6,38�� and/or from ex-
periments. In the preliminary calculations presented in this study,
it has been assumed that thermosolutal buoyancy forces have a
negligible impact on the local growth of a columnar dendrite, and
the commonly used KGT model �6� was applied. According to the
KGT model, the columnar dendrite tip velocity w can be approxi-
mated in a polynomial form

w = 1.6891 � 10−7�T2 + 1.21745 � 10−7�T3

where the undercooling �T is computed as the difference between
the liquidus temperature TL for the nominal composition C0 and
the current temperature T.

3.2 Interpolation of Phase Velocities. In a control volume,
which encompasses the interface, two different zones coexist: the
columnar dendrite region �a shaded area in Fig. 2�, where the solid
velocity is equal to zero and the slurry zone, where floating grains
and the liquid move with the mixture velocity. The volume of the
control-volume part occupied by the columnar dendrites is calcu-
lated on a grid of twice the density than that used in the discreti-
zation of the conservation equations. Both grids are shown in Fig.
2, along with the corresponding index notation. Thus, a dimen-
sionless volume associated with the velocity uI,J, at the node �I ,J�
located in the columnar mush �Fig. 2�, is given by

Ṽ =
Vol�2�i − 1�,2j − 1� + Vol�2i − 1,2j − 1� + Vol�2�i − 1�,2j� + Vol�2i − 1,2j�

��x�y�

The solid and liquid phase velocities at this node read, respec-
tively

VS = �1 − Ṽ�VL; VL =
V

fL + �1 − Ṽ��1 − fL�

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Model Verification and Validation. To verify the cor-
rectness and accuracy of the mathematical model and its computer
simulation based on the FTM, the problem of Pb-48 wt % Sn
solidification in a rectangular cavity was solved and the results
obtained were compared with the numerical predictions of Ahmad
et al. �25� and Roux et al. �17�. Ahmad et al. built their discrete
model on the basis of the volume averaged mass, energy, and
solute conservation in both phases, whereas the momentum con-
servation equation was volume averaged only over the liquid
phase. The simple lever rule model of microsegregation �Eq. �9�
with �=1� was used, along with the assumptions of equal phase
densities and a stationary solid phase. Within these assumptions,
the whole mushy zone was treated as the Carman–Kozeny porous
medium. Roux et al. �17� also established their model of columnar
solidification on volume averages of the local mass, energy, mo-
mentum, and solute concentration equations, supplemented by the
enhanced closure models based on geometrical considerations of
the columnar mush heterogeneity and on nonequilibrium chemical
transfer at the solid-liquid interface �17�.

In the carried out FTM calculations, the initial temperature was
equal to the one arranged by Hebditch and Hunt �26� in their
experiments, and data of the convective boundary condition on the
left cooled wall were assumed in accordance with those estimated
by Ahmad et al. �25�, on the basis of the advance of solidification
front reported by Hebditch and Hunt �26�, i.e., a constant heat
transfer coefficient was equal to 400 W / �m2 K� and an ambient
temperature of 25°C. The alloy properties were taken from Ah-
mad et al. �25�, and thermal and solutal expansions coefficients of
the solid phase were estimated from the data given by Poirer �39�.
All thermophysical data and parameters used in calculations are
presented in Table 1.

Two different models of the mushy zone have been analyzed,
i.e., the one with a stationary solid—further referred to as Case 1,
and the second, where the effect of free floating dendrites in the
slurry is accounted for—Case 2.

Streamlines �	� and the lines of constant solid volume fraction,
obtained, for the model of a stationary solid �Case 1�, on the grid
of 60�60 control volumes and with the time increment changing
from 0.01s to 0.05 s, are compared, respectively, in Figs. 3 and 4,
with the corresponding reference solutions of Roux et al. �17� and
Ahmad et al. �25�. A good agreement of the FTM results is only
observed with those reported in Ref. �25�—the flow pattern �Figs.
3�b� and 3�c�� and the solid volume fraction distribution �Figs.
4�b� and 4�c�� predicted by both models are very similar.

Then, to address the question of how the proposed FTM model
reflects the physics of a binary alloy solidification driven by ther-
mosolutal buoyancy forces, a validation analysis was carried out.

Fig. 2 A fragment of the front crossing a control-volume face
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The calculated 2D macrosegregation pattern was compared with
the experimental results obtained by Hebditch and Hunt �26�. In
their experiments, Pb-48 wt % Sn alloy was solidified in the par-
allelepiped cavity of 6�10�1.3 cm3. The cavity was thermally insulated on all lateral surfaces, except the one through which the

liquid alloy confined in the cavity was convectively cooled. As-
suming that the fluid flow in the central cross section of the cavity
�the one having an area of 0.1�0.06 m2� is not influenced by the
two parallel walls, the problem can be viewed as two-dimensional
and the experimental data can be compared with the 2D
calculations.

Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 5 in terms of tin concen-
tration changes along the distance from the left cooling surface, at
six selected height levels measured from the bottom of the cavity
�shown in meters above the plots in Fig. 5�. Two models of the
two-phase region have been analyzed, i.e., Case 1, where the
whole mushy zone is treated as a porous medium with a stationary
solid, and Case 2, where the columnar dendrite front, traced by the
FTM, separates the columnar mush and the undercooled liquid/
equiaxed region and the effect of free floating dendrites in the
slurry is accounted for. Thorough inspection of Fig. 5 shows that
the latter model is a closer fit to the experimental findings of
Hebditch and Hunt �26�.

4.2 FTM Analysis of Macrosegregation. Thus, a verified
and preliminary validated FTM model has been further used to
address the issue of the impact of dendrites floating in the melt on
the flow pattern and macrosegregation in the solidifying alloy. For
this purpose, the problem of Pb-48 wt % Sn solidification in the
rectangular cavity has been solved for the material data given in
Table 1. Two models of the mushy zone have been analyzed, i.e.,
the first, where the whole mush is treated as a Darcy’s porous
medium with a stationary solid and where the front tracking
method is not utilized—Case 1, and the second, where the colum-
nar and equiaxed zones are identified by tracking the columnar
front, Darcy’s model is restricted to the columnar mush and the
effect of free floating dendrites is accounted for in the
undercooled/equiaxed zone—Case 2.

The fields of the relative mixture concentration,
�C−C0� /C0

�100%, velocity �in terms of streamlines� and the solid
fraction, calculated for both these cases, are compared in Figs.
6–8, and in Figs. 9–11 at two different times of the solidification
process, i.e., after 150 s and after 300 s, respectively.

Visible differences in the flow structure and the mixture con-
centration are caused by the different treatment of the solid phase
in each of the two analyzed mushy zone models. When the entire

Table 1 Thermophysical data of Pb-48 wt % Sn and param-
eters used in the calculation.

Initial mass fraction wt % Sn 48.0
Melting temperature °C 327.5
Eutectic temperature °C 183.0
Liquidus slope °C �wt %�−1 
2.334
Partition coefficient - 0.307
Eutectic mass fraction wt % 61.9
Specific heat �liquid or solid� J kg−1 K−1 200.0
Thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1 50.0
Latent heat of fusion J kg−1 53,550.0
Reference density kg m−3 9000.0
Reference temperature °C 232.0
Thermal expansion coefficient �liquid� K−1 1�10−4

Solutal expansion coefficient �liquid� �wt %�−1 4.5�10−3

Thermal expansion coefficient �solid� K−1 1.2�10−4

Solutal expansion coefficient �solid� �wt %�−1 5.5�10−3

Dynamic viscosity kg m−1 s−1 1�10−3

Secondary dendrite arm spacing �m 40.0
Molecular diffusion coefficient �liquid� m2 s−1 1�10−9

Molecular diffusion coefficient �solid� m2 s−1 1�10−13

Gibbs–Thomson coefficient K m 1�10−7

Fig. 3 Streamlines after 50 s of solidification, ��=3.67Ã10−6:
„a… model of Roux et al. †17‡, „b… model of Ahmad et al. †25‡, and
„c… the proposed model—Case 1

Fig. 4 Lines of constant solid fraction after 50 s of solidifica-
tion: „a… model of Roux et al. †17‡, „b… model of Ahmad et al.
†25‡, and „c… the proposed model—Case 1

Fig. 5 Relative tin concentration in the completely solidified
alloy along the selected horizontal lines of the cavity central
cross section „measured in „m… from the left cooled wall…: solid
line—Case 1, dashed line—Case 2, and dots—experimental
data by Hebditch and Hunt †26‡
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solid confined in the two-phase region is assumed stationary �Case
1�, the solutal buoyancy forces are dominant and the melt rich in
solute is transported upwards �Fig. 7, left�. On the bottom of the
cavity, the mixture concentration is relatively small, making the
liquidus temperature of the hypoeutectic alloy higher. The solidi-
fication takes place earlier in the other parts of the cavity. Con-
versely, a very high solute concentration in the upper narrow layer
of the melt �Fig. 6, left� effectively prohibits the solidification
�Fig. 8, left�. On the contrary, when grains can freely move in the
slurry, the liquid and equiaxed crystals are well mixed �Fig. 6,
right�. Moreover, the mixture concentration is virtually constant
along the interface �Fig. 6, right� and the dynamics of dendrite
growth is mainly related to the local temperature. Convective cur-
rents are much stronger in the model of floating dendrites �com-

pare Fig. 7, left and Fig. 7, right�. This is probably because of the
assumption of stationary dendrites in the whole mushy zone �Case
1�, implying the development of a large porous region, which
weakens the strength of natural convection.

While solidification proceeds, the natural convection in Case 2
changes its orientation �compare Fig. 7, right, and Fig. 10, right�
and becomes solutally driven, creating good solute mixing in the
bottom-right corner. The stagnant region expands in the vertical
direction, so the rich solute region, developing in an upper part of
the cavity �Fig. 9�, reduces the liquidus temperature and retards
the columnar dendrites growth along the line of constant value of
the solid fraction �value of about 0.001 in Fig. 11, right�. The use
of the slurry model in the undercooled region developing in front
of the columnar dendrites, radically changes the character of the

Fig. 6 Relative mixture concentration of Sn „in %… after 150 s of solidification: left—Case 1, right—Case 2; a dotted
line—the columnar front position

Fig. 7 Stream function after 150 s of solidification: left—Case 1, �max=8.8Ã10−6, right—Case 2, �max=1.4Ã10−4; a
dotted line—the columnar front position

Fig. 8 Solid fraction after 150 s of solidification, left—Case 1, right—Case 2; a dotted line—the columnar front position
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flow field, what causes a visibly different pattern of macrosegre-
gation. The good solute mixing observed, which promotes high
values of the final solute fraction in an upper part of the cavity,
gives results closer to the experimental data of Hebditch and Hunt
�26� than those obtained in Case 1 �Fig. 5�.

5 Concluding Remarks
The proposed FTM computer simulation model for macro-

scopic calculations of binary alloy solidification driven by diffu-
sion and thermosolutal natural convection, differs from others
available in the relevant literature by the coupling of the classical
approach �based on the volume averaging� with a special La-
grangian technique of tracking the interface on a fixed control-

volume grid. On the underlying assumption that local fragments
of the columnar front advance into the undercooled liquid at a
velocity resulting from the assumed dendrite tip kinetics, this
combined Eulerian–Lagrangian approach is capable of distin-
guishing the interface between two different dendrite structures
developing in the mushy zone, i.e., the columnar mush and the
equiaxed grain region. Thus, the possibility is offered of using
different computer simulation models in each of these two re-
gions, thus, better reflecting the distinct physics of columnar and
equiaxed dendrite solidification. Being evenly computationally ef-
ficient, the proposed FTM method appears to be an interesting
alternative to the commonly used macroscopic enthalpy-porosity
model, where zones of different grain structures are indirectly

Fig. 9 Relative mixture concentration of Sn „in %… after 300 s of solidification: left—Case 1, right—Case 2; a dotted
line—the columnar front position

Fig. 10 Stream function after 300 s of solidification: left—Case 1, �max=2.8Ã10−6, right—Case 2, �max=3.6Ã10−5; a
dotted line—the columnar front position

Fig. 11 Solid fraction after 300 s of solidification: left—Case 1, right—Case 2; a dotted line—the columnar front position
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identified through the coherency point—a subjectively assumed
value of the solid volume fraction.

Preliminary verification of the FTM calculations of
Pb-48wt% Sn solidification in a rectangular cavity demonstrates
good fitting to the numerical results reported by Ahmad �25�. The
subsequent validation, based on the comparisons between the nu-
merical predictions and the experiment findings of Hebditch and
Hunt �26�, shows that the model, which distinguishes two differ-
ent grain structures in the mushy zone and includes the specifics
of the equiaxed region �through the model of slurry�, gives a
better match to the experimental data than the classical model
with a stationary solid phase, especially in the upper and bottom
parts of the cavity. Some remaining differences between FTM
calculations and the experimental data can be caused by a simpli-
fied model of slurry, where grain sedimentation is not accounted
for by the assumed isotropic porosity of the columnar mush and
by the application of the simplified dendrite tip kinetics, where the
role of thermosolutal convection is neglected. Alternatively, the
lack of precise information on the boundary conditions occurring
in the experiments �26� may also have contributed to these differ-
ences.

The main purposes of the study presented is the exploration of
the potential of FTM in macroscopic modeling of the mushy zone
in the presence of thermal and solutal buoyancy forces and pre-
liminary verification and validation of the FTM numerical predic-
tions, by their comparison with alternative calculations and ex-
perimental data. Therefore, rather simple models of the columnar
mush permeability and the undercooled slurry zone of floating
equiaxed crystals were adopted—those used in the reference so-
lutions �17,25�.

The authors are aware of the limitations and weaknesses of
these models. Hence, the results of the current work, to be pub-
lished elsewhere, have an entailed modification of the dendrite
kinetics to account for the effect of thermosolutal buoyancy forces
on grain growth �e.g., through combining the models developed in
Refs. �39,40�, refer to details given in Ref. �41��; implementing
more enhanced model of slurry with sedimentation �e.g., by using
data from Ref. �42�� and more realistic modeling of the columnar
porous medium �e.g., from Ref. �43��.
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Nomenclature
C � concentration of solvent �wt %�
cp � specific heat �J kg−1 K−1�
f � mass fraction
g � volumetric fraction
h � enthalpy �J�
k � thermal conductivity �W m−1 K−1�
K � permeability �m2�
L � latent heat �J kg−1�
p � pressure �Pa�
t � time �s�
T � temperature �K�
u � velocity in the x-direction �m s−1�
v � velocity in the y-direction �m s−1�
V � velocity vector �m s−1�

Vol � volume of a control-volume part occupied by
the columnar mush �m3�

Ṽ � dimensionless volume of a control-volume part
occupied by the columnar mush

w � dendrite tip velocity �m s−1�
x ,y � Cartesian coordinates �m�

� � expansion coefficient �K−1 or wt %�
�p � partition coefficient

�2 � secondary dendrite arm spacing �m�
� � dynamic viscosity �kg m−1 s−1�
� � density �kg m−3�
	 � stream function �m2 s−1�

�x, �y � grid increments in x and y directions, respec-
tively �m�

� � supersaturation

Indices
0 � previous time step
C � solutal
E � eutectic
L � liquid
m � mushy zone
p � packing fraction
S � solid
T � thermal
� � at the solid/liquid interface
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Hierarchical Modeling of Heat
Transfer in Silicon-Based
Electronic Devices
A hierarchical model of heat transfer for the thermal analysis of electronic devices is
presented. The integration of participating scales (from nanoscale to macroscales) is
achieved by (i) estimating the input parameters and thermal properties to solve the
Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) for phonons using molecular dynamics (MD), in-
cluding phonon relaxation times, dispersion relations, group velocities, and specific heat,
(ii) applying quantum corrections to the MD results to make them suitable for the solu-
tion of BTE, and (iii) numerically solving the BTE in space and time subject to different
boundary and initial conditions. We apply our hierarchical model to estimate the silicon
out-of-plane thermal conductivity and the thermal response of an silicon on insulator
(SOI) device subject to Joule heating. We have found that relative phonon contribution to
the overall conductivity changes as the dimension of the domain is reduced as a result of
phonon confinement. The observed reduction in the thermal conductivity is produced by
the progressive transition of modes in the diffusive regime (as in the bulk) to transitional
and ballistic regimes as the film thickness is decreased. In addition, we have found that
relaxation time expressions for optical phonons are important to describe the transient
response of SOI devices and that the characteristic transport regimes, determined with
Holland and Klemens phonon models, differ significantly. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001644�

1 Introduction
The performance and reliability of modern electronic devices,

such as microprocessors, is related to their ability to dissipate the
heat generated from their operation. However, as their character-
istic dimensions become comparable to or smaller than the mean
free path or the relaxation time of the main energy carriers, the
thermal conductivity of the constituent materials decreases from
their bulk values. At subcontinuum scales, the interactions of the
energy carriers become a fundamental part in the description of
the heat transport. Lower values of thermal conductivity restrict
heat dissipation and induce large thermal stresses and temperature
changes. In semiconductor materials, these interactions are de-
scribed in terms of quantized lattice vibrations or phonons �1�.
Phonons are subject to complex collisions or scattering mecha-
nisms �e.g., phonon-phonon, phonon-impurities, phonon-
boundaries, and phonon-defects�, which play a crucial role in de-
scribing how the heat is transported in the crystalline structure
�2,3�.

To model the thermal behavior of these devices, considering all
scales involved, is a complex task. The complexity lies in the
large variation in the participating spatial �from nanometers to
centimeters� and temporal scales �from picoseconds to hours� in
their intricate operation and in the physical behavior and nature of
each scale. Even though the formulation of the thermal transport
at the subcontinuum level has long been established �1–5�, no
mathematical method is able to fully resolve by itself the thermal
response of electronic devices from nanoscale to macroscales. For
instance, molecular dynamics �MD�, which is a classical method,
is essentially constrained to small �submicro� scales due to the
expensive computations involved. The Boltzmann transport equa-
tion �BTE� on the other hand requires input parameters such as the
relaxation time of phonons, which are difficult to estimate �6–10�.
Likewise, the Fourier law, which is valid only at the macroscopic
level, assumes instantaneous heat propagation and ignores inter-

actions among phonons. From these methods, the solution of BTE
under the single mode relaxation time �SMRT�, approximation
offers the possibility to model the heat transport from subcon-
tinuum scales to continuum scales if the required phonons relax-
ation times are available.

There are several problems associated with the analytical esti-
mation of the relaxation time of phonons. First, phenomenological
models �derived from perturbation theory� are not reliable outside
the range for which their parameters were fitted �11,12� and the
effect of the approximations involved in their derivation �such as
isotropic crystal, elastic continuum behavior, piecewise linear dis-
persion relations, third-order anharmonic expansions, etc.� are
shadowed by the use of fitting parameters �13�. Second, since the
relative contribution of the acoustic �A� and optical �O� and trans-
verse �T� and longitudinal �L� phonons to the total thermal con-
ductivity in semiconductors is still an open topic, these relaxation
time models are not accurate. For instance, recent ab initio �14�
and MD predictions obtained using the Stillinger–Weber �SW�
potential for silicon �15� suggest that the contribution of acoustic
modes is approximately 90–95% depending on the temperature of
the system being the contribution of transverse acoustic �TA�
about 30%. However, these results contrast with analytical esti-
mations from Holland �4� and Hamilton and Parrott �16� who
suggested that the TA modes were the dominant heat carriers at
high temperatures. Sood and Roy �17� concluded that longitudinal
acoustic �LA� phonons dominate heat transport in germanium at
high temperatures being the contribution of the LA phonons more
than 75% for T��D. Third, there is a lack of relaxation time
expressions applicable to optical modes and frequently thermal
estimations neglected their contribution. Different authors
�7,18–20� have pointed out that optical phonons can have a sig-
nificant effect on the creation of hotspots during transient Joule
heating events due to the confinement of phonons, which can
severely impact the operation temperature of silicon on insulator
�SOI� devices. Notable are the works of Sinha et al. �18�, Pop and
co-workers �21,22�, and, more recently, Rowlette and Goodson
�6�, who studied the scattering mechanisms of longitudinal optical
�LO� phonons at hotspots and developed nonequilibrium electron
and electron-phonon transport models, respectively, applicable to
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nanometer-scale field-effect transistors. Lastly, the accuracy of
common relaxation time models in more complex semiconductors
is unknown.

In this work, we present a hierarchical model of heat transfer
for the thermal analysis of electronic devices. In the proposed
methodology, the phonon relaxation times and the dispersion re-
lations of silicon are estimated by means of MD simulations, re-
moving in this way the need of fitting parameters. The methodol-
ogy considers the effect of the anharmonicity of the potential
energy function over the thermal expansion of the crystal and the
change in the dispersion, which are particularly difficult to include
in theoretical derivations �23� and might be important in systems,
where the phonon vibration frequencies are expected to change
significantly with temperature �24�. In addition, no explicit sim-
plifications about the lattice structure or the contribution of anhar-
monic terms are required as it is commonly needed in theoretical
derivations.

The integration of participating scales is achieved in three steps.
First, we use MD simulations to estimate the properties required
to solve the BTE for phonons. In the second step, we apply quan-
tum corrections �QCs� to the MD results to make them suitable for
BTE. This is required since MD and BTE interpret the physics of
phonons differently. Lastly, we solve the BTE using these proper-
ties. Here, we use the SW potential to describe the interactions
between silicon atoms and we solve the BTE using the lattice
Boltzmann method �LBM� under the SMRT approximation. We
apply our methodology to analyze the out-of-plane thermal con-
ductivity and the thermal response of a SOI-like device subject to
Joule heating.

2 Methodology
Our final goal is to numerically solve in space and time the

BTE for phonons using the properties estimated from MD includ-
ing phonon relaxation times ��r,m�, dispersion relations ��m�,
group velocity �vg,m�, and specific heat �cv�. Under the SMRT
approximation, the BTE can be written as follows:

� fm

�t
+ vg,m · �fm = −

fm − fm
o

�r,m
�1�

In the equation, fm and fm
o are the current and equilibrium distri-

bution functions and t is the time. Phonons follow the equilibrium
distribution function given by the Bose–Einstein distribution.

fm
o = �exp���m

kBT
� − 1�−1

�2�

where � and kB represent the Plank and Boltzmann constants and
T is the equilibrium temperature.

We solve the BTE with the LBM using an isotropic and disper-
sive phonon formulation. The formulation includes acoustic and

optical phonons �with longitudinal and transverse polarizations�
whose properties depend on frequency. Details of the solution of
the BTE using the LBM are presented in Appendix. In order to
obtain the inputs needed to solve the BTE, first, we perform MD
simulations using an NPT ensemble �constant number of atoms,
pressure, and temperature� to determine the lattice parameter of
silicon at 300 K and 1000 K. In this way, we consider the thermal
expansion of the crystal. Then, as detailed below �see Fig. 1�, we
proceed to determine all other phonon properties using the lattice
parameters obtained previously. For this, we perform additional
MD simulations using an NVE ensemble �constant number of
atoms, volume, and energy�. For both ensembles, the instanta-
neous position and velocity of atoms are obtained by solving
Newton’s second law.

M
d2r

dt2 = F �3�

where M is the atom’s mass, r is the position of the atom in the
molecular domain, t represents the time, and F is the force.

The phonon relaxation times are computed from the energies
obtained in the MD simulation using the normal mode decompo-
sition method; specifically from the temporal decay of the auto-
correlation function of the energy of each mode �m�, where the
energy of each mode is a function of the instantaneous position
and velocity of each atom. This procedure was first proposed by
Ladd et al. �25� and extended by McGaughey and Kaviany �24�
for the determination of the phonon relaxation times and thermal
conductivity of LJ argon under the isotropic approximation. Sun
and Murthy �26�, Henry and Chen �27�, and, more recently,
Goicochea et al. �15� used the environment-dependent interatomic
potential �EDIP� and the SW potential to determine the relaxation
times of silicon. Additionally, Turney et al. �28� presented four
different methods for predicting phonon properties and thermal
conductivity of argon based on lattice dynamics, on molecular
dynamics, and on the solution Boltzmann transport equation.
Their results indicate that the shape of the spectral thermal con-
ductivity is closely related to the density of phonon states and that
phonons with a frequency of half the maximum frequency are
found to dominate thermal transport.

Under the harmonic approximation, the total energy of each
mode can be written as �29�

Em,t =
�h,m

2Qm
� �q,��Qm�q,��

2
+

Q̇m
� �q,��Q̇m�q,��

2
�4�

where �h,m is the harmonic frequency and the first and second
terms on the right hand side of the equation represent the potential
energy and kinetic energy of the mode m, respectively. Qm�q ,�� is
the normal mode of the system �29� given by

Fig. 1 Step 1: Estimation of different properties and relaxation times with MD
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Qm�q,�� = N−1/2	i
Mi

1/2 exp�− q · ri,0�em
� �q,�� · ui�t� �5�

where N is the number of atoms, Mi is the mass of atom i, and �
corresponds to the mode polarization �longitudinal or transverse�
described by the polarization vector em

� �q ,��, i.e., its complex
conjugate. ri,0 is the equilibrium position of atom i, and ui�t� is the
relative displacement of atom i at time t from its equilibrium
position �ui�t�=ri�t�−ri,0�.

Once the total energy Em,t of each mode is obtained for each
time step in the MD simulation, the autocorrelation of the devia-

tion of total energy from its mean value ��Em,t=Em,t− Ēm� is com-
puted. The normalized autocorrelation produces a temporal decay-
ing function that is fitted with an exponential function from which
the relaxation time of mode m is extracted.

Likewise, the dispersion relations �m�q ,�� can be directly de-
termined using the equipartition theorem between the kinetic and
potential energy of each mode.

�m�q,�� =
�Q̇m�q,��Q̇m�− q,���
�Qm�q,��Qm�− q,���

�6�

Once the dispersion relations are obtained, the group and phase
velocities are obtained as vg=�� /�q and vp=� /q. The specific
heat is computed using the procedures reported in Refs. �30,31�.
We validate the MD obtained properties by comparing the silicon
bulk thermal conductivity determined using the Green–Kubo
method �kGK� and that obtained from the steady state solution of
the BTE �i.e., the thermal conductivity expression of Tiwari and
Agrawal �32�, which corresponds to the expression between curly
brackets in Eq. �9�� at the studied temperatures.

Since MD is a classical method, before solving the BTE, the
temperature, specific heat, and thermal conductivity have to be
quantum corrected. This is particularly important at temperatures
below the Debye temperature. �i.e., 645 K for Si �33��. Several
strategies have been proposed to quantum correct the thermal con-
ductivity and temperature �34–36�. We use the method proposed
in Ref. �34�, which includes the experimental specific heat to
quantum correct both quantities. In addition, as explained below,
we have extended this method to correct the thermal conductivity
per phonon mode. In Ref. �34�, the thermal conductivity is cor-
rected as

k =
dTMD

dT
kMD� → k =

cv,e�T�
3�N − 1�kB

kMD� �7�

where dTMD /dT is defined as the ratio between the experimental
�cv,e� and the classical specific heat �3�N−1�kB�. Likewise, the
corrected temperature �T� is found integrating Eq. �7� as

TMD�T� =
V

3�N − 1�kB
�

0

T

cv,e�T�dT + T� �8�

where T� is the integration constant of the order of the Debye
temperature �34�.

To include the quantization of the energy of each mode at T and
the change in the dispersion relations, we modify Eq. �7�, consid-
ering that the corrected thermal conductivity is a function of the
mode contribution to the specific heat cv,a�T ,��, temperature, and
of the ration between the total experimental and analytical specific
heats �cv,e�T� /cv,a�T��

k =
cv,e�T�
cv,a�T�� 4�

3

1

�2��3	
b,p
��

�m,min

�m,max �cv,a�T,��
vg

vp
2�r��2d���

�9�

For simplicity, the summation is performed in the �100� direction
over all phonon branches and polarizations, where the relaxation
times are determined. In Eq. �9�, we assume that the crystal is
isotropic, however, no changes are needed if an anisotropic model
is considered. Lastly, the MD specific heat is corrected as
cv�T ,��=cv,e�T�cv,MD��cv,a�T ,�� /cv,a�T��, where cv,MD� is the
MD specific heat per degree of freedom. cv,MD� is 1.01 and 1.05 at
300 K and 1000 K, respectively.

To validate the second step of our methodology, we compare
our estimated thermal conductivity with that obtained experimen-
tally for natural Si �natSi�. For this, the isotope scattering is in-
cluded in our phonon-phonon relaxation times ��ph−ph�. In silicon,
the isotope scattering is only important at temperatures approxi-
mately below 350 K �37�. natSi has three stable isotopes �different
forms of an element each having different atomic mass�: 28Si,
29Si, and 30Si in a proportion of 92.23%, 4.67%, and 3.1%, re-
spectively. We include the phonon-isotope relaxation times ��imp�
using an expression obtained from perturbation theory. The
phonon-isotope relaxation times are included using Matthiessen’s
rule ��r

−1=�ph−ph
−1+�imp

−1�. Alternatively, the effect of isotope
scattering can be modeled explicitly with MD using silicon atoms
with different masses �38�. Klemens �2� and Carruthers �39� sug-
gested two expressions for this type of scattering. Both of them
are used to study the effect of isotope scattering.

�imp
−1 = A�4 and �imp

−1 = Avg
−3�4 �10�

where A is a fitted constant.
As shown in Fig. 2, the inclusion of the isotope scattering re-

sults in two sets of properties. One includes only phonon-phonon
scattering �isoSi� and another includes the scattering with isotopes

Fig. 2 Steps 2 and 3: Quantum correction of MD properties and solution of the BTE
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�natSi�. After these properties are quantum corrected, the BTE for
phonons is solved and the methodology is applied to the study
cases.

3 Results
In this section, results pertained to each of the steps of our

hierarchical model are presented. Due to length considerations
and since the first and second steps of the methodology have been
presented individually �15,40,41�, more emphasis is provided to
the application of the methodology. For completeness, we also
discuss the most important results found in the first two steps.

3.1 Step 1: Thermal Properties Estimation. We have found
that the behavior of the phonon relaxation times for the different
modes can be well-captured using power functions of the form:
1 /�r=a�b �15�. At both temperatures the value of the exponents
of the power functions for the acoustical modes �TA and LA� are
approximately equal to 2 �15�, which is in agreement with the
theoretical predictions obtained from time-dependent perturbation
theory for U-processes at high temperatures �3�. For optical
modes, the value of the exponents is higher than 2, indicating that
higher-order processes might be responsible for such behavior �as
suggested in Ref. �15��.

It is observed that the anharmonic nature of the potential energy
and the thermal expansion are responsible for the change in the
dispersion relations with temperature. The change in the fre-
quency of vibration is noticeable in the transverse modes, how-
ever, their change is relatively small compared with that obtained
for argon �24� using the normal mode decomposition.

Table 1 shows the values obtained for specific heat and thermal
conductivities of the TA, LA, LO, and transverse optical �TO�
modes. As expected, the obtained specific heat is approximately
kBT. The small derivation from the classical specific heat at 1000
K is produced due to the anharmonic nature of the potential en-
ergy function. The relative contribution is obtained from the ex-
pression Tiwari and Agrawal considering that the specific heat is
constant. At 300 K and 1000 K, we have found that the contribu-
tion of the TA and LA modes represents roughly 90% being about
30% from the TA mode and lower than 60% from the LA mode
while the relative contribution of LO mode is 10%. The contribu-
tion from the TO mode for both temperatures is negligible �less
1%�. In addition, both predictions match the overall thermal con-
ductivity obtained with Green–Kubo. The difference between both
thermal conductivities �k−kGK� /kGK

� 100 is 3.39% and 14.76% at
300 K and 1000 K, respectively. Both values fall within one stan-
dard deviation of the predicted values of the Green–Kubo method
�i.e., 4.90% �17.38 W /m K� and 21.13% �11.16 W /m K� at 300
K and 1000 K, respectively�. The agreement between these values

validates the properties obtained with MD in this step. Further-
more, recent results for Ge �42� obtained using MD at high tem-
perature agree very well with these predictions.

3.2 Step 2: Quantum Corrections and Isotope Scattering.
Table 2 shows the QC temperatures calculated from Eq. �8� and
using the experimental specific heat corresponds to that for natural
silicon �natSi� �43�. In addition, due to the lack of experimental
data for single Si isotopes and for comparison purposes, the tem-
perature is also corrected replacing the experimental specific heat
by the corresponding analytical expression �Eq. �11��.

cv,a�T� = 	
m
�kB���m/kBT�2 exp���m/kBT�

�exp���m/kBT� − 1�2� �11�

The frequency values used in Eq. �11� are those obtained from Eq.
�6�. Note that both estimations �experimental and analytical� pro-
vide similar results. At 300 K, the corrected temperature is
roughly 220 K while at 1000 K, the correction is negligible �less
than 1.2%�. The analytical estimations are obtained for T�

=790.94 K.
The QCs also affect the behavior of the specific heat with fre-

quency. Figure 3 shows the mode specific heat as a function fre-
quency at TMD=300 K. Before QCs, the specific heat is indepen-
dent of the frequency of vibration of the modes, however, when
the quantization of the energy is considered, the specific heat de-
creases as the frequency is increased. The quantum corrected spe-
cific heat starts at almost the same value of the corresponding for
the classical anharmonic system, however, the difference becomes
larger at higher frequencies. The small shift in the specific heat
values observed at zero-frequency is produced due to the differ-
ence between the experimental and the analytic specific heats
�cv,e�T� /cv,a�T��. The freezing of high-frequency modes translates
in a reduction in their contribution to the overall thermal conduc-
tivity. As shown in Table 1, the relative contribution of the optical
modes reduces from 10.25% before QCs to 5.70% after QCs
while the one from acoustical modes increases from 89.75% to
94.30%.

To include the effect of isotope scattering, we find the value of
A �in Eq. �10�� that produces the reduction in the experimental

Table 1 Relative contribution of each mode to the overall thermal conductivity at 300 K and 1000 K

From T

cv

kB kTA kLA kLO kTO kMD kGK A

MD 300 1.01 122.8 �33.87%� 202.590 �55.87%� 34.186 �9.43%� 2.953 �0.82%� 362.5 350.67
+QC 220 See Sec. 2 119.656 �38.62%� 172.518 �55.67%� 16.530 �5.33%� 1.163 �0.38%� 309.9
+ISO A�4 220 116.186 �43.79%� 143.747 �53.83%� 6.004 �2.19%� 0.518 �0.19%� 265.3 1.57	10−45 �s3 / rad4�
+ISO
A

vg
3�4

220 107.750 �40.62%� 153.554 �57.88%� 3.973 �1.50%� 0.021 �0.01%� 265.3 2.47	10−34 �m3 / rad4�

MD 1000 1.05 18.0 �29.99%� 35.385 �58.88%� 6.240 �10.38%� 0.438 �0.73%� 60.092 52.36

T is the temperature in �K�, cv /kB is the nondimensional specific heat per unit of degree of freedom, kTA, kLA kLO kTO are the thermal conductivity contribution of the transverse
and longitudinal acoustic and optical modes, respectively, kMD is the BTE-based thermal conductivity obtained from MD results, and kGK is the Green–Kubo thermal
conductivity. MD, +QC, +ISO are the from molecular dynamics, after quantum corrections, and after isotope scattering, respectively. Thermal conductivity values in
�W /m K�.

Table 2 Quantum corrected temperatures

TMD

T

Experimental Analytical

300 218.5 220.6
1000 1011.3 1006.5
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thermal conductivity due to isotope scattering. Based on experi-
mental data reported by Kremer et al. �37� for natSi and 28Si �i.e.,
silicon enriched with isotope 28� at T=220 K, we estimate that
such reduction �measured relatively to the natSi thermal conduc-
tivity� is 16.80%.

As shown in Fig. 4, the inclusion of the isotope scattering term
modifies the phonon relaxation times and all properties that de-
pend on them �e.g., phonon mean free path, thermal conductivity,
etc.�. In particular, the phonon mean free path decreases as the
frequency of each mode increases being the reduction more severe
for high-frequency modes �i.e., LO and TO modes� and when the
group velocity is considered in the phonon-impurity scattering
term. Additionally, the relative contribution of high-frequency
modes to the thermal conductivity is modified. As reported in
Table 1, the contribution of optical modes reduces to less than
2.4% while the one from the acoustical modes increases to more
than 97.6% when the first expression in Eq. �10� is used. Note that
although both isotope scattering expressions yield to the same
value of thermal conductivity, the reduction in the contribution of
optical modes occurs regardless of the expression used for the
phonon-isotope scattering. When the second expression of Eq.
�10� is used, the contribution of TO modes becomes negligible.

3.2.1 Comparison With Experimental Data. Table 3 shows the
comparison between the predicted thermal conductivity with that
obtained experimentally for natSi and 28Si. The deviation of the
predicted thermal conductivity before and after QCs are applied

with respect to the experimental value is 44.48% and 23.48% for
28Si. When the isotope scattering term is included, a deviation of
13.94% is found between our thermal conductivity predictions
and the experimental value for natSi. Hence, both the proposed
quantum correction and the inclusion of the isotope scattering
term improve the thermal conductivity predictions.

3.2.2 High Temperature Implications. At high temperatures,
both the quantization of the energy and the presence of isotopes
are expected to have a minor effect on the reduction in the thermal
conductivity. Although there are no reported values of thermal
conductivity for 28Si at 1000 K, it is well known that at high
temperatures phonon-phonon scattering is the main source of ther-
mal resistance. It is interesting to note that the contribution to the
thermal conductivity from the high-frequency modes would ap-
proach the ones estimated with MD �before QCs� as the tempera-
ture of the system is increased.

3.3 Step 3: Solution of the BTE and Study Cases. In this
section, we discuss the results of the application of the methodol-
ogy. Details of the solution of the BTE using the LBM are pre-
sented in Appendix. We apply the methodology to estimate the
silicon out-of-plane thermal conductivity and the thermal response
of an SOI device subject to Joule heating. The calculated phonon
dispersion relations, specific heat, group velocity, and relaxation
times are provided as input to solve the BTE.

3.3.1 Out-of-Plane Thermal Conductivity. The out-of-plane
thermal conductivity is obtained for a thin film of thickness d. It is
assumed that the length L of the film is several times larger than
its thickness L
d. The film is modeled as a one-dimensional
domain �see Fig. 5� with prescribed temperature at the top and
bottom boundaries. All other boundaries are assumed to be adia-
batic and no phonon-boundary scattering is possible with them.
The procedure to determine the out-of-plane thermal conductivity
is described in Ref. �45�.

Figure 6 shows the out-of-plane thermal conductivity obtained
with natSi and isoSi at 220 K. For comparison, the out-of-plane
conductivity obtained with relaxation times models of Escobar et
al. �46� �i.e., gray formulation�, Holland �4�, and Han and Kle-
mens �47�. In general, all conductivity curves have the same be-
havior; they approach their bulk values as the thickness increases.
At 100 nm and 1000 nm, the difference between natSi and isoSi is
15% and 23%, respectively. This is expected, since the bulk ther-
mal conductivity of isoSi is higher than that for natSi �see Table 3�.
Note that despite Holland �4� and Han and Klemens �47� models
were designed to reproduce the bulk thermal conductivity of sili-

Fig. 3 Mode specific heat after quantum corrections. Arrows
indicate the frequency range of each mode.

Fig. 4 Effect of the isotope scattering term in the phonon
mean free path. The thin dotted line presents the edge of the
BZ.

Table 3 Thermal conductivity comparison before and after
isotope scattering with experimental data

From k � k

ke�
28Si�

− 1� � k

ke�
natSi�

− 1�
MD 362.5 44.48%
+QC 309.9 23.48%
+ISO 265.3 13.94%

ke�
28Si�=250.934 W /m K �37�, ke�

natSi�=232.844 W /m K �44�, and ke is the ex-
perimental thermal conductivity.

Fig. 5 One-dimensional domain used to estimate the out-of-
plane thermal conductivity
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con over a wide range of temperatures, their predictions obtained
for the studied thicknesses differ significantly. Furthermore, de-
spite 220 K the out-of-plane conductivity obtained with the Hol-
land model is higher than that of the Han and Klemens model, the
situation reverses at 1000 K for film thickness below 100 nm.
Coincidentally, at 220 K Holland model predicts similar out-of-
plane conductivities as those obtained with natSi.

In Fig. 6, all phonon models have thermal conductivity values
lower than that for the gray formulation. This is produced due to
the transition of phonon modes from the diffusive transport re-
gime to the ballistic regime as the thickness of the film reduces.
This transition, observed in our LBM dispersive formulations, has
been qualitatively explained due to the coexistence of different
phonons �7�. Different transport regimes originate due to the ex-
istence of frequency-dependent phonons with different relaxation
times, group velocities, and, hence, different mean free paths. For
a given characteristic dimension of the film, this yield to phonons
with different Knudsen number �� /d� coexisting in the same pho-
non system. A similar behavior has been previously observed in
Ref. �7�.

To elucidate this effect, Fig. 7 shows the frequency-dependent
Knudsen number for a film of 1000 nm at 220 K and 1000 K. At
both temperatures, only low-frequency TA and LA modes fall
within the ballistic regime region at both temperatures. The rest of
the LA modes are located in the transitional region. This is also
the situation for the TA modes, except for those modes with higher
frequency. At 1000 K most of the LO and TO modes are located in
the diffusive region, however, at 220 K the low-frequency LO
modes also fall within the transitional region. In general, the in-
crease in temperature produces that more modes are locate within
the transitional and diffusive regions, which corresponds to a de-
crease in the phonon mean free path for all modes and thermal
conductivity. Contrarily, further reductions in the thickness will
increase the number of modes falling within the ballistic and tran-
sitional regions, especially low-frequency modes. For phonons
falling within the transitional and ballistic regimes, the phonon-
boundary scattering becomes a major source of thermal resistance,
reducing their contribution to the thermal conductivity.

The evidence of change in the contribution of the different
modes to the thermal conductivity as a function of the thickness is
shown in Fig. 8. In the figure, the variation in mode thermal
conductivity of isoSi as a function of film thickness is shown. The
mode thermal conductivity is determined for three different films
of increasing thickness from 100 nm to 10000 nm and is calcu-
lated expressing Eq. �9� as

k = 	
m
�

�m,min

�m,max

km���d� �12�

where the summation includes all branches and polarizations.
Again an isotropic phonon space is assumed.

As shown in Fig. 8, the increase in the film thickness not only
affects the mode contribution to the thermal conductivity �espe-
cially for those low-frequency modes� but the peaks for the TA

Fig. 6 Silicon thin film out-of-plane thermal conductivity as a
function of film thickness at 220 K

Fig. 7 Variation in Knudsen number with respect to frequency
for a film thickness of 1000 nm at 220 K „a… and 1000 K „b…. The
dashed line represents the edge of the BZ.

Fig. 8 Variation in mode thermal conductivity as a function of
film thickness at 220 K
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and LA modes are progressively displaced to the left. In the limit
of a large film thickness �previously estimated to be of the order
of millimeters �7,48��, the location of the peaks and the contribu-
tion of the low-frequency modes would correspond to that of the
bulk case, as reported in Table 1. For small thicknesses the rela-
tive contribution of the modes to the overall thermal conductivity
changes significantly due to phonon confinement.

Figure 9 shows how the contribution of the TA, LA, LO, and
TO modes to the overall thermal conductivity changes as a func-
tion of film thickness for natSi. For films of 10 nm, acoustical
modes contribute about 80% while optical modes contribute 20%,
being 15% and 5% the contribution of the LO and TO modes,
respectively. This represents a substantial increase in the contribu-
tion of the optical modes from the bulk values �see Table 1�. The
behavior is also present in isoSi, where optical modes contribute
about 22% for a 10 nm film and in the phonon relaxation time
models of Holland and Han and Klemens �not shown�. In Holland
model, the contribution of the TA and LA modes decreases from
58.3% and 41.7% for bulk to 24.5% and 75.5% while in Han and
Klemens model the contribution of the TA and LA modes changes
from 33.0% and 67.0% for bulk to 24.4% and 75.6% at 10 nm and
220 K. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that this
change in the thermal conductivity is quantitatively reported for
Si.

3.3.2 Thermal Response of a SOI Device. The thermal re-
sponse of a SOI device is modeled by considering a one-
dimensional silicon layer of L=100 nm subject to self-heating.
The heat generation occurs at the center of the domain in a region
1/10 smaller than the length of the silicon layer, as shown in Fig.
10. The top and bottom boundaries are considered adiabatic. Tem-
peratures at the right and left boundaries are maintained at a con-
stant value. The value of the phonon relaxation times depends on
the initial temperature of the film. It is considered that the silicon
layer is fabricated of natSi and isoSi.

To study the thermal response of the SOI device, we analyze
the transient behavior of temperature at the center of the hotspot.
Pop et al. �21� determined phonon emission and energy dissipa-
tion rates, due to Joule heating, using a coupled electron-phonon

model. Here, we use their results to model how the total heat
generated due to the operation of the SOI device under low and
high electric fields �5 kV/cm and 50 kV/cm� is distributed among
the heat carriers. When a high electric field is applied, all heat
generated is distributed in the LO, LA, and TO modes with a ratio
about 1/2, 1/3, and 1/10, respectively. Conversely, for the low
electric field case, all heat is distributed in the LO mode �21�. The
same amount of heat is dissipated in both scenarios �i.e., 10
	1012 W /cm3�. Figure 11 shows the nondimensionalized tem-
perature as a function of time at the center of the hotspot subject
to high and low electric fields. The temperature and thickness of
the film have been nondimensionalized as �= �T−Tmin� / �Tmax
−Tmin� and �=x /d, where Tmin initial temperature inside of the
layer and Tmax is the maximum temperature found during all
simulations. Likewise, the time scale is defined as t�= t / tmax,
where t and tmax are the actual and total simulation time, respec-
tively. The total simulation time �tmax� is 60 ps and the heat pulse
last 1/3 of the total time.

In the figure, an increase in the temperature during the first 20
ps is observed. The maximum peak temperature is found when the
heat pulse is applied to natSi and all the heat is distributed in the
LO mode. This is produced due to the low thermal conductivity of
the LO mode for which the isotope scattering further reduces the
contribution of optical modes.

The temperature behavior of isoSi shows two characteristic ef-
fects of ballistic heat transport �7�. First, the slope of the tempera-
ture as a function of time during the application of the heat pulse
is slower than for natSi, especially for t��0.1. Second, despite the
higher thermal conductivity of isoSi, its rate of cooling is lower

Fig. 9 Mode thermal conductivity contribution as a function of
thickness

Fig. 10 One-dimensional domain used to model the silicon
layer of a SOI transistor

Fig. 11 Temperature evolution at the center of the hotspot for
a film of 100 nm. „a… Heat generated is distributed over all pho-
non modes, „b… Heat generated is distributed only in LO mode.
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than that for natSi. For isoSi, when the heat pulse is turned off, the
temperature decreases rapidly followed by a slower rate of cool-
ing. These effects are less noticeable in natSi since more phonons
fall within the transitional or diffusive regimes �Fig. 7�a��.

Figure 12 shows the temperature evolution at the center of the
hotspot for film thicknesses of 10 nm, 100 nm, and 1000 nm and
isoSi subject also the high and low electrical fields. For films of
1000 nm, the temperature increases roughly linear while the heat
pulse is on, followed by a slow cooling rate. This behavior is
characteristic of diffusive heat transport �7,48� and is essentially
independent of how the generated heat is distributed among pho-
non modes. As the film thickness is reduced, the transient evolu-
tion of temperature changes. For 100 nm films, the hotspot in-
creases more rapidly until t�0.1 �approximately� followed by a
reduction in the temperature slope. Then, when the heat pulse is
turned off, the hotspot temperature reduces rapidly. Further reduc-
tions in the film thickness accentuate this behavior. For 10 nm
films, the heating and cooling of the hotspot occurs abruptly. Ini-
tially, the increase in temperature is steep until it becomes almost
flat, followed by quickly temperature drop produced after the heat
pulse is turned off. A similar behavior in the hotspot temperature
was observed by Escobar and Amon �7�. Similar temperature
changes are also found for natSi.

Figure 13 shows the change in the reduced energy �Eq. �13�� of
each phonon branch and polarization as a function of the reduced
time for films thicknesses of �a� 10 nm and �b� 100 nm. All gen-
erated heat is assumed distributed among all modes as described
previously. The film is fabricated of isoSi. The reduced energy is
defined as

� �E

�E max
�t

=
Ep

t − Ep
t=0

Etotal
t − Etotal

t=0 �13�

where Ep
t is energy of each phonon branch and polarization �i.e.,

TA, LA, LO, and TO�, Etotal
t is the total energy of all phonons, and

the superscript t represents the time.
The shape of the total energy curves follows the same behavior

as the hotspot temperature �shown in Fig. 12�a�� for equivalent
film thicknesses. Despite the heat generated is distributed among
all modes, the contribution of each mode to the total energy varies
significantly. Acoustic modes follow a similar trend to that ob-
served in Fig. 12�a� for a film thickness of 10 nm �which is char-
acteristic of ballistic transport �7��. These modes experience an
abrupt change in their energy levels as the heat pulse is turned on
or off since they fall in the ballistic and transitional regimes �see
Fig. 7�a��. For both thicknesses, the LA mode is more excited than
the TA mode. This is produced because 1/3 of the heat generated
is transferred through the LA mode. On the other hand, the low
thermal conductivity of optical modes produces a large increase in
their energy levels, leading to phonon confinement. Phonon con-
finement is further promoted due to the distribution of 1/2 and
1/10 of the total heat generated into the LO and TO modes, re-
spectively. For a film of 100 nm the energy of optical modes
increases with a lower rate than for acoustic modes while the heat
pulse is on, followed by a slower cooling rate. It can be verified
that for a film of 100 nm, most optical phonons fall in the transi-
tional and diffusive regimes. As the film thickness is reduced to 10
nm, most optical phonons fall in the transitional regime and the
behavior approaches that of ballistic transport. Evidently, the be-
havior of the total phonon energy and temperature at the hotspot

Fig. 12 Temperature evolution at the center of the hotspot for
different film thicknesses. Hotspot size is 1/10 of the thickness
of the film. Heat generated is distributed over all phonon
modes „a… and through the LO mode „b….

Fig. 13 Contribution of the TA, LA, LO, and TO modes to the
reduced phonon total energy as a function of reduced time for
films thicknesses of 10 nm „a… and 100 nm „b…
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are strongly affected by the confinement of optical modes.
Figure 14 compares the temperature at the center of the hotspot

for a film of 100 nm obtained from Holland and Han and Kle-
mens. In this case, all heat generated is distributed uniformly
among the TA and LA modes. From the figure, the thermal pre-
dictions of both models differ drastically. Holland’s model predict
a behavior similar to that of ballistic transport while Han and
Klemens’ predict a hotspot temperature behavior similar to the
transitional regime, resembling that obtained for natSi for the same
film thickness. As expected, the maximum temperature at the
hotspot depends on the phonon model used. Holland’s model pre-
dicts the lowest hotspot temperature, followed in increasing order
by isoSi, natSi, and Han and Klemens �which has the lowest ther-
mal conductivity�. The presence of optical modes in isoSi and natSi
increase their thermal resistance due to phonon confinement lead-
ing to higher temperatures at the hotspot.

4 Summary and Conclusions
A hierarchical modeling methodology for heat transfer of

silicon-based electronic devices has been presented. The integra-
tion of participating scales has been achieved in three steps. These
involve �i� the estimation of the thermal properties at different
temperatures required to solve the BTE, including phonon relax-
ation times, dispersion relations, group velocity, and specific heat,
�ii� their quantum correction to make them suitable for BTE, and
�iii� the solution of this equation using an isotropic and dispersive
lattice Boltzmann formulation for phonons. Nonlinear dispersion
relations in the �100� direction for the acoustic and optical modes
�longitudinal and transverse� were used to solve the BTE. The
different steps of the methodology were validated using analytic
or experimental data reported in literature.

It is found that the reduction in the out-of-plane conductivity is
produced by a progressive transition of modes from diffusive re-
gimes �as in the bulk case� to transitional or ballistic regime re-
gions as the film thickness is reduced. This transition is character-
ized by a shift in the location of the mode thermal conductivity
peaks for the acoustic modes as the film thickness is reduced,
which at the same time modifies the relative contribution of all
modes to the thermal conductivity. For natSi and isoSi, the total
contribution of the optical modes increases to 20% and 22% when
the film thickness is reduced to 10 nm. At this thickness, the LO
and TO modes contribute about 15% and 5% to the thermal con-
ductivity, respectively. Similar changes are also found in the LA
and TA modes for the models of Holland and Han and Klemens.

The thermal response of SOI-like transistors of decreasing size
is characterized by temperature profiles that become progressively
nonlinear. The transition to ballistic transport is observed as both

the length and the hotspot size decreases. The hotspot temperature
exhibits abrupt changes as the heat pulse is turned on or off,
produced due to the sudden changes in the energy levels of each
mode. It was found that acoustic modes dissipate the generated
heat ballistically, whereas the behavior of optical modes is iden-
tified to be within the transitional and diffusive regimes. Under
self-heating conditions, acoustic modes exhibit a saturation of
their energy levels as the heat pulse is turned on while those of
optical modes increase due to their lower thermal conductivity.
The difference between transient behavior of temperature �in non-
dimensional units� obtained for natSi and isoSi is not substantially
different, however, notable differences are found using the models
of Holland and Han and Klemens.

The value of hierarchical methodology stands out when the
results obtained from different phonon relaxation time models are
compared. Despite Holland and Han and Klemens, the models are
able to reproduce the silicon bulk thermal conductivity, their pre-
dictions for out-of-plane thermal conductivity, and behavior of
temperature at the hotspot differ drastically. The difference in the
results obtained from Holland and Han and Klemens models re-
affirms the importance of our proposed methodology, which can
be extended to other semiconductor materials and to validate
models for phonon relaxation times.
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Nomenclature
A � fitted coefficient �s3 / rad4 or m3 / rad4�

cv /kB � nondimensional specific heat per degree of
freedom

cv,e � experimental specific heat �kg /s2 K�
cv,a � analytic specific heat �kg /s2 K�

cv,a�T ,�� � mode contribution to the specific heat as a
function of temperature and frequency

d � silicon layer thickness �nm�
Ep

t � energy of each phonon branch and polarization
�J�

Etotal
t � total energy of all phonons �J�
fm � phonon distribution function
� � Plank constant �J�s / rad�
ke � experimental thermal conductivity �W /m K�

ke�
28Si� � experimental thermal conductivity of enriched

28 silicon �W /m K�
ke�

natSi� � experimental thermal conductivity of natural
silicon �W /m K�

k � quantum corrected thermal conductivity
�W /m K�

kB � Boltzmann constant �kg /s2 K�
kGK � Green–Kubo thermal conductivity �W /m K�
kMD � BTE-based thermal conductivity �W /m K�

km��� � mode thermal conductivity as a function of
frequency �W /m K�s / rad�

L � silicon layer length �nm�
N � number of atoms
q � wave vector �1/m�

Si � Silicon
t � time �s�

Fig. 14 Temperature at the center of the hotspot for a film of
100 nm as a function of time, obtained from Holland, and Han
and Klemens phonon relaxation times models
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T � temperature �K�
TMD � molecular temperature �K�

T� � integration constant �K�
vg, vp � group and phase velocities �m/s�

wm � LBM weighting factor

Greek Symbols
� � nondimensional temperature

�D � Debye temperature �K�
�x � lattice spacing
�t � time step
� � mean free path �nm�

�m � relaxation time �s�
� � frequency �rad/s�

Superscripts
O � equilibrium
� � nondimensional

Subscripts
m � phonon mode

max � maximum
min � minimum

TA, LA � transverse and longitudinal acoustics
TO, LO � transverse and longitudinal opticals

Appendix
LBM is a computational method originally developed for fluid

simulation �49�. In this method, the spatial domain is discretized
in lattices that only have a finite number of propagation directions.
Since all our simulations are one-dimensional, we use the D1Q3
lattice �50�, considering only two propagation directions �left and
right�. On each lattice, a discretized version of the BTE known as
the lattice Boltzmann kinetic equation �LBKE� is solved. The lat-
ter was obtained after applying two different operators to the first
and second terms on the right of Eq. �1�: one forward in time �t�
and one forward in time and space �x�, respectively. One impor-
tant characteristic of the LBM is that the lattice spacing and time
are linked by the so-called light-cone rule �49� �i.e., �x=v��t�.
This results in Eq. �A1� �wm is a weighting factor defined as wm
=�x / ��vg,m��m�=�t /�m�.

fm,i�x + dx,t + dt� = �1 − wm�fm,i�x,t� + wmfm,i
o �x,t� �A1�

In our dispersive LBM phonon formulation, multiple LBKEs are
solved simultaneously in space and time. One equation per pho-
non is defined in the simulation domain �7�. Phonons are obtained
from the discretization of the dispersion relations in bands of con-
stant wave vector �7� or constant frequency �9�. This leads to
phonon properties �e.g., group velocities� that depend on fre-
quency. In our case, our dispersion relations obtained in the �100�
direction are discretized using constant wave vector bands and all
phonon properties are band-average with respect to frequency
�i.e., �̄=1 /���������d��. Unlike a gray model �46�, which in-
clude only a single phonon with one group velocity, in a disper-
sive formulation many phonons are defined.

The solution of each LBKE in space and time follows the next
algorithm: �i� given a finite number of phonons defined in the
simulation, the initial temperature of the system and its boundary
conditions, we use Eq. �2� to obtain the initial phonon distribution
functions in the domain. Since the temperature at the boundaries
is typically prescribed, the equilibrium distribution at these loca-
tions for each phonon defined remains fixed during the entire
simulation; �ii� multiple equations, such as Eq. �A1�, are solved
and �iii� at the end of each time step, the total phonon energy is
computed on each lattice site and a new temperature distribution
is obtained using Eq. �2�. Steps ii and iii are repeated until the
predefined simulation time is reached.

In the algorithm, it is implicitly assumed that the energy of the
phonon system remains in quasi-equilibrium. Hence, the tempera-

ture of the system can be recovered from equilibrium distribution
functions. In this way, all our results are strictly valid in the limit
of low normal modes amplitudes. The impact of this approxima-
tion was discussed in Ref. �15�. Other nonequilibrium phonon
formulation to solve BTE has been developed �6,10,21�.

To maintain the accuracy at an acceptable level while keeping
the computational effort at minimum, the sensitivity of the bulk
thermal conductivity at 220 K to the number of bands �per branch�
used to discretize the dispersion relations was evaluated. The sen-
sitivity is defined as �k�nw�−k�nw−1�� /k�nw�, where k is the ther-
mal conductivity and nw is the number of bands per branch. For
nw=10 or 40, the phonon defined �i.e., ten bands � four branches�
the sensitivities of 3.7%, 5.2%, 0.03%, and 0.04% were found
using the models of Holland, Han, and Klemens and for natSi and
isoSi, respectively. Additionally, since the LBM is a nonconserva-
tive method, the sensitivity with respect to the spatial discretiza-
tion was also evaluated. All our results are independent of the
number of cells used to discretize the domain. However, it is
important to mention that the number of cells we use to discretize
the domain varies with the domain size. The light-cone rule re-
striction is particularly severe in multiphonon systems, especially
for phonons whose group velocity approach to zero �i.e., trans-
verse modes near the BZ edge� and therefore the number of cell
used is generally large enough for the results to be independent of
spatial discretization �41�. Mesh independence was found with a
minimum of 800 cells. For the film of 10,000 nm �see Fig. 8�,
approximately 30,000 cell were used.
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The Classical Nature of Thermal
Conduction in Nanofluids
We show that a large set of nanofluid thermal conductivity data falls within the upper and
lower Maxwell bounds for homogeneous systems. This indicates that the thermal conduc-
tivity of nanofluids is largely dependent on whether the nanoparticles stay dispersed in
the base fluid, form large aggregates, or assume a percolating fractal configuration. The
experimental data, which are strikingly analogous to those in most solid composites and
liquid mixtures, provide strong evidence for the classical nature of thermal conduction in
nanofluids. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001304�

1 Introduction
A nanofluid is a colloid with complex thermo-chemical proper-

ties. Typical colloids, even in dilute concentrations, form aggre-
gates that are dependent on the solution chemistry, surface
charges, and thermal �Brownian� motion of the nanoparticles
�1–3�. External fields such as gravity and temperature can support
or disrupt the formation of aggregates. Thus in most experimen-
tally tested nanofluids, there is a competition between the growth
of fractal-like structures, coalescence into large clumps, sedimen-
tation, and fragmentation �4�. The transport properties such as
viscosity and thermal conductivity, in general, are sensitive to the
geometrical configuration and the connectivity of the aggregated
structures.

The study of thermal transport in colloidal dispersions is rela-
tively recent. The thermophysical and thermal transport properties
of magnetic colloids (ferrofluids) with nanoparticles as small as 4
nm were reported in the 1980s �5–7�. In the last decade, there has
been a renewed interest with nonmagnetic metallic and oxide col-
loids. The early experiments on dilute nanofluids have shown a
fascinating increase in the thermal conductivity �8–12� as well as
other interesting effects of nanoparticle size and temperature
�13,14�. The initial promise of nanofluids as an advanced, nano-
engineered coolant, however, has been tempered in recent years
by a lack of consensus on the thermal conduction mechanism.
While several experiments with well-dispersed nanoparticles have
shown modest conductivity enhancements consistent with the
classical Maxwell theory for noninteracting spheres �15–24�, more
instances of larger enhancements have also been reported in recent
years �25–45�. In a recent International Benchmark Exercise �46�,
different experimental techniques �such as transient hotwire and
forced Rayleigh scattering� are shown to be comparable in accu-
racy and precision. Several outliers in the experimental data, how-
ever, highlight the difficulties of accurate thermal measurements
in complex colloidal systems. Against this backdrop, it is essential
to have a fundamental understanding of the heat conduction
mechanism in nanofluids.

The effective medium or mean-field theory of Maxwell �47,48�
is most often used to analyze the thermal conductivity results of
nanofluid experiments. For a nanofluid with noninteracting
spherical nanoparticles, the theory predicts

�

� f
=

1 + 2��

1 − ��
�1�

where � is the nanoparticle volume fraction, �= ��p−� f� / ��p

+2� f�, and ��p−� f� is the difference between the thermal conduc-
tivities of the nanoparticle and the base fluid. If a finite tempera-
ture discontinuity exists at the nanoparticle-fluid interface, the
Maxwell theory would still apply, provided that one makes the
substitution � f →� f +��p �on the right-hand side�, where �
=2Rb� f /d, wherein Rb is the interfacial thermal resistance and d is
the nanoparticle diameter �49,50�.

The thermal conductivity enhancements beyond those predicted
by Eq. �1� are often reported to be anomalous or unusual. In
addition to larger thermal conductivities, experiments have also
revealed other disagreements with the Maxwell theory. The ther-
mal conductivity is observed to have an inverse dependence on
the nanoparticle size �25,32,51,52� and a quasi-linear dependence
on the temperature �14,36,53,54�. Interestingly, there appears to
be a fundamental difference between the thermal conduction be-
havior of solid composites and nanofluids. In the former, smaller
dispersed �or filler� particles, especially those in the nanometer
size range, reduce the matrix thermal conductivity significantly. In
some cases the thermal conductivity is reduced well-below that of
the base medium �55� at all volume fractions, while in others, the
enhancement is severely suppressed �56�. The solid composite be-
havior is easily explained through the interfacial thermal resis-
tance Rb, which has an inverse dependence on the particle diam-
eter �49,57,58�. Thus, decreasing the filler particle size will
dramatically reduce the effective thermal conductivity of the solid
composites and vice versa. For the case of nanofluids some of the
experimental data indicate that the thermal conductivity increases
with decreasing nanoparticle size—a behavior which is clearly at
odds with the Maxwell theory �25,32,51,52�. Some experiments
have also shown that the nanofluid thermal conductivity is not
correlated in a simple manner to that of the nanoparticle as pre-
dicted by the Maxwell model �26,34�. A limiting behavior at
higher volume fractions is also observed in nanofluids, which is
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qualitatively different from that in solid composites. While the
thermal conductivity displays a quadratic or power law behavior
at higher volume fractions for solid composites �59,60�, it is
known to rise rapidly at lower volume fractions and then saturate
at higher volume fractions for several nanofluids �26,28,34�.

Several mechanisms have been recently proposed to account for
the excess thermal conductivity and other departures from the
Maxwell theory �such as temperature and size dependence�. These
include the Brownian motion of the nanoparticles �61,62�, fluid
convection at microscales �63–69�, liquid layering at the particle-
fluid interface �70–75�, nanoparticle shape �46,76,77�, cluster ag-
glomeration �78,79�, or a combination of the aforesaid mecha-
nisms �80–85�. A disconcerting aspect of having several theories
is compounded by the ability of each postulated mechanism to
match �a subset� of the experimental data accurately.

In this paper, we start by asking an elementary question—Is
there an anomalous thermal conduction behavior in nanofluids?
First we show that the classical Maxwell theory has two limiting
bounds, which correspond to two geometrical configurations of
the nanoparticles. These limits are also formally known as the
Hashin and Shtrikman �H-S� mean-field bounds for homogeneous
composite media �48�. In the first configuration, the nanoparticles
constitute the dispersed phase with the fluid medium acting as the
continuous phase. Most investigations have thus far reported this
lower limiting bound given by Eq. �1�. In the second configura-
tion, the nanoparticles can form the continuous phase with the
base fluid constituting the dispersed phase. It is easy to visualize
the second configuration for high volume fractions of nanopar-
ticles, but for small volume fractions, the nanoparticles will nec-
essarily need to form linear, fractal-like or percolating structures,
separating large pockets of the fluid medium. In both configura-
tions, the effective thermal conductivity is maximally biased to-
ward the continuous phase. However, if the nanoparticles have a
higher thermal conductivity in relation to the base fluid, the addi-
tional conduction paths in the second configuration will lead to an
effective nanofluid thermal conductivity that is larger than what is
given by the lower Maxwell limit �Eq. �1��.

Next, by analyzing a large body of data including those from
our own experiments, we show that most of the reported thermal
conductivity data are enveloped by the upper and lower Maxwell
�H-S� mean-field bounds. This observation strongly indicates that
the nanoparticles can exist in several configurations ranging from
a well-dispersed mode to a linear chainlike arrangement in the
colloidal state. Indeed, a number of electron microscopy experi-
ments at low volume fractions support �but does not prove con-
clusively� the presence of both configurations. A comparison to
the conduction behavior of solid-solid composites and liquid-
liquid mixtures reveal that the Maxwell bounds, to a large extent,
have a universal applicability. While this is recognized for solid-
composites, it is not so well-known for liquid mixtures. We further
show that the conduction behavior in binary solid composites dif-
fers from that of nanofluids in one important aspect, which is its
susceptibility to interfacial thermal resistance for nanometer sized
filler particles. The apparent anomalous behavior of nanofluids is
thus shown to stem from the assumption of well-dispersed nano-
particles. If this restriction is removed the classical theoretical
models can predict much higher thermal conductivities �86�. We
further stress that the differences in aggregation structures, which
arise from colloidal chemistry, thermodynamic conditions and ex-
ternal fields, have a profound influence on the nanofluid thermal
conduction behavior. While a linear or fractal configuration pro-
vides additional conduction paths that promote the effective ther-
mal conductivity, large aggregates or clumps �which are formed,
for example, by sedimentation� are detrimental to thermal conduc-
tivity enhancements. In conclusion we show that the classical
theory of thermal conduction is applicable to nanofluids – the
phenomena being consistent with what is known for binary solid
composites and liquid mixtures.

2 The Theoretical Framework for Thermal Conduc-
tion in Nanofluids

For a single component material, thermal conduction is de-
scribed uniquely with the Fourier constitutive law q̇�=−��T,
where � is the thermal conductivity and T is the temperature. In a
mixture heat can flow from multiple gradients in addition to the
temperature gradient such as those resulting from concentrations
and external fields. The theoretical framework for describing mul-
ticomponent transport is provided by the linear phenomenological
theory, which postulates that the fluxes are linear homogeneous
functions of the corresponding gradients. While an intrinsic ther-
mal conductivity exists for the nanofluids, the measured thermal
conductivity can include effects of diffusion, chemical reactions,
and other external fields. Since diffusion, directly and indirectly, is
considered to be a key mechanism for the nanofluid thermal con-
ductivity in several new theories �61–69�, the theoretical frame-
work is elaborated here to make a quantitative assessment of dif-
fusion and chemical reactions on nanofluid thermal conductivity.
The formalism is well-known, and in this paper, it is adopted from
de Groot and Mazur �87�.

For a n component system, the linearity between the fluxes and
gradients is expressed as

J � Lx̂ = �
k=1

n

LikX̂k �i = 1,2, . . . ,n� �2�

where J and x̂ are the generalized flux and gradient vectors, re-
spectively. L is a matrix containing the phenomenological coeffi-
cients. The cross coefficients Lik and Lki are equal, following On-
sager’s reciprocity hypothesis. The heat flux in a multicomponent
system is not defined uniquely, and hence, the thermal conductiv-
ity. A commonly accepted definition follows from the second law
of thermodynamics which is given by �87�

Jq = Ĵq − �
k=1

n

hkJk �3�

where Ĵq is the heat flux, which is usually measured in an experi-
ment, Jq is the reduced �or conductive� heat flux, J is the mass
flux, and h is the partial specific enthalpy. The difference between

Jq and Ĵq represents the heat transfer due to diffusion. Typically,
dilute nanofluid experiments are dominated by the gradients in
temperature and concentration �to a lesser extent�. For compo-
nents �s , l�, abbreviated for solid nanoparticles and base liquid,
respectively, the phenomenological relationships reduce to the fol-
lowing form �87�:

Jq = − Lqq

�T

T2 − Lqs

1

T
� ��s − �l�T �4�

Js = − Lsq

�T

T2 − Lss

1

T
� ��s − �l�T �5�

where � is the chemical potential. Note that for a binary nanofluid
system, Js=−Jl. In experiments, diffusion is associated with a
concentration gradient �c� rather than the chemical potential. The
above equations can be recast in terms of the experimental coef-
ficients in the following form �87�

Jq = − � � T − �s� ��s

�cs �
T,p

TD� � cs �6�

Js = − �csclDT � T − �Dsl � cs �7�

The phenomenological coefficients �Lik� are related to the experi-
mental coefficients in the following way:

� =
Lqq

T2 �8�
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D� =
Lqs

�csclT2 �9�

DT =
Lsq

�csclT2 �10�

Dsl =
Lss

�clT
� ��s

�cs �
T,p

�11�

In Eqs. �6� and �7�, DT, D�, and Dsl stand for the thermal diffusion
coefficient, the Dufour coefficient, and the mutual �binary� diffu-
sion coefficient, respectively, while the density of the system is
given by �. Thermal diffusion coefficient �DT� accounts for the
flow of matter with a temperature gradient, while the Dufour co-
efficient �D�� is a measure of the inverse effect, which is the flow
of heat due to a concentration gradient. � is the thermal conduc-
tivity of the nanofluid system, and it is clear that it is a native or
intrinsic property of the nanofluid without any contribution from
diffusion. The ratio of DT to Dsl is defined as the Soret coefficient
and is given by

sT �
DT

Dsl �12�

In an experiment, measurements can be made before the diffusion
transients begin ��cs=0� or at steady-state conditions �Js=Jl=0�.
Therefore, multiple definitions for thermal conductivities can be
defined as shown below for these limiting conditions �87�.

Jq = − � � T, Ĵq = − �̂ � T ��cs = 0� �13�

Jq = − � � T, Ĵq = − �̂ � T �Js = Jl = 0� �14�

The heat fluxes Jq and Ĵq are associated with the thermal conduc-

tivities �� ,�� and ��̂ , �̂�, respectively. As mentioned before, the
difference between these heat fluxes �Eq. �3�� is solely due to the
heat carried by the diffusing nanoparticles. It can be shown that
�87�

� = �

�̂ = � + DT�hs − hl��cscl �15�

� = � −
�DT�2

Dsl � ��s

�cs ���cs�2clT

�̂ = � �16�

where h denotes the partial specific enthalpy. Equations �15� and
�16� correspond to the conditions �cs=0 and Js=Jl=0, respec-
tively. Thus for a measurement when the mass fluxes are zero, the
effective thermal conductivity ��� is always less than the intrinsic
thermal conductivity ���. At the beginning of the experiment
when there are no concentration gradients, the effective thermal
conductivity ���, as expected, is equal to that of the intrinsic value.
A steady-state experiment corresponds to Js=Jl=0 while a tran-
sient hot wire measurement is closer to the condition �cs=0.
Equations �15� and �16� show the effect of diffusion on the ther-
mal conductivity of a nanofluid, assuming that there are only two
gradients, namely, temperature and concentration. The formalism
can be extended to include other fields such as pressure gradient
and external fields as long as the assumed linearity given in Eq.
�2� is satisfied. In Sec. 3, we will give an estimate of the effective
thermal conductivities with simple diffusion and with chemical
reactions �since nanosized particles are known to be highly reac-
tive�.

3 Postulated Mechanisms for Nanofluid Thermal
Conduction

3.1 Classical Theories. The simplest and perhaps the most
intuitive models correspond to the series and parallel modes of
thermal conduction. In the former, the conducting paths, namely,
those through the base fluid and the nanoparticles, are assumed to
be in series, and in the latter, they are regarded to be in parallel
�see Fig. 1�. The effective thermal conductivities are given by
�88,89�

1

�= =
�1 − ��

� f
+

�

�p
�17�

�	 = �1 − ��� f + ��p �18�

where �= and �	 are the series and parallel mode thermal conduc-
tivities, respectively.

In the dilute limit, as shown below, �= /� f is a function of the
volume fraction alone, while �	 /� f is a function of the constituent
thermal conductivities and volume fraction

��=

� f
�

�→0
= 1 + � �19�

��	

� f
�

�→0
= 1 + �

�p

� f
�20�

From Eq. �20� it is clear that the enhancement in the parallel mode
can be much larger than that in the series mode if �p	� f. As can
be inferred from electron microscopy experiments, neither series
nor parallel configuration is strictly applicable to most nanofluids
even though the intertwined fibers allow nanotube suspensions to
be approximated by the parallel mode. Since the parallel mode
corresponds to a geometric configuration that allows the most ef-

Fig. 1 A two-dimensional representation of „a… a series mode
and „b… a parallel mode of thermal conduction in a binary nano-
fluid. Note that a typical nanofluid system is not inhomoge-
neous, as shown.
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ficient way of heat propagation, it represents the absolute upper
limit for the effective thermal conductivity regardless of the phase
of the constituents. For example, the experiments by Griesinger et
al. have shown �90� an increase of 5000% in the thermal diffusiv-
ity of low density polyethylene when the polymer fiber fillers
were configured parallel to the direction of the heat flow. Not
surprisingly, numerous experiments have shown that the upper
bound is rarely, if not ever, violated in binary solid composites or
liquid mixtures.

The series and parallel bounds are not the narrowest that can be
estimated with the classical approach. An analysis of the Max-
well’s original work reveals that the theory predicts two
bounds—an upper and a lower bound—also derived by Hashin
and Shtrikman �48� using variational principles. In the first con-
figuration, the nanoparticles constitute the dispersed phase with
the fluid medium acting as the continuous phase. In the second
configuration, the nanoparticles form the continuous phase with
the base fluid constituting the dispersed phase. In both configura-
tions, the effective thermal conductivity is maximally biased to-
ward the continuous phase. The Maxwell �H-S� bounds for nano-
fluid thermal conductivity are given by �48,91�

� f�1 +
3���p − � f�

3� f + �1 + ����p − � f�
� 
 � 
 �p�1 −

3�1 − ����p − � f�
3�p − ���p − � f�

�
�21�

It is assumed that �p�� f or otherwise, the upper and lower
bounds would simply reverse. Notice that the lower Maxwell
bound, which is identical to Eq. �1�, is rigorously exact to the first
order in the volume fraction. For a homogeneous system, the
Maxwell theory predicts the above set of bounds, which is most
restrictive on the basis of the volume fraction alone �48�. Any
improvement on these bounds would require additional knowl-
edge on the statistical variations in the dispersed medium. In ad-
dition to thermal conductivity, the above bounds are also appli-
cable to other composite properties such as thermal diffusivity,
electrical conductivity, and magnetic permeability.

While the lower bound has been extensively quoted in the
nanofluid literature, the upper bound has not received much atten-
tion. For the lower Maxwell bound the nanoparticles are always
well-dispersed, and therefore, the effective conductivity is biased
toward the conduction paths through the surrounding fluid �see
Fig. 2�a��. Theoretically, the upper bound should correspond to a
configuration where continuous conduction paths emerge along
the nanoparticles. It is straightforward to visualize this configura-
tion for high volume fractions of nanoparticles, but for dilute
nanofluids, the nanoparticles have to form a linear or chainlike
configuration, separating large, noninteracting regions of base
fluid. The correspondence between the mathematical idealization
and physical realization is shown in Fig. 3.

If the nanoparticle thermal conductivity is higher than that of
the base fluid, the effective thermal conductivity can be signifi-
cantly enhanced by a chainlike or fractal configuration. All experi-
mentally tested nanofluids have some form of aggregation, and
thus, most of the enhancements beyond the Maxwell lower bound
come from limited percolating effects �which can also manifest as
nonspherical composite particles �46��. It is now easy to visualize
that large nanoparticle clumps will not provide additional thermal
conduction paths. Thus it is important to differentiate the differ-
ence between arbitrary coalescence �that occurs, for example,
from settling of nanoparticles following ultrasonification�, and
stable, chainlike, percolating nanoparticle configurations.

With the two described configurations, it is easy to note that the
lower Maxwell bound ��MX−� lies closer to the series mode of
conduction, while the upper bound ��MX+� approaches the parallel
mode. Also note that the variational formulation of Hashin and
Shtrikman on Maxwell bounds does not place any restrictions on
the volume fraction. If the configuration is neutral, i.e., neither
favoring the series nor the parallel mode, then the effective ther-

mal conductivity ��0� would lie between the lower and upper
Maxwell bounds. This approach, attributed to Bruggeman and
also sometimes known as the effective medium theory �EMT�
�89�, predicts the thermal conductivity in the implicit form given
by

�1 − ��� � f − �

� f + 2�
� + �� �p − �

�p + 2�
� = 0 �22�

In a nanofluid, the unbiased configuration would be a mix of
well-dispersed nanoparticles and linear aggregation. All the clas-
sical models thus correspond to different configurations of the
dispersed and continuous media. It can be shown for �p�� f

�= � �MX− � �0 � �MX+ � �	 �23�

In the dilute limit with �p�� f, the lower Maxwell bound reduces
to the well-known expression

��MX−

� f
� �→0

�p	�f

= 1 + 3� �24�

The recent model of Prasher et al. �78� assumes a linear chainlike
cluster configuration for the nanoparticles, which is very similar to
that for the upper Maxwell bound. The dilute limits are given by

Fig. 2 A two-dimensional representation of the nanofluid con-
figuration for the „a… lower and „b… upper Maxwell bounds

Base Fluid

Mathematical Idealization Possible Physical Realization

Nanoparticle Phase Percolating Nanoparticle Configuration

Fig. 3 Mathematical abstraction and physical realization for
the Maxwell upper bound for dilute nanofluids
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��MX+

� f
�

��p/�f→0
= 1 +

2�

3
��p

� f
� �25�

��Pr

� f
�

��p/�f→0
= 1 +

�

3
��p

� f
� �26�

where �Pr is the thermal conductivity predicted by the model of
Prasher et al. �78�. The above limits and the parallel mode dilute
limit �Eq. �20�� are identical except for the prefactor. It is thus
evident that linear, percolating clustering effects can dramatically
broaden the thermal conductivity range for the classical thermal
conduction models. Interfacial thermal resistance has not been
taken into account in any of these models yet, and if applicable, it
is easily incorporated �49�. The interfacial resistance always re-
duces the effective thermal conductivity, and hence, the bounds
presented here are the highest for the appropriate configurations
�92�.

In this paper, we will systematically explore the four classical
bounds—series, lower and upper Maxwell, and parallel—for the
reported data on nanofluids and make a critical comparison with
those observed in solid-solid composites and liquid mixtures.
Analogous behavior will imply classical conduction mechanisms
in all three binary systems, while persistent or conspicuous viola-
tions of the upper Maxwell or parallel bounds will give credence
to the anomalous thermal conduction behavior in nanofluids.

3.2 Interfacial Layer Models. The interfacial layer models
can be considered under the classical models with the structure
provided not by the clustering of nanoparticles but through an
ordered fluid configuration around the nanoparticles �70–75�. As
such, the predictions of interfacial layer models are enveloped by
the classical bounds discussed before. Interestingly, the interfacial
layer models are far more popular than those assuming nanopar-
ticle clustering �even though experiments suggest otherwise� and
thus, are treated as a separate mechanism in this paper.

We will analyze the current state of knowledge to make a rea-
sonable assessment on the role of interfacial layers in nanofluids.
The motivation for proposing this model stems from both theoret-
ical and experiment evidences of ordered layering near a solid
surface. For example, molecular dynamics simulations predict
three ordered layers of water on the Pt �111� surface �93�. In the
first layer, water molecules form icelike structures with the oxy-
gen atoms bound to the Pt surface, while in the second and the
third layers, water molecules that are hydrogen-bonded to the first
and second layers, respectively, are observed. This ordering, even
with a strong perturbation induced on the surface, persists over a
distance of O�1 nm� from the Pt surface. Very similar behavior
has been experimentally reported on a crystal-water interface �94�.
Close to the interface, two layers of icelike structures strongly
bonded to the crystal surface have been observed, followed by
two diffuse layers with less pronounced lateral and perpendicular
ordering. Direct experimental evidences are also available for thin
layering with liquid squalane �95� and nonpolar liquids �96� adja-
cent to a solid surface.

In a recent molecular dynamics �MD� simulation it has been
shown that atomic-sized clusters of the order of 10 atoms, which
interact strongly with the host fluid, produce an amorphouslike
fluid structure �97� near the cluster. This interfacial structure,
which has a dimension of O�1 nm�, provides a network of perco-
lating conduction paths through the liquid medium �97�. The ef-
fective thermal conductivity is much higher than that of the lower
Maxwell bound �50% enhancement for a volume fraction of 5%,
approximately� but is enveloped by the upper Maxwell bound.
However, when the clusters grow in size to hundreds of atoms, the
percolation of interfacial structures gets impeded dramatically and
the relatively large enhancements reduce to more modest values
consistent with the lower Maxwell bound. These results are in
agreement with an earlier molecular dynamics �MD� study �98�,
which showed no discernible increase in the interface thermal

conductivity even while observing four ordered fluid layers near a
surface. Similar results are also reported for water, which showed
no dependence of the molecular orientation on the thermal con-
ductivity �99�.

A theoretical estimate for the interface thickness around a nano-
particle can be made from the Yan model �83�, which is given by

h =
1

3

� 4Mf

� fNa
�1/3

�27�

where Mf and � f are the molecular weight and density of the
surrounding fluid medium around a nanocluster, respectively, and
Na is the Avogadro’s number. For water-based nanofluids the Yan
model gives an interfacial thickness of 0.284 nm, which is smaller
than what is observed in the experiments or MD simulations, but
agreeing on the order of magnitude.

Almost all the interfacial layer models, which have been pro-
posed in the past, share the idea of a complex nanoparticle made
of a bare nanoparticle and a postulated interfacial fluid nanolayer
with an arbitrary thickness and thermal conductivity. Most models
focus on nanoparticles that are of the order of 10 nm in size or
smaller, and assume an interface thickness from 2 nm to 5 nm to
provide evidence for a nanolayer-influenced thermal conduction
mechanism. However, such assumptions are at variance with the
theoretical and experimental evidences �94–96,100�, which indi-
cate that the interfacial layers are limited to a few molecular
dimensions.

It is easy to show that an O�1� nm layering is of no conse-
quence to nanofluids that have been experimentally tested as the
nanoparticle diameters �d� are mostly of the order of 10 nm and
above �101�. Since the volume fraction scales as d3, a 1 nm inter-
facial thickness for a 10 nm nanoparticle would correspond to a
relative volume change of 10−3, which is too small to account for
any effect on the effective thermal conductivity. The experiments
by Putnam et al. �20� show no unexpected increase in thermal
conductivity for well-dispersed gold particles that are as small as
4 nm. These results are consistent with our experiments on dilute
gold and platinum colloids �unpublished� and provide tangible
evidence to the absence of ordered liquid structures that influence
the thermal conductivity in nanofluids.

3.3 Brownian and Micro-convection Models. The recent
Brownian and microconvection models attempt to rationalize the
thermal conductivity enhancements as well as the temperature and
size dependencies by postulating a diffusion dependent thermal
conductivity, albeit, different from that given by Eqs. �15� and
�16�. The Brownian models �61,84� assume that that the nanofluid
thermal conductivity is directly dependent on the self diffusion
coefficient of the nanoparticle, which is given by the well-known
Stokes–Einstein relationship D=kBT / �3�dp�, where � is the dy-
namic viscosity, dp is the nanoparticle diameter, T is the absolute
temperature, and kB stands for the Boltzmann constant. While ex-
perimental trends for temperature and nanoparticle size are cap-
tured, this approach is criticized for several theoretical reasons,
especially for the large mean free path of the liquid molecules
with a magnitude of O�1� cm �102,103�. In a Brownian dynamics
�BD� simulation �62�, the effect of diffusion is quantitatively es-
timated without resorting to explicit modeling. Many reported BD
simulations, however, do not satisfy the momentum or energy
conservation principles and hence, are incapable of predicting the
thermal conductivity of colloidal systems. In classical BD simu-
lations, the only quantity that is conserved is mass, and hence, the
sole transport property that can be computed is the diffusion co-
efficient. When both momentum and energy conservation laws are
enforced �in addition to mass conservation�, BD �or dissipative
particle dynamics� simulations have shown no tangible effect of
Brownian motion on nanofluid thermal conductivity �104�.

As discussed in Sec. 2, diffusion can enhance the thermal con-
ductivity due to Soret effect and also through chemical reactions
that can occur between the nanoparticles and the base fluid. In the
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simple diffusion case, the enhancement in the thermal conductiv-
ity due to diffusion is ����=DT��hs−hl���cscl �87�. Typical values
for nanofluid Soret coefficients are less than 0.1 K−1

�20,105,106�. This gives an upper bound on the thermal diffusion
coefficient DT of O�10−10� m2 s−1 K−1 with a diffusion coefficient
Dsl of O�10−11� m2 /s that corresponds to 10 nm sized nanopar-
ticles. Note that the mutual and the self-diffusion coefficients are
nearly the same for small volume fractions. Since the difference in
the specific enthalpy �h� between the nanoparticles and the base
fluid is typically of the order of 104 J /kg, it is relatively easy to
see that the excess thermal conductivity �� is several orders less
than that of the base fluid. This conclusion is in agreement with
several published reports �24,43,107,108�.

At nanoscales, the nanoparticles can be exothermally reactive
and diffusion accompanied by chemical reactions can also en-
hance the thermal conductivity �87�. If chemical equilibrium is
reached quickly, the effective thermal conductivity can increase
by �87�

�� =
� fD

sl��ĥ�2

T� ��s

�cs � �28�

where �ĥ is the reaction heat �at constant temperature and pres-
sure�, which is of the order of the gradient in the chemical poten-

tial for the nanoparticles �87�. With a �ĥ=O�105� J /kg for reac-
tion rates for nanoparticles in solutions �for example, the
adsorption energy of water at the alumina surface is
�140 kJ /mol �109��, �� is again several orders less than that of
the base fluid. Thus, there are sufficient theoretical reasons to
believe that the diffusional motion of the nanoparticles does not
directly influence the nanofluid thermal conductivity. Since ther-
modiffusion, mutual diffusion, and Brownian self-diffusion of the
nanoparticles govern the aggregation processes, they will indi-
rectly influence the transport properties of nanofluid systems
�1,110–113�. Thus mechanisms of slow diffusional processes are
extremely important to understand the effect of clustering on the
nanofluid thermal conductivity �43,78,85,86�.

In a related, but more intriguing hypothesis, the thermal con-
ductivity is regarded to increase from convective transport of large
volume of base fluid, which is dragged by diffusing nanoparticles
�63–69�. In this “microconvection” picture, it is hypothesized that
convection currents set up by the Brownian motion of the nano-
particles can enhance the heat transfer between the nanoparticles
and the base fluid, and hence, the nanofluid thermal conductivity.
In this paper, we will focus on two microconvection models that
have received recognition in recent years. In the model of Jang
and Choi �64,65�, a new, but somewhat heuristic, heat transfer
correlation is introduced to account for the randomly moving
nanoparticles. It is given by

Nu �
hd

� f
= O�Re2 Pr2� �29�

The effective thermal conductivity can then be written as �65�

�

� f
= �1 − �� +

1

�1 + �̂�
��p

� f
�� + C� df

dp
�Red

2 Pr� �30�

where �̂�Rb�p /d stands for a nondimensional interfacial thermal
resistance, and Red and Pr denote the Reynolds number for the
nanoparticle and the Prandlt number for the base fluid, respec-
tively. With negligible microconvection and interfacial thermal re-
sistance, the model of Jang and Choi coincides with the parallel
mode of thermal conduction. A strong microconvection effect
will, however, result in a thermal conductivity much higher than
that of the parallel mode.

In the model of Prasher et al. �66,67�, the traditional heat trans-
fer correlation of flow over a sphere is adopted. Assuming that the
Nusselt number on the scale of particle radius is O�1�, the Brown-

ian motion of a single nanoparticle is regarded to increase the
effective thermal conductivity of the base fluid by a factor of �1
+ �1 /4�Re Pr�, A chief argument for microconvection hypotheses
of Prasher et al. �and Jang and Choi� comes from the presumed
presence of interfacial thermal resistance for the nanoparticles.
Indeed, for nanosized filler particles in a solid composite, the ef-
fect of interfacial resistance can be very pronounced. Thus to ac-
count for the interfacial thermal resistance and the mixing of con-
vection currents from multiple nanoparticles, the thermal
conductivity of the nanofluid is fitted to experimental data using
the expression �66�

�

� f
= �1 + A Re� Pr0.333 ���1 + 2��

1 − ��
� �31�

where � is a system-specific exponent, which, for aqueous sus-
pensions, is found to have an optimal value of 2.5, and A is a
constant attaining values as large as 4�104. For negligible micro-
convection effects and interfacial thermal resistance, the model of
Prasher et al. reduces to the Maxwell expression for well-
dispersed nanoparticles �lower bound�.

We will now examine the characteristics of the microconvec-
tion models in more details. The hypothesized microconvection
effects appear through Red=Vd /�, where V and � are the convec-
tion velocity and the base fluid kinematic viscosity, respectively.
In both the microconvection models, the convection velocities are
represented by a “Brownian velocity” to account for the rapidly
oscillating nature of nanoparticle motion. In the Jang and Choi
model, V is given by �64�

V =
Dss

lf
=

kBT

3�dplf
�32�

where lf is the mean-free path of a base fluid molecule and Dss is
the self-diffusion coefficient of the nanoparticle. As noted by the
authors, it is not clear whether the above ratio actually represents
a random velocity of the nanoparticle. In the model of Prasher et
al. �as also in Ref. �63��, the conventional thermal velocity of the
nanoparticle is taken as the convection velocity, which is given by
�66�

V =
3kBT

m
=
18kBT

�dp
3 �33�

where m and � are the mass and density of the nanoparticle, re-
spectively. Interestingly, a different form is adopted in the Patel
microconvection model �69�, which is given by

V =
2kBT

�dp
2 �34�

The latitude in choosing several forms, and therefore, differing
physical characteristics, stems from the nonrigorous concept of a
Brownian velocity. In the formal theory of Langevin dynamics, a
fluctuating thermal velocity is uniquely defined, while velocities
constructed based on diffusion characteristics are not.

Two peculiar consequences of Eq. �33� are that, for a given base
fluid, temperature, and nanoparticle size, the enhancement in the
thermal conductivity increases with decreasing nanoparticle den-
sity �, and for nanoparticles with low density, the thermal conduc-
tivity can be largely positive even if �p�� f. In our recent work
�91�, we had explicitly tested this prediction with the transient
hot-wire �THW� technique on nanofluids with silica and MFA �a
copolymer of tetrafluoroethylene and perfluoro-methylvinylether�
nanoparticles that are lighter than the commonly tested alumina
and copper oxide nanoparticles. We will report the main results
briefly. Equation �1� predicts �p /� f to be a universal function of
�� while the microconvection model does not. In Fig. 4, we plot
two sets of data for Ludox and MFA as a function of �� along
with the reported experimental data in the literature for alumina
and copper oxide, which have higher densities, as previously men-
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tioned. Quite remarkably, all the experimental data collapse on to
a single line predicted by the Maxwell theory for noninteracting
spheres �lower bound� without any interfacial thermal resistance
and regardless of the nanoparticle density �or size�. However, as-
suming microconvection contributions lead to system-dependent
predictions, which are strongly conflicting with the experiments.

We have attributed the overprediction of the microconvection
model from ascribing the nanoparticle thermal velocities as the
convection velocities in place of the significantly lower thermo-
phoretic drift velocities �91�. As explained in Sec. 2, an introduc-
tion of a thermal gradient, nonequilibrium coupling between mass
and heat transport takes place due to the Soret effect. Thus, a
colloidal particle acquires a thermophoretic drift velocity given by
uT=DT�T �106�. For nanoparticles, which are sufficiently larger
than the molecular dimensions, the small Knudsen number makes
the no-slip interface conditions a reasonable approximation �114�.
Thus in typical thermal conduction experiments, the microconvec-
tion velocities can only be of the order of the thermophoretic
velocities.

Compared with the magnitude of the strongly fluctuating ther-
mal speed, the thermophoretic velocities are insignificant in a
nanofluid as they are characteristic of the collective motion of
fluid motion around several diffusing nanoparticles. Our optical
thermal lensing measurements have yielded a value of DT
�10−12 m2 s−1 K−1 for both Ludox and MFA colloids, which
with typical THW temperature gradients correspond to thermo-
phoretic velocities as low as 1 nm/s, while the assumed convec-
tion velocities in the models of Prasher et al. and Jang and Choi
are O�1� m /s and O�0.1� m /s, respectively. Theoretical esti-
mates of the colloidal drift speeds are also in the range of
O�10−8� m /s �105�, which is consistent with our experimental
values. To show that the thermophoretic velocities are insignifi-
cant even for very small nanoparticles, we have performed non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics �NEMD� simulations on a model
system. The details of the simulation method are given in Ref.
�97�. Figure 5 shows the relative magnitudes of the typical instan-
taneous nanoparticle velocity and the corresponding thermo-
phoretic drift velocity. At steady state the magnitude of the ther-
mophoretic drift velocity is two orders smaller than that of the
root-mean-square �rms� value.

The fact that the particle thermal velocity is not the relevant
velocity scale for heat transport is seen from a simple argument.
One should indeed compare the distance a particle moves within a
Brownian relaxation time �=m / f , where f is the particle friction
coefficient corresponding to the typical spatial scales of the mac-

roscopic thermal gradients. For particles in the few tens of the
nanometer size range, ��O�10−10� s—a time scale which corre-
sponds to a particle displacement of a few thousands of its diam-
eter. The relaxation time �, which also sets the time decay of
correlations between the particle momentum and energy density
flux in the liquid �115�, is negligible on the time scales probed by
THW measurements. The difference of several orders of magni-
tude in the convection velocities thus precludes a significant con-
tribution to the thermal conductivity from any conceivable micro-
convection mechanism.

4 Classical Bounds
In Sec. 3, we have provided experimental and theoretical evi-

dences to show that the interfacial layers, Brownian motion and
microconvection do not influence the thermal conductivity of the
commonly tested nanofluids. In this section, we show that the
classical theories are capable of explaining the rather large ther-
mal conductivity enhancements reported so far. In addition, we
also show that nanofluid thermal conduction behavior is strikingly
similar to that observed in solid-composites and liquid mixtures
by examining the theoretical bounds discussed in Sec. 3. How-
ever, we find that the interfacial thermal resistance, which is in-
ferred from a large body of experimental data, is negligible for
most nanofluids, but can become significant for solid-composites.

4.1 Classical Bounds for Solid Composites. We will start by
discussing the classical bounds for solid-composites. As discussed
before the upper and lower Maxwell bounds �H-S� are the narrow-
est bounds that can be constructed on the basis of volume fraction
alone. The Maxwell bounds, in turn, are enveloped by those from
the series and parallel mode of conduction. The spread of the
bounds depend on the relative thermal conductivities of the media.
Most experiments with binary solid composites have a large dif-
ference in the thermal conductivities, and thus a relatively large
spread ranging several orders can be expected.

In Fig. 6, we have delineated the thermal conductivity enhance-
ments for a large number of solid composite materials. The clas-
sical bounds are calculated based on the thermal conductivity data
given in the Appendix. At larger volume fractions ���10%�, the
experimental data largely lie between the lower and upper Max-
well bounds. At lower volume fractions ��
10%�, the thermal
conductivity falls below the lower Maxwell bound for a few com-
posites, and for polyethylene–Cu, polyethylene–Zn, and ZnS–
diamond, it becomes lower than the series mode prediction. Ad-
ditionally, as the size increases, the thermal conductivity increases
significantly �polypropylene–Al, polyvinylidene–AlN, and ZnS–
diamond�. All these observations can be reconciled within the
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comparable to the experimental uncertainty.
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framework of classical theories. The nondimensional interfacial
resistance parameter ��2Rb� f /d determines the temperature dis-
continuity at the filler particle �p�-base medium �m� interface. In
the limit �p	�m, the Maxwell lower bound can be expressed as

�

�m
=

�1 + 2�� + 2��1 − ��
�1 + 2�� − ��1 − ��

�35�

Since � increases for decreasing filler particle size the effective
thermal conductivity also decreases, which is consistent with the
experimental data on polypropylene–Al, ZnS–diamond, and poly-
vinylidene fluoride–AlN. In the limit of �→�, � /�m reduces to
�1−3� /2�. Thus, the effective thermal conductivity can become
smaller than that of the base medium for all volume fractions, as
attested by the data for ZnS–diamond with 0.5 �m particles. Fur-
thermore, the data for polyethylene–Cu and polyethylene–Zn are
also bounded by �1−3� /2�.

Well-dispersed large spheres largely follow the lower Maxwell
limit except at higher volume fractions. As the volume fraction
increases the filler particles tend to form chainlike configurations,
which promote a better heat transfer, and hence, the thermal con-
ductivity. This formation of interconnected or percolating filler
particles explains the rapid nonlinear increases in the thermal con-
ductivity at higher volume fractions �see polyethylene–Cu and
polyethylene–Zn in linear scale�. The filler materials in the form
of fibers, as observed with polyamide–Cu, are also very efficient
for heat transfer. In a more dramatic observation, polyethylene
polymer, a material having a low � of 1 W/m K, increases its
thermal conductivity to 50 W/m K, close to that of steel, when the
polymer chain orientation is made parallel to the heat flow �90�.
We emphasize here that the upper Maxwell bound is never vio-
lated for any of the experimental data.

4.2 Classical Bounds for Liquid Mixtures. Unlike those in
solid composites, the classical bounds in liquid mixtures are not
well-recognized. In the Sutherland–Wassiljewa theory, the thermal
conductivity of a liquid mixture is given by �121�

� = �1� n1

n1 + A12n2
� + �2� n2

n2 + A21n1
� �36�

where n denotes the mole fraction and 1 and 2 stand for the two
components. The coefficient A, also known as the Wassiljewa co-
efficient, is given by the following semi-empirical form �122�:

Aij =
1

4
1 + ��i

� j
�1/2�Mj

Mi
�1/4�2 2Mj

Mi + Mj
�1/2

�37�

where M denotes the molecular weight. We can observe that for
equimolar liquids and A12=A21=1, Eq. �36� is identical to that of
the parallel mode of thermal conduction.

In Fig. 7 we show the four bounds for a few representative
liquid mixtures along with the unbiased or Bruggeman effective
medium estimate given by Eq. �22�. Most the data are nestled
between the upper and lower Maxwell bounds. Due to a smaller
difference between the thermal conductivities of the two media,
the bounds are relatively narrower. While liquids, in general, do
not have identifiable structures, networked bonds such as in water
can facilitate liquid molecules to form loosely formed dynamic
structures with characteristics of both interconnected chains and
isolated blocks of molecules. Such an arrangement will be consis-
tent with that of the unbiased Bruggeman effective medium
model. Indeed, we find that most of the data on liquid mixtures are
best predicted by the Brugemman model.

4.3 Classical Bounds for Nanofluids. For both solid com-
posites with negligible interfacial thermal resistance and liquid
mixtures, Maxwell bounds are respected to a large degree. How-
ever, these bounds have not been tested so far for nanofluids.

The first test of the theoretical bounds is conducted by analyz-
ing the test data of magnetic �Fe3O4� nanofluids �39,45� �or fer-
rofluids�. Strong magnetic fields induce magnetic nanoparticles to
form chainlike configurations, and when the magnetic field is ap-
plied parallel to the heat flux �or �T�, a strong thermal conductiv-
ity enhancement is observed, as shown in Fig. 8. An increasing
magnetic field correlates to an enhanced chainlike formation of
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Fig. 6 Classical bounds for thermal conductivity in solid com-
posites. The thin solid and thin dashed-dotted lines denote en-
hancements in thermal conductivity „or diffusivity… with the se-
ries and parallel modes, respectively. The upper Maxwell bound
is delineated by the thick solid line while the lower Maxwell
bound is given by the thick dashed line. The experimental data
are represented by symbols. A fifth bound given by „1−3� /2…
for polyethylene–Cu, polyethylene–Zn, and ZnS–diamond „dot-
ted line… denotes the limiting condition �\�. Table 1 in the
Appendix gives the numerical values used in the calculation of
classical bounds. Experimental data are taken from †55‡, †56‡,
and †116–120‡.
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the nanoparticles in the direction of the heat flux. This allows the
nanofluid thermal conductivity to increase from the lower Max-
well bound to almost the parallel mode limit. Similar enhance-
ments �of smaller proportions� are also observed for magnetic
Fe-water nanofluids �125�. If, however, the magnetic field is ap-
plied perpendicular to the heat flux, the nanoparticles will stay

dispersed or clustered in a direction normal to the heat flux. In this
case, the classical theory predicts that the enhancement will be
bounded by the series mode limit and the lower Maxwell bound.
Indeed, the experimental observation of Li et al. �125� conforms
to this prediction, as shown in Fig. 9. The experiments performed
with magnetic nanofluids �in magnetic fields� provide the most
direct and unambiguous evidence for the effect of linear or fractal-
like clustering on the nanofluid thermal conductivity.

Next, in Fig. 10, we delineate the classical bounds for a large
set of nanofluids including those which have been described as
unusual or anomalous. The data sets include oxide nanoparticles
with relatively low � �silica and zirconia�, moderate � �alumina
and copper oxide�, and high � �copper, aluminum, and carbon
nanotubes�. They also include different base media including wa-
ter �polar�, ethylene glycol, and oil, and nanoparticles with a
lower thermal conductivity relative to the base media �C-60/70
and MFA in water�. Quite remarkably, all the data, except for a
few sets, lie between the upper and lower Maxwell bounds, af-
firming the same mechanism for thermal conduction for nano-
fluids as that for solid composites and liquid mixtures, namely,
through molecular or electronic interactions. By examining the
main features of the nanofluid data, we can derive useful insights
into the finer details of the conduction mechanism.

The most striking feature is that only a small set of nanofluid
data falls significantly below the lower Maxwell bound even at
very low volume fractions and with nanoparticle diameters that
are in the tens of nanometers. This behavior is very unlike that in
solid composites, where at low volume fractions and with nano-
meter sized filler particles, the effective thermal conductivity drop
well below the series conduction bound. When the thermal con-
ductivity of the dispersed media becomes closer to that of the base
media, the Maxwell bounds becomes narrower, as can be noted
with silica, zirconia, and Fe3O4. This also implies that uncertain-
ties in nanoparticle thermal conductivity can cause discernible
changes in the Maxwell bounds when �p−� f is small. For most
nanofluids, however, the difference is large. The lower Maxwell
bound represents the maximum thermal conductivity that is pos-
sible with well-dispersed nanoparticles, and it can be inferred that
the interfacial thermal resistance for most nanofluids is negligible
�exceptions are noted, for example, in Ref. �24��. Even if the
nanoparticle thermal conductivity is smaller than that of the bulk
value �as observed in nanosized thin films �126��, all the experi-
mental data, except for fullerenes �C-60/70� and to some extent,
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Fig. 7 Classical bounds for thermal conductivity in liquid mix-
tures. The line and symbol codes are the same as in Fig. 6 with
the addition of a thin solid line between the Maxwell bounds,
denoting the unbiased or Bruggeman model. Table 2 in the Ap-
pendix gives the numerical values used in the calculation of
classical bounds. Experimental data are taken from †123‡,
†124‡, and the current study.
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MFA, remain bounded by the lower Maxwell bound with Rb=0.
The occurrence of an interfacial thermal �Kapitza� resistance at

a liquid-solid interface has been experimentally evaluated by Ge
et al. �127�, who observed a bounding Rb of 0.67
�10−8 Km2W−1 and 2�10−8 Km2W−1 for hydrophilic and hy-
drophobic interfaces, respectively. With nanofluids with carbon
nanotubes, a large variation in Rb, ranging from a low 0.24
�10−8 Km2W−1 �128� to a high 8.3�10−8 Km2W−1 �129,130�
is also reported. The high values are comparable to those in a solid
matrix, such as in diamond-silicon composite with a Rb of 27
�10−8 Km2W−1 �126�. The large span in the Rb data for carbon
nanotube suspensions, and the near zero Rb for most other nano-
fluids indicate the role of solid-fluid interactions on the interfacial
thermal resistance. Theoretical studies show that Rb attains rela-
tively large values only when the liquid does not wet the solid
surface. In our context, complete wetting may be a reasonable

assumption for dispersions of hydrophylic colloids such as Ludox,
and possibly for charged MFA colloids, where particle solvation is
ensured by electrostatic forces. We also point out that terms such
as “hydrophobic” and “hydrophilic” are rather subtle, and the
macroscopic concepts such as the contact angle may be a bit mis-
leading. The rate of energy transfer would be indeed weaker if the
liquid does not wet the solid, since in this case the liquid density
in the interfacial layer would be depleted. Yet, from a microscopic
point of view, what one may need to consider is the free energy of
insertion of the particle in the fluid. For a stable, nonaggregating
colloidal dispersion, the latter is certainly negative �meaning, the
particles are well-solvated�. This means that even particles made
of a hydrophobic material such as MFA can behave as hydro-
philic. The reason for this apparent paradox is related to the pres-
ence of the charged double-layer, which leads to the formation of
a solvation layer made of hydrated counterions, hindering solvent
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Fig. 10 The classical bounds for thermal conductivity/diffusivity in nanofluids. The line and symbol codes are the same as
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depletion in the interfacial layer. This is partially evident by the
very different behavior for fullerenes �C-60/70� suspensions in
surfactant-stabilized water, and oil without the use of a surfactant.
While for fullerenes in water, a small, but identifiable reduction in
thermal conductivity below the Maxwell prediction is recorded,
possibly due to the interactions of surfactant molecules with sur-
rounding liquid, fullerenes in oil is consistent with Maxwell pre-
diction with Rb=0.

Several of the reported anomalous characteristics such as the
lack of correlation to particle thermal conductivity and size effects
can be resolved by weighing in the ability of nanoparticles into
forming linear chainlike aggregates. Not all aggregates are equally
efficient in increasing the thermal conductivity as experiments
show that the larger clusters without the linear chain-forming con-
figurations lead to a limiting behavior in the enhancement �52�.
The temperature dependence is also not as striking as it was ear-
lier believed with the recent experiments �137,138� showing a
similar variation for both nanofluids and the base fluid. This im-
plies that the mechanism for the increase in the thermal conduc-
tivity of water �for example, the temperature dependent slow
modes �139�� is responsible for the thermal conductivity increase
in the colloidal state as well. Conversely, it is reasonable to expect
a decrease in the nanofluid thermal conductivity for a base fluid
that has a negative change in thermal conductivity with increasing
temperature. Early experiments on ferrofluids �6�, indeed, have
demonstrated this behavior, as shown in Fig. 11.

5 Concluding Remarks
The classical Maxwell theory has two limiting bounds that cor-

respond to two geometrical nanoparticle configurations in the col-
loidal state. For the first bound, nanoparticles form the dispersed
phase and the fluid medium acts as the continuous phase, while
for the second the roles are reversed with the nanoparticles and
the fluid medium constituting the continuous and dispersed
phases, respectively. For the latter, the nanoparticles must form
linear or fractal configurations, which separate the large regions of
fluid pockets.

By analyzing a large body of data including those from our own
experiments, we show that almost all the reported thermal con-
ductivity data are enveloped by the upper and lower Maxwell
bounds. For a homogeneous nanofluid system, these bounds set
the limits for thermal conductivity enhancements. The thermal
conductivity for the upper bound is maximally biased toward the
thermal conductivity of the nanoparticles and vice versa for the
lower bound. Experimental data on nanofluids, solid

composites, and liquid mixtures indicate that the upper and lower
Maxwell bounds are universally respected by most binary com-
posites, regardless of the physical state and the thermal conduc-
tivity of the phases. The striking similarity of the nanofluid data to
those of solid composites and liquid mixtures strongly indicate
that the mechanism of nanofluid thermal conductivity is classical
in nature, namely, through molecular and electronic interactions.

The earlier reports of anomalously high thermal conductivity
can be traced back to an exclusive comparison of the test data to
models, which are applicable only to well-dispersed nanoparticles.
Once this constraint is relaxed, and a linear chain or fractal con-
figuration is allowed for the nanoparticles, the classical models
can predict a thermal conductivity range that easily accommodates
almost all the experimental data. A key difference between the
thermal conduction behavior in nanofluids and solid composites
appears to be the interfacial thermal resistance. A large body of
nanofluid experimental data suggests that the interfacial thermal
resistance is negligible for most nanofluids.

On the basis of the experimental evidences provided in this
paper, the key to having an enhanced thermal conductivity lies on
the aggregation state and connectivity of the nanoparticles With
the current experimental techniques such as neutron scattering, it
is possible to characterize the aggregation state in the colloidal
state. Once these geometrical details are available, a more precise
comparison can be made between several samples �of the same
constituents�, which show appreciable differences in the thermal
conductivity. While the science of making well-dispersed colloids
has reached a fair amount of maturity, the techniques for devel-
oping targeted nanoparticle configurations are still in an evolving
phase. It is expected that future studies can systematically address
the configurational constraints necessary for enhanced thermal
transport in nanofluids.
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Appendix
Tables 1–3 show the thermal conductivity data for solid com-

posites, liquid mixtures and nanofluids.

Table 1 Thermal conductivity data for solid composites

Material
�

�W/m -K� Reference

Aluminum 237 �117�
Alumina 33.095 �120�
Graphite 209.2 �120�
Cupric oxide 9.21 �116�
Copper 384 �56,118�
Aluminum nitride 200 �140�
Diamond �polycrystal� 600 �55�
Zn 116 �56�
Polypropylene 0.239 �117�
Polyethylene 0.505/0.291 �56,120�
Epoxy 0.221 �116�
Polyamide 0.32 �118�
Polyvinylidene fluoride 0.12 �119�
Zinc sulphide 17.4 �55�
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Fig. 11 Temperature dependence of magnetite nanofluid ther-
mal conductivity †6‡. While no strong correlation is generally
observed to the thermal motion of the nanoparticles, there ap-
pears to be a dependence on the thermal conductivity variation
of the base fluid. The base fluid „transformer oil… thermal con-
ductivity decreases slightly with temperature for the range of
temperatures shown †6‡.
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Molecular Dynamics Simulation
of Phonon Scattering at
Silicon/Germanium Interfaces
Detailed phonon transport at Si/Ge interfaces is studied using the molecular dynamics
wave-packet method. Three types of interfaces are investigated: A smooth interface, an
interface with random roughness, and an interface with a regularly patterned roughness.
The phonon transmissivity for each case is calculated as a function of phonon frequency,
roughness characteristic length, and atomic structure. For a smooth interface, the trans-
missivities predicted by the MD simulations agree well with the acoustic mismatch model
based on the continuum assumption. The rough interface simulation results indicate that
random roughness is the source of incoherent phonon scattering and decreases the pho-
non transmission. Periodic structures such as the regularly patterned roughness em-
ployed in this paper cause strong phonon wave interference and may restore phonon
transmission as the layer thickness increases. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001912�

Keywords: molecular dynamics, phonon transport, interface, wave packet

1 Introduction
As heat flows across the interface between two different mate-

rials, a temperature drop is found at the interface, which may be
represented by a thermal resistance. This is called thermal bound-
ary resistance �TBR�. The resistance to interface thermal transport
has been a poorly understood but critically important phenom-
enon. Since surface-to-volume ratios increase as domain length
scales fall, interface physics begin to dominate at submicron
scales. Phonon transport across Si /SiO2 interfaces controls self-
heating in emerging silicon-on-insulator �SOI� field effect transis-
tors �FETs� �1�, for example. Here, the channel region of the tran-
sistor is fabricated on top of a silicon dioxide insulator. Heat
generated due to electron-phonon scattering in the channel must
be transported through the oxide into the bulk silicon and thence
to the heat sink. The transmissivity of the Si /SiO2 interface is
critical for determining the effective resistance to heat transfer in
the device layer, and consequently, how hot the transistor gets.
Similarly, emerging carbon nanotube �CNT� FETs �2� fabricated
in SiO2 also requires a good understanding of the thermal trans-
port of the CNT-SiO2 interface. In the Si/Ge superlattice studies,
it is found the overall thermal conductivity is significantly depen-
dent on the combination of period thickness and the number of
periods �3�. Within each layer of the superlattice, phonons are
constrained by the layer boundaries and behave as in thin films.
Between layers, however, wave interference and particle scatter-
ing effects may both determine phonon transmission. Surface
roughness may play a critical role in determining transmissivity
when multiple interfaces are present. In other applications, such as
carbon nanotubes and silicon nanowire thin-film composites �4�,
thermal resistance at wire/substrate interfaces may limit the ther-
mal conductivity of the composite. Similar issues arise in the fab-
rication of thermal interface materials for heat spreading in micro-
electronics �5�.

However, TBR is not a newly discovered phenomenon. As
early as in 1940s, Kapitza �6� found this effect in studies of heat
conduction between a solid surface and liquid helium. Conse-
quently, TBR is also referred to as the Kapitza conductance. Kha-
latnikov and Adamenko �7� developed the first theoretical model

to explain this phenomenon, known as the acoustic mismatch
�AM� model. In this model, phonons behave like plane waves so
that the transmission and reflection coefficients can be calculated
from plane-wave dynamics. Moreover, the interface is assumed
perfect and no scattering takes place. The thermal impedance is
caused by the difference of mass density and speed of sound on
the two sides of the interface and is analogous to the propagation
of light across the interface between two optically different mate-
rials. These assumptions are generally true when the temperature
is extremely low and the interface is perfect. In 1987, Swartz and
Pohl �8� proposed the diffuse mismatch �DM� model to account
for phonon scattering at the interface. This model assumes that the
incident phonons encounter elastic diffuse scattering at the inter-
face and emit to both sides. The probability of being scattered to
either side of the interface is proportional the phonon density of
states of that region. Furthermore, the elastic scattering assump-
tion does not allow phonon frequency change, i.e., phonons can-
not convert from mode to mode. Generally, this assumption is not
true. For instance, if two materials A and B have a large mismatch
in their phonon dispersion relations, a certain range of phonons
cannot be transmitted across the interface unless some mode con-
version occurs at the interface. Thus, some inelastic scattering
must occur in order to change the phonon frequency. This phe-
nomenon has been proven by molecular dynamics �MD� simula-
tion �9�.

Neither the AM nor the DM model addresses the interface
structure itself. Both theories neglect the fact that the interface
atomic structure and roughness can greatly modify phonon behav-
ior. For example, disorder and defects at the atomic level, which
always exist at the interface during synthesis, can greatly scatter
phonons and complicate the transport mechanism. Recently, with
the growth in interest in solid-solid interfaces in nanoscale appli-
cations, there have been a series of efforts on the modeling of
TBR at high temperatures by modifying the AM and DM models
�10�. Experiments indicate that the DM model is not sufficient to
describe heat transport at interfaces at room temperature �11�.

More recently, a lattice dynamics method has been used to
compute the phonon transport at the interface between two semi-
infinite FCC lattices �12� and has been extended to the study of
phonon scattering at ideal Si–Ge interfaces �13�. Using this tech-
nique, frequency-dependent reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients were obtained. However, it is difficult to implement this
method for complex atomic interface structures. An alternative
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approach using atomistic Green’s functions has been proposed to
characterize the interface phonon transport �14,15�. This approach
is based on a dynamical equation and the quantum mechanical
description of the phonon energy distribution and is suitable for
low temperatures when phonons are ballistic. The benefit of this
approach is that only the equilibrium locations of atoms and the
interatomic potential are needed as inputs, and many thermal
properties, such as phonon dispersion curves, density of states,
thermal conductivity, and transmission function, can be obtained
in a straightforward way. Furthermore, it is capable of dealing
with complex atomic configurations. This approach has been ap-
plied to the study of phonon transport in nanowires coated with an
amorphous material �14� and extended to handle Si–Ge hetero-
structures �15�. More recently, it is used to study the elastic pho-
non scattering at an atomically rough interface that separates two
FCC lattice leads �16�. Results are compared with specular and
diffuse phonon scattering models.

Another important tool that has emerged in recent years for the
study of interface transport is MD simulation. MD simulation pro-
vides an attractive way to help explain experimental data and in
understanding the details of scattering mechanisms at the inter-
face. In addition to its intrinsic benefits, MD is able to build well-
controlled interfaces at the atomic level. Dislocations, defects,
stressed boundaries, and the like, which are difficult to control in
experiments, can be mimicked easily. The Lennard-Jones potential
has been used for MD simulation in FCC crystals due to its sim-
plicity. Two different virtual materials may be created by adjusting
mass, lattice or potential parameters, and thus form a layered in-
terface structure between them �16–18�. Some materials with a
more complicated structure and potential such as silicon grain
boundaries have also been investigated �18,19�. To gain insight
into the heat transfer in detail, Schelling et al. �20� used the wave-
packet method, described below to calculate the transmission co-
efficients for different phonon modes. Twu and Ho �21� investi-
gated the impact of interface disorder on TBR. More recently,
nonequilibrium molecular dynamics was used to study the effects
of temperature and disorder on thermal boundary conductance at
solid-solid interfaces and a range of mismatched interfaces were
investigated and compared with the diffusive mismatch model
�22�. Furthermore, the interfacial thermal conductance between
single crystal silicon and amorphous polyethylene was studied and
the interfacial thermal conductance at room temperature was ob-
tained �23�. These investigations have shown that MD has enor-
mous potential in helping to understand the fundamental mecha-
nisms of phonon interaction with interfaces.

In this paper, we apply molecular dynamics simulation and the
wave packet method to study the detailed phonon transport at a
rough semiconductor interface. An interface between silicon and
germanium is chosen. The Si/Ge interface is of interest in a num-
ber emerging nanotechnology applications. Furthermore, there ex-
ist mature three-body potentials to describe these atom interac-
tions. In this paper, the interface between the two semiconductors
is manipulated to create a thin layer of roughness by staggering
the two types of atoms at the interface. The roughness is charac-
terized by the interval space between these two different types of
atoms on the interface plane and also by the thickness of the
interface layer. A phonon wave packet is initialized with a pre-
defined frequency and polarization and allowed to propagate
through the interface. The interaction of the phonon wave packet
with the interface is monitored by analyzing the simulation data in
phonon wave space. The phonon transmissivity is calculated by
measuring the phonon energy change before and after interface
scattering. Smooth interfaces, regularly patterned interfaces, and
randomly rough interfaces are studied, and the influence of inter-
face geometry on phonon transmission is investigated for different
phonon wave numbers.

2 System Setup and Simulation Parameters
The MD simulation domain is shown in Fig. 1�a�. Here, two

different materials, A and B, share a common interface. Material A
is chosen to be silicon and material B to be germanium. The initial
configuration of atoms employs their lattice structure at equilib-
rium. When phonons travel from one material to another, trans-
mission and reflection occur at the interface because of the differ-
ent acoustic properties of A and B. Lattice mismatch also affects
transmissivity and reflectivity. However, in many cases, such as
for the Si/Ge interface, the influence of lattice mismatch on pho-
non transmission is far smaller than that caused by mass differ-
ence �15�. Therefore, in this paper, we only consider the mass
difference between two materials and assume that the lattice struc-
ture to be the same for both materials. An atomic mass for A
�silicon� is taken to be mA=4.66�10−26 kg, and that for B �ger-
manium� is taken to be mB=12.05�10−26 kg. The lattice constant
for both A and B is a=5.431�10−10 m.

A thin layer of roughness is inserted between material A and
material B, and its atomic structure and thickness are manipulated
as needed. Figure 1�b� shows the typical roughness structure used;
here materials A and B are mixed in a regular pattern with the
interval distance d as well thickness of the layer in the z-direction
being varied. Classical molecular dynamics is used to compute the
evolution of an N-atom system with time using Newton’s second
law. An empirical potential for silicon and germanium called the
environment dependent interatomic potential �24� is used. The do-
main boundaries in all three directions are assumed periodic so
that the atoms leaving a bounding surface re-enter the domain
through the corresponding periodic face on the opposite side. A
time step �t=1 fs is used. The entire simulation domain involves
up to 1�106 atoms. In order to the keep the simulation time
tractable, parallel processing using a domain decomposition para-
digm is used �25�. The simulations run at zero temperature, i.e.,
the atoms stay stationary initially. A small amount of energy is
introduced into the system merely by the excited phonon waves,
disturbing the system from its equilibrium.

3 Phonon Wave Packet Method
MD simulation yields information in the real position and mo-

mentum space. However, in order to observe phonon behavior, it
is most convenient to analyze the data in phonon or wave-vector
space. This requires a technique to transfer MD results, obtained
in physical space and time to phonon space so that phonon prop-
erties may be obtained. These post-processing techniques are de-
scribed below.

The wave packet technique is used in conjunction with MD
simulation to investigate phonon transmission at interfaces. Treat-
ing phonons as a particle system, a wave packet with well-defined
frequency and polarization may be defined. It is then possible to

Fig. 1 „a… Simulation domain with two materials, A and B, and
a rough interface inserted in between. A phonon wave is cre-
ated at the center of material A and propagates to B by cross-
ing interfaces. „b… A regularly patterned roughness structure at
the interface, shown in cross-section. The white and gray
squares refer to materials A and B, respectively.
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observe how this phonon �wave packet� propagates through the
system, in a manner similar to that of Schelling et al. �20�, who
investigated how such a wave packet interacts with a coherent
semiconductor interface. The phonon transmissivities are then ob-
tained as a function of frequency for phonons with specific polar-
ization.

The phonon wave packet is formed by a linear combination of
system vibration eigenstates, which can be obtained by diagonal-
izing the dynamical matrix of a perfect bulk crystal.

uin � = A�i���k0�exp�ik0�zn − z0��exp�− �zn − z0�2/�2� �1�

Here, uin � is the �th component of the displacement for atom i
in the unit cell labeled by n. The phonon branch is labeled by �
and the wave amplitude is A, k0 is wave vector and � is the
polarization vector and is calculated from lattice dynamics, zn is
the z coordinate of the unit cell n, and the factor � is used to define
the spatial width of the wave packet. Using this equation, a Gauss-
ian wave packet is generated centered in real space around z0 and
in phonon space around k0. Equation �1� defines the shape of the
wave packet in real space. In order to observe how the wave
packet spans k space, an inverse transformation must be per-
formed. Since the wave packet is a linear combination of a series
of wave functions, the contribution of different k values may be
obtained by

��k� = �
i

�����k� • u� i�exp�− ik�zi − z0�� �2�

The representation of the wave packet in the k and physical
spaces is shown in Fig. 2.

In order to generate the initial velocity of atoms, time-
dependence is added to the normal modes using

uin � = A�i���k0�exp�i�k0�zn − z0� − �t�� � exp�− �zn − z0�2/�2�
�3�

Differentiating this equation with respect to time yields the ini-
tial velocity.

This set of initial conditions perturbs the lattice from its equi-
librium state, similar to pulling a string away from its equilibrium
position. Once released, the generated wave is allowed to propa-
gate. As the wave packet encounter the interface, part of it is
reflected and the rest is transmitted. The proportion of energy
being transmitted through the interface can be obtained by calcu-
lating the energy change in one of the subregions before and after
the interface interaction. By repeating this process for all possible
phonons, the transmissivity dependence on frequency and polar-
ization can be determined. One may also investigate the conver-
sion of phonon modes across the interface using Fourier trans-
forms, as in Ref. �26�.

It should be pointed out that a large domain is generally re-
quired to localize the generated wave. The wave itself must have
a sufficient width in physical space to ensure that the spread in k

space is as small as possible. In addition, to treat phonons as
particles, the wave packet size should be larger than the wave-
length of the phonon of interest. Furthermore, for wave packets to
have distinct interactions with each other, the distance they travel
between collisions must be much greater than the size of wave
packet. All these criteria lead to a large length scale for the sys-
tem. Typically, the wave packet size is 100–200 unit cells wide,
and the entire domain length is typically 1000 unit cells long. One
limitation of this method is that it only treats modes in isolation. It
has the possibility to handle multiple phonon modes with an as-
sumption that they are linearly superposed. However, such an ap-
proach would not account for the nonlinear coupling between
modes.

4 Results
In this section, the wave packet method is applied to the inves-

tigation of phonon dynamics at different interfaces. The first step
is to create a wave packet according to Eq. �1�, corresponding to a
specific phonon branch with a narrow frequency range and well-
defined polarization. This wave packet is spatially centered at z0 in
real space and at k0 in k space. Figure 2 shows a wave packet
example centered at k0=0.1�2	 /a� in phonon space and z0
=400a in real space where a is the lattice constant. The contribu-
tion of different k values is shown. The inset shows the atomic
displacement in physical space at the initial stage. Once the wave
packet is created, it is allowed to propagate in both the z- and �
−z�-directions through the simulation domain. Anharmonic scat-
tering, which can be captured by MD simulations, may dissipate
the wave packet. However, because the system background tem-
perature is initially set to zero, anharmonic effects are negligible
as long as the propagation time is relatively short. Thus, the wave
packet may be assumed to encounter the interface essentially un-
changed.

4.1 Smooth Interface. The first case to be considered is that
of a perfectly smooth interface between material A and material B.
A phonon wave packet is initialized at the center of material A
�silicon� and then allowed to propagate toward material B �germa-
nium�. The lattice structure is constructed in such a way that the x,
y, and z axes correspond to the �100�, �010�, and �001� crystal
directions, respectively. The simulation domain has a dimension
of 5�5�1000 unit cells, resulting in a length of 543 nm in
z-direction perpendicular to the interface. The cross-section has a
width of 2.7 nm. Size-dependence studies were performed to iden-
tify the influence of domain cross-section size. Computations
were performed for cross-sections in the range of 2�2 and 10
�10 unit cells. It was found that simulation results were not sen-
sitive to cross-section size as long as the cross section was larger
than 3�3 unit cells. More discussion about the domain size effect
may be found in Ref. �27�. The vibrational amplitude of the wave
packet is an arbitrary �small� value and a value of 1/100 of the
lattice constant is used in this paper.

Because A and B have the same potential and atomic structure
and only differ in atomic mass, an identical dispersion relation is
obtained for both materials, expect that the frequency in B is
smaller than that in A by a factor of �mA /mB=1.60, as shown in
Fig. 3. Therefore, a cut-off frequency exists for phonon mode
conversion. For instance, the highest frequency for the
longitudinal-acoustic �LA� mode in material A �Si� is fA
=12.1 THz while that in material B �Ge� is fB=7.56 THz. So, the
maximum frequency for LA-LA conversion with nonzero trans-
mission is 7.56 THz. Likewise, the highest frequency for the
longitudinal-optical �LO� mode of material A is 17.2 THz while
that for material B is 10.75 THz, thus, 10.75 THz is the cut-off
frequency for LO-LO mode conversion.

Figure 4 shows a series of snapshots of an LA wave packet with
k0=0.1�2	 /a� and f =1.34 THz propagating through interface.
After encountering the interface, part of the wave is transmitted
and the rest is reflected. From this figure, the group velocity of

Fig. 2 Illustration of an LA wave packet example centered at
k0=0.1„2� /a… and z=400a
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incident, transmitted and reflected phonons can be calculated. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the reflected and transmitted phonon distribution
in k space assuming they are both LA branches. As shown in Fig.
5, the center of the reflected phonon packet is at kr=0.1�2	 /a�.
Thus, the phonon frequency does not change before and after
reflection. This indicates the reflected phonon has exactly the
same character as the incident one. The transmitted phonon has a
peak at kt=0.16�2	 /a�. Referring to the dispersion of material B
�Fig. 3�, the corresponding frequency is found to be the same as
that of the incident phonon. But the group velocity of transmitted

phonons is reduced roughly by half compared with that of the
reflected phonons. This is reasonable because the phonon wave
propagates more slowly in material B since it is composed of
heavier atoms.

The total energy in material A and B can be calculated by
adding the potential and kinetic energies on each side. Figure 6
shows an example that how the total energy changes with time as
the wave packet propagates for a case that the incident LA
phonons are at k=0.5�2	 /a�. The incident wave energy is normal-
ized to unity for clarity. Here, we define the transmissivity as the
ratio of the energy transmitted to side B and the initial energy on
side A.

The frequency-dependence of transmissivity for incident LA
wave packets is shown in Fig. 7. In the low-frequency limit, the
phonons have long wavelength and behave like classical plane
waves. In this case, the AM assumption is valid and the transmis-
sivity for phonon transport between material A and material B is
given by

t̄AB =
4ZAZB

�ZA + ZB�2 �4�

where Z=
c is acoustic impedance, 
 is mass density, and c is
speed of sound, respectively. This formula gives a transmissivity
value of 0.95 based on the mass difference of silicon and germa-
nium. This estimation matches the MD prediction well. As the
frequency increases, the phonon wavelength becomes shorter and
the transmissivity is seen to decrease smoothly with frequency. As
the phonon frequency reaches the cut-off point at 10.75 THz, a
nearly zero transmission is observed, as expected.

For the incident phonons with frequency smaller than 7.56 THz,
both the transmitted and reflected phonons fall on the
longitudinal-acoustic branch. In this regime, phonons encounter
elastic scattering at the interface and the frequency of incident,

Fig. 3 Dispersion relation for materials A „silicon… and B „ger-
manium… in the †001‡ direction

Fig. 4 Snapshots of displacement „respectively at 10 ps, 17
ps, and 25 ps… for an LA wave packet with frequency 1.34 THz

Fig. 5 Distribution of reflected and transmitted phonons in k
space

Fig. 6 Energy change with time for material A and B for the
case that incident LA phonons are at k=0.5„2� /a…

Fig. 7 Phonon transmissivity for LA wave packets at smooth
Si/Ge interface
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transmitted and reflected phonons is the same. When the fre-
quency of incident phonon is between 7.56 THz and 10.75 THz,
the transmitted phonon falls into the optical range. Therefore, in-
elastic scattering must occur at the interface to modify the phonon
mode from acoustic to optical. When the frequency is beyond
10.75 THz, there should be no transmission at all. However in
reality there is still a very small fraction of phonons that are trans-
mitted due to the anharmonic effects. The transmitted phonons
have very long wavelengths and carry a very small amount of
energy.

4.2 Interface With Random Roughness. Next, a layer of
random roughness is inserted between material A and material B
and its influence on transmission is investigated. In order to iso-
late the effect of random roughness from other factors, such as
mass difference, the baseline system is set as homogeneous, which
only consists of material A. A full transmission should be obtained
in the absence of the rough interface. To introduce the random
roughness, the atoms at the interface are endowed with different
atomic masses and randomly mixed, as shown in Fig. 8. The
atomic mass of each atom varies about the mass of material A
within a certain range. In these studies, a cross-sectional area of
10�10 cells or larger is used to ensure that the placement of
atoms is sufficiently random.

Table 1 shows the phonon transmissivity for three cases assum-
ing the incident phonons are all on the LA branch. Here, k refers
to wave vector of the incident phonon and t̄AB is the transmissiv-
ity. In case 1, the interface thickness is 5a in the z-direction �a is
the lattice constant� and the assigned random atomic masses range
from 0.9 to 1.1 of the mass of material A. In case 2, the interface
thickness is kept the same as in case 1 but the mass range is
increased, causing a larger acoustic mismatch at the interface. In
case 3, the interface thickness is increased while keeping the mass

range the same as in case 2.
In case 1, the mass difference is too small to deter phonon

transmission, and transmissivities are close to unity across the
range of wave vectors. For case 2, long wavelength �low k�
phonons exhibit transmissivities close to unity because the wave-
length is much longer than the length scale of the rough layer 5a.
However, for higher values of k �shorter wavelengths� the modi-
fied dispersion due to the higher-mass roughness layer decreases
the transmissivities. Similar behavior is seen in case 3, where
again, low k �long wavelength� phonons exhibit transmissivities
near unity. However, as the layer thickness increases, the layer
begins to act like a bulk material with higher effective mass and
the transmissivity falls further. A significant decrease is seen to
occur for all but the longest wavelengths, pointing to a strategy for
creating high thermal resistance interfaces.

4.3 Interface With Regularly Patterned Roughness. We
now examine an interface with regularly patterned roughness in
heterogeneous systems. The basic simulation domain is as shown
Fig. 1�a�, and a layer of roughness is inserted by staggering ma-
terials A and B in a regular pattern �illustrated by Fig. 9�.

By varying the internal distance between the basic elements of
the pattern, different in-plane structures may be created. By ex-
truding the pattern in the z-direction, the rough interface thickness
influence is addressed. In the simulations, domain A, set as 1000
unit cells long in z-direction, is sandwiched between two B do-
mains, which are 500 unit cells long, respectively. Each domain
has a cross-section of 5�5 cells. At the initial stage, the wave
packet is located at the center of material A. After release, the
wave propagates in both the z- and �−z�-directions and encounters
both the A/B interfaces. Since the system is fully symmetric about
the vertical centerline of the domain, we only focus on one of the
interfaces. The reason that the system is set up in this way is to
accommodate periodic boundary conditions in the z-direction.

First, the dependence of the transmissivity for LA phonons on
rough layer thickness is investigated for a fixed roughness pattern.
The basic roughness unit is set as a cube with the length of one
silicon unit cell, i.e., h= l=d=a, �where a is the unit cell length�.
A total of N layers in the z-direction, each of thickness d, consti-
tutes the overall roughness layer thickness. The arrangement of A
and B in each layer is staggered with respect to adjacent layers.
Figure 10 shows the phonon transmissivity as a function of thick-
ness for LA phonons with wave number �k� =0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and
0.9, respectively�. In the figure, k� =k / �2	 /a� refers to the normal-
ized wave vector and N represents the thickness �number of lay-
ers� of roughness. The rough layer thickness ranges from 0 to 50

Fig. 8 Random roughness illustration: atoms at interface are
endowed with mass randomly „illustrated by colors… to repre-
sent the ROUGHNESS

Table 1 LA phonon transmission at an interface with random
roughness

Case 1: Mass range 0.9–1.1; roughness thickness 5a
k�2	 /a� 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
t̄AB 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.91

Case 2: Mass range 0.5–1.5; roughness thickness 5a
k�2	 /a� 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
t̄AB 0.99 0.83 0.65 0.53 0.36

Case 3: Mass range 0.5–1.5; roughness thickness 10a
k�2	 /a� 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
t̄AB 0.99 0.76 0.51 0.39 0.22

Fig. 9 Regularly patterned roughness: two materials, A and B
are mixed in a regular pattern. The dimension of each unit is
indicated by h, l, and d. This pattern is extruded in z-direction
up to a prescribed thickness with successive layers being stag-
gered with respect to each other.
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unit cells. Zero thickness corresponds to the smooth interface case
discussed earlier. Two sets of data are plotted for comparison. One
is from the MD wave packet simulation and the other is calculated
using a particle model. We discuss the MD results first.

Based on their behavior at interface, phonons may be catego-
rized into three groups: long wavelength, medium wavelength and
short wavelength. Group 1 �k� =0.1,0.3� refers to those phonons
that have low frequency and long wavelength. In this range,
phonons behave like harmonic plane waves and the typical wave-
length is far greater than the roughness thickness. When the wave
encounters the roughness, the phonon wave simply passes over
the roughness and has almost no interaction with the interface.
Therefore, the transmissivity is nearly unity, similar to that of the
ideal interface.

For group 2 �k� =0.5 and 0.7�, phonon transmissivity is seen to
change significantly with rough layer thickness. In this range, the
overall thickness of the roughness layer is comparable to the pho-
non wavelength and strong interactions occur. Phonon transmis-
sivity is greatly reduced as the roughness thickness is increased.
Beyond N=10–15, the transmissivity curve flattens out and be-
comes insensitive with the roughness thickness. This saturation is
attributed to coherent wave interference effects due to the periodic
nature of the roughness arrangement. More discussion of the de-
tailed mode-conversion dynamics at the interface are given in the
next section.

For group 3 �k� =0.9 or larger�, the associated phonons are close
to or exceed the cut-off frequency beyond which the transmissiv-
ity is expected to be zero. The phonon scattering mechanism may
be changed due to the interface roughness but does not cause a
significant change in the phonon transmissivity in the z-direction.
Moreover, at room temperature, the phonon occupation number in
this frequency range is relatively small, making the transmissivity
in this range not crucial for most practical room-temperature
applications.

Summarizing the above discussion, for long wavelength
phonons, the transmissivity is nearly independent of roughness
thickness. For extremely short wavelength phonons, the transmis-
sivity is nearly zero and not of interest. The most interesting phe-
nomena are observed for midrange phonons, where the transmis-
sivity initially drops with increasing roughness thickness and then
flattens out. This behavior is caused by the wave interference with
the periodic roughness structure.

In order to illustrate this, a conventional particle model is con-
sidered in which the wave interference effects are completely ab-
sent �28�. We assume that the phonon has a probability t̄ of trans-
mission through a single interface. When the phonon propagates
through N layers of the same interface, the net transmissivity is
given by

t̄N =
t̄

N + 1 − Nt̄
�5�

Using this equation, values of transmissivity are calculated as a
function of N, and plotted in Fig. 10 for comparison with the MD
results; the value of the single-interface MD transmissivity is used
in the computation. It is seen that the MD results, which capture
wave interference effects, are generally higher than the particle
model prediction. In a particle model, adding more interfaces
causes transmissivity to fall. This is not seen in the MD model.
Coherent wave interference effects for regularly patterned rough-
ness structures appear to be constructive and increase the energy
transmitted. In contrast, for random roughness, the transmissivity
is seen to decrease with the number of layers at the interface, as
shown in Table 1. It is believed that most of the phonon interfer-
ence is destructive due to the randomness.

In addition to phonon interference, other phenomena also occur
simultaneously at the interface, for example, mode conversion,
phonon wave damping due to anharmonic effects and dispersion
curve mismatch due to the presence of the heterogeneous rough-
ness structure. These factors would tend to decrease phonon trans-
missivity. At zero temperature, coherent wave interference appears
to be the dominant factor that influences the phonon transmissiv-
ity through regularly patterned structures.

4.4 Phonon Dynamics at Interface. We now consider the
detailed phonon dynamics at the interface discussed in the previ-
ous section. A typical case of midrange LA phonons with
k / �2	 /a�=0.5 and a regularly patterned roughness layer
thickness=10a are chosen.

Figure 11 shows the change in the total energy with time for
materials A and B and the interface region. The incoming phonon
wave packet encounters the front interface of the roughness layer
at 16 ps. The wave is then transmitted across the interface into the
interface region and stays in the region for about 6 ps. During this
period, phonons bounce back and forth inside the rough layer and
interact with the roughness. At around 22 ps, the wave packet is
released from the interface. A part of the wave packet is reflected
back into material A and the rest goes into material B.

Figure 12 shows snapshots of phonon propagation. In contrast
to the case of a smooth interface �Fig. 4�, multiple wave packets
are generated at the interface, albeit with smaller amplitudes. They
are shown as the long tails of reflected and transmitted phonon
packets at 25 ps in Fig. 12. These multiple packets may be sepa-
rate from each other if the interface thickness is long enough to
hold the energy inside for a longer time.

By analyzing the time data in phonon space, a deeper under-
standing of the transmission dynamics may be obtained. Figure 13
shows the evolution of the phonon distribution inside the rough
interface region. In the beginning �t�10 ps�, before the incoming
phonon wave hits the interface, the phonons inside the interface
region are randomly distributed and the energy is at a very low

Fig. 10 Phonon transmissivity for an interface with regularly
patterned roughness Fig. 11 Energy change with time for materials A and B and the

interface region for LA phonon transport across a regularly pat-
terned interface for k / „2� /a…=0.5 and thickness of 10a. Inci-
dent energy is normalized to unity.
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level. When phonons begin to contact the interface, �t
=15–20 ps�, the phonon spectrum spans a wide range of k space
and contains a number of frequencies not contained in the original
incident wave. This indicates that multiple phonon modes are gen-
erated due to the contact. Furthermore, these newly developed
modes interact with one another and assemble or disperse to other
modes. These transient mode conversions allow extra time for
energy to dissipate into material A and B and result in more resis-
tance to phonon transport. From Fig. 14, we see that after all the
phonons leave the interface �t=25 ps�, the phonons of material A
are concentrated at k / �2	 /a�=0.5, the same as the incident
phonons. The phonons of material B are concentrated at
k / �2	 /a�=0.8, corresponding to the incident frequency of 6.1
THz for the dispersion curve of material B.

Although it is difficult to quantify a direct the connection be-
tween these complex phonon dynamics and the trends in the trans-
missivity with layer thickness, we conjecture that these phonon
conversions at the interface are one reason for the reduction in
phonon transmissivity for midfrequency range phonons �group 2�.
Furthermore, the transmissivity in Fig. 10 falls with rough layer
thickness up to a certain value and then flattens out or recovers to
a slightly higher value as the thickness is increased further. One
reason for this could be wave interference effects due to the regu-
lar periodicity of the roughness structure. Similar phenomena
have been found in the superlattices structure studies �29,30�. In
superlattice structures, there exists a minimum in the thermal con-

Fig. 12 Snapshots of phonon propagation at the interface with regularly
patterned roughness for k / „2� /a…=0.5 and thickness=10a

Fig. 13 Evolution of phonon distribution in k space with time
in interface region
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ductivity as the period of the superlattice is increased �30�; similar
physics operate in regularly patterned roughness layers as well.
Constructive wave interference between multiple interfaces acts to
restore the phonon transmission while particlelike scattering at
interfaces impedes transmission. The interaction of these two ef-
fects determines whether the transmissivity decreases with layer
thickness. If the roughness layer thickness becomes very large, the
transmissivity reaches a saturation value since the interface layer
is so large that it behaves like a bulk material with an equivalent
effective mass �31�.

4.5 Influence of In-Plane Structure. The final case explores
the effect of the in-plane roughness structure on the transport of
LA phonons. We consider a regularly patterned rough interface, as
described in the last two sections. The interface thickness is fixed
at 2a. On a cross-sectional area of 20�20 cells, a structured
roughness pattern is created, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. The width �d�
of each square in Fig. 1�b� is varied from 1a to 10a and LA
phonons with k / �2	 /a�=0.5 are considered. The simulation re-
sults, summarized in Table 2, show that the phonon transmissivity
does not change significantly with in-plane atomic structure. This
is because the incoming phonons are longitudinal-acoustic
phonons and vibrate only along the z-direction. Some transverse
modes may be activated at the interface but do not appear to be
generated in large-enough numbers to alter transmissivity. The
thickness of the rough layer in the z-direction is the dominant
determinant of transmissivity since it is aligned with the phonon
propagation direction. In order to confirm this statement, further
work must be performed to study the transport of transverse
acoustic phonons at interfaces. For these, the roughness structure
in the x-y plane is expected to influence transmissivity to a greater
extent.

5 Conclusions
Detailed phonon scattering at a rough Si/Ge interface is studied

by molecular dynamics simulations. The system is set up by only
considering the mass difference between two materials and ne-
glecting the lattice mismatch. Three types of interfaces are inves-
tigated: a smooth interface, an interface with random roughness,
and an interface with a regularly patterned roughness. The random
roughness is created by introducing atoms with random atomic
masses at the interface region. The regularly patterned roughness
is addressed by staggering the two types of atoms at the interface
in a regular way. The phonon transmissivities for each case are

calculated as a function of phonon frequency, roughness charac-
teristic length, and atomic structure. In order to do so, a phonon
wave packet is initialized with a predefined frequency and polar-
ization and allowed to propagate through the interface. The inter-
action of phonon wave packet with the interface is monitored by
analyzing the resulting displacement-versus-time signal in phonon
wave space. The phonon transmissivity is calculated by measuring
the phonon energy change before and after the interface scatter-
ing. Phonon wave propagation along a specific direction �100� in
silicon lattice has been studied and the following conclusions are
drawn.

For an ideal �smooth� interface, the transmissivities predicted
by the MD simulations agree well with the acoustic mismatch
model based on the continuum assumption. The rough interface
simulation results indicate that random roughness is the source of
incoherent phonon scattering and decreases the phonon transmis-
sion. Periodic structures such as the regularly patterned roughness
employed in this paper cause strong phonon wave interference
and may restore phonon transmission as the layer thickness in-
creases. For these structures, phonon transmissivity is a strong
function of frequency and the roughness characteristic length. In
the low-frequency limit, the roughness structure at interfaces is
transparent to acoustic phonons and the transmissvity equals the
ideal-interface results. In the midfrequency range, phonon trans-
mission initially decreases with increasing thickness and then flat-
tens out. Complex phonon mode conversions are observed and
wave interference at this range of k is conjectured to be the reason
for this behavior. At frequencies close to the cut-off frequency, the
transmissivites drop rapidly to zero and the roughness influence is
not evident. It is also found the transmissivity is more sensitive to
the atomic structure in the propagation direction than to the struc-
ture in the transverse direction.
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Critical Heat Flux „CHF… of
Subcooled Flow Boiling of
Alumina Nanofluids in a
Horizontal Microchannel
This work investigates subcooled flow boiling of aqueous based alumina nanofluids in
510 �m single microchannels with a focus on the effect of nanoparticles on the critical
heat flux. The surface temperature distribution along the pipe, the inlet and outlet pres-
sures and temperatures are measured simultaneously for different concentrations of alu-
mina nanofluids and de-ionized water. To minimize the effect of nanoparticle depositions,
all nanofluid experiments are performed on fresh microchannels. The experiment shows
an increase of �51% in the critical heat flux under very low nanoparticle concentrations
(0.1 vol %). Different burnout characteristics are observed between water and nano-
fluids, as well as different pressure and temperature fluctuations and flow pattern devel-
opment during the stable boiling period. Detailed observations of the boiling surface
show that nanoparticle deposition and a subsequent modification of the boiling surface
are common features associated with nanofluids, which should be responsible for the
different boiling behaviors of nanofluids. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001629�

Keywords: flow boiling, microchannel, nanofluids, critical heat flux, burnout

1 Introduction
Microchannel cooling systems have been widely investigated

and explored in recent years due to their potential wide applica-
tions in many fields, including space communication, micropro-
cessors, and electronic devices. For instance, for the cooling of
high power and density computer chips, the cooling system needs
to keep the chip temperature below 85°C despite a high power
density. Liquid cooling with or without phase change is proposed
to meet such a requirement. Compared with single-phase liquid
cooling, cooling using phase change �flow boiling� can achieve a
much higher heat-removal rate under a similar flow rate while
maintaining a relatively constant surface temperature determined
by the saturation properties of the cooling fluid.

Flow boiling in conventional-sized channels has been widely
investigated in the past few decades. Downscaling and develop-
ment of a microchannel cooling system require detailed under-
standing of the effects of dominant phenomena in a single micro-
channel, such as interfacial interaction and surface condition �1�,
channel geometry and size �1,2�, temperature and pressure fluc-
tuations �3,4�, mass flow rate and critical heat flux �CHF� �5–7�,
heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop �5,8–13�, bubble gen-
eration frequency and flow pattern development �2,3,8,9,11,14�,
onset of nucleate boiling �ONB�, and onset of flow instability
�OFI� �13�. Compared with what happens in large channels, the
effects and relation between some of these phenomena are differ-
ent as the channel size decreases, which consequently causes dif-
ferent flow and heat transfer behaviors �15�. As can be seen from
literature, downscaling of the channel size and employing new
heat transfer fluids make flow boiling more complicated.

Recent advances in nanotechnology have promoted a rapid de-
velopment in nanofluids, i.e., liquid suspensions of nanoparticle
solids including particles, nanofibers, and nanotubes. Such mate-
rials were first brought into attention approximately a decade ago

when their enhanced thermal conductivity was reported. While the
original idea of using thermal nanofluids was to enhance thermal
conductivities of some typical heat transfer fluids, including water,
mineral oil, and ethylene glycol, the inclusion of nanoparticles for
boiling heat transfer has been found more profound than that of
mean thermal conductivity �16� and single-phase convective heat
transfer �17–19�.

For cooling systems based on phase change mechanisms, the
safe operation of the system is limited by the critical heat flux,
which is the upper limit of heat removal without incurring a seri-
ous surface temperature jump. Beyond that, a vapor blanket or
local dryout will occur on the surface, which will prevent further
direct contact of liquid. As a result, sudden temperature rise will
occur due to the poor thermal conductivity of vapor. This phenom-
enon could happen in subcooled as well as in saturated boiling
conditions. It is of vital importance to predict the critical heat flux
in small channels.

The effects of nanoparticles on a critical heat flux of pool boil-
ing have been investigated in the past few years �20–24�. Many of
these experiments reported that small concentrations of nanopar-
ticles can significantly increase the value of CHF, which was gen-
erally ascribed to the effect of heating surface modification due to
the sedimentation of nanoparticles. For instance, Kim et al. �25�
observed a layer of nanoparticles building up on the heating sur-
face under pool boiling conditions, likely formed during the
evaporation of microlayers beneath vapor bubbles at the solid sur-
face. Consequently, the wettability of the heating surface was im-
proved, as shown by a reduction of the contact angle of stationary
droplets. By using Young’s equation, they suggested that the en-
hancement in surface wettability was caused by the increase in
adhesion tension and surface roughness. Kim et al. �25� also sug-
gested that the reduction in the contact angle was responsible for
a decrease in nucleate boiling heat transfer due to a possible re-
duction in nucleation site density based on the Wang and Dhir
correlation �26�; however, this reason can be weakened by a po-
tential increase in the number of microcavities per unit surface
due to nanoparticle depositions.
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For the critical heat flux of flow boiling of nanofluids, only
very limited studies have been conducted, which are all in
conventional-sized channels. Kim et al. �27� studied nanofluid
flow boiling in a stainless steel tube with an internal diameter of
8.7 mm. The flow boiling critical heat flux was found to increase
up to 30% at a 0.01% volume concentration of alumina nanopar-
ticles. The observation showed that various parameters relevant to
the two phase flow and heat transfer of alumina nanofluids, such
as boiling point, surface tension, thermal conductivity, and viscos-
ity, were found virtually identical to those of pure water. Surface
roughness and surface wettability are the two most important pa-
rameters that might be affected by the presence of nanoparticles
on the surface. Kim et al. �28� measured the droplet contact angle
and surface roughness inside the stainless steel pipe after testing
with water and different concentrations of alumina nanofluids and
observed that the droplet contact angle was reduced from 83 deg
to 20 deg, and the average surface roughness, Ra, was changed
from 2.15 �m to 1.72 �m after nanofluids experiments. It ap-
peared that the variation in surface roughness and, consequently,
nucleate site density was not much affected. The main reason for
the CHF enhancement was the improvement of surface wettabil-
ity. It was also claimed by the authors that the use of nanofluids
mitigated the propagation of hot spots that could explain why
burnout was more localized compared with water, which might be
caused by high surface wettability as a result of the deposition of
nanoparticles on the heating surface �27�.

Aiming to apply nanofluids to microelectronic and mechanical
systems �MEMS� to meet the increasing demands for advanced
cooling, this work investigated the critical heat flux of subcooled
flow boiling of aqueous alumina nanofluids in single microchan-
nels. Our initial tests showed that the morphology of the boiling
surface changed each time after boiling with nanofluids, which
should be a major reason for the inconsistence of boiling heat
transfer data reported in the literature. To avoid such boiling sur-
face contamination by nanofluids, a number of microchannels
were then constructed. Fresh microchannels were used for each
concentration of nanofluids in order to establish a solid compari-
son with that of pure liquid. A detailed characterization of par-
ticles and the solid surface was conducted to reveal mechanisms,
as detailed below.

2 Experimental Setup
The microchannel experimental system constructed for this

work is an open loop, which consisted of a syringe pump, a mi-
crochannel, a heating and insulation unit, a storage tank, and a
data acquisition �DAQ� system for power, pressure, and tempera-
ture measurements. The microchannels were made of stainless
steel with internal diameter of 510 �m, wall thickness of
160 �m, and length of 306 mm. For each nanofluid concentra-
tion, a different stainless steel microchannel was used. The micro-
channel was insulated by a thick layer of Armaflex insulator and
heated electrically through a variable DC power source, which
provided a uniform heat flux over the test section. Twenty-six

K-type thermocouples with tip diameter of 0.2 mm were installed
evenly along the surface of the microchannel to obtain the surface
temperature distribution. Two thermocouples were used to mea-
sure the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures. Two cross unions were
connected to the inlet and the outlet of the microchannel to supply
the liquid passage and spaces for temperature and pressure sensors
�see Fig. 1�. Pressure sensors were four active piezoresistive
bridge devices in the range of 0–100 psi. Simultaneous tempera-
ture and pressure signals were recorded by the DAQ system
through and controlled by a LABVIEW program. A low pass filter
was installed to eliminate noises from the surroundings and power
supply.

Subcooled fluids were supplied by a constant flow rate syringe
pump and collected by the storage tank with a vent to the atmo-
sphere. For flow boiling in the normal boiling regime, the surface
temperature is normally a few degrees higher than the saturation
temperature. However, when critical heat flux occurs, the surface
temperature jumps rapidly to reach a very high temperature that
leads to burnout. In literature, peak surface temperature values of
150–200°C are generally used. In our experiments, 150°C was
set as the maximum surface temperature value that we chose to
define the critical heat flux. The power system was designed to
stop the heating when the maximum temperature along the chan-
nel was higher than 150°C to protect the tube and insulation. Heat
loss is defined as the difference in the input power and the en-
thalpy increase in the fluids under a single-phase flow condition
just before boiling as

QHL% =
VI − ṁcp�Tout − Tin�

VI
� 100 �1�

The measured heat loss under current working conditions was less
than 10%.

De-ionized water and alumina-water-based nanofluid were used
as working fluids. Nanofluids were formulated by a two-step
method by dispersing commercial alumina nanoparticles of aver-
age particle size of 25 nm �see Fig. 2� into the base liquid, de-
ionized water, with the aid of an ultrasonic bath at three concen-
trations of 0.001 vol %, 0.01 vol %, and 0.1 vol %. To avoid other
impurity influences, no surfactant or dispersants were introduced
into the nanofluids. The formulated nanofluids exhibit relatively
good stability without visual sedimentation for a couple of hours,
which is sufficiently long for the experiments. To mitigate particle
agglomerations, nanofluids were homogenized before each experi-
ment. The experiments were conducted under low mass flow rates
at a range of 600–1650 kg /m2 s and with low exit vapor quality,
i.e., in the range of �0.20 and 0.18 within the experimental range.

During the experiments, the input heat flux was increased
steadily until the maximum surface temperature of the microchan-
nel reached the preset value, where the input power was protec-
tively cut off. This is always accompanied by a sudden rapid
increase in surface temperature. The input power that induces this
sudden surface temperature is defined as the critical heat flux in
this work.

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental setup
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3 Results and Discussions
A large number of experiments were performed in this study.

Some initial results revealed that the repeatability of the flow boil-
ing experiments with nanofluids was difficult to establish. The
results varied, typically within the range of 10%, each time when
performing experiments in the same microchannel using identical
nanofluids, whereas for water the experimental results are very
repeatable. Further analysis by scanning electron microscopy
�SEM� showed that the morphology of the boiling surface
changed each time after boiling with nanofluids, which was
caused by the trapping of nanoparticles onto the boiling surface.
The degree of surface modification is affected by the relative size
of nanoparticles, the boiling surface roughness, the stability of
nanofluids, the surface properties, and the interactions of nanopar-
ticles with the boiling surface, as well as the duration of nanofluid
usage. Due to the sensitivity of boiling heat transfer to boiling
surface characteristics, it is unsurprising that different experimen-
tal values were observed in the experiments even for the same
nanofluid boiling in the same channel. Consequently, it makes the
comparison of the effect of nanoparticles difficult to establish. Our
other tests show that even for very stable nanofluids, boiling sur-
face modification was also still observed.

Such an observation is important in guiding us to minimize the
influence of surface morphology change and to design a number
of microchannels to achieve a reliable comparison. More impor-
tantly, it may also help us understand the inconsistence reported
for boiling heat transfer with nanofluids in literature. For instance,
it has been widely reported that many different results were ob-
served for nanofluids under boiling conditions, and the results
were very inconsistent even for the same nanoparticles under
similar experimental conditions �21,22,29–31�. Our initial experi-
ments suggested that for experiments with nanofluids, the boiling
surface would be affected by the number and frequency of the
usage of the boiling surface. Consequently, different experimental
results may be obtained each time, which might be one of the
main reasons for the inconsistence reported in boiling heat trans-
fer in literature.

To establish a reliable comparison of a critical heat flux of
different fluids, a number of microchannels were constructed in
this work in order to reduce the effect of boiling surface contami-
nation by nanofluids. Fresh microchannels were used for each
concentration of nanofluids, and the duration of nanofluid usage
was kept the same in the comparison. Through such a way, the
effect of boiling surface modification was reduced to the mini-
mum. These results are presented below.

Figure 3 shows the variation in critical heat flux with mass flow
rate and nanoparticle concentrations. It clearly shows a nearly
linear increase in CHF with the increase in mass flow rate. Under

the same mass flux, the critical heat flux increases as the nanofluid
concentration increases. In addition, the maximum critical heat
flux enhancement due to the increase in concentration happens at
the lowest mass flux �651.84 kg /m2 s�. The same happens in
conventional-sized channels �27,28�. The experiments reveal that
a remarkable critical heat flux increase can be achieved for very
dilute alumina nanofluids in a single microchannel. For instance,
the average CHF increases of 10.73%, 28.25%, and 40.94% are
obtained for particle volume concentrations of 0.001 vol %, 0.01
vol %, and 0.1 vol %, respectively, at a mass flow rate of
1385.18 kg /m2 s. Within the whole experimental range, the in-
crease in critical heat flux falls within a band of 8–51%. Figure 3
also shows that the enhancement of the critical heat flux is non-
linear with the particle concentration.

As shortly reviewed in Sec. 1, many studies have been con-
ducted on the critical heat flux in the past a few decades, with a
focus on the conventional-sized channels under high mass flow
rates, i.e., �104 kg /m2 s, aiming for different applications. The
critical heat flux behavior for small channels under low mass flow
rates is relatively little reported, and the results are still inconclu-
sive regarding the influence of the channel size, the subcooling,
and the mass flow rate. The scenario becomes more complicated
when considering the effects of nanoparticles. Under very similar
conditions of the current work, Roday et al. �7� investigated the
critical heat flux of pure water in a single stainless steel tube with
an internal diameter of 427 �m. They found that critical heat flux
values increased with increasing mass flow rates with typical val-
ues of 100–300 kW /m2 for mass flow rates smaller than
1600 kg /m2 s. They also studied the effect of the inlet subcooling
on the critical heat flux and observed that for a higher inlet sub-
cooling, the critical heat flux slightly decreased as the inlet sub-
cooling decreases; however, a reverse trend was observed for boil-
ing at lower subcoolings. A comparison of different correlations
for the critical heat flux for small channels under subcooled con-
ditions was studied by Hall and Mudawar �32�, and similar values
were reported. These results are consistent with the critical heat
flux behavior of pure water of the current work. The general trend
of the effect of nanofluids on the critical heat flux enhancement of
the current work is similar to that of Kim et al. �27,28� for large
channels with diameters of 8.7 mm and 5.45 mm.

In all experiments, steady state boiling scenarios were estab-
lished just before the occurrence of the critical heat flux. Similar
to what happens in a microchannel for pure liquid, nanofluids
show a regular pattern of pressure and temperature variations.
Figures 4 and 5 show the variation in pressure and temperature
at the channel inlet and outlet and the temperature of the hot-
test point of the channel, with heat power and time, for a nano-
particle concentration of 0.01 vol %, where the mass flux is
1629.62 kg /m2 s and the average heat flux is 247 kW /m2. In the

Fig. 2 Transmission electron microscopy „TEM… picture of alu-
mina nanoparticles

Fig. 3 Variation in the critical heat flux with mass flux for de-
ionized water and 0.001–0.1 vol % alumina nanofluids
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experiments, the heat flux was supplied by a DC power supply
under a constant voltage mode. The variation in input power was
assumed to be the result of resistance variation caused by the
temperature effect. These figures show that pressure and tempera-

ture fluctuations are in phase, but there is a phase shift between
power and pressure. A previous detailed investigation of flow boil-
ing in 2�1 mm2 vertical channels �9� revealed that rapid growth
of a confined bubble was triggered when a macroscopic nucleus
was pressed against the heated wall of the channel. Such growth
pushed a slug of liquid along the channel, causing a pressure pulse
that propagated the full length of the channel, peaking as the slug
left the channel. The pulse was accompanied by a traveling fluc-
tuation in wall temperature. The current experiments also shows
regular patterns of pressure and temperature signals caused by
nanofluids, which may reveal cyclic boiling events �nucleation,
confinement, confined bubble growth, liquid slug, etc� occurring
inside the microchannel. The direct visual observation by eye at
the channel outlet shows an intermittent flow of vapor and liquid,
suggesting a similar confined bubble flow pattern inside the chan-
nel. However, a quantitative analysis of the flow regime at the
outlet was not conducted in the experiments. Figures 4 and 5 also
show that the magnitude of the pressure variation is large, reach-
ing a peak value of �120 kPa, which is larger than the pressure
drop along the tube. Such a large pressure variation would induce
a large variation in saturation temperature, which interplays with
flow regime variations that affect boiling mechanisms. A detailed
visualization study at the tube outlet, synchronized with pressure
and temperature signals, is being conducted toward a better un-
derstanding of CHF mechanisms by nanofluids.

Figure 6 shows the variation in inlet and outlet pressures with
time for water and different concentrations of nanofluids at a mass
flux of 1629.62 kg /m2 s. The introduction of nanoparticles
changes the pressure signals significantly, but the influence is not
monotonic. For pure water flow, the peak pressure pulse is main-
tained at a regular value of �150 kPa, similar to that of the low-
est particle concentration of 0.001 vol %. However, a large reduc-
tion in pressure pulse �with peak values about 100 kPa� is
observed at a particle concentration of 0.01 vol %, while some
pressure peak values are found to exceed 200 kPa for a particle
concentration of 0.1 vol %. The variation in pressure peak values
is also the largest for the highest concentration, 0.1 vol %. A re-
verse trend of the effect of nanoparticle concentration is observed
for the frequency of pressure pulses. Our previous study shows
that pressure pulses are related to the growth of vapor bubbles
inside the channel and are affected by the duration and frequency
of the confined bubble growth �9,33�. In Fig. 6, it is apparent that

Fig. 4 Variation in pressure and heat power with time at a
mass flux of 1629.62 kg/m2 s for 0.01 vol % alumina nanofluid

Fig. 5 Variation in temperature and heat power with time at a
mass flux of 1629.62 kg/m2 s for 0.01 vol % alumina nanofluid

Fig. 6 Variation in pressure with time for pure water and different concentrations of
alumina nanofluids at a mass flow rate of 1629.62 kg/m2 s and an average heat flux of
246.14 kW/m2
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the introduction of nanoparticles changes the bubble dynamics
significantly. In general, more bubbles with shorter bubble life-
times are observed for boiling in nanofluids. As for flow boiling in
microchannels, CHF is usually associated with local dryout under-
neath a confined bubble; the reduced bubble growth time in nano-
fluids thus reduces the possibility of local dryout, which may con-
tribute to an increase in CHF. The causes of this change in bubble
dynamics are still unclear but are likely through the modification
of the boiling surface, especially the interfacial and wetting prop-
erties, or a self-organization of nanoparticles at the triple line re-
gime �34�. Compared with the influence of particles on the ther-
mal conductivity, its influence on the interfacial surface tension
and wettability is more pronounced at low particle concentrations.

Figure 7 shows the variation in inlet temperature with time and
alumina concentrations before the occurrence of CHF. It shows a
general trend of reduction in the temperature fluctuations at the
inlet of the microchannel with the increase in mass flow rates.
Under all mass flow rate conditions, the inclusion of nanoparticle
reduces the value and magnitude of inlet temperature fluctuations;
nearly constant inlet temperatures are observed for nanofluids at
the concentrations of 0.01 vol % and 0.1 vol %. The slight modi-
fication of thermophysical properties such as thermal conductivity,
specific heat, and density by nanofluids should not be responsible
for such a large difference. The cyclic variations in the inlet tem-
perature of pure water are believed to be associated with the re-
verse flow of liquid. Such a behavior is common for flow boiling
in microchannels, especially for fluids defined as having “high
compressibility” �9,10,15�, i.e., usual fluids without the degassing
process. The visual observation of flow boiling in a vertical 2
�1 mm2 rectangular channel clearly showed that the liquid at the
entrance regime was pushed back by growing confined bubbles in
both directions under high compressibility conditions, accompa-
nied by a traveling pressure and temperature pulses. However, for
fluids with “low compressibility,” i.e., fluids with a proper degas-
sing process, little reverse flow was observed �9,15�. If similar
events occur in nanofluids, it may imply that the inclusion of

nanoparticles not only changes the bubble formation and fre-
quency, as suggested by Fig. 6, but may also affect the compress-
ibility of the fluid, as evidenced by relatively smooth inlet tem-
perature profiles, i.e., little reverse flow occurring there. Such a
modification of compressibility toward the inlet could be caused
by the nanofluid preparation process, where an ultrasonification
process is applied to nanofluids prior to experiments to mitigate
nanoparticle agglomerations, which may modify the level of im-
purity gas in the liquid. Such a modification of bubble dynamics
by nanoparticles would affect the flow regime development, and
the pressure and temperature fluctuations, together with the modi-
fication of the boiling surface by particle-surface interactions,
would influence the boiling mechanism significantly.

To investigate the effect of nanoparticle deposition on the heat-
ing surface, the stainless steel microchannel is grooved �see Fig.
8� after running with de-ionized water and nanofluids. The outlet
and the inlet of the heating tube substrate were examined by SEM
�see Figs. 9 and 10�. Figure 9 shows the variation in heating
surface in the vicinity of the outlet after running with de-ionized
water and nanofluids with 0.1 vol %, 0.01 vol %, and 0.001 vol %
of alumina. It clearly shows that as the nanofluid concentration
increases, more particles appeared onto the surface, forming lay-

Fig. 7 Variation in inlet temperature of water and different
concentrations of nanofluids at average heat flux of
246.14 kW/m2 and mass fluxes of „a… 651.84 kg/m2 s, „b…
896.29 kg/m2 s, „c… 1140.73 kg/m2 s, „d… 1385.18 kg/m2 s, and
„e… 1629.62 kg/m2 s

Fig. 8 Test section of the stainless steel microchannel

Fig. 9 SEM pictures of the test section of stainless steel mi-
crochannel close to the outlet after experiments with „a… de-
ionized water, „b… 0.001 vol % alumina, „c… 0.01 vol % alumina,
and „d… 0.1 vol % alumina

Fig. 10 SEM pictures of the test section of stainless steel mi-
crochannel after experiment with 0.1 vol % alumina at the „a…
inlet and „b… outlet of the microchannel
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ers of porous structures, being thicker and more condensed for
higher concentrations. As a result, the surface wettability, homo-
geneity, and roughness of the boiling surface are changed. In large
channels, the variation in surface roughness is reported to be not
much compared with the variation in surface wettability �28�. Fig-
ure 10 demonstrates the difference between deposited nanopar-
ticles at the inlet and the outlet of the heating surface after running
with 0.1 vol % alumina nanofluids. The figure shows that depos-
ited nanoparticles at the outlet are thicker with larger agglomera-
tions since the temperature of the heating surface at the outlet is
higher. For the same reason, the deposition rate at the outlet of the
tube might be high. It is of note that the current method of nano-
fluid formulation is similar to many others �16,27,28�; such an
observation may be extended to their situations and be contributed
to the explanation of different results. It is worthwhile to mention
that although the deposition occurs in the channel, the thickness of
such deposition is still small, only a few hundred nanometers.
Compared with an inner diameter of 510 �m tube, the modifica-
tion of the mass flow rate is negligible, which rules out its possi-
bility as a possible reason responsible for the observed CHF in-
crease.

The thin porous layer of deposited nanoparticles on the heating
surface would change not only the affinity of the working fluid for
the substrate, but also the burnout characteristics. It was observed
in the experiment that the consequences of the burnout of the
heating surface, running with water and nanofluids, are different.
Similar to the observation by Kim et al. �27�, a complete azi-
muthal failure may occur for water, while a pinhole type of pipe
failure is usually observed for nanofluid runs. It suggests that the
deposition of nanoparticles may generate some hot spots, or pre-
vent the spreading of the dryout underneath growing bubbles,
which would consequently cause a pinhole type of failure.

4 Conclusion
The CHF of subcooled flow boiling of aqueous based nano-

fluids in a 510 �m single microchannel was investigated in this
work under low mass flow rate conditions �600–1650 kg /m2 s�.
The effect of nanoparticles was revealed by conducting all experi-
ments on fresh microchannels to minimize the effect of particle
depositions. It was found that the critical heat flux of both de-
ionized water and alumina nanofluids increased with increasing
mass flow rates under the condition of this work. Compared with
the critical heat flux value of de-ionized water, a large increase in
critical heat flux was obtained under very low particle concentra-
tions, i.e., �51% for 0.1% nanoparticle in volume. Different burn-
out characteristics were observed between water and nanofluids,
as well as different pressure and temperature fluctuations and flow
pattern development during the stable boiling period. The regular
pressure and temperature fluctuations suggested a confined bubble
flow occurring inside the microchannel for both water and nano-
fluids. A detailed observation of the boiling surface shows that
nanoparticle deposition and a subsequent modification of the boil-
ing surface are common features associated with nanofluids,
which should be responsible for the increase in CHF in this work,
as well as other different boiling behaviors of nanofluids in litera-
ture.
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Nomenclature
cp � specific heat �J/kg K�
I � applied ampere �A�

ṁ � mass flow rate �kg/s�
QHL � heat loss power �W�

T � temperature �K�
V � applied voltage �V�
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Natural Convection in a Partially
Heat Generating Rod Bundle
Inside an Enclosure
Buoyancy induced flows in a partially heat generating rod bundle enclosed inside a tall
cavity are investigated. First, a detailed experimental study is carried out, and the ther-
mal hydraulics is analyzed at different power inputs and boundary cooling rates of the
enclosure. Later, a generalized non-Darcy simulation is developed using a heat generat-
ing orthotropic porous media approach and is compared with the experimental results.
The results of a numerical simulation for natural convection in enclosed partially heat
generating rod bundles satisfactorily predict the temperature distribution within the rod
bundle. Finally, a parametric study is carried out by varying the porosity (pitch to
diameter ratio of the rod bundle) of the considered enclosure for the understanding of
flow physics and heat transfer in such applications. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001610�

Keywords: natural convection, non-Darcy porous medium, heat generating rod bundle,
partially heat generating enclosure

1 Introduction
The study of natural convection in heat generating rod bundles

finds applications such as heat exchanger tubes, storage, or dis-
posal of spent fuel rod bundles from nuclear power reactors en-
capsulated in air or helium filled canisters or storage of fibrous
food grains. In order to improve the performance of energy trans-
fer and storage, it is important to understand the thermal-hydraulic
phenomena in these complex geometrical configurations.

There have been a number of studies on natural convection in
rod bundles. Davis and Perona �1� carried out numerical and ex-
perimental studies for natural convection in open-ended heat gen-
erating rod bundles. A numerical study was based on one-
dimensional flow through an infinite array of rods. Koenig and
Buchanan �2� measured maximum temperatures in an electrically
heated rod bundle for free convection associated with radial con-
duction and thermal radiation. Experiments were conducted with
air and argon as working fluids with either open or closed ends.
Driesen et al. �3� conducted a series of tests on an actual fuel rod
bundle in a canister. McCann �4� developed a computer code,
HYDRA–I, to treat transient three-dimensional coupled conduction,
convection, and radiation in an enclosed rod bundle. The equation
of motion was based on a generalization of flow through porous
media, where viscous terms were retained. Gruszcynski and Vis-
kanta �5� carried out experimental and numerical investigations
for natural convection in a vertical open-ended rod bundle. The
isothermal rods were arranged in a triangular fashion and were

enclosed in an adiabatic cylindrical container. Keyhani et al. �6�
and Arya and Keyhani �7� performed an experimental study of
natural convection heat transfer in a scaled model of a sealed
storage cask. Keyhani and Dalton �8� investigated experimentally
natural convection in an enclosed horizontal array of electrically
heated rods. The rods in the top row showed a substantial tem-
perature increase. Haldar et al. �9� carried out experiments in two
different test sections of a seven-rod bundle. The rods were ar-
ranged in a circular array with pitch to diameter ratios of 1.31 and
1.266. The one-dimensional porous medium model was developed
to predict the flow rate of air. Later, Haldar �10� simulated these
experiments numerically. Suresh et al. �11,12� carried out experi-
mental and numerical studies of natural convection in a blocked
subassembly of a fast breeder reactor by using liquid sodium as
the heat transfer fluid. A 3D analysis was carried out by employ-
ing Darcy formulation with suitable tortuosity factors.

As the rod bundle may be approximated as an orthotropic po-
rous medium, the literature related to anisotropic porous media is
of importance for analyzing the present problem. Several compre-
hensive details pertaining to anisotropy, heterogeneity, and disper-
sion effects for porous media can be found in Nield and Bejan
�13�, Quintard and Whitaker �14�, and Quintard et al. �15�. Royer
and Flores �16� examined natural convection numerically in a
rectangular enclosure filled with a heat generating, anisotropic,
and heterogeneous porous medium. Parthiban and Patil �17� stud-
ied the effect of anisotropy on the onset of convection in a hori-
zontal layer of a heat generating anisotropic porous medium. Dha-
nasekaran et al. �18� investigated the effects of permeability ratio
and thermal conductivity ratio numerically for natural convection
in a heat generating cylindrical porous enclosure. Jaya Krishna et
al. �19� studied the influence of anisotropic properties on the flow
behavior and heat transfer. In their numerical study, the heat gen-
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erating anisotropic porous media were considered, with its princi-
pal axes oriented with respect to the gravity vector.

The studies on the experimental investigation of natural con-
vection in partially heat generating enclosed rod bundles are lim-
ited �except few studies �16–19��. Scarcer are the studies that
numerically investigate the partially heat generating rod bundle by
approximating as a porous model. The available numerical mod-
eling with a porous model is limited to either Darcy formulation
or by the implementation of adjustable tortuosity parameter for
comparison with experimental results. To date, the numerical for-
mulation based on the generalized non-Darcy model, which is
valid for a wide range of rod packing �tightly to coarsely packed
with varying pitch to diameter ratio� without any adjustable pa-
rameter, is yet to appear in the literature. These aspects are of
particular importance because often the packing of the rods is too
less to be approximated as a Darcy porous medium, and adjust-
able parameters smoke the flow physics and theoretical predict-
ability. The present study is an attempt to address these issues and
to understand the thermal hydraulics for natural convection of
partially heat generating rod bundles. The study presents experi-
mental and numerical investigations of natural convection for a
system consisting of vertical enclosed partially heat generating
rod bundles. For numerical modeling, the rod bundle geometry
has been viewed as a partially heat generating anisotropic �ortho-
tropic� porous medium under the generalized non-Darcy formula-
tion without any adjustable parameter.

2 Experimental Details
The schematics of the experimental setup with a rod bundle and

an air circuit test section are shown in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, respec-
tively. Each rod is a cartridge type cylindrical electrical heater of
an 8 mm diameter, made of 316 stainless steel tube of 1 mm wall
thickness, and the detailed illustration is shown in Fig. 2. Each
heater rod consists of three sections: a 370 mm long heated sec-
tion of at the middle and two unheated sections of 195 mm and
385 mm long at the top and bottom ends, respectively. The rod
bundle consists of 19 such heater rods. On each heater rod, a
stainless steel sheathed chromel-alumel �type K� thermocouple is
helically wound to sense the temperature. The thermocouple is
silver brazed on the rod surface at a pitch of 150 mm along the
length of the rod for firm positioning of the thermocouple. The
overall diameter of the thermocouple is 1.5 mm. In addition to
measurement of temperatures, the thermocouples act as spacer
wires to maintain the pitch between the heated rods.

The heater rods are arranged with a triangular pitch of 10.212
mm and are enclosed by a hexagonal tube of 47.8 mm inner width
across flats. It is made of 316 stainless steel sheet of 1 mm thick-
ness. The enclosed rod bundle is supported at the bottom by a 15
mm thick stainless steel plate. The test section �the stainless steel
hexagonal tube containing the rod bundle� is filled with water.
Water is the primary heat transfer fluid in the present work. The
heat generated by the heater rods is transferred to the wall of the
enclosing hexagonal tube through the water, filling the gaps be-
tween the heater rods. Finally, the heat is taken away from the
outer surface of the hexagonal tube by sending compressed air
around it.

The schematic of the air circuit for the rod bundle test section is
shown in Fig. 1. The test section is enclosed concentrically by an
outer hexagonal tube made of 3 mm thick mild steel to form a
hexagonal annulus. The width across flats of the outer hexagon is
130 mm. The air supply is given to the hexagonal annulus, thus
formed, by a screw compressor. The hexagonal annulus is filled
with spherical ceramic beads of 5 mm diameter to form a packed
bed for enhanced heat transfer. In order to support the ceramic
beads, a specially designed distributor plate made of a 3 mm thick
stainless steel sheet is placed at the bottom of the test section. The
distributor plate allows the compressed air to flow uniformly
through the packed bed.

Temperatures inside the rod bundle assembly are measured by
19 chromel-alumel �K-type� thermocouples �one on each heater�.
Temperature measurements are made within the rod bundle at five
planes, as shown in Fig. 2, along the height of the test section at
80, 230, 380, 530, and 680 mm, respectively, from the top of the
test section, out of which three planes are located within the
heated zone. Bigger circles represent the heater rods and smaller
circles represent the thermocouples. The thermocouples, which
had their hot junctions in a particular plane, are shown as dark-
ened circles in that plane. On the outer surface of the stainless
steel hexagonal tube, 26 Teflon coated thermocouples were affixed
at 14 axial locations. The temperatures measured by these thermo-
couples determine the temperature of the inner surface after taking
into account the heat conduction in the wall. The inner surface
temperatures, thus obtained, are directly used as thermal boundary
conditions for the computer code for simulating the experimental
results, which will be dealt with in the numerical section.

An orifice plate is used to measure the flow rate of air through
the hexagonal annulus, which is designed and fabricated accord-
ing to ASME specifications. A U-tube differential manometer is
used to measure the differential pressure across the orifice plate.
During experiments, the temperature is continuously recorded un-
til a steady state is reached by a 60 channel Hewlett Packard Data
Acquisition Unit �Serial No. 34970A�. It may be noted that the
maximum temperature of water is limited to 95°C to avoid boil-
ing of water.

The uncertainty analysis for the derived quantities is carried out
following the procedure given in Coleman and Steele Jr. �20�. All
the thermocouples are calibrated over the range of interest, using
a precision thermometer and a constant temperature bath. The
uncertainty in temperature measurement is within �0.04°C. The
energy dissipated in the heated section is determined from the
electric power measurements. In all the experiments, the heater
power input is measured with the help of a precision wattmeter
within �2% of the true value. The static pressure drop across the
orifice plate is required for the calculation of mass flow rate of air
flowing through the hexagonal annulus. The uncertainty in the
measurement of pressure is within �2%. The uncertainty of air-
flow rate measurement is found to be �1.13%.

3 Mathematical Formulation and Numerical
Procedure

The arrangement of the rod bundle assembly is shown in Fig. 2.
To overcome computational difficulties, the analysis has been car-
ried out by assuming a hexagonal cavity as a cylindrical enclo-
sure. It may be noted that the present problem domain has a very
high aspect ratio of A=H /ro=39.75. Deviation of a circular cross
section is very marginal from the present hexagonal geometry due
to fact that at a high aspect ratio, the flow is predominantly in the
axial direction, and hence the small deviation of geometry in the
radial direction will not affect the results significantly. Also, a
perfect symmetric boundary condition was maintained on each
face of the hexagon during the experimental study.

3.1 The Governing Equations. The heater rods and fluid
�water� in between are together considered as a porous medium. It
is assumed that the heat is generated by a uniformly heated energy
source within the enclosure though the heaters only generate the
heat. It is assumed that the rod bundle of the porous medium does
not undergo deformation. The fluid is considered to be in local
thermal equilibrium with the solid matrix. Density variation of the
fluid follows Boussinesq’s assumption. A generalized non-Darcy
approach has been considered, and the governing equations given
below are solved using a pseudotransient approach,
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Fig. 1 „a… Rod bundle test section. „b… Air circuit for rod bundle test
section.
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��Cp� f� ���T�
�t

+ u
�T

�r
+ v

�T

�z
	 = � kr

r

�

�r
�r

�T

�r
	 + kz� �2T

�z2 		 + q�

�4�

where �= ��� fCpf + �1−���sCps� /� fCpf.
In the governing equations, Kr and Kz are the permeabilities, Fr

and Fz are the Forchheimer constants, kr and kz are the thermal
conductivities of the porous medium along the radial �r� and axial
�z� directions, respectively, and q� is the volumetric heat
generation.

The following dimensionless variables are used:

r� =
r

ro
, z� =

z

H
, A =

H

ro
, �r =

kr

��Cp� f
, u� =

uro

�r
,

v� =
vro

2

H�r
, t� =

t�r

ro
2 , Pr =

	 f

�r

Da =
Kr

ro
2 , Ra =

g��q�ro
2

2kr
	ro

3

	 f�r
, P� =

Pro
2

� f�r
2 , T� =

T − Tref

�q�ro
2

2kr
	 ,

K� =
Kr

Kz
, k� =

kr

kz
�5�

Note that the prime symbol has been ignored for the sake of
convenience, and the governing equations in nondimensional form
are obtained as follows:

�u

�r
+

�v
�z

+
u

r
= 0 �6�

1

�

�u

�t
+

u

�2

�u

�r
+

v
�2

�u

�z
=

1

�
�1

r

��r�rr
# �

�r
+

1

A

��zr
#

�z
−

���
#

r
� −

Pr

Da
u

−
Fr

�Da
u�u2 + A2v2 �7�

Fig. 2 Rod bundle arrangement
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1

�

�v
�t

+
u

�2

�v
�x

+
v
�2

�v
�y

=
1

�
�� 1

A
	1

r

��r�rz
# �

�r
+ � 1

A2	 ��zz
#

�z
� − K�

Pr

Da
v

−
Fz

�Da
�K��v�u2 + A2v2� +

Ra · Pr · T

A
�8�

where

�rr
# = − �P + 2Pr

�u

�r
, �zz

# = �− �P + 2Pr
�v
�z
� ,

�rz
# = �zr

# =
Pr

A
� �u

�z
+ A2�v

�r
�, ���

# = − �P + 2Pr�u

r
	

���T�
�t

+ u
�T

�r
+ v

�T

�z
=

1

r

�

�r
�r

�T

�r
	 + � 1

A2	� 1

k�	 �2T

�z2 + q �9�

q=2 for the portion of the cavity with heat generation and q=0 for
the portion of the cavity without heat generation. In the nondi-
mensional governing equations, u and v are volume averaged ve-
locity components.

3.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions. The initial and bound-
ary conditions for the problem geometry shown in Fig. 1 are as
follows: t=0, u ,v=0, and T=0 �for initialization, Tref=0�,

Top wall: t 
 0, u,v = 0,
�T

�z
= 0 at z = H, 0 � r � ro

Bottom wall: t 
 0, u,v = 0,
�T

�z
= 0 at z = 0, 0 � r � ro

Axis �symmetry condition�: t 
 0, u = 0,
�v
�r

= 0,

�T

�r
= 0 at r = 0, 0 � z � H

Enclosure wall: t 
 0 at r = ro, 0 � z � H, u,v = 0

�10�

The thermal boundary condition at the enclosure wall is taken as
follows:

�a� For the comparison of the present porous model with
experimental results, the actual temperature measured on
the outer surface of the enclosure is given as a boundary
condition for the wall. It may be noted that the reference
temperature for this case is the wall temperature �Tref
=Tw�. Figures 3�a�–3�d� show the variation in tempera-
ture with height along the outer surface of the enclosure
for various power inputs and airflow rates. The equation
obtained by piecewise curve fitting is used in the compu-
tation.

�b� For a parametric study, convective condition is used at
the outer side of the enclosure. The reference temperature
for this case is considered as ambient temperature �Tref
=Tamb�:

�T

�r
= − BiT �11�

3.3 Numerical Procedure and Grid Independence. The
governing equations have been discretized using the finite volume
method. Quadrilateral cells in a semistaggered arrangement intro-
duced by Hirt et al. �21� have been employed. Velocity nodes are
located at the vertices, and pressure nodes are located at the cen-
troid of the quadrilateral cells. The first order upwind scheme is
used for convective terms. Nonuniform grid �cosine grid� has been
employed and is shown in Fig. 4�a�. The present study involves
heat generation in a partial section of rod bundle, and a step input
of the heat generation results in instability. To overcome this prob-
lem, a Heaviside step function, as shown in Fig. 4�b�, has been
employed for smoothing the step input. The convergence of the
solution requires a certain number of closely packed grids near the

Fig. 3 Variation in temperature on the outer surface of the rod bundle enclosure for
different power per heater and airflow rate: „a… 10 W and 120 kg/h, „b… 20 W and 45 kg/h,
„c… 25 W and 45 kg/h, and „d… 25 W and 120 kg/h
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isothermally cooled enclosure wall based on a grid pattern in the
radial direction. A certain number of finer grids are needed near
the top and bottom adiabatic walls based on a grid pattern in the
axial direction. In addition, finer grids are required in the region,
where heat generation starts and stops to capture the steep velocity
and temperature gradients in these regions. The iteration process
is continued until the following convergence criterion is achieved:



i,j

��i,j
n − �i,j

n−1�



i,j

��i,j
n �

 10−8 �12�

where � in Eq. �12� represents u ,v and T variables, and n and n
−1 denote current and previous time iterations respectively.

To ensure that the results obtained by the numerical study are
independent of the computational grid, grid independence studies
are carried out using Eq. �13� between two grids for maximum
temperature,

% error = ��i − �i−1

�i 	 � 100 �13�

where � denotes Tm, and i−1 and i denote successive grid sizes.
The different mesh sizes considered are 21�41, 41�81, 61

�161, and 81�201. It is found that the percentage deviation
between 61�161 and 81�201 is less than 1%. Therefore, a grid
size of 61�161 is considered for the study. It may be noted that
in the present study, as a nonuniform cosine grid is employed, a
significant difference may be observed for the distance of the first

node from the wall between 61�161 and 81�201 grid sizes.
To check the consistency of the current formulation and nu-

merical procedure, comparison has been carried out with the
Darcy formulation of Dhanasekaran et al. �18� for a fully heat
generating cylindrical enclosure and is shown in Table 1. It may
be observed from Nithiarasu et al. �22� that for Da�10−6 the
porous media tends to behave as Darcy porous media. From Nithi-
arasu et al. �22�, it may be noted that for a Darcy number of 10−6

the effect of porosity is not felt. As the effect of porosity is not
felt, an arbitrary value of �=0.999 has been taken to compare the
numerical results of Darcy porous media with the present non-
Darcy formulation. It is found that the present formulation agrees
well with the previous work for a wide range of modified Ray-
leigh numbers, aspect ratios, permeability ratios, and thermal con-
ductivity ratios.

4 Results and Discussion
The results primarily demonstrate the influence of the heater

power input, the boundary cooling of the enclosure, and the po-
rosity �pitch to diameter ratio� of the rod bundle on the tempera-
ture distribution along different planes of the enclosure.

4.1 Results of the Experimental Study. Natural convection
experiments similar to the present work have been carried out in a
square arrayed nine-rod bundle by Keyhani et al. �6�. This work is
based on the large pitch �p /d=2.25 and 3.08� between the rods,
and thus the porous medium approximation may not be appropri-
ate for heat and fluid flow inside the rod bundle. In contrast, the
present experiments, involving the rods being more closely
packed, are designed to validate the numerical approach, which is
developed in the present study. However, the packing of the rods
in the present experiments is loose enough such that they cannot
be approximated as the Darcy porous medium. This is also the
typical packing used in many of the applications studied earlier. In
the present work, the experiments are observed to reach a steady
state typically in about 4 h, as evidenced by the temperature indi-
cated by thermocouples.

Figures 5�a�–5�c� show the temperature distribution inside the
rod bundle in the measurement planes 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for
an airflow rate of 100 kg/h and various power inputs to the heat-
ers. For planes 2 and 3, the temperature increases monotonically
and reaches the maximum at the center of the rod bundle. This is
due to the fact that both these planes are in the primary heated
zone of the rod bundle, and hence the effect of natural convection
will be felt strongly. The temperature distribution inside the rod
bundle at measurement plane 4 for the same airflow rate and vari-
ous power inputs indicates no appreciable variation.

Figure 6�a� shows the effect of power input to heaters on the
temperature of the rod bundle for an airflow rate of 120.8 kg/h. It
may be noted that the thermocouples chosen to bring out this
effect of power input are one from each ring of heaters, and they
are located in three different planes within the main heated zone.
The results indicate that irrespective of the axial and radial posi-
tions, the temperature within the main heated zone varies linearly
with input power. However, the temperature levels depend on the

Fig. 4 „a… Nonuniform cosine grid. „b… Smoothing for the step
input of the heat generation term.

Table 1 Comparison of present results for fully heat generating cylindrical porous enclosure
„ε=0.999, Pr=1, and Fr=Fz=0.55…

S. No. Ra Da A K� k�

Maximum temperature

Present Dhanasekaran et al. �18�

1 108 10−6 1 1 1 0.394 0.4
2 109 10−6 5 1 1 0.289 0.294
3 5�108 10−6 1 0.1 1 0.175 0.175
4 5�108 10−6 3 0.1 0.1 0.157 0.158
5 5�108 10−6 3 10 10 0.537 0.540
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spatial �radial as well as axial� coordinates. Figure 6�b� shows the
effect of the airflow rate on the temperature of the rod bundle for
different power inputs. It may be noted that the central heater
�heater 10� is chosen for this purpose as this heater has the maxi-
mum lateral resistance to radial heat transfer. The figure indicates
that the flow in the packed bed �i.e., the boundary cooling effect�
affects the temperature level strongly at different locations of the
enclosed rod bundle. With an increase in airflow rate, temperature
inside the bundle decreases asymptotically. It may also be ob-
served that the decrease in temperature for higher heater power
input �25 W/heater� is more compared with that for lower heater
power input �10 W/heater�. This can be explained by the higher
degrees of convection at higher power inputs, which in turn facili-
tate a more efficient heat removal.

4.2 Comparison of Experimental Results With Porous Me-
dia Model. The parameters, which characterize the anisotropy of
the rod bundle, are permeabilities and thermal conductivities in
the radial and axial directions. The accuracy of numerical predic-
tions depends on a proper selection of these important parameters.
The comparison of present numerical results with experiments is
carried out with a permeability value of Kz=2�10−9 m2, which
is measured experimentally along the axial direction of the rod
bundle assembly. The Forchheimer constant Fz measured along
the axial direction is observed to be insignificant and is considered
to be zero. The thermal conductivity in the radial direction is
considered as keff=kr=9.72 W /m K given by Eq. �14� �also refer
to Dhanasekaran �23� and Suresh �24��. The dispersion effects for
the present study are considered to be negligible due to its lower
values for the considered range of parameters. As there is no
provision to measure the permeability and Forchheimer constant
in the radial direction, the permeability �Kr /Kz� and thermal con-
ductivity �kr /kz� ratios are chosen as 0.5, given by Kuwabara �25�
and reported by Neale �26�. The Forchheimer constant in the ra-
dial direction is considered as Fr=0.28 �Chandesris et al. �27��,

keff = � p − d

p
	kf +

d

p
ks �14�

The details of the parameters for the comparison of the present
numerical simulation with experimental data are provided in Table
2. Figures 7�a�–7�c� show the comparison between the numeri-
cally simulated temperature distributions with that of experimen-
tal data at three different planes in the heater zone for the airflow
rate of 120 kg/h with the variation in heater power input from 10
W/heater to 25 W/heater. Figure 7 illustrates that the present po-
rous media formulation predicts the experimental data quite well
for a wide range of parameters without any adjustable hydrody-
namic or thermal parameters.

4.3 Parametric Study. The study is further extended by vary-
ing the porosity �pitch to diameter ratio� and convective boundary
condition for the same geometry, i.e., cylindrical cavity with 370
mm as a heat generating portion and with an aspect ratio of 39.75.
It may be noted that with the variation in pitch to diameter ratio,
the parameters of the porous media varies according to the spac-
ing and the arrangement of the rod bundle. Therefore, to carry out
a parametric study, the correlations for effective thermal conduc-
tivity, permeability ratio, Forchheimer constant, and thermal con-
ductivity ratio suggested by Lee and Yang �28� and Yang and Lee
�29� have been used. These correlations are as follows:

� = 1 −
�

8
�d

p
	2

�0.2146 � � � 1� �15�

Kr =
d2�3�� − 0.2146�

31�1 − ��1.3 �16�

K� =
− �91.26�2 − 117.1� + 8.94��� − 0.2146�

31
�17�

Fig. 5 Radial temperature variation in different planes for airflow rate of 100 kg/h
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kr = kreff��,�� �18�
where

kref = 1 −
�2

2
�d

p
	 + ��d

p
	��1 − ��

d

p
+ �2��−1

f��,�� = 1 + a�1 − ��tan−1�ln �� + b�1 − ��2tan−1�ln ��

� =
ks

kf
,

d

p
=�8�1 − ��

�

a = − 0.01373 + 0.1552 tan−1�ln � − 3.2� ,

b = − 0.5536 − 0.3913 tan−1�ln � − 2.5�

kz = � + �1 − ��� �19�

k� =
kr

kz
�20�

It may be noted that Eqs. �15�–�20� cannot be used to obtain the
values listed in Table 2 as the arrangement of the rod bundle in the
present study varies for experimental and parametric analysis
�compare Fig. 2 and Refs. �28,29��. As the influence of heat gen-
eration has been already observed in the previous sections, the
succeeding study emphasizes about the arrangement of heater rods
and the aspect of boundary cooling for the cylindrical enclosure.
The heater power is taken to be 50 W/heater, and the diameter of
the heater rod in the cylindrical enclosure is 8 mm with the range
of porosity ��� being 0.3 �p /d=0.749�, 0.6 �p /d=0.99�, and 0.9
�p /d=1.98�.

The convective boundary condition is considered with an aver-
age heat transfer coefficient �h�=1500 W /m2 K �assumed from
the studies of Suresh et al. �12��

Biot number is defined as Bi =
hro

kr
�21�

where h is the average heat transfer coefficient, ro is the radius of
the cylindrical enclosure, and kr is the effective thermal conduc-
tivity in the radial direction.

The details of the parameters considered for the numerical
study are shown in Table 3. To study the influence of porosity on
the flow behavior and heat transfer, temperature distributions
along the vertical midplane and horizontal plane 3 are shown in
Fig. 8. It may be observed from Fig. 8 that with an increase in
porosity, the magnitude of the nondimensional temperature de-
creases. The decrease in temperature with the increase in p /d ratio
is due to the increase in permeability. Permeabilities �Darcy num-
bers� for different porosities �p /d ratio� are noted in Table 3. It is
known that as the permeability increases, the resistance to flow
decreases. It may also be observed from Fig. 8 that the trend for a
nondimensional temperature along the vertical midplane varies
with the variation in p /d ratio. The physics for this behavior can
be explained by comparing isotherms and velocity vectors for the
geometries with different porosities �p /d ratios�. Figure 9 shows
isotherms �left� and velocity vectors �right�, which are marked
with horizontal lines for heat generating portions for the p /d ra-
tios of 0.749 ��=0.3� and 1.98 ��=0.9�. The tightly packed nature
and the higher heat generation rates for �=0.3 lead to larger tem-
perature gradients between the interior fluid and the externally
cooled vertical wall. Due to buoyancy, the less dense heated fluid
tends to move up and gets cooled by the walls. The cooled higher
density fluid then circulates along the wall to the lower unheated
portion of the cavity due to the higher convective strength. This
phenomenon may be observed from Fig. 9�a� with the formation
of vortex in the lower unheated portion of the cavity. The high
convective strength for p /d=0.79 results in a steep variation in

Fig. 6 Variation in maximum temperature with „a… heater
power input for airflow rate of 120.8 kg/h and „b… airflow rate for
different heater power inputs

Table 2 Details of the parameters employed for the comparison of the present numerical
simulation with experimental data

S. No.
Power/heater
�W/heater�

Airflow rate
�kg/h� Ra Da Pr K� k�

Temperature
boundary

condition at
the sidewall

1 10 120 3.05�105 1.736�10−6 0.258 0.5 0.5 Figure 3�a�
2 20 45 9.66�105 1.736�10−6 0.201 0.5 0.5 Figure 3�b�
3 25 45 1.54�106 1.736�10−6 0.174 0.5 0.5 Figure 3�c�
4 25 120 1.54�106 1.736�10−6 0.174 0.5 0.5 Figure 3�d�
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nondimensional temperature in the bottom unheated portions of
the cavity. It may be observed in Fig. 9�b� that the lower heat
generation for �=0.9 causes a lower temperature gradient between
the interior fluid and the cooled walls. The lower temperature
gradients result in weak convective currents, which in turn cause
the fluid to circulate only in the middle heated and top unheated
portions of the cavity. The trend of the nondimensional tempera-
ture, isotherms, and velocity vectors provides insight for the in-
significant nature of the convection in the bottom unheated por-
tions of the cavity. The magnitude of the nondimensional
temperature is observed to be larger for plane 2 compared with
that of planes 3 and 4. The hot fluid in the lower portion is driven
up by buoyancy, causing the magnitude of the nondimensional
temperature to be higher for upper planes.

5 Conclusions
Experimental and numerical investigations have been carried

out for natural convection in a partially heat generating rod bundle
inside an enclosure. An experimental setup is designed for a 19-
rod bundle inside a tall hexagonal enclosure with water as the heat
transfer fluid. Experiments are performed to reveal a thermal hy-
draulic of the enclosure when heat is generated by a part of the
rods. Details of flow physics and heat transfer have been analyzed
to study the influence of heater power input, boundary cooling,

and porosity �pitch to diameter ratio� computationally. The overall
complexity in numerical modeling of the partially heat generating
rod bundle has been reduced by treating it as a porous medium.
An axisymmetric numerical simulation has been developed for
partially heat generating orthotropic porous media with the gener-
alized non-Darcy formulation. The present formulation is vali-
dated with the experimental data to predict the temperature distri-
bution within the rod bundle. A proper selection of the parameters
characterizing anisotropy in radial and axial directions of the rod
bundle plays the key role in the analysis of the rod bundle. The
suggested formulation-parameter combination is found to be suc-
cessful in bringing out the complex phenomena inside the enclo-
sure without the need for any adjustable parameter such as tortu-
osity. The effect of heater power and airflow rate at the outer
vertical side of the enclosure is studied by analyzing the tempera-
ture distribution along different planes of the enclosure. The
boundary condition on the enclosure is also found to influence the
temperature distribution within the rod bundle significantly. The
decrease in magnitude of the nondimensional temperature is ob-
served with the increase in permeability. The convective heat
transfer mechanism is observed to be dominant only in the upper
heated and unheated portions of the enclosure for higher porosity.
The present generalized non-Darcy formulation may be a useful

Fig. 7 Comparison of numerical simulation with experimental data for the variation in
temperature in radial direction with heater power for the airflow rate of 120 kg/h

Table 3 Details of the parameters considered for parametric study

S. No. � p /d
kr

�W /m K�
q�

�MW /m3� Ra Da Prr K� k�
Bi

�h=1500 W /m2 K�

1 0.3 0.749 5.15 1.88 1.26�107 1.31�10−5 0.378 0.049 0.263 7
2 0.6 0.99 2.145 1.07 4.14�107 9.82�10−4 0.91 0.354 0.184 16.78
3 0.9 1.98 1.175 0.27 3.46�107 3.57�10−2 1.663 0.498 0.321 30.64
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tool to study the flow behavior and heat transfer for various rod
bundle geometries encountered in industrial practices.
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Nomenclature
A � aspect ratio �H /ro�

Bi � Biot number �hro /kr�
Cp � specific heat, J kg−1 K−1

d � diameter of the heater rod, m
Da � Darcy number �Da=Kr /ro

2�
F � Forchheimer constant
g � acceleration due to gravity, m s−2

H � height, m
h � heat transfer coefficient, W m2 K−1

K � permeability, m2

k � thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

k� � thermal conductivity ratio �kr /kz�
K� � permeability ratio �Kr /Kz�
P � pressure, N m−2

p � transverse pitch, m
Pr � Prandtl number
q� � volumetric heat generation, W m−3

r ,z � coordinates axes
Ra � Rayleigh number �Eq. �5��
ro � radius of the cylindrical enclosure, m
T � temperature, °C/nondimensional temperature
t � time, s
u � volume averaged velocity in r-direction, m s−1

v � volume averaged velocity in z-direction, m s−1

�V� � magnitude of velocity vector ��u2+v2�, m s−1

Greek Symbols
� � Tm �maximum temperature�
� � u, v, or T variable
� � density, kg m−3

	 � kinematic viscosity, m2 s−1

� � viscosity of fluid, N s m−2

� � coefficient of thermal expansion, K−1

� � porosity �void volume/total volume�
� � ratio of solid to fluid conductivity �ks /kf�
� � ratio of heat capacities

��� � hoop stress
�rr � normal stress component in radial direction

�rz ,�zr � shear stress components in r-z planes
�zz � normal stress component in axial direction

Subscripts
amb � ambient

eff � effective
f � fluid

m � maximum
p � porous medium
r � for radial direction quantities

ref � reference
s � solid matrix

Fig. 8 Effect of porosity on variation in temperature distribu-
tion along „a… vertical midplane and „b… horizontal plane 3

Fig. 9 Isotherms „left… and velocity vectors „right… with the
variation in p /d ratios „porosities…: „a… p /d=0.749 „ε=0.3… and
„b… p /d=1.98 „ε=0.9…
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w � wall
z � for axial direction quantities

Superscripts

� � nondimensional quantities
# � nondimensional stress components

i, i−1 � finer and coarser grid size
n, n−1 � present and previous time iteration
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This paper deals with the steady, laminar, and two-dimensional
natural convection inside vertical parallel-plate channels with
isoflux heating. The main objective of this paper is to assess the
joint influence of intense heating and variable physical properties
on the flow and heat transfer characteristics of the upward air. To
capture the physics of the problem, the discretized conservation
equations are solved by the finite-volume technique in an aggran-
dized computational domain that is much larger than the physical
domain. Representative numerical results based on the FLUENT

computer program are presented in terms of local quantities such
as air velocity and temperature profiles, as well as global quan-
tities such as the average heat transfer coefficients and mass flow
rates, all in response to the controlling geometrical and thermal
parameters. A detailed comparison of these results is made
against those produced by the simple model limited to constant
physical properties. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001932�

Keywords: natural convection, vertical parallel-plate channel,
variable physical properties, elliptic conservation equations, en-
larged computational domain

1 Introduction
Laminar natural convection inside vertical parallel-plate chan-

nels has been extensively investigated during the past decades due
to its relevance in a multitude of technological applications. As
documented in Manca et al. �1� and Bar-Cohen et al. �2�, numer-
ous researchers have studied this fluid/channel ensemble theoreti-
cally, numerically, and experimentally mostly within the frame-
work of electronics cooling.

To maximize the packaging of electronic systems, they can be
stacked in a traditional tower arrangement �2�. As the air moves
up, the air temperature increases from the lower to upper shelves
in the tower within the electronic system, and the heat dissipation
can be drastically curtailed. In turn, this situation jeopardizes the
overall integrity of the electronic system and adversely affects the
reliability. When designing electronic systems, the design engi-

neer needs to know beforehand how the interplay between the air
velocities and temperatures will affect the maximum temperatures
of the printed circuit boards. This information will be crucial in
order to accurately determine undesirable “hot spots.”

Fundamentally speaking, the heat dissipation from printed cir-
cuit boards of electronic systems is modeled as a uniform heat
flux boundary condition �Kays and Crawford �3��. Experimental
measurements for natural convection between vertical parallel-
plate channels with symmetric, uniform flux heating are presented
by Wirtz and Stutzman �4�, Guo et al. �5�, and Ambrosini et al.
�6�.

To improve the parabolic model with constant physical proper-
ties, the logical step utilizes the elliptic model with constant
physical properties. The first analyst who envisioned an added
region beyond the actual channel dimensions was Kettleborough
�7�. A computational domain constructed by him consisted of the
simple parallel-plate channel at uniform temperature plus one ple-
num placed upstream of the channel. Numerical simulations using
the novel approach were conducted later by Nakamura et al. �8�,
Naylor et al. �9�, and Chang and Lin �10�. Deviating from this
format, an I-type shaped computational domain was employed by
Morrone et al. �11� to accommodate the general elliptic conserva-
tion equations. A numerical computation was carried out by these
authors to determine the optimal plate-to-plate distance in the
channel. The numerical results were compared with those reported
in Anand et al. �12�, who employed the simple parabolic conser-
vation equations. Besides, Marcondes and Maliska �13� developed
a numerical solution for the analysis of full elliptic flows encoun-
tered in open-ended channels. The collection of the aforemen-
tioned publications �6–13� was empowered with constant physical
properties with the exception of the density that was handled by
the Boussinesq approximation. In this broad context, Gray and
Giorgini �14� derived the prevalent conditions under which the
Boussinesq approximation is valid for a Newtonian fluid.

Limited efforts have been made to investigate the variability of
the physical properties on laminar natural convection in vertical
parallel-plate channel flows. A complete elliptic model incorporat-
ing the variations in density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity
with temperature was implemented by Hernández and Zamora
�15�. An exhaustive literature review reveals that no publications
involving the variability of physical properties, natural convection
flows, and vertical parallel-plate channels have appeared since
2005.

Although the outcome of the above-cited works �4–15� consti-
tutes a formidable step forward, more refined models are in un-
precedented demand for an accurate estimation of the maximum
plate temperature of printed boards in electronic systems. The
model that complies with this requirement needs the flow and
temperature solution of the full elliptic conservation equations
subjected to intense heating, taking into account variable physical
properties. The aim of the present paper is threefold: first, to de-
viate from the Boussinesqian idealization; second, to employ the
full elliptic Navier–Stokes and energy equations; third, to utilize a
two-sided extended computational domain consisting of the physi-
cal domain plus two appended reservoirs upstream and down-
stream of the channel. The system of partial differential equations
was solved by means of the finite-volume technique within the
platform of the FLUENT computer program. Besides, the quantifi-
cation of velocity and temperature fields, including wall tempera-
ture distributions, mass flow rates, and mean convection coeffi-
cients, with and without variable physical properties have been
compared in detail.

2 Model and Numerical Computation
When a still fluid in the vicinity of a vertical parallel-plate

channel is heated with a symmetrical heat flux, the fluid is sucked
upward between the opposing plates by the action of gravity. The
general elliptic model that governs steady laminar natural convec-
tion flow implicates the 2D Navier–Stokes and energy equations
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having variable physical properties. Using air as the working
fluid, the system of coupled equations incorporates the tempera-
ture dependence of the four physical properties: the density ��T�,
dynamic viscosity ��T�, heat capacity cp�T�, and thermal conduc-
tivity k�T�. The four physical properties are evaluated by the fol-
lowing curve-fitted polynomials found in Vargaftik �16�:

log � = 2.55182 − 1.00331 log T �1�

��T� � 107 = 4.12235 + 0.72111 T − 4.28173 � 10−4 T2

+ 5.86408 � 10−8 T3 + 1.25726 � 10−10 T4

− 6.68760 � 10−14 T5 + 1.05134 � 10−17 T6

�2�

cp�T� = 1083.21 − 0.71465 T + 2.08832 � 10−3 T2 − 2.31029

� 10−6 T3 + 1.35272 � 10−9 T4 − 4.12726 � 10−13 T5

+ 5.27547 � 10−17 T6 �3�

k�T� � 103 = 0.81363 + 0.08083 T + 6.13727 � 10−5 T2

− 2.10686 � 10−7 T3 + 2.06091 � 10−10 T4

− 8.42775 � 10−14 T5 + 1.27292 � 10−17 T6

�4�

in the extensive temperature interval �100 K, 2500 K�.
The computational domain illustrated in Fig. 1 is made of the

space occupied between the two parallel plates in conjunction
with two large reservoirs, one upstream and the other large down-
stream. The flow boundary conditions referred to in Fig. 1 are
described in Refs. �9,10�. For the temperature boundary condi-
tions, uniform heat flux qw is applied along the opposing vertical
plates, whereas the other impermeable and permeable surfaces are
thermally insulated. The horizontal dimensions of the upstream
and downstream reservoirs were set equal to 11 times the channel
gap b, whereas the vertical dimensions of the upstream and down-
stream reservoirs were set equal to the channel height L.

The system of partial differential equations is solved with the
finite-volume method employing the FLUENT code, version 6.2
�17�. The four physical properties ��T�, ��T�, cp�T�, and k�T� are
evaluated at a reference temperature Tref=T0.

The global quantities of interest to be monitored are the local
and average heat transfer coefficients through their corresponding
Nusselt numbers:

Nu�X� =
h�X�b
k�T�

�5�

and

Nu =
b

L�0

L/b

Nu�X�dX

and the induced mass flow rate:

ṁ =�
0

b

�udy �6�

Careful checks have been flagged at all stages of the computa-
tional procedure to ensure that the results are grid independent. A
sensitivity analysis of the grid is provided in Table 1, where the
two global quantities, the dimensionless mass flow rate, and the
average Nusselt number are reported in terms of the number of
grid nodes. Further, in Fig. 2, the local Nusselt numbers Nu�X� are
plotted as a function of the X-coordinate for the three preselected
grid nodes. Within this perspective, errors smaller than 2% are
detected for both the mass flow rate and the average heat transfer
coefficient.

3 Discussion of Numerical Results
The numerical results are generated for

• working fluid, air �Pr=0.71�
• aspect ratio L /b=10
• ambient air temperature at 20°C
• wall heat flux varies three orders of magnitude from a low

25 W m−2 to a very high 2500 W m−2.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the physical domain and the two-sided en-
larged computational domain

Table 1 Dimensionless mass flow rate and average Nusselt
number as affected by the grid nodes for Ra=6.7Ã105 and
L /b=10

Node number �nx�ny� 11�21 21�21 41�41

Dimensionless mass flow rate 1903.3 1906.4 1896.6
Average Nusselt number 3.00 3.00 2.96

Fig. 2 Local Nusselt numbers varying with the axial coordi-
nate X for constant physical properties. Three different grids
are tested.
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The combination of the above numbers gives rise to Ray-
leigh numbers that lie inside the large interval 6.7
�105÷6.7�107.

For purposes of identification, the flow and temperature results
associated with the particular case of constant physical properties
are indicated as CP, whereas those connected to the general case
of variable physical properties are indicated as VP.

The pair of Figs. 3 and 4 illustrates the dimensionless velocity
and temperature profiles varying with the transverse Y-coordinate
at the two extreme channel stations: the inlet, X=0, and the exit,
X=L /b, under the influence of a wall heat flux qw=250 W m−2.
As far as the velocity along the Y-axis at the channel inlet is
concerned, the two velocity profiles embracing CP and VP results
appearing in Fig. 3�a� do not show discrepancies in terms of shape
and magnitudes. The two velocity profiles present a maximum
value at the critical Y=0.35 and 0.65 producing velocities of 2500
with an average of about 1800. At the channel exit �Fig. 3�b��,
small discrepancies are detected since temperatures are higher
than those at the channel inlet. This behavior is indicative of a
decrement in density, which implies a subsequent increment of the
velocity of about 3% for the VP case. The temperature profiles at
the channel inlet and exit linked to Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� basically do
not differentiate between the CP and VP cases. At any rate, the
heated part of the fluid is constrained to a very thin region close to
the plates since the diffusive effects are quite small for this heat-
ing condition.

When the applied heat flux is elevated by a factor of 10 to qw
=2500 W m−2, as a consequence Ra ascends to 6.7�107. This
alters the flow and temperature patterns. In fact, the velocity pro-
files at the channel inlet plotted in Fig. 5�a� are slightly different.
The VP case shows moderately smaller velocities than the CP case
because the mass flow rate is lower and the two velocity profiles
display a similar shape motivated by the low momentum diffusion
downward. At the channel exit in Fig. 5�b�, the two velocity pro-

files display very sharp peaks close to the plates. These patterns
occur because the two boundary layers are very thin and do not
merge before reaching the channel exit. The VP case presents
higher velocity values because the density is lower in the CP case.
In the central part of the channel occupied by the coordinate in-
terval 0.3�Y�0.7, the two velocity profiles merge.

In Fig. 6�b� associated with the temperature profiles as a func-
tion of the traverse Y-coordinate at the channel exit, the VP case
displays higher temperature values, which in turn brings lower
density values.

The magnitudes for the three relevant quantities, �1� the average
Nusselt number, �2� the maximum plate temperatures, and �3� the
induced mass flow rates, are listed in Table 2 for the CP and VP
cases. Those cases with a low qw=25 W m−2 seem to be invariant
with temperature-dependent properties, whereas at a high qw
=2500 W m−2 definitive mismatches exist. The maximum plate
temperatures bring along a difference of 50 K, and in terms of the
average Nusselt number the percent difference is about 75% be-
cause the evaluation of the Nusselt number has been done through
the effective thermal conductivity. At this heat flux value, the
thermal conductivity presents massive deviation for the VP case
with respect to the CP. In terms of the convective heat transfer
coefficient, the two models VP and CP deliver similar values with
maximum discrepancy of 10%. Analogously, the mass flow rate
manifests a similar behavior. In fact, at a low heat flux qw
=25 W m−2, the two models display the same flow rate values,
whereas at a high qw=2500 W m−2, the percent variation is about
14%.

The dimensionless plate temperatures varying with the axial
coordinate X for the two cases under study are reported in Fig. 7.
First, the case with an intermediate qw=250 W m−2 exhibits no
discrepancies in the values along the heated plate, as witnessed in
Fig. 7�a�, since the thermal level is low and the two models share

Fig. 3 Axial velocity varying with the transverse coordinate Y
at „a… the channel inlet and „b… the channel exit under the influ-
ence of qw=250 W m−2 and Ra=6.7Ã106

Fig. 4 Temperature varying with the transverse coordinate Y
at „a… the channel inlet and „b… the channel exit under the influ-
ence of qw=250 W m−2 and Ra=6.7Ã106
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the same behavior. Second, when qw=2500 W m−2 this situation
supplies Ra=6.7�107 in Fig. 7�b�. Under these circumstances,
the plate temperature differences are noticeable, exhibiting a
maximum discrepancy of 6.5%.

4 Conclusions
A detailed numerical investigation has been carried out in the

present paper for the characterization of natural convection be-
tween intense heated vertical parallel-plate channels by comparing
the flow and temperature solutions under two scenarios: one with
constant properties and the other with variable properties. Owing
to the superabundance of parameters, the fluid chosen was air and
the channel size was fixed at L /b=10, a reasonable aspect ratio. It
has been demonstrated that when air is heated with very low heat
fluxes there is no distinction between the flow and temperature
results for constant and variable properties. On the contrary, when
the air is heated with very high heat fluxes, there is a clear dis-
tinction between those sets of flow and thermal results. This issue
indicates that in order to generate precise predictions for the maxi-
mum plate temperature at the trailing edge of printed circuit
boards, i.e., hot spots, the incorporation of temperature-dependent
physical properties to the conservation equations is indispensable.

Nomenclature
b � channel gap, m

cp � isobaric heat capacity, kJ kg−1 K−1

g � gravitational vector, m s−2

Gr � Grashof number
h�X� � local convective heat transfer coefficient,

W m−2 K−1

k � thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

L � channel height, m

ṁ � mass flow rate, g s−1

Nu�X� � local Nusselt number
Nu � mean Nusselt number
Pr � Prandtl number
qw � applied heat flux, W m−2

Ra � Rayleigh number
T � temperature, K

U ,V � dimensionless velocity components in X, Y
X,Y � dimensionless Cartesian coordinates

� � dimensionless temperature
� � dynamic viscosity, N s m−2

� � density, kg m−3

Subscripts
0 � ambient value

max � maximum plate
ref � reference value
w � wall

Fig. 5 Axial velocity varying with the transverse coordinate Y
at „a… the channel inlet and „b… the channel exit under the influ-
ence of qw=2500 W m−2 and Ra=6.7Ã106

Fig. 6 Temperature varying with the transverse coordinate Y
at „a… the channel inlet and „b… the channel exit under the influ-
ence of qw=2500 W m−2 and Ra=6.7Ã107

Table 2 Comparison of the average Nusselt number, maxi-
mum plate temperature, and induced mass flow rate for differ-
ent wall heat fluxes. The conditions are constant properties
„CP… and variable properties „VP….

Model
qw

�W m−2� Nu
Tw,max

�K�
ṁ

�g/s�

CP 25 3.00 306 40.6
VP 25 2.85 306 40.3
CP 250 9.52 348 46.2
VP 250 8.26 348 45.9
CP 2500 17.36 595 56.6
VP 2500 9.96 645 48.8
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A numerical procedure has been used to study the thermal perfor-
mance of a step convective-radiative fin with temperature depen-
dent thermal conductivity and convective base heating. An ana-
lytical solution has been developed for a pure convective fin with
constant thermal conductivity, with its base exposed to a hot fluid.
The effects of geometrical and thermophysical parameters on the
temperature profiles in the fin, the fin efficiency, and the fin effec-
tiveness are illustrated. The step fin is found to deliver a superior
thermal performance compared with the uniformly thick fin.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4001928�

Keywords: base convection, convection-radiation, step rectangu-
lar fin, temperature dependent thermal conductivity

1 Introduction
Longitudinal fins of rectangular profile are used to enhance heat

transfer in applications ranging from heat sinks to space radiators.
The rectangular geometry is widely used because it is easy and
inexpensive to manufacture. The triangular and trapezoidal pro-
files offer lighter fins, but this advantage is often offset by the
higher manufacturing costs and safety issue due to their sharp tips.
Their use is consequently restricted to applications where the
weight of the fins must absolutely be kept at a minimum. The
concave parabolic profile has been shown to be the ideal choice
because it uses the least amount of fin material for a specified heat
transfer duty, but its curved surfaces make it very difficult and
expensive to manufacture. The number of papers on fin heat trans-
fer runs into thousands. The subject of extended surface heat
transfer is covered in heat transfer textbooks, handbook chapters,
and a treatise exclusively devoted to the subject �1–5�.

The weight disadvantage of the rectangular fin compared with
other profile shapes can be remedied by a design in which a rect-
angular fin with a step reduction in its thickness is used. This
design, called here a step fin for brevity, cuts down on the amount
of material with only a small increase in the manufacturing cost.
Such a design was originally proposed by Hollands and Stedman
�6� for a solar absorber plate. The focus of their study was to

determine the efficiency of a step fin and the reduction in weight
achieved compared with a uniformly thick fin design. Aziz �7�
used the method of Lagrange multipliers to establish the optimum
design of a step fin. He found that for specified heat dissipation,
the saving in material with a step design can be as much as 23%
compared with the uniform thickness fin. More recently, Kundu
�8� reported a detailed performance analysis and optimum design
features of a step fin. He considered three fin geometries—a step
fin, a uniformly thick fin, and a trapezoidal fin—and assigned the
same volume of material to each and compared their efficiencies
and the maximum heat dissipation rates. Based on this compara-
tive study, he concluded that the step fin gave better performance
than the other two geometries. The step fin has also been found to
give superior performance under dehumidifying conditions �9�
and when it is used as an absorber plate in a solar assisted water-
lithium bromide �H20 /LiBr� absorption cooler �10�. The perfor-
mance and optimization of a step radial or annular fin have also
been studied by Kundu and Das �11�. This study also established
that the step design resulted in a superior thermal performance
compared with the customary uniform thickness fin. The conclu-
sion of Kundu and Das �11� has been corroborated by Kim and
Moon �12�, who studied the performance of a step circular pin-fin
array and found it to be superior in performance to that of a
pin-fin array consisting of pins of uniform thickness.

It is well known that a fin is most effective when it operates in
a natural convection environment where the heat transfer coeffi-
cients are low �3�. In this circumstance, the radiative heat loss
from the fin is comparable to the natural convection loss and
cannot be neglected. Furthermore, if the temperature variation
from the base of the fin to its tip is large, then the analysis must
also include a temperature dependent thermal conductivity model
rather than a constant thermal conductivity assumption. With the
exception of a few �13–19�, most fin studies assume a constant
temperature at the base of the fin. However, in many circum-
stances the base of the fin receives heat by convection from a hot
fluid and the base temperature is not known a priori. Malekzadeh
and Rahideh �17,18� applied a differential quadrature method to
study two-dimensional nonlinear transient heat transfer in annular
and pin fins of variable sectional areas. The same method was
used by Malekzadeh et al. �19� to optimize nonsymmetric
convective-radiative annular fins.

In view of the considerations in the preceding paragraph, it was
felt that the step fin model used in Refs. �6–8� should be modified
to incorporate �a� radiative surface heat loss in addition to con-
vective heat loss, �b� a temperature dependent thermal conductiv-
ity, and �c� a convective boundary condition at the base of the fin.
The present paper develops such a model and investigates the
effect of these modifications on the thermal performance of a step
fin. The results presented should provide more accurate predic-
tions for the thermal performance of a step fin operating under
physically realistic conditions.

2 Step Fin With Simultaneous Convection and Radia-
tion With Temperature Dependent Thermal Conductiv-
ity

A rectangular fin with a step change in cross-sectional area is
shown in Fig. 1. The thick portion of the fin is heated by convec-
tion from a hot fluid at temperature TL providing a heat transfer
coefficient hL. The thickness and the length of the thick portion
are t1 and L1, respectively. The thickness of the thin portion and
the total length of the fin are t2 and L, respectively. Both sections
have the same surface emissivity �m. The heat exchange through
the tip of the thin section is assumed to be negligible in accor-
dance with the standard practice. When a step fin design is used in
a solar collector, the fin illustrated in Fig. 1 represents the left half
of the absorber plate �6�, and in that circumstance, the adiabatic
condition at the tip of the fin is the result of thermal symmetry.
The convective heat transfer coefficient over both sections of the
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fin is uniform and is denoted by h. The sink temperature for both
convection and radiation is the same and is denoted by Ta. Be-
cause the thermal conductivity of most fin materials varies lin-
early with temperature, the following thermal conductivity-
temperature relationship is assumed:

k = ka�1 + ��Ti − Ta�� �1�

where ka is the thermal conductivity at temperature Ta and � is a
measure of the thermal conductivity variation with temperature Ti.
Since the transverse Biot number has to be small for the fin to be
effective �2�, heat conduction in the fin is assumed to be one
dimensional and in the longitudinal direction. Based on the above
conditions, the steady state fin equations, one for the thick section
and another one for the thin section, can be written as follows:

� d

dx
��1 + ��Ti − Ta��

dTi

dx
� −

h

kati
�Ti − Ta +

��m�Ti
4 − Ta

4�
h

�� = �0�

�2�

where 0�x�L1 for i=1, L1�x�L2 for i=2, and � is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant.

Convective heat transfer takes place at the base of the fin. The
continuity of temperature and energy balance must be ensured at
the interface between the thick and thin fins. Thus, Eq. �2� must
satisfy the following boundary conditions:

x = 0, ka	1 + ��T1 − Ta�

dT1

dx
= − hL�TL − T1� �3a�

x = L,
dT2

dx
= 0 �3b�

At the interface between the two fin sections, that is, at x=L1, the
following conditions apply:

T1 = T2 �3c�

− t1ka	1 + ��T1 − Ta�

dT1

dx
= − t2ka	1 + ��T2 − Ta�


dT2

dx
+ h�t1 − t2�

��T1 − Ta +
��m

h
�T1

4 − Ta
4�� �3d�

Equations �1�, �2�, and �3a�–�3d� can be written in dimensionless
forms as

d2�

dX2 + ��
d2�

dX2 + �� d�

dX
�2

− Z0
2�	1 + 4�3Rp + 6�2Rp� + 4�Rp�2

+ Rp�3
 = 0 �0 � X � LR� �4a�

R�d2	

dX2 + �	
d2	

dX2 + ��d	

dX
�2� − Z0

2		1 + 4�3Rp + 6�2Rp	

+ 4�Rp	2 + Rp	3
 = 0 �LR � X � 1� �4b�

X = 0, �1 + ���
d�

dX
= − BiL�1 − �� �4c�

X = 1,
d	

dX
= 0 �4d�

X = LR, � = 	 �4e�

X = LR,
d�

dX
= R

d	

dX
−


Z0
2�1 − R�	
1 + �	

�1 + Rp�4�3 + 6�2	 + 4�	2

+ 	3�� �4f�

where

� =
�T1 − Ta�
�TL − Ta�

, 	 =
�T2 − Ta�
�TL − Ta�

, � = ��TL − Ta� ,

Rp =
��m�TL − Ta�3

h
, Bi =

ht1
ka

, 
 =
t1
L

, Z0 =
Bi1/2



,

� =
Ta

�TL − Ta�
, R =

t2
t1

, BiL =
hLL

ka
, and LR =

L1

L
�5�

As Eqs. �4a� and �4b� and the boundary conditions �4c�, �4e�, and
�4f� are nonlinear, it cannot be solved analytically. A finite differ-
ence numerical scheme was adopted to solve these equations. The
finite difference equations for both the governing equations and
the boundary conditions were obtained by the Taylor series dis-
cretization with the second order accuracy, and then these equa-
tions were solved simultaneously by using the Gauss–Seidel itera-
tive scheme. The final results were obtained after satisfying the
necessary and sufficient convergence criteria. Every solution ob-
tained was tested for grid independency.

Once the temperature distributions were calculated, the data
were utilized to compute the efficiency and effectiveness of the
step fin. These quantities were determined by calculating the ac-
tual heat transfer rate, the ideal heat transfer rate, and the heat
transfer rate in the absence of fin. The ideal heat transfer rate was
computed by assuming the entire fin surface to be its base tem-
perature. In this analysis, the temperature of the hot fluid at the
base of the fin is a known parameter. The temperature at the base
is determined from the numerical solution.

Before discussing the results, an analytical solution is derived
when the thermal conductivity is a constant and the surface radia-
tion is absent. The analytical solution serves as a benchmark to
test the validity and accuracy of the numerical procedure.

3 Step Fin With Pure Convection and Constant Ther-
mal Conductivity

It is possible to derive an analytical solution of Eqs. �4a�–�4f�
by putting Rp=0 �no radiation� and �=0 �constant thermal con-
ductivity�. Omitting the details of derivation, which are elemen-
tary, the analytical solution obtained is

� =
�LR

	Z0 cosh�Z0X� + BiL sinh�Z0X� + BiL sinh�Z0�LR − X��


Z0 cosh�Z0LR� + BiL sinh�Z0LR�
�6�

and

	 =
�LR

cosh�Z1�1 − X��

cosh�Z1�1 − LR��
�7�

where

Z1 =
Z0

R
�8�

and

x

L

2t1

L1

2t2hLTL,

Convective and Radiative Environment (Ta)

Fig. 1 Schematic of a typical step fin
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�LR
=

Z0BiL	Z0�Z0 sinh�Z0LR� + BiL cosh�Z0LR��
−1

1 +
	Z0 cosh�Z0LR� + BiL sinh�Z0LR�
	
Z0

2�1 − R� + RZ1 tanh�Z1�1 − LR��

Z0	Z0 sinh�Z0LR� + BiL cosh�Z0LR�


�9�

The expressions for the fin efficiency and the fin effectiveness are
found to be

� =
BiL�cosh�Z0LR� − �LR

�

Z0�1 + �1 − R�
���LR
Z0 + BiL sinh�Z0LR��

�10�

and

� =
BiL�cosh�Z0LR� − �LR

�

Z0
��LR
Z0 + BiL sinh�Z0LR��

�11�

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Temperature Distribution. The numerical method was
applied to a constant thermal step fin losing heat by convection
alone. To illustrate the effect of surface radiation on the tempera-
ture in the fin, the temperature profile for zero radiation �pure
convection� is compared with the profile for the radiation param-
eter Rp=0.1 in Fig. 2�a�. As expected, the radiative heat loss
complements the convective heat loss, resulting in a lowering of
temperature throughout the fin. The effect of radiation is smallest
at the base of the fin and increases along the length of the fin. The
largest difference between the two curves occurs at the tip of the
thin section. The base heat flow increases due to the additional
heat withdrawal induced by radiation. The increase in heat flow is
manifested by the comparatively larger slope �magnitude� of the
curve marked Rp=0.1. Figure 2�b� illustrates how the temperature
profiles in the two sections of the fin are affected by the strength
of the convective heating at the base of the fin. Two curves are
shown, one for BiL=1 and the other for BiL=10. The base tem-
perature depends on the convection resistance, which is inversely
related to the Biot number. A higher Biot number indicates smaller
convection resistance. Thus, there is a smaller temperature drop
across the thermal boundary layer between the mainstream fluid
and the fin base. This is clearly seen in the curve for BiL=10,
where the dimensionless temperature between the fluid and the fin
base is 1.00−0.89=0.11. When the Biot number is lowered to
BiL=1, the convection resistance increases by a factor of 10, and
the dimensionless temperature drop between the fluid and the fin
base increases to 1.00−0.48=0.52. It is also evident from a com-

parison of the initial slopes of two curves that the larger the Biot
number BiL, that is, the stronger the convection process, the larger
the heat dissipation from the fin.

4.2 Fin Efficiency and Fin Effectiveness. The fin efficiency,
defined as the actual heat transfer from the base of the fin to the
ideal heat transfer that would occur if the entire surface tempera-
ture of the fin was at its base, can be expressed in terms of the
dimensionless quantities as follows:

� =
BiL�1 − �b�

�bZ0
2�1 − 
�R − 1��

�12�

The fin effectiveness, defined as the actual heat transfer from
the base of the fin to the heat transfer without the fin, can be
expressed as

� =
BiL�1 − �b�


Z0
2�b

�13�

Equations �12� and �13� may be combined to express � in terms of
� as

� = ��1 + �1/
� − R� �14�
The efficiency of a convective-radiative fin is compared with

that of a pure convection fin in Fig. 3�a�. The abscissa Z0
=Bi1/2 /
 is a measure of the strength of the surface convective
transport. As the surface convection gets stronger, the efficiency
of the fin decreases. This result for a step fin follows the trend
seen with the uniformly thick fins �1,2�. The efficiency of a
convective-radiative is lower than that for a pure convective fin.
This behavior of a step fin mirrors the behavior of uniformly thick
convective-radiative fins observed in many studies cited in Ref.
�5�. The significant difference between the curves for pure con-
vection �Rp=0� and convection-radiation �Rp=0.1� clearly dem-
onstrates that the neglect of radiation can introduce large errors in
the values of fin performances. The effect of the Biot number at
the base of the fin on the efficiency of the fin can be studied from
Fig. 3�b�. As the Biot number increases, the fin performance de-
creases. Figure 3�c� compares the fin efficiency as a function of
the thickness ratio R. For both convective and convective-
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radiative fins, the fin efficiency increases as R increases, reaching
a maximum value for a uniformly thick fin �R=1�. The effect of
radiation parameter, Rp, is to lower the efficiency at all values of
R, the effect being most pronounced for a uniformly thick fin. It is
interesting to note that the performance plateaus at R=0.6 for the
convective fin as well as the convective-radiative fin. The ratio of
the profile areas for a step fin and a uniformly thick fin is R+ �1
−R�LR. With LR=0.5, the ratio is 0.8. Thus, a step fin of R=0.6 is
as effective as a uniformly thick fin �R=1� but provides a 20%
saving in material. This conclusion is valid for both convective
and convective-radiative fins. Figure 3�d� demonstrates how the
variation in thermal conductivity with temperature affects the fin
efficiency. For both a step fin with a short thick section �LR

=0.2� and a step fin with a long thick section �LR=0.8�, the fin
efficiency increases as the thermal conductivity parameter is in-
creased. In other words, the greater the sensitivity of the thermal
conductivity to temperature, the higher the fin performance. This
is under stable in view of the fact that as � increases, the average
thermal conductivity of the fin increases. Considering the effec-
tiveness of an infinitely long convective fin, which is given by �1�

� = kP/hAc �15�
It can be seen that the higher thermal conductivity results in
higher effectiveness. Since the efficiency is directly proportional
to effectiveness according to Eq. �14�, it also follows the trend
exhibited by the effectiveness. It is also noted from Fig. 3�d� that
a step fin with a longer thick section �LR=0.8� has a higher per-
formance than a step fin with a shorter thick section �LR=0.2�. In

Fig. 4�a�, the efficiency of the fin are plotted as a function of the
aspect ratio 
= t1 /L for two values of temperature parameter �. As
the thickness t1 increases relative to the overall length of the fin,
the efficiency gradually decreases. This holds true for both values
of �. Because of the relationship, TL−Ta=Ta /�, the fin operates
with a larger overall temperature difference TL−Ta when �=1
than when �=2. Consequently, a higher efficiency is seen for �
=1 than for �=2. The final set of results is presented in Figs. 4�b�
and 4�c�, where the efficiency and effectiveness per unit profile
area of the fin are presented. Figures 4�b� and 4�c� show that the
peak values occur in the neighborhood of R=0.1, that is, when
t2=0.1t1. If the thick and the thin sections of the fin have equal
lengths �LR=0.5�, then for the optimum design, the thickness of
the thin section should be one-tenth the thickness of the thick
section.

Nomenclature
a � profile area of a step fin
A � dimensionless profile area, a / �2t1L�

Ac � cross-sectional area, m2

Bi � Biot number based on the fin surface heat
transfer coefficient, ht1 /k0

BiL � Biot number, hLL /k0
h � convective heat transfer coefficient on the fin

side, W m−2 K−1

hL � convective heat transfer coefficient on the hot
fluid side, W m−2 K−1
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k0 � thermal conductivity of the fin material corre-
sponding to ambient temperature, W m−1 K−1

L � length of the fin, m
L1 � length of the common section of the fin mea-

sured from the fin base, m
LR � length ratio, L1 /L
P � perimeter, m
R � thickness ratio, t2 / t1

Rp � dimensionless radiation parameter, ��m�TL

−Ta�3 /h
t1 � semibase thickness, m
t2 � semitip thickness, m

T1 � local fin surface temperature �0�x�L1�, K
T2 � local fin surface temperature �L1�x�L�, K
Ta � surrounding temperature, K
TL � hot liquid temperature, K
x � coordinate, m
X � dimensionless coordinate, x /L

Z0 � dimensionless fin parameter, Bi /

Z1 � dimensionless parameter, Z0 /R

Greek Letters
� � coefficient of thermal conductivity, K−1

� � dimensionless variable thermal conductivity
parameter, �TL−Ta��

� � dimensionless temperature factor, Ta / �TL−Ta�
� � fin effectiveness

�m � emissivity of the fin material
� � fin efficiency
� � Boltzmann constant, W m−2 K−4

� � dimensionless fin temperature, �T1−Ta� / �TL

−Ta�
�LR � dimensionless interface temperature

	 � dimensionless fin temperature, �T2−Ta� / �TL

−Ta�

 � aspect ratio, t1 /L
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This work considers heat transfer in fin-thin film systems. Two
types of these systems are analyzed: (A) a thin film sandwiched
between two identical fin halves, and (B) a fin sandwiched be-
tween two identical thin films. The corresponding coupled energy
equations are solved numerically by an implicit, iterative, finite-
difference scheme. Comparisons with derived approximate closed-
form solutions are performed and good agreement is obtained. A
parametric study of all involved parameters is conducted and pre-
sented graphically. Useful correlations containing the various
physical parameters for both types are reported. It is found that
thermal efficiencies of fins can be increased significantly by intro-
ducing an internal flow inside the fin material. Moreover, factors
producing more internal convections are found to increase the
fin-thin film thermal efficiency. In addition, thermal efficiencies of
type A systems are found to be higher than those of type B sys-
tems. Moreover, the resulting system thermal efficiency is found to
have at most one local maximum and one local minimum over the
whole relative heights ratio spectrum. Finally, this work paves a
way for an effective combined passive and active method for en-
hancing heat transfer. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001647�
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1 Introduction
Fins are widely used in the industry, especially in the heat ex-

changer industry �1–5�. Their role is to enhance heat transfer be-
tween the solids and the adjoining fluids. According to Bergles
�1,2�, they are considered as passive techniques to enhance heat
transfer. In general, the literature contains many studies concern-
ing heat transfer enhancements using fins �1–10�. One can further
classify fins from these works according to the following aspects.

• Geometrical design aspects: This includes simple fin designs
�1–5� �rectangular, triangular, etc.� or complicated fin de-
signs �e.g., spiral fins �6��.

• Distribution of the fins on the solid: This includes simple fin
distributions �3–5� or structured fin distributions �7,8�.

• Number of different adjoining fluids: The fin may be sur-
rounded by a single fluidic reservoir �1–8� or by at least two
fluidic reservoirs �9�.

• Location of the fin base surface: This surface can be on the
outer solid surface �1–9� or embedded in the solid �10�.

In this work, it is proposed to consider an additional classifica-
tion aspect, which is “fins with internal flows”. This can be
achieved by introducing a fluidic thin film �11,12� inside the fin.
The resulting system is named as a “fin-thin film system.” The
motivation behind this work is to seek new ways of enhancing the

thermal efficiencies of existing fins. Two types of fin-thin film
systems are considered: �A� a thin film sandwiched between two
identical fin halves, and �B� a fin sandwiched between two iden-
tical thin films. Energy and momentum equations for both cases
are solved numerically in order to compare their thermal efficien-
cies.

2 Problem Formulation

2.1 A Thin Film Sandwiched Between Two Identical Fin
Halves (Type A). Consider a rectangular fin of thickness 2�H
−Ho�, width W, and length L, as shown in Fig. 1. The sandwiched
fluidic thin film has height 2Ho and width W. Assuming the one-
dimensional heat transfer inside the two fin halves, the energy
equation for each half �13� is

d2Tf

dx2 −
ho

kf�H − Ho�
�Tf − T�� −

hi

kf�H − Ho�
�Tf − Tm� = 0 �1�

where Tf, T�, Tm, ho, hi, and kf are the fin temperature, outer free
stream temperature, inner fluid mean bulk temperature, outer con-
vection heat transfer coefficient, inner convection heat transfer
coefficient, and the fin thermal conductivity, respectively. The
two-dimensional energy equation applicable for the inner fluid is

�cp�u
�T

�x
� = k

�2T

�y2 �2�

where �, cp, u, k, and T are the inner fluid density, specific heat,
axial velocity, thermal conductivity, and the temperature field of
the inner fluid, respectively. The boundary conditions applicable
for Eqs. �1� and �2� are

T�x = 0,y� = Tb �3a�

	 �T

�y
	

x,y=0

= 0 �3b�

T�x,y = Ho� = Tf�x� �3c�

Tf�x = 0� = Tb �3d�

	dTf

dx
	

x=L

= 0 �3e�

In dimensionless forms, Eqs. �1� and �2� can be constructed as

d2� f

dX2 − �1� f − �2 Pe
d�m

dX
= 0 �4�

U
��

�X
=

1

Pe

�2�

�Y2 �5�

when the following dimensionless variables and parameters are
utilized:

X =
x

Ho
Y =

y

Ho
� f =

Tf − T�

Ti − T�

�m =
Tm − T�

Ti − T�

�1 = � �2

1 − �
�Bi �2 = � �

1 − �
�� k

kf
�

�6�

Bi =
hoH

kf
� =

Ho

H
a =

Ho

L
aH =

H

L

Pe =
ūHo

�
= PeH�3 PeH =

1

3����
dP

dx
H3

where Pe, P, �, and � are the Peclet number, inner fluid pressure,
inner fluid dynamic viscosity, and the inner fluid thermal diffusiv-
ity, respectively. Hdrodynamically fully developed internal flow is
considered with dimensionless velocity U given by
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U�Y� 

u

ū
=

3

2
�1 − Y2� �7�

where ū is the average velocity ū= �Ho
2 /3���dP /dx�. It should be

mentioned that Eq. �4� is derived based on the integral form of Eq.
�5�, which can be constructed in the form

d�m

dX
=

Nu

Pe
�� f − �m� �8�

where Nu=hiHo /k. The quantity � represents the thermal effi-
ciency of the fin-thin film system. It is equal to

� 

qf + qtf

qmax

=
− kf2W�H − Ho�dTf/dx�x=0 + �cpū2HoW�Tm�x = 0� − Tm�x = L��

2WLho�Tb − T��
�9�

where qf and qtf are the fin heat transfer rate and the rate of heat
transfer by the thin film, respectively. In terms of dimensionless
parameters, it is equal to

�A = � a

�1
���2 Pe�1 − �m�X = 1/a�� − 	d� f

dX
	

X=0
 �10�

2.1.1 Approximate Solution. For conditions resulting in
d�m /dx�d� f /dx, as when a Pe /Nu	1.0, the solution of Eq. �4�
is

� f�X� =

exp�s1X� − � s1

s2
�exp� s1 − s2

a
�exp�s2X�

1 − � s1

s2
�exp� s1 − s2

a
�

s1 = ��2 Pe

2
��1 −�1 +

4�1

��2 Pe�2
s2 = ��2 Pe

2
��1 +�1 +

4�1

��2 Pe�2 �11�

As such, � for type A systems become

�A = � a

s1
�� �1 − exp�− s1/a�� − � s1

s2
�2

�1 − exp�− s2/a��

exp�− s1/a� − � s1

s2
�exp�− s2/a� �

a Pe

Nu
	 1.0 �12�

2.2 A Fin Sandwiched Between Two Identical Thin Films
(Type B). Let a rectangular fin of thickness 2�H−Ho�, width W,
and length L be sandwiched between two identical thin films of
height Ho and width W, as shown in Fig. 2. The dimensionless
energy equation applied to the to the thin film is given by Eq. �5�.
The application of conservation of energy on the fin yields, in
dimensionless form, the following:

d2� f

dX2 − �2NuL�� f − �m� = 0 �13�

where NuL=hLHo /k. The quantity hL is the convection heat trans-
fer coefficient between the fin and the inner fluid flow. For type B
systems, the Peclet number and the U field are given by

Pe =
ūHo

�
= PeH�3; PeH =

1

12����
dP

dx
H3

U�Y� = 6Y�1 − Y� �14�

The boundary conditions for this case are

��X = 0,Y� = 1.0 �15a�

��X,Y = 0.0� = � f�X� �15b�

	−
��

�Y
	

X,Y=1.0

= ��1

�2
���X,Y = 1.0� �15c�

� f�X = 0� = 1.0 �15d�

	d� f

dX
	

X=1.0/a
= 0.0 �15e�

The integral form of Eq. �5�, based on Eq. �15�, takes the form

NuL�� f − �m� = Pe
d�m

dX
+

�1

�2
��X,Y = 1.0� �16�

Substituting Eq. �16� in Eq. �13� yields

d2� f

dX2 − �1��X,Y = 1.0� − �2 Pe
d�m

dX
= 0 �17�

There is an important parameter that should be mentioned in
order to completely characterize this type of systems. It is NuL,
which is given by

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram for type A fin-thin film systems and the corre-
sponding coordinates system
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NuL 

hLHo

k
=

qL�

�Tf − Tm�
�Ho

k
� = � − 1

� f�X� − �m�X��	 ��

�Y
	

X,Y=0


�18�

where qL� is the transverse heat fluxes at the fin boundary. The fin
efficiency for this case �B can be calculated from Eq. �9�.

2.2.1 Approximate Solution When a Pe	1.0 . When the flow
is thermally developed inside the thin film, the � field can be
approximated by

�U�X� − ��X,Y�
�U�X� − �m�X�

� � �U�X� − � f�X�
�U�X� − �m�X��1 − 3.5Y + 2.5Y2� + 5Y�1

− Y� �19�

where �U�X�=��X ,Y =1.0�. Two relationships can be obtained be-
tween � f�X�, �m�X�, and �U�X�. First, when NuL given by Eq. �18�
is evaluated and substituted in Eq. �16�, considering that a Pe
	1.0. The second one is obtainable when Eq. �19� is applied on
the boundary condition �15c�. Further reductions change Eq. �17�
to

d2�U

dX2 − ��2 Pe��0.425�1 + �2

0.75�1 + �2
d�U

dX
− � �1�2

0.75�1 + �2
�U = 0

�20�

with boundary conditions equal to

�U�X = 0� =
�2

0.75�1 + �2
�21a�

	d�U

dX
	

X=1/a
= 0 �21b�

By solving Eq. �20�, �B becomes

�B = � a

p1
�� �2

0.75�1 + �2



��1 − exp�− p1/a�� − � p1

p2
�2

�1 − exp�− p2/a��

exp�− p1/a� − � p1

p2
�exp�− p2/a� �

p1,2 = ��2 Pe

2
��0.425�1 + �2

0.75�1 + �2



�1 ��1 +
4�1�2�0.75�1 + �2�

��2 Pe�0.425�1 + �2��2 �22�

3 Numerical Methodology
Equations �4� and �5� or Eqs. �17� and �5� are coupled and must

be solved numerically with iterations. The implicit finite-
difference method discussed by Blottner �14� proved to produce
accurate results for this problem. The previous equations were
discretized using three-point central different quotients for the
second derivative terms. The resulting tridiagonal system of alge-
braic equations was then solved using the Thomas algorithm �14�.
The solution of Eq. �5� marches from X=0 to X=1 /a using a
two-point backward difference formula in the X-direction. Con-
stant step sizes of 0.001 /a and 0.0025 are used in the X and Y
directions, respectively. The convergence criterion for this prob-
lem required that the maximum difference between the current fin
temperatures and the previous solution be 10−8. A fin-thin film
system with Ho=7.0 mm, H=10 mm, and L=56 mm made from
Nickel �kf =60 W /m K� with ho=200 W /m2 K results in Pe
=4.0 when uo=0.021 m /s, �=0.7, �1=0.054, �2=1.36, and a
=0.125 with NaK solution ��=892 kg /m3, cp

=1058 J /kg K, k=35 W /m K�. The numerical method results
are in good agreement with the results of Eqs. �11� and �22�, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As such, these validations led to more
confidence in the obtained results. Also, it should be mentioned
here that the one-dimensional fin problem assumption is fairly
valid for the used range of Bi, Bi�0.2 according to Ref. �8�.

4 Discussion of the Results
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the behavior of the system thermal

efficiencies �A and �B as functions of �1 and �2 for type A and
type B systems, respectively. As expected, increasing the value of
�2 while fixing the other parameters produces a larger inner fluid
thermal capacity. As such, the system heat transfer rate increases.
This causes the system thermal efficiencies to increase, as evident
from Figs. 3 and 4. However, an increase in the value of �1
produces additional increases in the maximum system heat trans-
fer rate relative to that of the system heat transfer rate. This causes
decreases in the system thermal efficiencies, as shown in the fig-
ures. It is interesting to notice that increases in the system thermal

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram for type B fin-thin film systems and the corre-
sponding coordinates system
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efficiencies are significant at smaller values of �1 and �2 and at
larger Peclet numbers. Moreover, �B-values obtained numerically
are slightly larger than those obtained from Eq. �22� because the
latter values were obtained by ignoring the thermal entry region
�13�.

Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of the relative heights ratio and
the Biot number on the thermal efficiencies �A and �B, respec-
tively. Increasing � between �=0.5 and �=1.0 causes increases in
the average inner convection coefficient as a result of the increase
in the thermal entry region effects �13�. On the other hand, the fin
cross-sectional area decreases as � increases, causing reduction in
the fin heat transfer rate. As such, the system thermal efficiencies
are noticed to have local maxima when k /kf =0.16. When �
0.5, the inner average convection coefficient decreases as �
increases due to decreases in transverse temperature gradients,
and then it starts to increase as � increases when the flow starts to
be dominant by the thermal entry region effects. As such, the
system thermal efficiencies are noticed to have local minima val-
ues when �0.5.

5 Conclusions

The problem of heat transfer inside fin-thin film systems was
considered. Two fin-thin film systems were analyzed: �A� a thin
film sandwiched between two identical fin halves, and �B� a fin
sandwiched between two identical thin films. Appropriate forms
of the coupled energy equations were solved using an implicit,
iterative, and finite-difference scheme. The numerical results for
the thermal efficiencies were validated against closed-form ap-
proximate solutions. Useful correlations were reported in the Ap-
pendix. It was found that the fin’s thermal efficiencies can be
increased significantly by introducing an internal flow within the
fin material. Also, thermal efficiencies of type A systems were
found to be higher than those of type B systems. Factors produc-
ing more internal convections such as increasing the Peclet num-
ber were found to increase the system thermal efficiency. The
system thermal efficiency was found to have, at most, one local
maximum and one local minimum over the whole relative heights

Fig. 3 Effects of �2 and �1 on �A

Fig. 4 Effects of �2 and �1 on �B
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ratio spectrum. Finally, fin-thin film systems are recommended to
be part of the main channel in order to provide relatively large
heat transfer enhancement ratios.

Nomenclature
a, aH � aspect ratios

Bi � Biot number
cp � fluid specific heat
H � half total height of the fin-thin film system

Ho � half total height of the thin film
ho � outer convection heat transfer coefficient
hi � inner convection heat transfer coefficient for

type A
hL � inner lower side convection heat transfer coef-

ficient for type B
k � thermal conductivity of the inner fluid

kf � fin thermal conductivity
L � fin and thin film length

Nu � Nusselt number for type A system
NuL � inner lower side Nusselt number for type B

system
P � pressure

Pe, PeH � Peclet numbers
T � inner fluid temperature field

Tb � fin base temperature
Tf � fin temperature
Tm � mean bulk temperature
T� � free temperature of the external fluid
u � inner fluid velocity field
ū � fluid mean velocity
U � fluid dimensionless velocity
W � fin-thin film system width
x � coordinate axis along the fin-thin film system

center line
X � dimensionless x-coordinate
y � transverse coordinate axis

Fig. 5 Effects of � and Bi on �A

Fig. 6 Effects of � and Bi on �B
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Y � dimensionless y-coordinate

Greek Symbols
� � inner fluid thermal diffusivity
� � relative heights ratio

�A, �B � fin-thin film system efficiencies for types A
and B

� � inner fluid dynamic viscosity
� � inner fluid dimensionless temperature

� f � fin dimensionless temperature
�m � mean bulk dimensionless temperature

�1, �2 � first and second fin-thin film system dimen-
sionless parameters

� � inner fluid density

Appendix
The following correlations for �A and �B are proposed:

�A = �a�1�2

�3�1




sinh�c1 Pe0.28 + c2�a�2 Pe�c3�exp�− �1a

−0.76/Pe4.05�
cosh�c4��1

0.75/a�c5 + c6�a�2 Pe�c7+c8�a Pe/�1�c9�
�A1�

�B = �a�1�2�3

�1
�a Pe

�1
d1

exp�d2�a Pe

�1
�d1� �A2�

when 0.05��1�1.50, 0.01��2�1.45, 2.0�Pe�18, and 0.08
�a�0.25. The functions �1, �2, �3, �1, �2, and �3 are

�1 = c10 + c11��2

�1
�1.2

+ c12��2

�1
�2.25

+ �
i=13

i=15

ci��2

�1
�i−10

�A3�

�2 = c16�a�2 Pe� + �
i=17

i=19

ci�a�2 Pe�i−15 + c20�a�2 Pe�6 �A4�

�3 = �1 + 7� �1

a0.229 Pe
�3

+ 4� �1

a0.229 Pe
�4

+ ��2

a
�2c21�Pe2.18

304
c21

�A5�

�1 = d3��2 Pe�0.68 + d4�a�2 Pe�2.39 + d5�a�2 Pe�2.56

+ d6�a�2 Pe�2.73 �A6�

�2 = d7�a2 Pe�d8 + d9�a2�2 Pe�d10 + d11�a2�1�d12 + d13�Pe

a
�d14

�A7�

�3 = �1 − 108.66�a0.125�1

Pe
�d15

+ 107.056�a0.125�1

Pe
�d16

+ ��2

a
�1.75d17

Ped18 �A8�

The constants c1−c24 and d1−d16 are equal to

c1 = 0.623463 c2 = 0.314291 c3 = − 0.253155

c4 = 3.98448 c5 = 0.113461 c6 = 18.6847

c7 = 0.0410807 c8 = 13.5668 c9 = 0.0587985

c10 = − 12042777.9842 c11 = 2370619.8306
�A9�

c12 = − 550334.1563 c13 = 90538.5148 c14 = − 2815.1614

c15 = 35.637 c16 = − 862094324.2251

c17 = 104971828.2443 c18 = − 22036071.8785

c19 = 2183238.3364 c20 = − 9523.8054 c21 = 0.262812

d1 = − 0.721531 d2 = − 0.462346 d3 = − 45483.8396

d4 = 79126.0565 d5 = − 107102.158 d6 = 36705.6174

d7 = 5.02581 
 10−5 d8 = − 0.0313466 d9 = − 7.12432 
 10−5

�A10�
d10 = − 0.0695067 d11 = 0.506432 d12 = − 9.84908 
 10−6

d13 = − 0.506434 d14 = 6.59839 
 10−6 d15 = − 1.27524

d16 = − 1.28347 d17 = 0.100659 d18 = 0.014696214

The correlations are preferred to be used when �A,B�0.40. This
corresponds to the maximum error 10%.
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